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• Circuit Testing Update/No. 10 in aseries from Hewlett-Packard.

CIRCUIT BOARD TESTING: SHOULD IT BEGIN IN PRODUCTION
OR IN THE LAB?

Some successful companies charge
production with the responsibility for
developing test procedures. Others give
the job to the design lab. And with
many it's ashared responsibility.
However, if these methods were
decided by the standards of yesterday's
technology, you may increase today's
productivity with adifferent approach.
Consider these points:

will probably take longer than planned
in design turn-on. And design followup with production often takes more
effort than expected. Longer production test development time is also likely
to delay shipments.
Designing in ago/no-go self test
(optkm 2) solves some of the problems associated with option 1. However. alimited self test may still lead to
failures at system turn-on. And
without fault isolation, expensive
technician time will be needed in production and field service.
At first glance, option 3may seem
to require too much of the designer's
time. However, the payback can be
significant in reduced debugging time
and enhanced test effectiveness. After
all, the designer best understands the
product structure and critical aspects of
its operation. And the designer has the
tools and the opportunity to implement
design features often required for high
fault-coverage testing of complex
LSI circuitry.

Testing options begin in the lab.
With today's product designs using
microprocessors, memory and other
LSI circuits, the question "How to
test?" will arise long before adesign is
released to production. When asked in
the hardware/software definition phase,
electronic manufacturers can opt for
one of three approaches: 1) Not to
design for testability, thus leaving test
development responsibility to production. 2) Design for go/no-go self test,
covering a"critical" subset of board
functions, and leaving fault isolation to
skilled technicians in production as well
as the field. 3) Design for thorough self
test, including diagnostics, which
facilitate fault isolation, thus providing a
total test solution for R&D, production
and field service.

A decision that impacts
production most.
Whatever the decision, production will
feel its effect most. A balance must be
found between design time and aviable
board test solution. HP provides that
balance with the 3060A Board Test
System. Equipped with the High Speed
Digital Functional Test Option
(HSDFT), it delivers the flexibility to
solve your uP and LSI board testing
problems whether you design for testability or not.
For example, the 3060A can
activate gP-based,
designed-in stimulus

Can you afford to design
for testability?
Let's take alook at the trade-offs.
Option 1 appears to offer the shortest
design cycle. However, the designer
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firmware and measure the dynamic
board response using Signature
Analysis. If self-stimulus isn't available
you can use the HSDFT programmable
stimulus capability (Figure 1).
Microprocessor Board

Microprocessor
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Downloaded
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Stimulus Software
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Figure 1 — The 3060A can activate resident test stimulus
software or provide that stimulus from its own RAM.

Test stimulus software developed for
design turn-on can even be leveraged
for production test by downloading
from your design system (such as the
HP 64000) into 3060A stimulus RAM.
Or, alternatively, HP's 3060A Digital
Functional Test software provides easyto-use stimulus and measurement
programming procedures.
For fault isolation, the 3060A
HSDFT software provides automatic
backtracking via in-circuit visibility on
the basis of atopological description of
the board. And, these procedures can
be used as the basis for effective field
service repair using HP Signature
Analysis instrumentation (HP's 5005A).
The bottom line? Rapid software
development, thorough testing, high
throughput and efficient field troubleshooting — the complete solution.
That's worth investigating.
For more information.
Let HP help you optimize your investment in design, test and service. Write
Hewlett-Packard, 1820 Embarcadero
Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Or call
the HP regional office nearest you:
East (201) 265-5000, West (213)
970-7500, Midwest (312) 255-9800,
South (404) 955-1500, Canada
(416) 678-9430.

HP Circuit Testers—
The Right Decision
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Sample HP'S New Crop
or Bright Ideas.
HP now gives you the green light for any
application. Our new higilperformance
green indicators are two to three times
brighter than existing green lamps, with
excellent uniformity, consistent unit-tounit color, and extremely low light
output degradation.
HP green lamps are available in four
distinct packages. T-14's come in both
diffused and non-diffused, high and low
profile packages. T-1 and rectangular
lamps have wide angle diffused packages.
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To see for yourself just how bright a
green light can be, send the coupon in for a
free sample.
For pricing and delivery information,
call your nearby authorized
Hewlett-Packard components distributor.
In the U.S., call Hall-Mark, Hamilton/
Avnet, Pioneer Standard, Schweber,
and the Wyle Distribution Group.
In Canada, contact Hamilton/Avnet
or Zentronics, Ltd.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

I'd like to sample your new crop of bright
ideas.
Please send me afree HP green indicator.
Name
Company
Address
City
State

Zip

In the U.S., mail coupon to:
Hewlett-Packard Company
640 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304
In Europe:
Hewlett-Packard, Nederland By
Central Mailing Department
RO. Box 529
1180 AM Amstelveen
The Netherlands
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HP introduces anew series of pulse/function generators.

8116A PROGRAMMABLE
PULSE/FUNCTION GENERATOR

8111A MANUAL
PULSE/FUNCTION GENERATOR

Great performance
and convenience at half
the price you'd expect.

Digital display and
plenty of capabilities
at your fingertips.

Fully HP-IB programmable, the outstanding new
8116A generates pulse and haversine/havertriangle as
well as sine, square, and triangle functions over
the entire 1mHz-50 MHz frequency and 32 Vpp
amplitude ranges.
The new 8116A offers true pulse capabilities such as
6 ns transition times and 10 ns minimum pulse width,
plus variable duty cycle for the other functions. Any
waveform can be generated in achoice of external
trigger and modulation modes. And, you can always
combine AM, FM, PWM or VCO with external trigger,
gate, width, sweep or burst controls. Internal/external
burst mode and logarithmic sweep are optional.

Simple operation, high reliability.
Easy to program, the friendly HP 8116A features aselfprompting menu and built-in error recognition for highly
simplified operation.
Custom HP IC's and a low operating temperature
contribute to high reliability. And, the 8116A is easy to
service thanks to self-test, signature analysis and accessible modular design.
For bench or system, the new HP 8116A is a prime
choice at just $3,440. But if manual operation meets
your needs, we have another outstanding new
instrument. .

HP's new 8111A offers the same waveforms as the
8116A, over afull 20 MHz frequency and 32 Vpp
amplitude range at about half the price — just $1,775.
Variable duty cycle (10%-90%) and pulse width down
to 25 ns are combined with fast 10 ns transition times
for excellent pulse and squarewave fidelity.

Digital readout for all parameters.
For operating ease in bench, service and educational
applications, the 8111A's digital readout allows simple
parameter setting and resetting — in most cases, there's
no need for additional instrumentation to set and repeat
parameters. And, digital readout also allows specified
accuracy, repeatability and resolution.
For complete information, write to: Hewlett-Packard,
1820 Embarcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
Or call the HP regional office nearest you:
East (201) 265-5000, West (213) 970-7500,
Midwest (312) 255-9800, South (404) 955-1500,
Canada (416) 678-9430.
•Domestic U.S.A. prices only.
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Technology Update, 114
With very large-scale integrated circuits in production, the other electronics
industries are keeping pace. As VLSI applications begin to appear, attention
turns to software for these programmable ICs.
Semiconductors, 116. Complementary-mos takes the spotlight, but other
digital technologies are advancing as well, including gallium arsenide and
Josephson junctions. Linear developments emphasize merged technologies.
Memories, 130. Redundancy is awatchword, but is apoint of contention in
the struggling 64-K random-access-memory world. Nonvolatile memories are
active, except for the departure of many bubble makers.
Components, 144. In data acquisition, the name of the game is added
intelligence for greater capabilities.
Packaging & Production, 154. Pin-grid arrays are joining chip-carriers as
VLSI packaging candidates, while new generations of processing gear appear.
Test & Measurement, 164. Functional integration and automation are the
key to more capable instruments for the more complex VLSI circuitry.
Microsystems, 178. With the 32-bit processor off and running, the silicon
system (including support chips) is out of the gate.
Software, 192. Modularity in high-level languages and automatic application-program generators point to major hikes in programming productivity.
Computers & Peripherals, 204. A burgeoning market — office automation —
is spurring improved capabilities in terminals and smaller machines, notably
personal computers, as well as in storage technologies.
Communications, 216. As data handling grows in importance, transmission
channels are ramping up to new levels of capability.
Consumer, 230. Behind snazzy new products like walk-around portable
sound systems is asolid base of advancing technology.
The year in electronics: achronology, 240.
In the next issue ...
A minicomputer on achip ...resistors with the lowest temperature coefficient yet ...two approaches to electron-beam lithography.
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power
amplifiers
1Watt and now. .. 2Watts linear output
from 50KHz to 1200 MHz from 1.99
If your application requires up to 2watts for intermodulation testing of components... broadband isolation... flat gain over a wide bandwidth... or much
higher output from your frequency synthesizer or signal/sweep generator..
Mini-Circuits' ZHL power amplifiers will meet your needs, at surprisingly low
prices. Seven models are available, offerirg aselection of bandwidth and gain.
Using an ultra-linear Class A design. the ZHL is unconditionally stable'and can
be connected to any load impedance without amplifier damage or oscillation.
The ZHL is housed in arugged V8 inch thick aluminum case, with aself-contained
hefty heat sink.
Of course, our one-year guarantee applies to each amplifier.
So from the table below, select the ZHL model for your particular application
...we'll ship within one week!
Model
No.
ZHL-32A
ZHL-3A
ZHL-IA
ZHL-2
ZHL-2-8
ZHL-2-12
ZHL-1-2W

Freq.
MHz
0.05-130
0.4-150
2-500
10-1000
10-1000
10-1200
5-500

Gain
dB
25
24
16
15
27
24
29

Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.

Gain

Max. Power

Noise

Flatness
dB

Output dBm
1-dB Compression

Figure
dB

▪1.0
+1.0
+1.0
1,1.0
±1.0
+1.0
+1.0

Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.
Max.

-29
+29.5
+28
+29
+29
+29
+33

Min
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.
Min.•
Min.

10
11
11
18
10
10
12

Intercept
Point
3rd Order dBm

Typ
Tyix
Typ
TypTyrx
Typ
Typ

Total safe input power +20 dBm. operating temperature 0° C to +60° C. storage tempeature
-55° C to +100° C. 50 ohm impedance. input and outpLt VSWR 2.1 max.
+28.5 dBm from 1000-1200 MHZ
For detailed specs and curves. refer to
1980/81 MicroWaves Product Data Directory. Gob ° Book. or EEM.
*BNC connectors are supplied: however.
SM. INC and Type N connectors are also available.

-38
+38
+38
+38
+38
+38
+44

Typ
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.
Typ.

DC Power
Current

Voltage
•24V
+24V
+24V
+24V
+24V
+24V
+24V

0.6A
0.6A
0.6A
0.6A
065A
0 75A
0.9A

Price
$ Ea.

Qty.

199.00
199.00
199.00
349.00
449.00
524.00
495.00

(1-9)
1I-9l
(1-91
(1-9)
11-9)
II-91
11-9)

=Mini-Circuits

A Civi..ion of f3cfenfffic Components Corporation
World's largest nnanufaceurer of Double Balanced Mixers
2625 East 14th Street, Brook)yn, New York 11235 (212)769-0200
Domestic and International Telex 125460 International Telex 620156
Circle 5 on reader service card
70 REV. ORIG.

Never belote...
200 watts
of RF power with
incredible
versatility.
3200 Lspans
250 kHz to 150 MHz.

Now there's acompletely solid
state power amplifier that provides
200 watts of linear power over a
frequency range from 250 kHz to
120 MHz. And at175 watts, the
range extends to 150 MHz.
Imagine the wide range of applications you can cover with this
single Class A linear unit. All you
need is any standard signal or
sweep generator and you have
the ultimate in linear power for
RFI/EMI testing, NMR, RF
Transmission, and general
laboratory applications.
And, like all ENI power amplifiers,
the 3200 Lfeatures unconditional
stability instantaneous failsafe
provisions, and absolute protection from overloads and transients.
The 3200 Lrepresents abreakthrough in RF power versatility
and packaging. Never before has
there been anything like it commercially available anywhere!
Contact us for ademonstration
of the 3200 Land our complete
catalog on the other amplifiers in
our wide line ENI, 3000 Winton
Road South, Rochester, NY14623.
Call 716/473-6900, or Telex
97-8283 ENI ROC.

The advanced
design line of
power amplifiers
6
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Publisher's letter
The Annual Technology Update
issue has become aritual at Electronics, although the breakneck pace
required to produce some 60-odd
pages of solid technical editorial
(Tech Update is the only issue each
year that is entirely staff-written)
makes the occasion anything but
solemn. In fact, Technology Update
is a time for reflection upon what
developments took place, what they
mean, and what their ramifications
will be in the near and far future.
That forward-looking aspect has
evolved from the original intention
of our first Technology Update seven
years ago of assessing a past year's
development. It was the astuteness
of the technical editors, mainly, that
turned what would otherwise be a'
rehash into a true evaluation of the
direction of technology. History assures us that technology doesn'ti
occur in a vacuum: the decline off
charge-coupled-device memories, they
uncertain future of bubble memo-I
ries, and other such phenomenal
should make it clear that technology
is but one element in acomplex picture involving producibility, cost!
marketing, and, of course, timing
that all come together to determine
whether or not development is truly
successful.
That determination is the endeavor of each of our technical department editors in Technology Update.
Such information becomes ever
harder to find in a set of industries
as dynamic as the electronics business. This year, the changing scene is
reflected by an expansion of the
number of sections to 10 (not counting the Chronology on p. 240): software has earned its place in the
ranks of technology, and microsys-

tems and software editor Colin Johnson provides his assessment beginning on page 192.
If there is still any doubt about the
of the Mead-Conway
approach to the design of very largescale integrated circuits, just try to
get an appointment with Carver
Mead. With Lynn Conway, he is the
winner of Electronics' 1981 Award
for Achievement for their work in
integrating the concepts of device
fabrication with those of system
architecture.
Mead, in the words of Los
Angeles bureau chief Larry Waller,
"is the most tightly scheduled person
I've ever seen. One of the more academia-industry-integrated people
around, his life is acheckerboard of
appointments. This past summer
included consulting stays at Bell
Labs, Boeing, and in Europe, just to
give some idea of his travels. Not
only couldn't I get more than an
hour with him, but students kept
coming in to talk to him during that
time."
Lynn Conway is an equally hard
worker. Martin Marshall of our San
Francisco regional bureau in Palo
Alto says that the Xerox system
designer relaxes by riding her bike
and by hiking. And, she keeps cats,
whose number keeps varying as they
come and go.
l
'importance

Wanted: aconsumer/industrial editor
Electronics has open a challenging editorial position for an electronics
engineer with a bent for journalism. Right now, we're looking for someone
who can write and edit articles on the latest trends in the areas of consumer
and industrial electronics, which include video, audio, speech synthesis, and
personal computing in the former and robotics and energy management in
the latter. A bachelor's degree and experience in design are desirable. We
offer excellent salary and benefits. Write a letter telling us about yourself to
the Managing Editor (Technical) at Electronics, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N. Y. 10020.
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Catch the Bus for
Completely Automatic
Distortion Measurement
Designers and ATE people requested it— a
NEW distortion analyzer with IEEE-488 bus
compatibility. Now Krohn-Hite responds with
the first totally automatic instrument for measuring low distortion, voltage, and frequency.
Here's What "Completely Automatic"
Means. The 6880 self-tunes to the frequency
of an external signal over the entire range of
1Hz to 110 kHz, so manual frequency tuning
is unnecessary. Distortion, AC voltage, and
frequency measurements can be made with
input levels from 0.1- 130 V RMS. And by
eliminating operator functions, the 6880 cuts
time and costs.
The 6880 Is Versatile. It measures total
harmonic distortion in percent or dB down to
-90 dB (0.003%), with 0.1 dB resolution for

any input level. As an AC voltmeter, the 6880
measures RMS volts or deviation in percent or
dB. As afrequency counter, it displays the
fundamental input frequency from 1.000 Hz
to 999 kHz. Built-in features include switchselectable high and low pass filters, distortion
output, analog output, and ultra-low distortion
1kHz (0.003%) sinewave output.

IEEE-488

i

Catch the IEEE-488 bus compatible,
completely automatic 6880 distortion analyzer
today at Krohn-Hite. Make Krohn-Hite your
stop for afamily of bus compatible instruments. Call for further information and look up
our complete product listings in EEM and
Gold Book.

MODEL 6880
PROGRAMMABLE
DISTORTION ANALYZER

;111,

DISTORTION
OUTPUT

01f PL,i

G

.

\Lill
MC
Avon Industrial Park, Avon, MA 02322
(617) 580-1660 TWX 710 345 0831

Krohn-Hite...Benchmark of Q uality in Programmable Instruments
OVERSEAS SALES OFFICE: ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT, Cairo, E.P.I. Co; ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires, COASIN S/A; AUSTRIA. Wien, UNIVERSAL ELECTRONIK IMPORT; AUSTRALIA. Chatswood, South
Melbourne, Fortitude Valley O. Auburn, Kidman Park, Cloverdale. WARBURTON FRANKI, LTD; BELGIUM, Brussels, C. N. ROOD s.a.: DENMARK, Naerum, SC METRIC NS; ENGLAND, Reading Berks, KEITFILEY
INSTRUMENTS. LTD; FINLAND, Helsinki, INTO/OY; FRANCE, Bac, M.B. ELECTRONIOUE; GERMANY, Munich. KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS. GMBH; HOLLAND, Rijswijk, C.N. ROOD, b.v.; ISRAEL, Tel-Aviv,
ARITMORE ENGINEERING CO, LTD; ITALY, Milan, Rome, VIANELLO SPA.; JAPAN, Tokyo, CHISHO CORP.; NEW ZEALAND, Lower Hutt, WARBURTON FRANKI LTD; NORWAY, Asker, TELEINSTRUMENT AB;
PORTUGAL, Lisbon, MAGNETROM; SINGAPORE, Singapore, O'CONNOR'S (PTE), LTD; SOUTH AFRICA, Bramley, PROTEA P.N.I. (PTY), LTD; SPAIN, Barcelona, C.R. MARES, S.A.; SWEDEN, Vallingby,
TELEINSTRUMENT AB; SWITZERLAND. Urdorf Zurich, MEGEX ELECTRONIC AG.
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Mounting
Ideas from
Weckesser
6Ways
To Mount
Cable Ties
-ALL NYLON-

SCREW FASTENED—

ADHESIVE FASTENED—

Ilightemperature
adhesive
available

SNAP -IN -

ieb

Write for catalog.

COMPANY, Inc.
4444 W. Irving Park Road
Chicago, Illinois 60641 (312) 282-8626
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Readers' comments
Overhauling the FAA
To the Editor: Those of us who have
read Electronics since all airliners
had propellers couldn't agree more
with your editorial, "The FAA'S Sins
of Omission" [Aug. 25, p. 24]. For
decades you have documented that
agency's nonfeasance, indecisiveness,
and agonizing foot-dragging. However, "rebuilding the bureaucracy"
would be an inadequate corrective
measure; "restructuring" is required—both for immediate results
and to prevent the otherwise inevitable regression into ineffectiveness.
This strategy can be made to work,
but its success requires at least two
important steps.
The first is that the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
should establish a "shadow" FAA
committee to monitor all the Federal
Aviation Administration's actions.
This would be a highly visible and
very vocal group of experts reporting
through the business and the consumer press. Full representation
should be solicited from airline
pilots, the aviation industry, the airlines, the Air Force, and air-traffic
controllers— the last of which will
eventually begin behaving like aprofessional association. Specific subcommittees would oversee various
existing and proposed air-traffic control systems, such as the instrument
landing system (ILs), the groundcontrolled approach system (GcA),
and the planned automated en-route
air-traffic control system (AERA).
The second step would be for Congress to require that one or more
seats on each of its committees and
subcommittees be held by a public
member "designated by the appropriate professional society." These
members would not only supply
competent technological input to the
committee, but also report to their
constituency and the public on the
performance of committee members.
The key concept here is representativeness. The IEEE members would
report on the feasibility, practicality,
and state of development of the
latest technologies. They could also
represent the public. Any IEEE member, and any citizen, could thus contribute ideas through representation

in the shadow committee.
Because of the urgency in the specific case of the FAA and its airtraffic control responsibilities, an adhoc blue ribbon committee, established and funded by the Department of Transportation, should be
set up. This would be a short-term
proposition and would be discontinued as soon as restructuring was
accomplished and properly staffed
action groups were in place.
To prevent an inevitable backsliding into bureaucratization, it is
imperative to also have in place formal and durable machinery to assist
the agency and monitor its performance. Circumstances and expertise
have evolved in such a way as to
thrust almost the entire responsibility for upgrading air-traffic control
upon the IEEE, which many feel has
a moral and social obligation to
respond with appropriate action.
Such a purposeful and worthwhile
project cannot fail to add vitality to
the institute itself.
In the long run, this immediate restructuring of the FAA will serve as a
model for establishing and maintaining high levels of proficiency in all
agencies. Those who remember, say,
the Common Carrier Bureau's decade of indecision over the status of
digital communications might suggest agencies other than the FAA
whose bureaucracies are in dire need
of restructuring. The operations of
the Government that so profoundly
affect us all should reflect not only
the best that the bureaucracies can
offer, but the best that this country
can offer.
Henry Stude Jr.
Lutherville, Md.
Corrections
In -Tele-Cause: a match for AT&T?"
(Sept. 22, p. 48), IBM Corp. was incorrectly named as a member of the new
Washington telecommunications lobby.
However, Satellite Business Systems,
in which IBM iS adominant shareholder, is aTele-Cause member. Also in the
same issue, the two oscilloscopes from
Philips Test & Measuring Inc. described on page 33 have not a5- but a
50-MHz bandwidth.
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Interested in
higher performance
software?
The Mark Williams Company announces COHERENT :TM astate of the art,
third generation operating system.
COHERENT is a totally independent development of The Mark Williams Company. COHERENT contains a number of
software innovations not available elsewhere, while maintaining compatibility
with UNIX*: The primary goal of
COHERENT is to provide a friendly environment for program development. The
intent is to provide the user with a wide
range of software building blocks from
which he can select programs and utilities
to solve his problems in the most straightforward manner.
COHERENT and all of its associated
software are written totally in the highlevel programming language C. Using C
as the primary implementation language
yields a high degree of reliability, portability, and ease of modification with no
noticeable performance penalty

Features
COHERENT provides C language
source compatibility with programs written to run under Seventh Edition UNIX,
enabling the large base of software
written to run under UNIX (from numerous sources) to be available to the
COHERENT user. The system design is
based on a number of fundamental concepts. Central to this design is the unified
structure of i/o with respect to ordinary
files, external devices, and interprocess
communication (pipes). At the same time,
a great deal of attention has been paid
to system performance so that the
machine's resources are used in the most
efficient way. The major features of
COHERENT include:
• multiuser and multi-tasking facilities,
• running processes in foreground and
background,
• compatible mechanisms for file, device,
and interprocess i/o facilities,
• the shell command interpreter—modifiable for particular applications,
• distributed file system with tree-structured, hierarchical design,
• pipes and multiplexed channels for
interprocess communication,
• asynchronous software interrupts,
• generalized segmentation (shared data,
writeable instruction spaces),
• ability to lock processes in memory for
real-time applications,
• fast swapping with swap storage cache,
• minimal interrupt lockout time for real-

time applications,
• reliable power failure recovery
facilities,
• fast disc accesses through disc buffer
cache,
• loadable device drivers,
• process timing, profiling and debugging trace features.

Software Tools
In addition to the standard commands
for manipulating processes, files, and the
like, in its initial release COHERENT will
include the following major software components: SHELL, the command interpreter; STDIO, a portable, standard i/o
library plus run-time support routines;
AS, an assembler for the host machine;
CROSS, a number of cross-assemblers
for other machines with compatible
object format with 'AS' above; DB, a
symbolic debugger for C, Pascal, Fortran,
and assembler; ED, a context-oriented
text editor with regular expression patterns; SED, a stream editor (used in filters) fashioned after 'ED'; GREP, apattern
matching filter; AWK, a pattern scanning
and processing language; LEX, a lexical
analyzer generator; YACC, an advanced
parser generator language; NROFF, an
Nroff-compatible text formatter; LEARN,
computer-aided instruction about computers; DC, a desk calculator; QUOTA,
a package of accounting programs to
control filespace and processor use; and
MAIL, an electronic personal message
system.
Of course, COHERENT will have an
ever-expanding number of programming
and language tools and basic commands
in future releases.

Language Support
The realm of language support is one of
the major strengths of COHERENT. The
following language processors will be
supported initially:
•C
a portable compiler for the
language C, including
stricter type enforcement
in the manner of LINT.
• FORTRAN portable compiler supporting the full ANS Fortran 77
standard.
• PASCAL
portable implementation of
the complete ISO standard
Pascal.

• XYBASIC' m astate of the art Basic compiler with the interactive
features of an interpreter.
The unified design philosophy underlying the implementation of these languages has contributed significantly to
the ease of their portability. In particular,
the existence of ageneralized code generator is such that with a minimal effort
(about one man-month) all of the above
language processors can be made to run
on a new machine. The net result is that
the compilers running underCOHERENT
produce extremely tight code very
closely rivaling that produced by an experienced assembler programmer. Finally,
the unified coder and conformable calling
sequences permit the intermixture of
these languages in asingle program.

Operating System
In part because of the language portability discussed above, and in part because of asubstantial effort in achieving
a greater degree of machine-independence in the design and implementation
of the COHERENT operating system,
only a small effort need be invested to
port the whole system to anew machine.
Because of this, an investment in
COHERENT software is not tied to a
single processor. Applications can move
with the entire system to anew processor
with about two man months of effort.
The initial version of COHERENT is
available for the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11 computers with memorymapping, such as the PDP 11/34.
Machines which will be supported in the
coming months are the Intel 8086, Zilog
Z8000, and Motorola 68000. Machines
for which ports are being considered are
the DEC VAX 11/780 and the IBM 370,
among others.
Because COHERENT has been developed independently, the pricing is exceptionally attractive. Of course COHERENT
is completely supported by its developer. To get more information about
COHE RENT contact us today.

Mark
Williams
Company
1430 W. Wrightwood Ave.. Chicago, IL 60614
TEL 312-472-6659 TWX: 910-221-1182

*UN IX is atrademark of Bell Labs
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VOLTAGE REGULATORS
ONLY 4pA.
ONE THOUSANDTH THE
STAND-BY CURRENT.

LOGIC-CONTROLLED SHUTDOWN
SAVES EVEN MORE POWER.

lere's great news for anyone designing

This feature allows you to power-down a

nicropower or battery-operated systems:
nro new monolithic voltage regulators
vith an lc of 4p.A. Maximum. Which is a
nere 1000 times better than typical bipolar
egulators. And aV,nNout differential of only
i0mV at I
mA load. Incredible but true.
This kind of efficiency means your
)atteries will last much longer. Or you can
ise asmaller battery pack.

system whenever it's not active —then bring
it back on line again with asingle logic

PROGRAMMABLE I.6V TO I6V RANGE.

command. And without switches, relays
or other devices.

YOUR CHOICE:
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE.
No more kluges. Intersil covers both sides
of the spectrum: 1CL7663 for positive,
1CL7664 for negative supplies. Both with
user-programmable current limiting.

-hese

new regulators will handle operating
Dads anywhere from IµA to 40mA. And
,
oltages

from I.6V to 16V. You program
he voltage you want with asimple two
esistor divider. It's easy. And it keeps the
>arts count to just the IC and two resistors.

THE PRICE: $1.95 IN 100's.
Yes, you read that right. A dollar ninety-five
in hundred quantities (8-pin epoxy minidip). Even though nothing else in the world
can come close to these micropower specs.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES:
Northern and European headquarters: Intersil
Datel (UK) Ltd., 9th Floor, Snamprogetti
House, Basing View, Basingstoke, Hants,
RG2I 2YS, England. Tel: (0256) 57361. TLX:
858041 1NTRSL G. Central European headquarters: Intersil GmbH, 8000 Munchen 2,
Bavariaring 8, West Germany. Tel: 89/539271.
TLX: 5215736 INSL D. Southern European
headquarters: Intersil, Inc., Bureau de Liaison,
217 Bureaux de la Colline, Batiment D
(2E Etage) 92213 Saint-Cloud Cedex, France.
Tel: (1)602.58.98. TLX: DATELEM 204280 F
Far East headquarters (except Japan):
Intersil, Datel (Hong Kong) Ltd., Rm. 1603,
Perfect Commercial Bldg., 20 Austin
Avenue, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong
Kong. Tel: 3-7214286-7 TLX: 39979
1NTDL HX. Japan representative: lnternix,
Inc., Shinjuku Hamada Bldg. (7th Floor),
7-4-7 Nishi Shinjuku, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo
160, Japan. Tel: (03) 369-1101. TLX:
INTERN IX J26733.

GET COMPLETE DATA FROM THE
CMOS INNOVATORS.
In 1979 it was the first all-CMOS operational
amplifiers. Then came the 1CL7660, the
industry's first monolithic voltage converter,
also in low-power CMOS. Now Intersil
does it again, with the world's first CMOS
positive and negative voltage regulators.
So if you're designing batteryoperated systems — or if you just want to
trim your power consumption — give us
acall, or send in the coupon for full data

r

El

Intersil Datel (UK) Ltd.
9th Floor, Snamprogetti House,
Basing View, Basingstoke, Hants,
RG2I 2YS, England.
Tel: (0256) 57361
TLX: 858041 INTRSL G.
Dear Intersil.

El
EIC2081

Ilike what you're doing in low-power linear!
Please send me data sheet and application note

sheet and applications literature. And to
get your design started super fast, call your
local Intersil sales office for asample.

on your new ICL7663/ICL7664 CMOS Voltage
Regulators.
While you're at it. send along acopy of your
product guide covering all Intersil lines.
Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone

DATUM ADVANCEMENTS IN TIMING,
TELEMETRY, AND VIDEO PRODUCTS

DIGITAL DATA INSERTION IN VIDEO SIGNALS
•Inserts atime word and/or alphanumeric message in standard video signals for display by aCRT monitor
and/or video recording
•Up to 16 numeric or alphanumeric characters per line can be inserted in the video signal
• Provides atime word in every video frame for video data correlation with other data formats
•Optionally, millisecond data can be stored at vertical sync time to support stop action playback
•Avariety of rack mount, portable, and custom configurations available with single or multiple video
insertion channels

MODEt 9150

.
1?›

TIME CODE GOI
STOP
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PRESET
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AM

START
POWER--

DISPLAYON
CODE

•

1
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CUSTOM CAMERA TIME DISPLAY SYSTEMS

PORTABLE TIMING UNITS

•Decimal LED displays for continuously annotating film with time information
•Serial inputtime decoding to driveLED indicators
mounted in camera data chambers
•Serial input displays for mounting in data
chambers of various cameras/cinetheodolites and
controlled by an external pulse for synchronization
with shutter speed
•Very compact, rugged, and reliable units for
airborne, shipboard, remotely located, and portable applications

•Subminiature, miniature, and AIR configurations for reliable operation in severe environmental conditions including military requirements(MIL-E-5400, MIL-E-16400, and
MILE-4158)
• Complete line of time code generators, translators, remote displays, remote control panels,
and battery packs
•Depending on configuration, many options
available, including multiple time codes, parallel
time input/output, automatic synchronization,
external start, advance/retard, identification
switches, video time/data insertion, and others

1

Malt
.s

tXtttf,

e

AACOM
TRANSMITTERS
AND RECEIVERS
•Very rugged,
minimum size telemetry
and video transmitters for
reliable operation in severe
environmental conditions
•Transmission frequencies are from 135 to 6000
MHz with output power ratings up to 50 watts
•High performance, rugged, and reliable ground
station telemetry and wide band video data receivers

PRECISION TIMING EQUIPMENT FOR
EVERY APPLICATION
•Time annotation of magnetic tape and visual
recordings for data correlation
•Time of day information in prescribed formats
for computer entry and processing
•Integrated timing systems to provide time information for data acquisition recording, correlation, and playback

Datum Inc

TIMING/AACOM DIVISIONS

1363 S. State College Blvd., Anaheim, California 92806
(714) 533-6333

News update
• Although designers of custom
integrated circuits and their manufacturers have not yet agreed on a
standard for test chips, enough progress has been made in the past year
to make one arealistic goal.
The desire for a standard, necessary to check performance of short
runs of ics, ballooned last year
among a diverse group of university
laboratories, Government agencies,
and small original-equipment makers who rely on custom designs
[Electronics, Sept. 11, 1980, p. 44].
Spearheading the development on
behalf of the Pentagon's Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency
is the University of Southern California's Information Science Institute, Los Angeles. There, Daniel
Cohen, now responsible for the program, reports that promising progress has been made.
Measurements. The test structures
needed to make parametric measurements have been laid down many
times on wafers in production runs.
The 40 parameters measured include
transistor threshold voltages, inverter-gain and threshold-voltage ratios,
diode leakage, and contact resistance. None of these tests are new,
but no individual manufacturer has
undertaken such arange of them.
In working with manufacturers
over the past year, Cohen's group
has compiled test data from 10 wafer
runs, each holding atotal of 800 test
strips. Cohen notes that while the
test strips are a good start, it will
take "two or three years to get
enough experience for an industry
standard." Another factor to consider is that the ICs themselves are custom devices, not the standard products that dominate the lc field.
Cohen's organization is now pushing ahead to develop drop-in types of
on-chip test sites that occupy a full
die on a wafer, rather than only a
strip on a die. A big part of present
work is statistical—correlating data
from parametric tests with allimportant yield information.
"If you ask me right now if we
have an industry standard, I'll have
to say no," Cohen says.' "But in a
few years it could be a different
story."
-Larry Waller

TD105
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Every Cherry
TOUCH PANEL
membrane keyboard
is an ORIGINAL.

KE

LI/

MOVING
CONTACT LAYER
with precious metal
conductive traces.

Cherry custom designing gives you complete versatility.
The kind of versatility so important to the appearance and
utility of your product. The kind of versatility that makes
TOUCH PANELS available with any key arrangement, any
legend, encoded or non-encoded, with or without lighting,
added electronic components and display systems. In any
size, any shape. With standard alphanumerics or special
legends. Any color you can spec for backgrounds, keys,
legends, your company logo or product trademark. Special
patterns and surface effects, too.
All this versatility... and long service life, too. In home,
office or hostile industrial environments. Because each
TOUCH PANEL is custom designed and produced by the
people who know more about keyboards than just about
anybody. The people at Cherry.
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GRAPHICS LAYER
in polyester,
polycarbortate,
vinyl or aluminum.

im
It

111.

SPACER die cut
insulating layer.

STATIONARY
CONTACT LAYER
with conductive
traces on flexible
film or PC board.
TERMINATION in
most industry
standards.

BACKING can be
s
rigid or flexible in
\ variety of materials.

LOW PROFILE means total thickness from just .030"
For afree colorful brochure, call or write today.

CUSTOM

MEMBRAN

E

KEYBOARDS

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. •3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, IL 60085 •312/689-7700
Worldwide affiliates and phone numbers: Cherry Semiconductor Corp., East Greenwich, RI, U.S.A. 401-885-3600 •Cherry Mikroschalter GmbH, Auerbach, Germany, 09 643 181 •Cherry Etectrical
Products Ud., Harpenden IHertsl England, 105827) 63100 •Cherco Brasil Industria E. Comercio Ltda., Sao Paulo, Brazil, 5510111 246-4343 •Hirose Cherry Precision Co., Ltd., Kawasaki, Japan, 044 933 3511
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TOTAL
FREQUENCY
CONTROL
FROM

ERIE

HIGH FREQUENCY

AT

CRYSTALS
___..--, s\

\

*e

It
)
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Erie AT Crystals are used over the
frequency spectrum from 950 kHz ietont,
200 MHz. Low temperature coeffic
\
extremely high 0, economical. Used in
TCXO and VCXO oscillators,
temperature controlled and,
non-controlled oscillators, and filter
applications. All size cans.

LOW FREQUENCY
CRYSTALS

Low frequency crystals
are available from 1kHz
to 1MHz in a broad
variety of crystal holders and mounting
configurations. Erie is a leading source
for all types of high quality, Low
Frequency Crystals.

CRYSTAL
OSCILLATORS
Erie offers a broad range
of economical as well as
highly sophisticated
Crystal Oscillators. These
small size oscillators are available in a
wide range of frequencies. Hermetically
sealed crystals assure long term
stability. Design assistance available.

CRYSTAL FILTERS
Erie quartz crystal filters are specified
for use in communications receivers ...
as well as for
radar, sonar
and space
applications.

Write for brochure describing Erie Crystals,
Filters. Oscillators and Ovens

ERIE
MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA. INC
ERIE FREQUENCY CONTROL
Carlisle, Pa. 17013
717/249-2232
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People
carriers remains one of the most
pressing packaging tasks ahead, believes Oster, Mostek's member on
device-tailored packages
the Joint Electron Device EngineerAs semiconductor chip-carriers ing Council package-outline panel.
move into the age of very large-scale Without industry standards, semiintegration, designers may soon find conductor firms will find critical secthemselves tailoring these compact ond-sourcing extremely difficult on
chip-carriers. And ceramics manufacturers
are playing akey role,
says Oster, just named
a member of the
American Ceramics
Society's
newly
formed ad hoc committee
examining
common concerns of
the two industries.
Tolerances are one
Keeping an eye on price. Mostek's Carol Oster sees the use
of the biggest conof off-the-shelf packages as the key to keeping costs down.
cerns, she says. "It's
not just being able to
packages with greater frequency to
make packages the right size and
each new device, suggests Carol
getting closer tolerances, but it's also
Oster, the manager of hermetic
having to do it at competitive
package development programs at
prices," she explains, noting that
Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas.
chip-carrier competition from Japan
"We are looking at putting more continues to mount. "What we [the
and more things on asingle die and
new committee] have begun doing is
asking that one device do many
locking at ways to make the Amerithings. And if you are going to do a can ceramic-packaging industry
lot on one die, it's important that the
more competitive," says Oster, who
package be much more sophistiholds a master of science degree
cated," explains the 37-year-old nafrom Clemson University in South
tive of Troy, N. Y. "The trend has
Carolina and received her bachelor's
been to use standard off-the-shelf degree from Alfred University,
packages for as many products as Alfred, N. Y., in—what else—
possible, but we are finding we canceramic engineering.
not always do that because we see
combinations of long narrow chips
with pads on the ends and then big
Kertzman's Computer
fat ones with pads all around."
Despite these pressures, off-theSolutions aims high
shelf carriers continue to be akey in
keeping the production costs down.
According to Mitchell E. Kertzman,
"When we were starting up some of president of Computer Solutions Inc.
our chip-carrier programs, we calcuin Newton, Mass., high-technology
lated the cost of bringing them into
firms inhabit a schizoid world. On
production as being somewhere bethe one hand, they must quickly take
tween $500,000 and $1 million,"
advantage of brief market opportusays Oster, who joined Mostek in
nities and untapped technologies and
1978 after working 11 years with
do so in the face of increasingly short
Metalized Ceramics Corp.—now
product lifetimes. On the other,
Rosenthal Technik North America
design lead times for their products
Inc.—Providence, R. I. "Obviously,
and vendor delivery times can be
we are not in the position to do that
painfully long, and unless tightly
15 times for 15 different devices."
controlled, the needs of manufacturIndustrywide standardization of ing and engineering sectors of a

Mostek's Oster foresees
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PDP-11/03® PDP-11/23®

FIRSTMICRO'
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

FIRST COMPUTER CORPORATION NOW OFFERS
MICROCOMPUTER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS IN
BOTH 11/03 AND 11 /23 CONFIGURATIONS.
The Basic PDP-11 /03 systems offer the
designer alow cost compatible alternative to
the larger members of the POP-11 family. The
larger faster PDP-11 /23 systems offer the

PART #

power, expandability and operating systems
of the larger members of the PDP-11 family
while retaining the proven cost effective
0-Bus architecture. These systems save you
money, improve programming efficiency,
and boost productivity.

11T03-L

11V03-L

11T23-L

11V23-L

SRVXLLB

SRVXSSB

SRVVXLLA

SRWXSSA

KD11-HA
CPU 11/03

KD11-HA
CPU 11/03

KDF11
CPU 11/23

KDF11
CPU 11/23

MSV11-DD
32KW
Memory

MSV11-DD
32KW
Memory

MSV11-DD
321(W
Memory

MSV11-DD
32KW
Memory

RLO1
Controller

RX02
Controller

MSV11-DD
32KW
Memory

MSV11-DD
32KW
Memory

RLO1
Controller

Serial (4)

DLV11-1
Serial (4)
BACKPLANE

DLV11-J

OPEN

RLO1
Controller

RX02
Controller

RLO1
Controller

DLV11-J
Serial (4)

DLV11-J
Serial (4)

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

OPEN

BDV11-AA
Bootstrap

BDV11-AA
Bootstrap

BDV11-AA
Bootstrap

BDV11-AA
Bootstrap

FIM1-1

Serving the world with cost effective computer systems.

Registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
Trademark First Computer Corporation

TM

TWX NUMBER 910-651-1916

computer corporation
645 BLACKHAVVK DRIVE /WESTMONT, ILLINOIS 60559 (312)920-1050

SOUTHERN REGION
Houston, TX (713) 960-1050
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WESTERN REGION
California (To be announced)
Cal 1 us for sale prices

NORTH CENTRAL REGION
Chicago, IL (312) 920-1050
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THE EMULYZER'
PROM EMULATOR/LOGIC STATE ANALYZER
IN ONE COMPACT UNIT

Ideal for bit-slice designs and any high-speed microprogrammed
processor/controller based on: 2901, 2903, 29116, 2910, 8X300, 8X02, 74S181,
3002, 8086, Z8000.
• 35ns PROM emulation • Up to 16K by 128 Emulator Memory • Emulates all
types of PROM's • 20 MHz Logic State Analyzer • 4K by 80 Bits Trace • Extensive Triggering Capabilities • Multiple Break Points • Single-Step • Three
RS232 Ports • Printer Port • Tape Cassette • Software • Compact
• Rugged • Portable • Ideal for Field Service
For full story on this proven, time-saving diagnostic tool, contact:

HILEVEL

TECHNOLOGY, INC.

Park Irvine Business Center
14661 Mylord Road/Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 731-9477
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Another increase
in interest rates
for U.S.
Savings Bonds.

el
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A public service of this publication
and The Advertising Council.

can send inventories sky
high in ashort time.
Kertzman's firm has been dealing
with the management problems of
high-technology firms for nearly
nine years, selling custom software
at first, then remote-access to minicomputer-based management information systems (mis). Now, with its
FM/3000 hardware-software package, his firm is entering the Nils merchant market for the first time [Electronics, Oct. 6, p. 156].
Kertzman says Computer Solutions was the first firm to offer minicomputer-based, remote-access mis,
and since its founding, it has always
targeted the high-technology sector.
Clients using its custom software
now include GTE Data General
Corp., and Foxboro, and Kertzman
and his staff have used their experience with these firms to help develop
the FM/3000.
Manufacturing management and
inventory control can be particularly
problematic for high-technology
firms, Kertzman insists. "Electronics
firms, say, are materials intensive,
but their inventory problems often
go unnoticed. Also, few industries
depend as much on incoming inspection as electronics, and few software
packages allow for that. Vendor
delivery times, and the tendency of
:vendors to allocate scarce parts, is
another characteristic.
Starting small. "High-tech firms
also tend to start small, sometimes as
job shops, and then grow rapidly,"
notes Kertzman. "Managers in such
situations need all the help they can
get, but it had better be affordable."
The Computer Solutions package is
inexpensive at $35,000 and includes
not just management software but
the 3000-40 minicomputer and peripherals, as well.
The FM/3000 addresses these
problems, and one other. "Engineers
often make poor managers," notes
Kertzman. "We would like to think
that if an engineer-manager will just
keep the data base up to date and
scan the monitoring functions of the
system once aday, we hope many of
his decisions will become obvious."
Some engineer-managers probably
hope so, as well.
EJ
company
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Why the dinosaur became extinct, or...
How to have all the benefits
of acarbon comp "resistaur"
without building a49.5%
error budget into your circuit design.
Time marches on and so does
technology ... Today's low cost SFR
metal film resistors have all the
reliability of acarbon comp plus
accuracy and stability. Our new
expanded range includes 1/
8 tv and 1/2 w
styles, and all at alower price! Look at
the comparison. (See Chart)
Save more money too! Because of the
low error budget inherent in acircuit
using Mepco/Electra's metal film

Let Mepco/Electra show you how to
improve your products, save money and
save time. For more information, call our
Mineral Wells, TX facility now at (817)
325-7871 or fill in the coupon below.
For immediate delivery, call your local
authorized Mepco/Electra distributor.

resistors, you don't need circuit trimming
devices in many areas that would be
required if you stay with carbon comps.
So you lower your parts count and save
valuable printed circuit board space.
Convenient to use! Because they're
available in bulk or lead taped & reeled
for automatic insertion equipment.
They're stocked by more than 140
distributor locations across the country.
AND YOU WON'T HAVE A SINGLE
SOURCE OF SUPPLY TO WORRY
ABOUT EITHER.

Resistance Range
Tolerance
Temperature Coefficient PPM/'C
Maximum Voltage (RMS)
Operating Temperature Range
1000 hour load life AR
Moisture Resistance Mil Std 202 AR
Short Time Overload AR
Temperature Cycling -55°C to +155°C AR
Low Temperature Operation -65°C AR
Terminal Strength 5lb load AR
Resistance to Soldering Heat +350° SR
Shock-Specified Pulse AR
Vibration -High Frequency AR
T.C. at limits AR
DINOSAUR
had the good

CARBON COMP

sense to die out.

"RESISTAUR", low
accuracy, affected
by moisture, requires circuit trimming. Did not have

Maximum Possible Resistance
Deviation from Nominal

Veud Carbon Comp

111-10M0
+2%, +5%
± 200
250V
-55 °C to + 155°C

2.711-22M0
+5%, ±10%
+5000
250V
-5.5°C to + 150°C

+1.0%
+1.0%
+0.25%
±0.1%
+0.25%
±0.25%
±0.25%
±0.25%
+0.25%
+0.25%

-6%. +4%
-0. +12%
±-2.0%
±2%'
+2%
ti%
-±2%
2,- 2%
+1%
2.8%. +11.5%

30.8%. +49.5%

+8.9%
Metal Film
$.031 ea.
5.065 ea.
5.035 ea.

Prices
1000 Piece Price 94w
1000 Piece Price Vow"
1000 Piece Price VW *

good sense to die out.

Yaw Metal Film

Carbon Comp
$.0465 ea.
5.1225 ea.
$.049 ea.

•-Mt to °MT
••Peclooneince data similar: send coupon for mole* comparison.

Mepco/Electra: your resistor/capacitor
company with tomorrow's technology today.

Columbia Road, Morristown, New Jersey 07960
(201) 539-2000 TWX: 710/986/7437
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YES! I'm interested in seeing dinosaurs become
extinct. Send me acomplete comparison of
metal film to carbon comp "resistaurs".
Name
Phone

Est.

Title
Company

teh
41ft.
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I.

/

Address
City

State

Zip
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How to break the 8without
It's not as hard as you think.
Forget complex designs. And
two-year waits.
All you do is get your hands
on the Intel 8088.
And then leave the other 8-bit
systems standing in your tracks.
Without breaking the bank.
Because the 8088 gives you
two to five times the performance of other 8-bit processors.
For awhole lot less.
In fact, at $14.10 for 100 pieces,
75% less than last year. (Because
high volume shipments are
already pushing the 8088 down
asuper fast price curve.)
And about 20% less than you'd
pay for aZ80 or MC6809 system.
For some simple reasons.
The 8088 runs at full speed
with slower speed memories

than you need for other 8-bit
microprocessors.
And about 1/3 less memory at
that. Thanks to its powerful instruction set that helps you reduce
the size of assembly language
programs.
Which together with the 8088s
library of high level software
(Pascal, CP/M, Basic and Fortran)
should help you cut the other part
of system costs. The part that's
larger than hardware.
But even though you're paying
less, you'll be getting more.
Like 1-megabyte addressing.
Extra power for 16-bit number
crunching.
And faster string processing.
Fact is, our recent benchmarks
show the 8088 runs circles
around aZ80A, Z8OB or MC6809

when it comes to terminal and
small business applications.
But don't think you have to stop
there. With any of our iAPX 88
multiprocessor configurations, you
can give performance an added
boost —ana still keep the cost
and simplicity of ar 8-bit system.
For 100 times the throughput on number crunching, just
choose the iAPX 88/20 system.
Relative Performance

Computer
Graphics
1
6-bit
Multiply
Block
Move

Intel
Zik)g Motorola
8088
Z8OB MC6809
(5 MHz) (6 MHz) (2MHz)

1.0

6.1

0.05

1.0

0.17

0.5

1.0
0.75
0.49
Full details of these benchmarks available
in the iAPX 88 Book.

8088

PERFORMANCE

bit performance barrier
going broke.
It combines the power of the
8088 with our 8087 numeric
coprocessor.
Or if you're worried about
getting bound up in I/O. Don't.
Select our iAPX 88/11 system
that speeds I/O processing three
to five times by putting an 8088
together with an 8089 I/O
processor.
Then there's the fact if you ever
decide to make the jump to 16
bits, you won't have to jump. The
8088 is 100% software cornpatible with our 8086.
Because we don't think you
should have to sell out your future
to get the best deal on price/performance today.
And to put you in the right frame
of mind, we're ready to make
you an offer.

Just clip this coupon and send
it with $5 to Intel Corporation,
Literature Department, 3065
Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA
95051. (Or call 408-987-8080.)
We'll send you the book on

Name

how to design iAPX 88 systems
and acoupon good for one
free 8088.
Everything you need to start
breaking through barriers—
without going broke.

E10/20

Title
Company

Europe Intel International, Brussels, Belgium
Japan Intel Japan. Tokyo United States and Canadian
distributors: Alliance, Almac/Stroum. Arrow Electronics.

Address

Avnet Electronics. Component Specialties, Hamilton!Avnet
Hamilton/Electro Sales. Harvey. Industrial Components.
Pioneer, LA Várah, Wyle Distribution Group. Zentronics

City
State/Zip
Limit one per person

delivers
solutions
_1
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TEK 2200 OSCILLOSCOPES
MULTI-PURPOSE

oadvanced
Tek 2213. $1100

Performance
BANDWIDTH
Two channels, dc —60 MHz to 20
mV/div, 50 MHz to 2mV/div.

Te_ktronlx

—

LIGHT WEIGHT
6.1 kg (13Y2 lbs.). 6.8 kg (15.0 lbs.)
with cover, and pouch.

*NNW*

1,50.

01011711.1031
WIWI 11. ,1

SWEEP SPEEDS
Sweeps from 0.5 sto 0.05 ets (to 5
ns /div with X10 magnification).

7- 1
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SENSITIVITY
Scale factors from 100 V/div (10X
probe) to 2mV/div (1X probe). Accurate to s3%. Ac or dc coupling.

a•C"

MEASUREMENT
CONVENIENCE
Automatic intensity, automatic
focus, beam finder for
off-screen signals,
full 8x10-cm CRT.

• on•n

Tektronix tradition for excellence in
designing and manufacturing oscilloscopes is recognized around the
world. But, rather than rest on past
laurels, we've veered dramatically
from the traditional design path we
ourselves established.
With the 2213 and the 2215, an entirely new form of scope is on the
scene. Most remarkable about these
new scopes is that their major design
advances deliver full range capabilities at prices significantly below
what you would expect to pay.

High efficiency
power supply.

No
cooling fan.

Improved

Fewer
mechanical

service
access.

parts
than any
other scope.

How has tnis been accomplished?
First, the rumber of mechanical
parts in these new scopes has been
reduced by 65%. Saving parts cost
and ultimately improving reliability.

Less
internal

Fewer

cabling

boards.

than any
other scope.

Makes sense. The fewer the parts, the
less likely something will go wrong.
And the less often something goes
wrong, the more hours spent being
productive.
Next, board construction was designed with the ultimate sophistication: simplicity. High performance is

*FOB Beaverton, OR.
U.S. Prices.

Copyright ©1981. Tektronix, Inc All rights reserved

985

13.5
pounds.

Fewer
electrical
connectors.

THE PERFORMANCE/PRICE
STANDARD

they cost you less.
Tek 2215. $1400

Specifications

-

DELAYED SWEEP
MEASUREMENTS
2213: standard sweep, intensified
after delay, and delayed; delay
times from 0.5 ps to 4ms. 2215:
increased delayed measurement
accuracy to 2:1.5%; A only, B only,
or A and Balternately with A intensified by B; B sweeps run after
delay or separate trigger.
COMPLETE TRIGGER SYSTEM
Modes include TV field, normal,
vertical mode, and automatic;
internal, external, and line
sources; variable holdoff; separate B sweep trigger on 2215.
NEW P8120 PROSES
High performance, positive attachment, 60 MHz and 10-14
pF at probe tip; light weight,
flexible cables: new Grabber
tips for ICs and other small
diameter components.
TÉktronix

achieved with fewer boards. (The
2213 has only one). Board electrical
connectors are reduced in number—
virtually eliminated in the 2213— and
cabling cut an amazing 90%.
Fewer components and fewer boards
mean fewer steps in assembly, Jess
testing, less likelihood of testing
errors.
These are the direct efficiencies that
keep prices low and reliability high.
The 2213 and 2215 also feature ahigh
efficiency power supply and powersaving circuitry.
These innovations eliminate the neec
for acooling fan and help make the
scopes smaller, lighter and cleaner.
In addition, the power supply works
all over the world (90-250 Vac, 4862 Hz) without needing aline switch
or abulky line transformer. This special power supply also regulates fluctuations in line voltage, to assure calibrated measurements.
These are just some of the innovations built into the 2213 and 2215 to

2215

reduce costs and improve
performance.
Performance that's w -itten all over the
front panels.
The bandwidth for digital and highspeed anabg circuits. The sensitivity
for low signal measurements. The
sweep speeds for fast logic families.
And delayed sweep for fast, accurate
timing measurements.
The advanced trigger system features aver:ical mode for true alternate triggering on both channels. It
even has aconvenient sgnalseeking auto mode. And it also triggers on either TV lines or fields at any
sweep speed for video service.
These scopes have i: all They're
lightweigh: for field work They've got
abright easy to view display. Automatic CRT focus and intensity. Beam
finder. And the operating simplicity to
fit awide range of operator skills.
These are the advances in performance, cost savings and convenience
that break tradition. But other traditions remain. Like fast, reliable ser-

vice support. Nearly 1300 people
around the world to service Tektronix
products exclusively. Plus the customer documentation, training programs and applications assistance
that help to make Tek service the
most comprehensive in the industry.
And make your 2200 scope an even
greater value.
For full information on the 2213 and
2215, contact the Tek office nearest
you. Or have your technical questions answered or place your order
via our new telephone sales service.
Call 800-547-1845. From Alaska,
Hawaii or Oregon, call collect 503627-5402.
You just can't buy amore advanced
scope, for anything less.
For further information, contact:
U.S.A.
Tektronix. Inc.
Delivery Station 19-100
PO. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077
Phone, 800'547-1845
From Alaska. Hawaii
or Oregon call collect.
503/627-5402
Telex .910-467-8708
Cable: TEKTRONIX
Canada
Tektronix Canada Inc
PO Box 6500
Barrie, Ontario L4M 4V3
Phone .705/737-2700

Tektronbc.
COMMITTED TO EXCEU_ENCE

Asia, Australia,
Latin America, Japan
Tektronix, Inc,
Americas Pacific Marketing
PO. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077
Telex 910-467-8708
Europe. Africa,
Middle East
Tektronix International. Inc
European Marketing Centre
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands
Telex 18312

A processor and a2500
gate controller that shatter
the sub-100ns microcycle
barrier. A 5Ons 16 x16 multiplier. A 161( PROM with a
35ns access time.
And that's just apreview
of what our new process
lets us do.

Ever since we started the
bipolar LSI business with

the Am2901 back in 1975,
we've been making everything in our 2900 family
faster and denser. Now,
thanks to IMOX we're doing
it even better than before.
IMOX is our advanced,

ion implanted, oxide isolated
process. It gives us smaller
chips; faster, more complex
devices.
And because IMOX lets us
use ECL internal structures
with TU I/O, you get all this
unbelievable speed without
any interface problems.

Advanced Micro Devices •Austria: Kontron Ges, m. b. H., A-2345 Brunn am Gebirge Te1(02236) 8 66 31. Telex 79337 Belgium: AMD Overseas Corporation, B-1150 Bruxelles. Tel:
(02) 771 99 93. Telex 61028. •MCA Tronix &PAL, B-4200 Ougree. Tél: (041) 36 27. 80. Télex, 42052 Denmark: Advanced Electronic of Denmark Ap), OK-2000 Copenhagen FTel
(01) 19 44 33. Telex 22 431 Finland: Komdel OV, SF-02271 Espoo 27 Tel (0) 885 011. Telex 12 1926 France: AMO. SA .F-94588 Rungis Cedex Tél: (01) 68691 86 Telex 202053
Germany: AMO GmbH, D-8000 München 80. Tel: (089) 40 19 76. Telex: 523883 •AMO GmbH, D-7024 Filderstadt 3. Tel: (07158) 3060. Telex 721211 Italy: AMID. S.r.I.,1-20090
MI2-Segrate (MI). Tel: (02) 215 4913-4-5. Telex: 315286 Israel: Talviton Electronics Ltd., Tel-Aviv Tel: (03) 444572. Telex 03-3400. Japan: »AD. K K.. Tokyo 168 Tel (03) 329-2751
Telex 2324064. •AMO, K.K., Osaka 564. Tel: (06) 386-9161. Netherlands: Arcobel BV. NL-5342 PX Oss. Tel: (04120) 30335. Telex: 37489. Norway: A.S Kjell Bakke, N-2011 StrOmmen
Tel: (02) 71 53 50. Telex: 19407 South Africa: South Continental Devices (Pty) Ltd_ 2123 Pinegowne. Tel (011) 789-2400 Telex: 4-24849. Spain: Sagitrifin S.A .Madrid-1 Tel:
(01) 275-4824. Telex: 43819. Sweden: AMO AB, S-172 07 Sundbyberg. Tel (08) 98 12 35 Telex: 11602 •Svensk Teleindustri AB, S-162 05 VelingPy. Tel: (08) /19 04 35. Telex: 13033
Switzerland: Kurt Hirt AG. CH-8050 Zürich. Tel: (01) 302 21 21. Telex: 53461 United Kingdom: AMO (U.K.) Ltd. Woking, Surrey GU21 1JT Tel: (04862) 22721. Telex 859103.

ON MAY k1980,
AMD DISCOVERED A NEW WAY TO
MAKE HIGH PERFORMANCE ICs.
TAKE THE NEW 2901 C.
It's half the size, onethird the price, and more
than twice the speed of
the Am2901.
And we're making highspeed VLSI devices right
now that are going to replace three whole PC boards
of FAST or AS MSI. That's

about 200 fewer chips-200
fewer ways to use power,
spend money and waste time.
FOUR BIG, HAPPY
FAMILIES.
You can come to AMD for
total design solutions, not
just apart here and there.
We've got high performance IMOX LSI families

The International Standard of Quality guarantees these
electrical AQLs on all parameters over the operating temperature range: 0.1% o MOS RAMs & ROMs; 0.2% on Bipolar
Logic &
0.3% on Linean LSI Logic &other memories.

for signal processors, controllers, CPUs, plus all the interface and support you're ever
going to need. Not only that,
we're using IMOX to make
the fastest, most complex
proms ever.
And all of them come with
aquality guarantee you
can't get from anybody else.
If you want the newest,
the fastest, the most complete families of high performance LSI, call AMD. We'll
show you the light.

sØ - Advanced Micro Devices
\'‘‘

For more information, call one of our distributors or write the words IMOX Family" on your letterhead and mail it to
Advanced Micro Devices Mail Operation, P.O. Box 4, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol BS9 3DS, United Kingdom

Meetings
Midcon/81, IEEE (Electronic Conventions Inc., 999 N. Sepulveda
Blvd., El Segundo, Calif. 90245),
Hyatt Regency O'Hare Hotel, Chicago, Nov. 10-12.
27th Annual Conference on Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, IEEE et
al. (H. C. Wolfe, American Institute

National Telecommunications Conference and Exhibition, IEEE (J. W.
Joyner, South Central Bell Telephone Co., 518 Baronne St., Room
1035, New Orleans, La. 70140),
Marriott Hotel, New Orleans, Nov.
29-Dec. 3.

International Electron Devices Meetof Physics, 335 E. 45th St., New
ing, IEEE (Melissa Widerkehr, CourYork, N. Y. 10017), Sheraton - tesy Associates, 1629 K St., NW,
Atlanta Hotel, Atlanta, Ga., Nov.
Washington, D. C. 20006), Wash10-13.
ington Hilton Hotel, Washington,
D. C., Dec. 7-9.
Productronica 81-4th International
Trade Fair for Manufacture in ElecInfrared and Millimeter Waves Contronics, Münchener Messe- und
ference and Exhibition, IEEE (K. J.
Ausstellungsgesellschaft G mbH
Button, Massachusetts Institute of
(Postfach 12 10 09, D-8000 Munich
Technology, National Magnet Labo12, West Germany), Trade Fair
ratory, Cambridge, Mass. 01239),
Center, Munich, Nov. 10-14.
Carillon Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla.,
14th Annual Connectors and Interconnections Symposium, Electronic
Connector Study Group Inc. (P. O.
Box 167, Fort Washington, Pa.
19034), Franklin Plaza Hotel, Philadelphia, Nov. 11-12.
Eascon— Electronics and Aerospace
Systems Conference, IEEE (Robert
D. Briskman, Comsat General
Corp., 950 L'Enfant Plaza S. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20024), Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington,
D. C., Nov. 16-19.
Integrated Optics and Millimeter and
Microwave Integrated-Circuits Conference, International Society for
Optical Engineering et al. (sPiE,
P. O. Box 10, Bellingham, Wash.
98227), Von Braun Civic Center,
Huntsville, Ala., Nov. 16-19.
4th Digital Avionics Systems Conference, IEEE (Cary R. Spitzer, Mail
Stop 472, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.
23665), Stouffer's Inn, St. Louis,
Mo., Nov. 17-19.
Electronic Display Device Exhibition, Electronic Industries Association of Japan (3-2-2 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan),
Science Museum, Tokyo, Nov.
17-20.
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Dec. 7-11.
Computer Networking Symposium,
National Bureau of Standards and
IEEE (Robert Toense, B226 Technology Buildings, NBS, Washington,
D. C. 20234), NBS, Gaithersburg,
Md., Dec. 8.
Winter Simulation Conference, IEEE
(Claude Delfosse, CACI Inc., 1815
North Fort Myer Dr., Arlington, Va.
22209), Peachtree Plaza Hotel, Atlanta, Ga., Dec. 9-11.
First Military Computers & Software Seminar, American Defense
Preparedness Association (ADPA,
900 Rosslyn Center, 170 N. Moore
St., Arlington, Va. 22209), Sheraton
National Hotel, Arlington, Va., Jan.
27 28, 1982.

Seminars
Intel Corp. offers a wide selection of
workshops during the fall and winter
dealing with its microcomputer components, boards, software, operating
systems, and design tools. The workshops are held frequently in cities
that include Boston, New York, Chicago, Dallas, and San Francisco.
Sessions are offered as well at customers' facilities. For more information, write to Intel Corp., Customer
Training, 27 Industrial Way,
Chelmsford, Mass. 01824.

Message

from

MDB:
"Get what you need now! Fast
response on your literature
requests is assured by MDB's
new toll free numbers listed
below. Pick up the phone
today and your data will be
posted in the next mail. And,
MDB will be equally responsive with product delivery.
Most boards can be shipped in
less than 30 days. We look
forward to hearing from you:'

Call Toll Free
for Literature:
In California:
800/852-7777
All othur St,itus:

800/824-7888
Ask for Operator No. 629

For Technical Information,
Contact or Pricing

Call MDB
(714) 998-6900

UBE

SYSTEMS INC.

1995 N. Batavia Street
Orange, California 92665
714-998-6900
TWX: 910-593-1339
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Synchronous Communications Interfaces
with X.25 capability.

MDB makes

the difference!
The industry's only DUP-11* compatible interfaces
for Q-bus* (as well as Unibus*) computers are
now available with support for X.25, the international data communications protocol. This means
that the popular MDB DUPV-11 (Q-bus) and
MDB DUP-11 (Unibus) synchronous communications interfaces are ideally suited for use in public
common carrier packet-switched networks and
multi-computer or terminal communications.
In addition to X.25 capability, the interfaces
offer anumber of significant performance advantages above and beyond their functional equivalency and software compatibility with DEC. The
small size quad boards will accommodate BI Sync and DDCMP in byte control and SDLC,
ADCCP and I-IDLC bit-oriented protocols with
programmable character lengths and complete
hardware error control. For Q-bus users, this is big
system protocol handling never available before.

But that's not all the difference MDB interfaces
can make to your system. MDB offers line printer
controllers for over 100 computer/printer combinations and some of them test themselves. MDB
makes the only DZ11 compatible multiplexors
for DEC's LSI*-11 series — and RS-422 is available.
We offer PROM modules with window mapping,
asynchronous serial interfaces, LSI-11/23 box systems with 22 bit addressing, and awide range
of products for Data General, Perkin-Elmer and
IBM Series/1 computers. Our boards are warranteed for afull year, many are available off-the shelf and they can be purchased under GSA
contract #GS-00C-02851.
Let MDB make adifference in your system.
"Trademark Digital Equipment Corporation

Circle 24 for featured product data.
Circle 25 for general information.
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1995 N. Batavia Street

Orange, California 92665
714-998-6900
SYSTEMS INC. TVVX: 910-593-1339

Editorial_

VLSI forces achange in product design strategies
If there is one clear message that is embodied
in the pages of our Technology Update issue,
it is that the era of very large-scale integration
is indeed upon us, bringing with it radical
changes in the way electronics companies
think about product design and strategic planning. In the wake of VLSI, we foresee even
more profound efforts, involving changes in
the very structure of the semiconductor industry, shifts in the added value contributed by
equipment manufacturers, and dramatic alterations in the traditional roles of component
and equipment suppliers.
Already some of these changes have become
apparent. Witness the evergrowing list of new
ventures offering custom and semicustom
VLSI services, for example. Add to this the
so-called silicon foundries that are now being
established — fulfilling the prophecy made by
our Achievement Award winners Carver
Mead and Lynn Conway (see p. 102). Finally,
mix in the frantic activity in the development

of computer-aided design systems, and you
have the makings of what can easily be called
another revolution.
As we see it, this revolution will tend to
move VLSI design away from the exclusive and
sacrosanct domains of afew high priests residing in the semiconductor companies and will
place more chip design capability directly in
the hands of the designers resident at the
equipment manufacturer. As this occurs, all
participants in semiconductor technology —
vendors and buyers alike — must then reassess
their roles and their futures.
Obviously, the mass-produced programmable component will be with us for the foreseeable future. But inexorably the cost of CAD
and custom fabrication will come within reach
of many product planners whose only option
right now is to design with commodity components. Once freed from the restraints imposed
by the latter, who can predict the course of
electronic functions in the years ahead?

Opportunity, not license
We often disagree with the opinions and the
methods of Irwin Feerst, the irascible critic
and implacable foe of the Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers. But an item in
his September newsletter circulated to mem-

license to make money." We have no way of
passing judgment on the quality of the curriculum at UDC, but we do note, as did Feerst,
that a recent article in Harper's cited the
"university" as actually aschool for remedial
reading, where 90% of its freshmen read
below the ninth grade level.
That aside, we do agree that equating an
engineering degree with a license to make
money is not only demeaning to the profession
but will attract to engineering schools students
with the wrong motivation, who will inevitably
be disappointed. Most of us are looking for an
opportunity to do satisfying work for fair

bers of his "Committee of Concerned EES"
caught our eye, and we have to admit the
umbrage he expressed was fully justified.
The item was about an advertisement by the
University of the District of Columbia that
appeared in the Washington Post. In it, upc's
College of Physical Science Engineering and
Technology, soliciting enrollments, offered not
only high-quality academic programs but "almost guaranteed employment and virtually a remuneration, not licenses to make money.
26
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The first user-programmable,
8-bit micro that runs
hot and cold: MK38P70.

—40°C

Circle 27 on reader service card

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
MOSTEK

What it means is simply this: now
you can also use the MK38P70 as your
final production device for low volume, extended temperature applications. If you do, you'll be making an
excellent choice.
First, the P-PROM MK38P70 is more
cost-efficient than a mask-ROM microcomputer in low volume quantities.
Second, it's also more versatile.
With the MK38P70, you can program
the piggyback EPROM and change it
if necessary (as often as you like) on
any standard EPROM programmer.
Once completed, you're ready for
production because the MK38P70 will
meet final system specifications.
And, if the application subsequently
becomes higher volume, you can still
use the MK38P70 to emulate a total of
8 mask-ROM equivalents.
A —40°C to +85°C operating range.
Add that to unparalleled emulation
capability and it's easy to understand
why the MK38P70 continues to be the
hottest, user-programmable microcomputer you can get. Call your
nearest Mostek distributor to find out
more. Or contact Mostek, 1215 West
Crosby Road, Carrollton, Texas 75006
(214) 323-1801. In Europe, contact
Mostek International at (32)2.762.18.80.
In the Far East, Mostek Japan KK
(03)-404-7261.
01981 Mostek Corporation

The 10-Bit DAC Race Is Over!
GPMI.4 High-Speed DAC-10Just Became
The Leader in Linear Wonderland

"Oh dear! Oh dear! Ishall be too late!:' the White
Rabbit said as Alice saw him take a watch out of a
waistcoat pocket, look at it and then hurry on. In Alice's
Wonderland, the White Rabbit was always rushing off
in new directions but arriving there too late.
In Linear Wonderland, alot of circuit designers are
like the White Rabbit. They constantly race the clock
to complete development of new linear circuits, only to
find that PMI's gotten there first.
Our new DAC-10 is acase in point. Every linear
house has been racing to come up with an affordable
high-speed 10-bit DIA converter. Now PMI has one.
With aspeed of 85ns and apinout compatible with our

industry standard DAC-08, the low-priced DAC-10 will
make further development of 10-bit current output
DACs unnecessary. PMI is understandably proud of its
accomplishment.
The DAC-10 is not just amodified DAC-08. It's a
brand new product, redesigned to achieve the speed of
the DAC-08 but with 10-bit resolution and Vz LSB fullscale accuracy. Trimming is achieved with zener zapping to avoid the long-term instability problems associated with laser trimming.
All that at attractive domestic prices starting at
$5.50 for commercial grades and $14.50 for military
grades. A comparison of the speed/resolution/price

tradeoffs in existing 10-bit DACs will show you exactly
why the PMI DAC-10 is destined to become the 10-bit
industry standard, just like the DAC 08 became the
8-bit standard.
10-BIT CURRENT OUTPUT D/A CONVERTERS
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• 10-bit 2p.sec A-to-D converter
• Tracking A-to-D converter
• CRT graphic display driver
• High-speed waveform generator
• Programmable current source
• Programmable attenuation/gain
• Voltage output with simple resistor termination
Whatever your application, send for our "Quick As
A Rabbit" DAC-10 sample or give us acall.
And tell your engineering friends who design linear
circuits they can stop work on their 10-bit DACs and
get started on something else. When they get to where
they're going, PMI will already be there ... waiting for
them to catch up.
If someone beat you to the coupon, write to us.
Or circle #200 for literature.
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While the DAC-10 may have come along too soon
for our competitors, we think equipment designers will
say it's just in time. Think of the possible applications:

LSB

The White Rabbit looked at his watch again, then
dipped it in his cup of tea to see if he liked what it
said any better. If you're still not sure the DAC-10
looks good to you, PMI can give you some other ways
of looking at its performance.
TRUE AND COMPLEMENTARY OUTPUT

Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
1500 Space Park Drive
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 246-9222 TWX: 910-338-0528 Cable: MONO
In Europe contact:
Precision Monolithics, Incorporated
c/o BOURNS AG
ZUGERSTRASSE 74, 6340 Baar, Switzerland
Phone: 042/33 33 33

OmA

Telex 78722

Ian

Check the box for your
"Quick As A Rabbit" DAC-10 sample.
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The most powerful general purpose logic analyzer
you can buy for the years ahead.
It's here. Biomation K101-D. The
first logic analyzer to combine
high-speed 50 MHz data and 100
MHz time domain capabilities with
advanced 48-channel recording.
With enough powerful extras to
demolish your toughest hardware/
software integration problems—
even on the most complex multiplexed microprocessor.
Fast, accurate software
debugging.
With its 50 MHz clock rate, 48channel recording and 16 triggering levels, the K101-D isolates
software bugs faster and more
precisely than ever before.
Sophisticated disassembly firm-

ware generates precise mnemonics that cut analyzing time.
And 12 external clocks (AND or
OR) let you demultiplex 16-bit
microprocessors, 16- and 32-bit
minicomputers and bit-slice
processors.
100 MHz high-speed
hardware analysis.
The K101-D's advanced highperformance hybrid probes let
you capture glitches as narrow as
5ns. And, with 48-channel
recording, 515-word memory and
16-level triggering, you'll trap the
data you need. The convenient
display formatting and expansion
simplify analysis.

Call now for a free demo.
See for yourself why the K101-D is
a breakthrough in logic analyzers
for the years ahead. For ademonstration or acopy of our detailed
product brochure, write Gould
Inc., Biomation Operation, 4600
Old Ironsides Drive, Santa Clara,
CA 95050. For fastest response,
call 408-988-6800.

For powerful hardware
debugging, K101-D time
domain capabilities include
100 MHz clocking, 48channel recording, 515 word memory, 5-ris glitch
capture, 16-level triggering,
channel labeling, new highperformance probe design,
as well as horizontal and
vertical display expansion
for easy reading.

For powerful software
debugging, K101-D data
domain capabilities include
disassembly, 50 MHz clocking, 48-channel recording,
12 external clocks, 515word memory, demultiplexing, 16-level trace control
for triggering, 6 display code
formats, and reference
memory.

N>I

GOULD
An Electrical/Electronics Company
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No other oscilloscope offers
this much in onepackage.
Large 16K Memory

Signal Averaging

See things you've
never seen before with a
time resolution of up to
16,000:1 and adynamic
range of up to 32,000:1.
Zoom in on the smallest
signal detail with expansion up to x256 on both
axes. By using subsections of memory you can
display up to 32 stored
waveforms simultaneously.

Extract repetitive
signals from noise using
sweep averaging. Even
smooth those slow, noisy,
one-shot signals by
using the unique pointaveraging mode.

As with all Nicolet
scopes, manipulate stored
data using the pushbutton
functions of add, subtract
or invert. With the 4094,
continue to expand this
capability with diskextended functions of
multiply, integrate, smooth,
RMS and much more.
Permanent Data
Storage

4-Channel
Operation
Capture, store and
display four signals
simultaneously using two
plug-ins operating on
the same, or totally
independent, timebase
and trigger. Compare live
and stored waveforms in
real time. Even compare
interactive variables such
as voltage/current or
stress/strain using X-Y
display of either live or
stored signals.

Data
Manipulation

Alphanumeric
Display
Get absolute or
relative measurements
from any portion of the
waveform using the
cursor-interactive time
and voltage readout.
The numerics include
achannel identifier to
eliminate errors even on
multiple trace displays.

Pre- and PostTrigger Delay
Look into the past or
future with apre-trigger
delay from 500 nanoseconds to 37 days or a
post-trigger delay up to
106 years. Avoid accidental
triggering by checking the
threshold and sensitivity
using the trigger-view
mode.

Store waveforms at
the touch of abutton on
the optional floppy disk
or capture and store
automatically using the
autocycle feature. Get
report ready hardcopy
records using the standard
X-Y or Y-T recorder
outputs, or obtain fully
annotated plots automatically with the optional
digital plotter.

IEEE-488 and
RS-232 I/O
Integrate the 4094
into your digital measurement system with the fully
bi-directional GP-IB and
RS-232 digital I/O option.
(WAS

•.232
I

11:111/1
OM -UWE
le

MODEM /COMPUTER

0.1.1110re

One of a Family
Nicolet is the world's
leading manufacturer of
high resolution digital
oscilloscopes. In addition
to the 4094, Nicolet offers
the 2090 range of 2-channel digital oscilloscopes
with many advanced
features including highresolution, disk storage
and digital I/O.
Find out how
Nicolet can bring digital
precision to your analog
measurements. For
more information, call
608/271-3333. Or write:
Nicolet Instrument
Corporation, Oscilloscope
Division, 5225 Verona
Road, Madison, WI 53711.
In Canada:
call 416/625-8302.
NICOL ET
INSTRUMENT
am CORPORATION
OSCILLOSCOPE DIVISION

Sales and Service Offices
Worldwide

The Nicola 4094
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Electronics newsletter
DEC module turns

With an installed base of more than 250,000 VT100 display consoles, the

VT100 into
desktop computer

Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass. ,is taking aste pdesi gned both
to protect this base and to enter the personal and small-business computer
market. DEC is announcing the VT18X, a printed-circuit module that
plugs directly into the VT100, converting it into a complete, CP/Mcompatible microcomputer system. For $2,400, aVT100 owner gets the
computer board consisting of a 4-MHz Z80A microprocessor with 64-K
bytes of mos random-access memory and software-controlled RS-232-C
and printer ports. Two 5V4-in. floppy-disk drives also are included, and
DEC will sell CP/M licenses for $250. Thus, with the VT100 selling
discounted for about $1,450, a VT18X package would cost only about
$3,950—competitive with recent entries from IBM and Xerox. Software
will be available through Lifeboat Associates, Peachtree Software, and
Digital Research.

Motorola, Mostek
Signetics agree
on 16-bit bus

Motorola Inc., Mostek Corp., and Signetics Corp. have jointly created
specifications for a series of Eurocard bus products that use the 68000
16-bit microprocessor. To be marketed both in the U. S. and Europe as
the VME bus, it will come in two standard sizes: single Eurocards (160 by
100 millimeters) for 16-bit systems, and double cards (160 by 233.4 mm)
for 32-bit systems. The single card will have one pin-and-socket connector
capable of supporting 16-bit data widths and addressing up to 16 megabytes. In addition to the primary 96-pin connector, the double-size card
will have asecond 96-pin expansion connector, allowing it to accommodate
multiprocessor systems and future 32-bit processors. The new bus, which
will be asynchronous, will have nonmultiplexed address and data fields—
allowing it to speed up individual bus cycles to handle up to 5 million
32-bit transfers per second.

Silicon foundries
pose problems
for Japanese

Zilog, Seeq to mate
microprocessors,
on-chip EE-PROMs

The accelerating move toward silicon foundries in the U. S. has not
escaped the attention of Japanese semiconductor officials. One worldwide
study on their impact on standard parts already has been completed by
management consultants McKinsey & Co. While McKinsey officials stress
that any effects hinge on how fast, and indeed whether, custom very
large-scale integrated circuits would displace clusters of simpler components, U. S. foundry success will pose strategic problems for Japanesesemiconductor houses. The basic geographic advantage of having foundries
near big U. S. customers, with better service implied along with fast
turnaround and good prices, would be tough for Japanese firms to beat.

An important step toward the day of the self-configuring microprocessor
has been taken by Zilog Inc. and Seeq Technology Inc. The two California
firms have agreed to exchange expertise as they jointly develop amicroprocessor family with on-chip 5-v-only electrically erasable programmable
read-only memories. The devices will be designed by Zilog, which has
headquarters in Campbell. Seeq, astartup by former Intel engineers in San
Jose, will share the processing know-how in developing its EE-PROMs,
while Zilog will reveal some of the internal hooks of its microprocessor line
to allow the two types of devices to be mated. The first products jointly
developed will be EE-PROM versions of the Z8 and Z80, but the door is left
open for similar efforts with Zilog's 16-bit and upcoming 32-bit lines.
33
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Stata backs
maker of low-cost
CAT scanners

Grumman to make
broadcast gear

Lapierre heads
Rockwell division

Addenda
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A Schaumburg, Ill., start-up firm listing Ray Stata as its primary financial
backer—he is chairman and president of Analog Devices Inc. —is planning
to sell low-cost computerized axial-tomography (CAT) scanners with
installation of its first unit early next year. Priced at about $475,000, the
full-body X-ray scanner from Interad Systems Inc. will be 30% to 50%
cheaper than comparable systems built by major suppliers such as
General Electric and Siemens, says Interad president G. H. Williams. The
Interad system will employ an array processor supplied by Computer
Design & Applications Inc., Newton, Mass., and will feature an operator's
console, based on an LSI-11/2 processor, with 8-in. Winchester disk drives
and other peripherals built in. Though anumber of companies have failed
in the CAT scanner business in recent years, Interad hopes to succeed by
marketing its system initially to smaller hospitals with fewer than 250 beds
that cannot afford the more expensive units.

With the National Broadcasting Co. signed up as its first customer,
Grumman Aerospace Corp. has gone into anew business: the design and
manufacture of television broadcast equipment. The deal with NBC, for
about $1 million, is for design, development, and production of aTV—timing-reference system. It will be done at Grumman's facility at Great
River, N. Y., and will be used at the NBC studios in Burbank, Calif.

Bolstering its commercial semiconductor efforts, Rockwell Corp. has
named Alfred G. Lapierre president of its Electronic Devices division.
Since 1978, Lapierre has headed the mos ISI Business of National
Semiconductor Corp. Lapierre succeeds Howard Wolrath, who has been
appointed avice president under Kent M. Black, president of Rockwell's
Commercial Electronics Operations, of which Lapierre's division is apart.
Previously, Steve Ou was named director of product development and
Howard Cotterman became general manager of the division.

RCA Corp.'s Solid State division in Somerville, N. J., has signed an
alternate-sourcing agreement with Motorola Inc.'s Microprocessor Group
in Austin, Texas, for the 146805 complementary-mos microcomputer
family. RCA will make the 8-bit part in all its versions as well as supply
support chips and will continue to make its own 1800 family as
well. ...Look for General Electric Co. to introduce Gescan 2, ahardware-based text search and retrieval system capable of multiple, parallel
searches of a large data bank at the rate of 2 million characters per
second. ...Zenith Data Systems in Glenview, Ill., has added the Z-90
to its line of small business machines. Like the firm's two-year-old Z-89,
the Z-90 is based on an 8-bit Zilog Z80 microprocessor, but has doubledensity 5.25-inch diskette capability and expands main memory to 64K-bytes, compared with the 48-K-byte Z-89, which handles single-density
5.25-in. diskettes. ...Tandy Corp. says it is negotiating for the purchase of Memorex Corp.'s Consumer Products division. ...Asiagraphics, a start-up company in Mt. Sinai, N. Y., is preparing a software
package that allows Chinese and Japanese characters to be displayed on
standard bit-mapped computer terminals. A unique feature allows characters not in its 5,000-unit set to be added in real time by defining which
bits in a16-by-16 grid to turn on.
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TEACH
YOUR
TV
NEW
TRICKS

Stop Motion

image Subtraction

Picture these extended display possibilities on your
existing TV monitor: stop motion, multiple images,
the ability to selectively remove portions of the
picture while retaining objects of interest, the
ability to improve weak-signal image quality, plus
the ability to display slow-scan input video in
standard TV format.
If these are tricks you could use in your trade,
let Hughes demonstrate the unique new
ANARAM

90TM

image processor that provides

these and other amazing feats in a cost-effective,
easy-to-use package.

Multi-Image
For information on the all-new, digital solid state ANARAM 90
television image processor, or to arrange a demonstration, call or
write today: Hughes Aircraft Company, Image Memory Products,
6155 El Camino Real, Mail Station 142, Carlsbad, CA 92008-4888,
(714) 438-9191, Extension 220

HUGHES
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

COMPANY

Hughes Aircraft Company, Image Memories
6155 El Camino Real, Carlsbad, CA 92008-4888

CI

Please send me information on the ANARAM 90 digital
television image processor.
Please have a sales representative call.

Name and Title

Firm

Photos courtesy Del Mar Thoroughbred Club.
Images processed by Hughes ANARAM 907mProcessor.
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Meeting Japans' Challenge
Third in aSeries

HOW THE
SIMPLEST BUSINESS
PRINCIPLE OEALL
TURNS COMPETITORS
INTO CUSTOMERS.

If you make abetter quality product than your competition,
customers will buy it.
We at Motorola have seen this simple principle make significant
differences in the international electronics industry we are part of
For example, in recent years quality improvements by many
Japanese companies have resulted in major inroads for their products
into world markets, especially in consumer electronics.
But the same principle of quality has turned some of those
Japanese competitors into important customers of American firms such
as Motorola.
Acase in point concerns communications equipment Motorola
designed and built for NASA. Our equipment has been used on every
manned and most unmanned space shots without asingle missionendangering failure. Not one. So impressed was the Japanese Space
Agency with the quality of our space communications technology and
our reliable performance they have specified Motorola equipment for
use on many of their space missions.
Closer to earth, aJapanese national named Junko Tabei, the
first woman ever to climb Mt. Everest, used an FM portable two-way
radio made by Motorola here in America to help guide her to the top.
It withstood nights of 20° below zero and days of blinding bli77ards. Small
surprise that with plenty of Japanese radios to choose from, Ms. Tabei
also specified Motorola for her next climb, this time to the roof of Tibet.
And the examples go on. Even though Motorola has bowed out of
the consumer electronics market, Japanese companies that are today's
giants in that industry buy millions of quality components from our
Motorola Semiconductor Products Sector,
All this isn't happenstance. It is the systematic result of Motorola
programs, pioneered and developed over the past decade, to give all
Motorola employees agreater sense of involvement in, and responsibility
for; the quality of the products they design and manufacture.
So, when we receive quality supplier awards from companies
such as General Motors, Control Data and even Hitachi', we know why
And we're proud of that kind of response. It supports our belief
that quality is not only the oldest and simplest principle of business.
It also is the most important.
MOTOROLA A World Leader In Electronics

Quality and productivity through employee participation in management.
©1981 Motorola Inc. Motorola and Ail, are registered trademarks of Motorola. Inc.
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Type MG Precision High Voltage Resistors
from CADDOCK deliver 6big advantages:
MG 815
30,000 VOLTS
MG 785
20,000 VOLTS
MG 750
10,000 VOLTS
4,000MG
vcniiim
721
m

1. For maximum design
flexibility, there are 19 standard
models with 10 voltage ratings
in the Type MG family'.
The Type MG family of high voltage resistors
includes aselection of voltage ratings from 600 volts
to 30,000 volts in various resistor lengths to provide
maximum flexibility in the design of high voltage
assemblies.
In addition to this wide range of voltage ratings,
the Type MG family provides aselection of resistor
diameters at many of the standard voltage ratings, as
illustrated by the three models of 4,000 volt, 1-inch
long resistors shown here.
ellial1111M111

3. Overvoltage rating of 150%
is standard for all models.
Every model of the Type
MG resistors has astandard
overvoltage/overload
rating of 1.5 times the
maximum working voltage
where this level does not
exceed 5 times the sated

Model MO 815
KV
150%
OVERVOLTAGE

30 ITV

..c2"117
./•

power. As an example, in
the Model MG 815 this

NOMI.L
RESISTOR
VALUE

continuous operating voltage of many models to
160% above the standard specifications.

MG 721

Micronoxe resistance films. This graph illustrating
the 20,000 hour test results of the 10,000 volt rated
Model MG 750 shows extended-life stability well
within 0.02% per 1000 hours.

05%

And for even tougher applications, special
factory conditioning can boost the rrfaximum

MG 710

20,000 hour continuous load-life tests have
proven the exceptional stability of Caddock

20,000 Hour Loed-I.11e Test

capability provides for
short-term overloads as
high as 45,000 volts.

MG 716

5. Extended-life stability
that is typically better
than 0.02% per 1000 hours.

05,
5000

10.000

15.000

20.000

HOURS

A complete data summary of these test results is
available on request.

Important performance specifications for all
Type MG resistors include:

4. Matched resistor sets with
0.1% ratio tolerances and IC
tracking as close as 10 PPM/°C
from -15°C to +105°C.

•Full power rating to + 125°C.
• +225°C maximum operating temperature.
• Resistance values that cover the range from 200
ohms to 2000 Megohms.

2. The standard TC of 80 PPM/°C
and resistance tolerances from
1.0 % to 0.1% combine to
improve circuit accuracy.

The temperature
Micronoxe resistance
provide matched sets
ratio

coefficient of Caddock
firms can be controlled to
of Type MG resistors with
tracking within 10 PPM/°C
and with ratio tolerances as
close as 0.1% for ratios
from 1:1 to 1:100,000.

Through the full range of resistance values from
200 ohms to 2000 Megohms, the Type MG resistors
maintain atemperature coefficient of 80 PPM/°C
over the range from — 15°C to + I05°C, referenced

6. Exclusive Non-Inductive
Performance.
Caddock's Exclusive Non-Inductive Design is
the answer wherever there are special requirements for excellent high-voltage pulse fidelity
and wide bandwidths.
To keep the

inductance

to

an

absolute

minimum, the special serpentine pattern provides
for neighboring lines
to carry the
current in
opposite directions to
achieve
maximum

to +25°.
The combination of precision and low IC

cancellation

achieves asignificant improvement over other high
voltage resistor technologies, particularly in the
higher resistance values.

For high voltage divider
applications, 2% ratio tolerance is standard.

of
flux
fields over
the entire length

of the resistor.

Caddock's advanced film resistor technologies are the source of these exceptional performance advantages.
Produced with aspecial dedication to quality and unit-to-unit consistancy, these high performance
film resistors have achieved an unsurpassed 20-year record of 'in-circuit' reliability.
For complete data and specifications on over 150 models of the 13 standard types of Caddock resistors,
ask for your copy of Caddock Electronics new 20 page General Catalog. In it you'll discover how easily
these problem-solving resistors can improve the performance and reliability of your equipment, too.
Caddock Electronics, Inc., 1717 Chicago Avenue, Riverside, California 92507 •Phone (714) 788-1700 •TWX: 910-332-6108

HIGH PERFORMANCE FILM RESISTORS
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Market-share scramble
sires faster versions
of 64-K dynamic RAMs
by J. Robert Lineback, Dallas Bureau

Memory makers feel that
fastest chips will win out
and are upgrading their
chips for swifter access
The race for market shares in the
64-K dynamic random-access memory business presumably will go to the
manufacturers with the swiftest
parts. For although memories with
access times of 200 nanoseconds
account for most the 64-K RAM business at the moment, increasing numbers of buyers want 150-ns parts.
So to hold their own in the fastaccelerating market, three of the
leading U. S. contenders— Motorola

-

Mon

Inc., Mostek Corp., and Intel
Corp.—will soon hit the market with
faster versions of their 64-K chips.
As for Texas Instruments Inc., like
Motorola a volume producer of the
parts, more than half the 64-K RAMS
leaving its lines in Lubbock, Texas,
and Miho, Japan, meet the 150-ns
access standards. Thus TI seemingly
can compete with what it has now;
the Dallas, Texas, firm will not say
whether it has an upgrade in mind.
Higher charges. After nine months
of fine tuning, Motorola will begin
volume production of its new 64-K
chip in November. To boost performance, the Austin, Texas, mos
memory operation improved circuit
design and devised anew die layout.
The process remains the same as

swat ore,

that used for the current 64-K RAM:
the company's n-channel silicon-gate
H-MOS (high-performance) technology. However, Motorola will move
up to 5-inch wafers for the new part,
which will be produced initially at
Mesa, Ariz.; later the part may be
produced in Europe and in Japan.
Chief among the cell design
changes is an enlarged storage
capacitor. It doubles the amount of
stored change to 280 femtocoulombs. As a result, the chip is less
susceptible to soft errors, and in fact
none occurred during tests totaling
more than 2million device hours.
The new die layout splits the
array, adding an extra set of decoders to cut the polysilicon word line in
half. "By halving the word line, we

4

,

Better helves. To upgrade its 64-K RAM, Motorola added asecond line of row decoders (the two vertical bands). They split the cell array into
smaller blocks and halve the word line, speeding access to the storage cells. Over half the chips with the new design have 150-ns ratings.
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significantly speed up the part,"
explains David C. Ford, Motorola's
Strategic marketing manager of
mos memories. These changes, he
insists, are transparent to users of
the current 64-K chip.
Because yields have been acceptable, Motorola decided not to put
redundant memory cells on its die.
"We continue to evaluate it [redundancy], but at the present time we
feel pretty comfortable with what we
are seeing." Ford says.
Speedsters. He also finds no discomfort in the speeds of the new
chips. Over half of the new 64-K
RAMS achieve 150-ns row-address—strobe times, he reports. But
the RAS speeds must be matched
with fast column-address—strobe
times before dynamic RAMS will
work as high-speed parts in a number of memory applications, Ford
cautions.
So Motorola improved the CAS
time for its 150-ns part, giving it an
address strobe ratio of 2:1. "We will
be offering a 75-ns column-access
time, which is better than most
expectations even for 1982," he says.
In addition to the 150-ns parts, there
will be 120- and 200-ns ratings in
the new 64-K RAM line.
Because Motorola wrought its
improvements strictly through circuit-design changes, Ford figures
another boost in performance will
come from bettered process technology, such as refractory metal silicides. "We are confident that within
a year we will have a low sheet p
polysilicon process that is ready to
run in volume," Ford reports. "This
will of course result in another
increase in speeds."
Motorola, in fact, plans to use this
new process for the 256-K RAM it is
developing. Meanwhile, the company plans to gradually phase out its
first-generation 64-K device, which
is now running on a4-in, wafer line
in Mesa.
Fast followup. Mostek plans mass
production of its new 64-K RAM in
the first quarter of 1982—less than
half a year after it began volume
deliveries of its current part. Among
the changes in the new MS4564 are
redundant memory cells and an

40

increase in address speed distributions. But Mostek will not start making use of the redundant cells, which
create a fault-tolerance device, until
later in the year, says Tim Propeck,
memory product marketing manager
of the Carrollton, Texas, firm. The
4564 will be available in 250-, 200-,
and 150-ns versions.
Despite the new version waiting in
the wings, Mostek is ramping up
production of its current 64-K
device, which is being manufactured
in both Carrollton and Colorado
Springs, Colo. "We are shipping
1,000 per week now, and it looks like
our fourth-quarter volume is going
to be in the 250,000 to 300,000
range," Propeck estimates.
Meanwhile, Intel is putting the

finishing touches on its new 64-K
chip, which it plans to begin shipping
in late 1981.
The Santa Clara, Calif., firm
pulled its 2164 64-K RAM off the
market earlier this year after spotting problems in the zero-level—sensing mechanism. With the new
device, Intel will be offering 150-ns
RAS speeds for the first time.
Redundancy is being retained on
the second version, but the die size
has been reduced from 161 by 317
mils to 137 by 269 mils. Intel tightened the chip's geometry and
changed the process to reduce the
metalization pitch from 9 to 7.5
micrometers. It kept a polysilicon
fuse technique to implement redundancy or the RAM.

Local networks

Data bursts, repeated up to 10 times,
conquer spikes on ac supply lines
Alternating-current power lines are
a poor medium for local data communications because of the random
noise spikes that blast through
them—or so says conventional wisdom. However, a new firm in Santa

1

Barbara, Calif., claims otherwise
and is readying a small terminal it
says has whipped the noise problem
in tests.
An ambitious undertaking, the
006 terminal by Evince costs only

20-CHARACTER
THERMAL
PRINTER
CENTRAL
PROCESSING
UNIT

DATA
ADDRESS

2-K-BY -8-BIT

RANDOMACCESS
MEMORY

20 -CHARACTER

DISPLAY

35 V
DRIVERS

KEYBOARD

RECEIVER AND
ZERO-CROSSING

100
120
220
240 Var

DETECTOR

CARRIER
CURRENT
TRANSMITTER

POWER
SUPPLY

Through the spikes. Evince's under-$300 terminals interconnect through a building's regular
ac power lines. Data gets through because the processor repeats it up to 10 times.
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$250 to $300, yet uses the advanced
digital signal-processing technique
of time-domain transfer. In penetrating the spikes using this technique
instead of the often-used Fourier
transform, it will transmit each message in 10-bit parallel data bursts
repeated up to 10 times.
The data bursts are structured to
remain on line as long as possible.
This way, even an overwhelming
noise spike can destroy only apart of
the signal, says William J. Parrish,
vice president for research and
development. He is reluctant to discuss specifics of the data-transmission scheme for proprietary reasons.
Typical throughput for the terminal will be 960 bits per second, with
higher rates possible. A 512-character message, for example, would be
sent in about 40 seconds.
Because transformers are best
penetrated by low frequencies, a 10kilohertz carrier frequency is contemplated. Parrish says the firm
does not expect to encounter any
problems from power utilities—the
owners of the transmission lines.
The most difficult design task was
to anticipate noise conditions on 60hertz power lines, "which can vary
by an order of a magnitude in
impedance and levels," says Parrish.
"Our terminal must be able to penetrate this whole spectrum."
Switching industrial lights and turning on motors cause the high-amplitude, short-duration spikes.
The terminal is planned to have an
alphanumeric keyboard, a 20-character vacuum fluorescent display, a
20-character-per-line thermal printer, and a central processing unit
based on an 8-bit microprocessor. "It
is a bottom-up approach for people
who don't need expensive Ethernets
or Z-nets," says Evince president
Jacob Y. Wong.
The 006 will have arange extending up to 200 yards and will handle
low-level networking jobs in offices
and factories, including teletypewriter communications and the transfer
of industrial-process control data, he
points out. It will have wall-plug portability.
Started in August 1980, Evince
employs some 50 people and does its
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volume manufacturing out of Hong
Kong. Wong says the company has
already shipped $500,000 worth of a
simple interoffice communications
setup whose central display sells for
$140, with calculator-sized remoteinput units priced at $45. The unit,
which like the upcoming 006 relies
on ac lines, is programmed with 25
commonly used messages like "hold
all calls" or "in a meeting," which
are shown by light-emitting diodes.
Development of the 006 is 80%
completed, and all of the front-end
engineering is finished, says Parrish.
Now in the planning stages is an
interface gateway computer similar
to the 006 that can link computers,
either directly or by telephone line.
"With our terminal, ac lines will
soon be recognized as aviable [datatransmission] medium," Wong predicts.
-Larry Waller

Business systems

Iowa stores try
electronic payment
Iowa's reputation as a pacesetter in
electronic funds transfer got another
boost this month, thanks to a new
point-of-sale system installed for
testing in a Des Moines supermarket. The system is touted by its supplier —NCR Corp., Dayton, Ohio—
as the first to let shoppers pay for
their groceries electronically by using a plastic card instead of money
at the checkout counter.
When the checkout clerks ask for
payment, a consumer choosing to
pay electronically simply pushes a
bank-issued debit card through a
magnetic strip reader and punches a
personal identification number into a
small keypad. Through an in-store
computer, the checkout terminal is
tied into Iowa's statewide Err banking network. Within 15 seconds, says
NCR, the transfer of funds from the
customer's checking account to the
store's account is complete, and the
register prints out apaper receipt.
If the Iowa test is successful, it
could touch off awave of new activity in the Err field, which in recent

years has seen rapid growth in cashdispensing automated teller machines [Electronics, March 27, 1980,
p. 96]."I expect we'll see abrief period while people look at what happens in this particular system; and
then, Iwouldn't be surprised to see a
flood of similar systems," says William R. Moroney, head of the Electronic Funds Transfer Association in
Washington, D. C.
Not surprisingly, NCR thinks so
too. A second Dahl's Food Mart will
be equipped next month as part of
the Iowa test, and NCR says it has
several similar projects under development elsewhere.
The company hopes to begin marketing the card reader and keypad as
part of its regular product line during 1982. By 1984, predicts Daniel J.
McCarthy, NCR retail systems vice
president, such systems could become commonplace.
Not all, however, agree. Consumers and retailers are not yet ready to
accept direct EFT payment systems,
says Johnny Humphreys, vice president and general manager at National Semiconductor Corp.'s Systems division in Sunnyvale, Calif.
POS scanning equipment "took six
years to really catch on from the
time that some people thought it
might," he points out. National is
designing its present product line
with an eye toward accommodating
Err eventually, but has no current
plans to test the technology, Humphreys says.
In the cards. In the Iowa test, nine
NCR 255 POS terminals at aDahl's
Food Mart in Des Moines are tied
via phone lines into the Iowa Transfer Systems (ITS)—a shared network
that links 110 Iowa banks. The net
employs 231 automated teller machines that serve an established
cardbase of about 500,000 users,
says ITS Inc. president Dale A.
Dooley. Brought on line in February,
1977, the system was the first statewide EFT consumer banking network
and is considered state-of-the-art
today.
When ashopper decides to use the
new pilot system to pay electronical•
ly, transaction information is transmitted at 4,800 bits a second to a
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central switch in Des Moines, which
However, it is hard to grow highlogs and verifies the data before quality GaAlAs layers and integrate
sending it on to one of nine dataon one chip all the array's compoprocessing centers that service parnents. These include not only the
ticipating banks. Each transaction
lasers and adistributed Bragg reflecmessage contains between 40 and 60 tor for stabilizing their output, but
8-bit characters, including the cusalso other Bragg devices for expandtomer's personal identification numing the beam vertically and an outber, account information taken from
put coupler for accomplishing the
the magnetic strip, terminal inforsame expansion horizontally among
mation, and transaction codes,
other components.
.Dooley says. When the funds transAll together. So far, Aerospace
fer is complete, amessage is relayed
has put lasers and a distributed
through the switch back to the terBragg reflector on one chip, as
minal. The data centers employ IBM,
shown in the figure, and demonBurroughs, and NCR mainframes; •
strated the other elements separatethe switch uses redundant NCR 8455
ly. The chip marries distributed
mainframes.
-Wesley R. Iversen semiconductor lasers to optical feedback based on Bragg scattering. The
Components
company is dedicated to putting all
components together over the next
three to five years, says Gary A.
Evans of Aerospace's Electronics
Research Laboratory in El Segundo,
Calif.
Aerospace plans to put 10 to 20
Laser phased arrays have reached lasers on a chip 0.5 centimeter
the planning stage at several resquare. Output power, with the indisearch organizations, but Aerospace vidual laser outputs adding to each
Corp. may be the first to get one up other, would be between 0.1 and 1
and working. The lasers are of the
watt, far more than the milliwatt
gallium-aluminum-arsenide semioutput of individual semiconductor
conductor type.
lasers.

Laser phased arrays

shine from achip

Reflections. A distributed laser array being developed by Aerospace uses gallium arsenide
emitters with varying proportions of aluminum substituted for gallium, as shown. Light
reflected from aBragg grating serves to stabilize output wavelengths.
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As for potential users, communications engineers at the Air Force
Space Systems division next door to
Aerospace say they will be interested
in the device—when the arrays are
actually built. Such arrays could
well substitute, industry sources say,
for the large neodymium: yttriumargon-garnet lasers the Air Force is
contemplating for its laser-communication system of the late 1980s.
The result may be a more flexible
and reliable system.
Optical gratings. Aerospace has
integrated its GaAlAs lasers with
Bragg-effect gratings having a0.35micrometer period. The result is
called adistributed laser because of
the extended valleys in which Bragg
scattering—the optical feedback
mechanism—occurs. Laser action
occurs in the active regions, with
charge injected from n- and p-type
regions ("isolation" in the figure).
Altogether six layers—the buffer
through the cap—are grown with
liquid-phase epitaxy, and the mesas
are formed by removing the top
three layers. The exposed waveguide
layer is then patterned by holographic photolithography to form the corrugated grating structure. Oxide
passivation follows and after that
metal contacts are deposited and
patterned to complete the device.
Light output from each laser travels along the waveguide layer and is
scattered by the diffraction grating.
Scattered light of aparticular wavelength, determined by the grating
geometry and refractive index, will
constructively interfere with the incident beam, according to Bragg's law,
while slightly different wavelengths
will interfere destructively and cancel each other out.
As a result, only one wavelength
contributes to the output beam. The
device in the figure would be cleaved
in the middle of the valley.
Stable beam. But the big advantage of combining a Bragg reflector
with lasers is the temperature stability of the output beam's wavelength.
In a standard semiconductor laser,
the change in bandgap energy with
temperature results in an outputwavelength shift of approximately 3
angstroms per °C. In a distributed
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Bragg-reflector laser, that bandgap
shift is present but not important,
because the Bragg reflections still
occur at the given wavelength. The
only temperature dependence of
Bragg scattering results from a
much weaker temperature dependence of the waveguide's index of
refraction.
-Larry Waller
and Roderic Beresford

it, each holding 200 bases, for atotal
of 6,000 parts. The robot arm sucks
up 200 bases at a time and deposits
them on an air-flotation loading
table. From there, the bases slide
down a chute in lots of 10 and are
placed one by one in the seal boats,
each of which holds 20 bases. Fiberoptic sensors determine the position
of the boat.
Glassed in. The boats then travel
Production
on a conveyor belt until another
fiber-optic sensor determines the
bases in them are in position for
placement of lead frames. Finally
the assemblies enter the oven, which
can be interfaced with the robot,
where the frame is fixed to the base
In one hour, six diligent people can by being embedded in aglass seal.
load some 6,000 carriers—or seal
Human intervention is required,
boats, as integrated-circuit makers from time to time, to keep the robot
call them—with ceramic bases and supplied with parts. To achieve
lead frames that then travel on to an 6,500 assemblies per hour, it needs a
oven to become ceramic dual in-line new supply of bases every 55 minpackages.
utes, seal boats every 10.5 min, and
Such jobs are threatened by a lead frames every 2min. An optional
$39,000 robot in the final stages of $6,500 carrousel loader increases the
development at Conceptek Corp.
latter interval to 45 minutes.
The CT-10,000 has atop throughput
Although some semiconductor
of 10,000 parts an hour, as its cata- firms are developing in-house malog number suggests. But Greg De chines to automate this portion of
Luca, president of the eight-year-old
production, "this is the only one with
Tucson, Ariz., firm says the robot
robotics," reports one IC maker who
usually will handle 6,500 parts an
has seen the system. "It's an interhour.
esting concept. Mechanically, it's
The robot needs alittle help from quite impressive."
a human friend to load, start, and
On the table. Another Tucson
stop it; otherwise it is on its own. At
firm, Modular System Research
the outset, 30 trays are delivered to
Inc., devised the robot's control sys-

Robot loads bases,

leadframes in boats

Fast worker. A robot arm that sucks up 2000 ceramic pieces at atime paces this automatic
assembler, which loads bases and lead frames into IC seal boats faster than six humans can.

tem. A single Intel 8085 will oversee
nearly all the machine's functions,
says Claude Ceccos, research director at MSRI. The operating system
works off state tables, which it
checks in order to determine the status of the machine and hence the
next operating step.
The microprocessor, which will
use an estimated 8-K of programmable read-only memory and 1-K of
random-access memory, controls between 30 and 40 sensors plus another
25 pneumatic actuators. Mechanically, the work gets done by servo
motors and pneumatic power. Servo
motors power the robotic arm and
elevate the base trays. The remaining operations, like positioning lead
frames, use pneumatics. Air-consumption demands are lower than 60
pounds per square inch, a pressure
generally available at offshore sites.
A choice. De Luca is still uncertain whether the robots will be
offered as standard products or customized. Each unit must now be
designed for agiven number of leads
per chip and the size of the base, as
well as the type of seal boat involved.
Additionally, interfaces with the
ovens will vary, he says.
Whether standard or custom, the
list price will be $39,000, with discounts available for quantity orders
having the same specifications. The
customized units currently take
three to four months to design and
produce, De Luca estimates.
The first robot will be delivered in
November to Motorola Inc.'s Semiconductor Sector in Mesa, Ariz. If
all goes well with final development
and the trial run at Motorola, De
Luca expects to sell about 100 robots
during 1982.
-Terry Costlow

Photovoltaics

Seven-machine line
builds solar panels
If the U. S. photovoltaics industry
faces slow growth due to scarce government funding, the rest of the
world will forge ahead in solar-energy investments. That is what Spire
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Corp. is hoping for as it goes to
market this month with what it says
is the first commercially available
integrated assembly line for solarpanel production.
Called the spi-Line, the sevenmachine system promises to produce
up to 1megawatt's worth of panels a
year, based on a single daily 8-hour
shift. System prices range from
$250,000 for 100-kilowatt capacity
to $500,000 for 1-mw capacity.
Three-quarters of the demand for
spi -Line will come initially from
start-up photovoltaics enterprises in
Europe, Japan, and Third World
countries, projects Thomas E. Wilber, marketing vice president of
Spire, based in Bedford, Mass. For
now, he says, "Europe shows the
greatest growth in private entrepreneurial ventures in photovoltaics
with countries like France, Spain,
and West Germany spending as
much as 50% more in this area than
the U. S."
Cell mates. Spi -Line's sevenmachine system takes finished solar
cells and assembles them to form
sealed and framed modules. Typically, the modules have 50 cells for a
50-watt output and measure 48
inches long, 16 in. wide, and 2 in.
thick. The assembly machines are
semiautomatic and may be linked by
optional automatic transport belts.
At the head of the line is a celltabber that applies metal-plated ribbons, or tabs, to the face of each cell.
(The line can accommodate either
circular or rectangular solar cells.)
The machine reflow-solders one end
of each ribbon to the cell, and cuts
the other end to a length that will
allow later soldering to the back of
an adjacent cell in the solar-panel
array. The tabbed cells advance to a
tester-sorter, which performs go/nogo tests and sorts the cells into one of
eight preselected output-level bins.
A cell-interconnect system then
aligns the cells into a panel array,
and again uses reflow soldering to
connect tab ribbons to adjacent cells.
A module-layup machine then places
the cell array on what will be the
panel's base.
This base consists of a sheet of
Tediar polymer, overlayed with a
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sheet of ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA)
and a fiberglass sheet that supports
and protects the cell-array interconnections. Once the cell array is in
place on this substrate, the layup
system covers it with asecond layer
of EVA and a glass cover that has
been specially cleaned and primed
by aglass-preparation station on the
assembly line.
Making sandwiches. This solar
sandwich then goes to amodule laminator, which heats it up to 150° C,
polymerizing the EVA layers. The
clear EVA encapsulates the solar
cells, and acts as an adhesive for the
module layers. After that, amodulesealing and -framing system applies
an edge sealant. Finally, it puts on
the frame, completing the panel's
construction.
Though the semiautomatic SPI Line's 1-mw maximum capacity is
considerable—it represents last
year's production at Arco Solar Inc.,
Chatsworth, Calif., a ranking U. S.
producer—Spire has some upgrading in mind, including the use of
robots. The company's long-term
goal is a full line of equipment that
processes silicon wafers into solar
cells and then assembles arrays of
cells.
-Linda Lowe

Designers' choice. Stanford University designed this work station for in-house needs,
but it offers so much computing power at a
low cost that outside firms have licensed it,

computer network.
The station combines the power of
the Motorola MC68000 microprocessor with the popular Intel Multibus, 250 bytes of random-access
memory, an Ethernet link, and a
high-resolution graphics package. It
includes a keyboard, a mouse-pointing device, avideo display similar to
that of the Xerox Star, and an electronics module.
Popular board. The work station is
built around three boards: the
central processing unit, a high-resolution graphics board, and an
Ethernet board. The CPU board,
Computer networks
which a quarter megabyte of 64-K
RAM shares with the 8-megahertz
68000 and aMultibus interface, has
garnered immediate popularity. It
first appeared as the heart of the
CTS-300 computing system from
Codata Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.
An inexpensive yet powerful com[Electronics, April 21, p. 215].
puter work station from Stanford
It is also being sold as a board
University is beginning to have a product by Forward Technology
significant impact outside academia.
tile., Santa Clara, Calif., for $3,495
Three Stanford designers have cre- in single-unit quantities and by
ated acompany to license the design Pacific Microcomputer Inc. of San
to industry, where several designers Diego, Calif. "By the end of the year
already have found it to be aversa- we expect to have licensed 15 packtile systems building block.
aged products," asserts Forest BasBorn from a Department of ket, the Stanford professor who initiDefense research grant and subse- ated the project for pop's Advanced
quently nurtured by two professors Research Projects Agency.
and agraduate student, the Stanford
Admirable architecture. Key to the
University Network work station has processor-board architecture is a
already been licensed by VLSI Sys- two-level, segment-page, multiprotems Inc. of Palo Alto, Calif., to five cess memory management scheme,
industrial firms. Fifteen of the units as well as two serial input/output
will soon enrich the university's own channels (Intel 8274), a timer chip

Stanford work station
migrates to industry
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with five 16-bit timers (AMD 9513),
up to 32-K-bytes of programmable
read-only memory, and a 16-bit
input port.
The on-board memory has parity
error checking and, according to
Stanford graduate student and VLSI
Systems president Andreas Bechtolscheim, "the incorporation of RAM
eliminates the wait states experienced through the Multibus."
The memory management scheme
allows 16 contexts, or active processes, which may each be further
divided into as many as 64 segments.
The power of the processor is, like
many, relative to the type of job
processed. "For timed-integer work,
it can have 40% to 50% the power of
a DEC/VAX 780," says Stanford
professor Vaughan Pratt, one of the
founding trio and adirector of VLSI
Systems. "For I/O and floating-point
operations, it is considerably slower," he adds.
Cinematic. The graphics board
features a 1,024-by-1,024-bit frame
buffer, with 800 by 1,024 bits dedicated to the visible display area.
"What you see is the left threequarters of the buffer. The right
quarter is used as a cache for font
storage and graphics symbols," notes
Bechtolsheim.
It only takes 64 milliseconds to
write an entire frame buffer, which
gives the high-resolution display the
16-frame-a-second cinematic refresh
rate that permits nonflickering moving images. The graphics board will
first be used by filmmaker George
Lucas to create effects for upcoming
sequels in the Star Wars saga,
according to VLSI Systems.
Networks. The Ethernet board follows Ethernet protocols, but operates
at 3megabits rather than the maximum 10 mb/s of the standard.
Bechtolsheim acknowledges that a
10-mb/s board would be useful, but
points out that his board is considerably less expensive than Intel's 10mb/s board. "It's too expensive to
have anetwork interface in the over
$4,000 category," he says.
His next project is to design a
color graphics board, and then the
company will turn to the design of a
10 mb/s board.
-Martin Marshall
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News briefs
CBS and AT&T set videotex trial in New Jersey ...
They form a likely couple. CBS Inc. wants to get a feel for the kinds of
services that subscribers to videotex interactive home information systems
will buy; AT&T wants to add know-how in videotex terminals and computer
systems to its expertise in telecommunications. So the two will join forces for
aseven-month videotex trial, starting in the fall of 1982, in 200 households in
Ridgewood, N. J. For AT&T, this is its second serious look at videotex — the
company currently is evaluating the results of a 15-month trial conducted
jointly with Knight-Ridder newspapers in Florida.
...and Siemens buys rights to Canadian videotex technology
Telidon, the second-generation videotex technology developed in Canada,
may well end up as the de facto world standard for interactive home
information systems. Already Telidon has strong backing from the U. S.,
Australia, and Venezuela. This month it gained a foothold in Europe when
Siemens AG signed acontract with two Canadian companies— Norpack Ltd.
of Ottawa and Infomart Ltd. of Toronto—to acquire Telidon technology,
software, and hardware. Siemens will pay at least $10 million for its new
videotex capability, which will enable it to add an alpha-geometric option to
the European standard (CEPT) systems it now produces.
IBM restructures most its U. S. operations
Starting with the top group level, International Business Machines Corp.,
Armonk, N. Y., this month restructured its U. S. operations into three new
groups. All U. S. marketing will be handled by the new Information Systems
Group. Manufacturing and development will be realigned into two new
groups, one for large systems and a second for small systems and office
products. In early 1982, IBM will further split the Information Systems
marketing group into two new divisions, each of which will market the full IBM
product line to different sets of customers, anew strategy for the firm.

only about 20% more than normal
epoxy boards and even less than
boards with external heat sinks.
Laminated twice. The company's
method is astraightforward doublelamination process, with the aluminum core material treated almost
like another layer. The first laminaMetal-core printed-circuit boards tion cycle starts with a 0.050-inch
have been around for some two dec- aluminum sheet that is predrilled
ades, but they have not been particu- with oversize component- and
larly popular, despite their superior through-holes. Then an epoxy bondheat dissipation, because they are ing-stage is used to fill the holes,
hard to make and therefore costly.
coat the upper surface of the board,
The boards are likely to become and attach the upper copper submore prevalent, however, because strate. During this step, the epoxy
General Dynamics' Pomona, Calif., filling the holes is drawn through a
division—with some help from the bleeder cloth and the excess abU. S. Navy— has come up with a sorbed by ablotter cloth, leaving the
new way of making them. The new resin flush with the bottom of the pc
process is similar to standard multiboard.
layer-board manufacture, with just
In the second lamination cycle,
two extra steps. What's more, epoxy bonding sheets and a copper
because it works on standard circuitsubstrate are put on the lower side.
board—lamination equipment, it is
From this point on, the board is hanwidely accessible. The metal-core dled conventionally, with excess copboards, the company maintains, cost per etched off to form circuit patProduction

Easy process makes

metal-core pc boards
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LM363 revolutionizes
instrumentation amps.
NATIONAL'S NEW SINGLE-CHIP LM363:
HIGHER PERFORMANCE AND EASE OF DESIGN AT ALOWER COST.

Unequaled
performance
from an
instrumentation amp
World's best
complete
12-bit DAC
High-performance
A/Ds, D/As,
references
and more
Free literature
from the
National Archives

SPECIAL DATA CONVERSION/ACQUISITION ISSUE

( SPECIAL ISSUE )
Self-contained LM363 combines
higher performance and lower cost.
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STANDARD 3OP AMP
INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER.

NEW LM363
MONOLITHIC INSTRUMENTATION AMP.

The Practical Wizards' new monolithic
LM363 obsoletes op amps used in
instrumentation amplifier designs.
National Semiconductor has made
designing with instrumentation amps considerably easier than ever before.
Until now, engineers had Iwo choices
when their designs called for aprecision instrumentation amp. They could either use
three op amps and ahandful of expensive
LM363 PERFORMANCE SPECS**

resistors (and all the time and board space
that involves) or they could buy acostly
module.
Well now there's alow cost high-performance alternative: National's new LM363
monolithic true instrumentation amp.
Totally self-contained. The LM363 (and
its corresponding military version, the LM163)
comes totally self-contained in an 8-pin TO-5
package. It requires no external resistors for
accurate fixed gains of 10, 100, or 500 (one
gain per package). Very high precision is
attained by using trimmed-on-chip thin film
resistors.
The Practical Wizards designed the
LM363 with asuper beta bipolar input stage
that yields very low input voltage noise, an
extremely low offset drift, and ahigh common
mode rejection ratio.
See the table below for typical values.
Versatility and ease of use. High performance, however, is only part of the story.
National's new LM363 is considerably
easier to design into Data Conversion/
Acquisition applications than it is to design
one's own instrumentation amp. This not only
saves time and effort, but board space and
money as well.
For added versatility the internally set
gains may be increased via external resistors.
The LM363 will soon be available in a
16-pin DIP, with pin-strap gain options of 10,
100, and 1000. The twin differential shield
driver pins on this version can be used to
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eliminate bandwidth loss due to shield capacitance. Also, compensation pins will be
available to allow simple low-pass filtering.

The low cost LM363 — now available for
as little as $9.60* @100 pcs. —is aperfect
example of how National continues to revolutionize Data Conversion/Acquisition technology.
For all the details on the remarkable
new LM363, check box 090 on this issue's
National Archives coupon.
'LI S prices only.
**Dato shown represents typical values

A graphic look into the world's best,
complete 12-bit DACs.
The totally self-contained DAC1280A
and DAC1285A Series offers lower
power and higher speed than the
industry standard DAC80s, DAC85s
and DAC87s.
National Semiconductor now offers the
highest performance complete 12-bit DACs:
their new DAC1280A and DAC1285A Series.
These converters each contain their own
DAC, op amp, reference and feedback resistors, all on just three dice. That adds up to
low cost and high reliability over the life of
the DAC.
In short, they provide higher performance than any DAC80 product now available. (See the DAC cross-reference table
below for National's pin-compatible upgrades
for standard DAC80s, DAC85s and DAC87s.)
12-BIT DAC
CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
NATIONAL P/N
DAC1280AC
DAC1285C
DAC1285AC
DAC1285A

ALTERNATIVE P/N
DAC80-CBI-V; DAC80Z-CBI-V
DAC85-CBI-V
DAC85LD-CBI-V
DAC87-CBI-V

The new industry standard is here.
National's DAC1280As and DAC1285As offer
superior performance advantages over today's
12-bit DACs, particularly in terms of speed
and power dissipation.
These fast converters settle to full scale
accuracy in only 300ns (current mode)

PRECISION
THIN FILM LASER
TRIMMED REFERENCE

12-BIT WAFER
LASER TRIMMED
BIPOLAR DAC

and 2.54 (voltage mode), while dissipating
only 500m W.
The DAC1280A, for example, guarantees
maximum linearity error of -± 1
/ LSB over the
2
entire 0°C to 70°C temperature range. It also
guarantees a-± 3
/ LSB differential non-lin4
earity and aprecise 6.2V reference (±2%)
over temperature.
In addition, all specs are guaranteed

SETTLING TIME FOR 1LSB CHANGE
NATIONAL DACI 280ACD

BRAND B

5V

5V

J

5m1/

200m

5mV

FULL SCALE SETTLING TIME —10V TO +10V
NATIONAL DAC1280ACD

BRAND 8
5V

E
"J'

1111

E

011

over a± 11.4V to -± 15.75V supply voltage
range.
The DAC1280A's complementary binary
logic inputs—also guaranteed over temperature—are compatible with TTL and CMOS
logic levels.
Self-contained reliability and price.
National's 3-die design offers avariety of cost
advantages as well as reliability advantages.
Initial savings stem
directly from aless complicated, and hence less
costly, manufacturing process. But more importantly,
the standard IC construction
technique results in reliability enhancements over the
111, 11111,
other DAC80s. And that
means dependable performance over the long term.
The new low cost, high
200rel
performance DAC1280A
and DAC1285A Series are
perfect examples of how the
Practical Wizards at
National continue to overcome industry limits in Data
Conversion/Acquisition
technology.
For complete details
on the world's most reliable
12-bit DACs, check box
number 057 on this issue's
50Ons
National Archives coupon. 2

Part of the reason why National leads in
Data Conversion/Acquisition technologti4
The Practical Wizards let their
technological leadership speak for
itself—in terms of price and
performance—for part of their wide
range of components.
No single semiconductor manufacturer
covers the Data Conversion/Acquisition
market as extensively as National. Their
DAC1280A, DAC1285A D/A converters and
LM363 instrumentation amps are just the
latest examples of the kind of technological
leadership that's expected of Practical
Wizards.
They already offer abroader selection of
higher performance components than anyone
else. The products featured below offer ataste
of where Data Conversion/Acquisition technology is going.
MP-compatible D/A converters.
National's line of µP-compatible 8-, 10-, and
12-bit DACs offers:
•guaranteed monotonicity.
•low power dissipation.
•operates in voltage switching mode
for single supply fixed reference
applications.
•works with up to ±10V reference—full
four-quadrant multiplication.
•.3" center 20-pin package.
Their DAC0830 Series of 8-bit D/A
converters provides:
•linearity over temperature of 10 7 97

and 8-bits.
•gain tempco of 0.0006% FS/°C max.
Their DAC1006 Series of 10-bit D/As
also feature alinearity over temperature of 10,97 and 8-bits.
In terms of 12-bit DACs, their DAC1230
Series features:
•linearity over temperature of 12 7 11 7
and 10-bits.
•gain tempco of 0.0006% FS/°C max.
µP-compatible 8-bit A/D converters.
National's family of low-cost 8-bit A/Ds also
point up their leadership in Data Conversion/
Acquisition. Each of these high-performance
parts feature:
•easy interface to all microprocessors.
•0to 5V analog input voltage range
with asignal 5V supply.
•no zero or full scale adjust required.
•total error (including linearity, full
scale, and zero error) is just ±1/
2 LSB
or±1 LSB.
•100 µsec conversion time.
Their ADC0801/02/03/04 converters,
for example, offer all this plus differential analog input all in a.3" 20-pin DIP.
Add to this their ADC0808/09, which
feature 8-channel multiplexers with latched
control logic.
To round out the family, their
ADC0816/17 A/Ds carry a16-channel multiplexer with attached control logic in addition
to direct access to "comparator in" and "multi-

plexer our' for signal conditioning.
Precision references. National also
proves to be the industry's best reference for
references. Because in addition to offering the
broadest line of IC voltage references, this
family of parts includes:
•the lowest power available —12µW
(the LM385-1 .2V).
•the lowest drift available —.5ppM/°C
(the LM199AH).
•the lowest prices available—$.45*
@ 100 pcs (the LM329DZ).
•the widest range of voltages- 1
/
2Vto
10.24V
IC temperature sensors. Many Data
Conversion/Acquisition systems rely on temperature sensors for accurate and dependable
analog data. National offers an extensive line
of devices to fill this need. Some of them, the
LM135 and LM335, feature:
•untrimmed accuracies of ±1°C,
±3°C, and ±6°C.
•trimmed accuracy— ±0.3°C (±1°C
max.).
•temperature ranges available from
—55°C to +200°C.
•low prices start at $.95* @100 pcs.
For complete information on these and
other high performance Data Conversion/
Acquisition components, check the appropriate boxes on the coupon below.
-U S

price only

r
What's new from the National Archives,
017 E LM385, LM329,
LM399 Reference
Data Sheets
018 E LM335 Temp Sensor
Data Sheet
023 E ADC0801/02/03/04/,
ADC0808/09,
ADC0816/17 Data
Sheets

051

Data Conversion/
Acquisition Data Book
($700)
057 u DAC1280A and
DACI285A Data
Sheets
071 Ili LH0070 Reference
Data Sheet
E

072

CMOS MICRO-DAC
Data Sheets
073 E Data Conversion/
Acquisition Brochure
090 Li LM363 Instrumentation Amp Data Sheet
E
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Electronics review
terns. The drilling and the second
lamination represent the two extra
steps compared with standard multilayer-board production processes.
But applying the epoxy one side at a
time, rather than to both sides at
once, has an advantage: it eliminates
most of the air bubbles that can
cause shorts later, when the holes are
redrilled and plated through with
copper to interconnect the layers.
High dissipation. In operation,
heat is carried from the board
through the mounting screws, which
also serve as an additional ground.
The dissipation is far beyond that of
conventional epoxy boards. In atest
of boards in actual use, the prototype
metal-core board was run at four
times the current level of a similar
epoxy board—a level that would
have burned up the latter. After six
minutes, the temperature of the
components on the prototype rose
from 75° to 136°F, only 12°F higher
than the rise for the epoxy board's
components.
As a result, General Dynamics is
confident enough in the boards and
their manufacture to use them in the
autopilot regulator board for the
Standard Missile 2, which will be
shipped to the Navy next year. The
development was partially funded by
the Naval Ocean Systems Center's
manufacturing technology group in
San Diego. NOSC is preparing to
release process information.
"It's arather simple way to do the
job for those who have lamination
presses," says George Messner, senior scientist at PCK Technology, a
Melville, N. Y., firm now researching polymeric coating of metal-core
boards. That method, currently used
in large numbers for telephone circuits by Western Electric Co.,
requires much more capital equipment than GD's method.
Litton Industries Inc. has for 10
years also been making metal-core
boards, forcing powdered epoxy into
the through-holes under pressure
and temperature. This method yields
approximately the same results as
General Dynamics' double-lamination process, but requires special
handling to avoid contamination
from the powder.
-Terry Costlow
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Microprocessors

AMD changes tune
for 16-bit families
Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
touched off a ripple of surprise
among semiconductor people three
years ago when it launched an
aggressive advertising campaign proclaiming that the AmZ8000, its second-source version of Zilog Inc.'s 16bit microprocessor, was better than
Intel Corp.'s competing 8086.
This month, AMD made waves
again—so the cartoon character who
touted the Z8000 over the 8086 will
have to change his line. The Sunnyvale, Calif., company has signed a
10-year contract to back the 8086
with Intel of neighboring Santa
Clara. The move, notes AMD chairman Jerry Sanders, "is due mainly
to the demand from our customers.
They have been designing in the
8086 and we felt aneed to swing our
mil-spec fabrication facilities to
where the market is going."
Mask marvels. Under the contract, Intel will supply AMD with
masks for the 8086 family and in
return receive masks for peripheral
chips that AMD developed originally
for the Z8000. But there is more
involved in the deal than just the
8086 itself.
To start with, there's the 8087
arithmetic processor, the 8088 processor with an 8-bit bus interface,
and the 8089 input/output processor. Then there's the 8200 family of
support circuits, including the 8251
communications interface chip. The
pact also covers the 8-bit 8051 single-chip microcomputer and two
unannounced parts (presumably the
iAPX-186 single-chip microcomputer and the iAPX-286 microcomputer
with on-chip memory management),
as well as future n-channel mos and
complementary-MOs upgrades to all
the chips involved.
With the headstart of masks and
test tapes, AMD figures it will have
sample quantities of the 8086 in production during the first quarter of
1982, with 8088s to follow in the

mARK
Clearly the Best Mark
in the World

No more critical parts
geometry, type pressure
problems, smearing or costly
downtime. The "Inkless"
iLaserMark' provides high
speed pulsed permanent
coding with no moving parts,
no wear, more reliability.
Code changes take only
seconds with asimple
template. Easy installation
and compatibility with most
equipment saves you money.
For marked samples,
performance data and
specifications, call
(613) 592-1460, Telex 053-4503,
or write to: Lumonics Inc.,
105 Schneider Road,
Kanata (Ottawa), Ontario,
Canada K2K 1Y3.
" LaserMark is a registered
trademark of Lumomcs Inc.

Actual mark
magnified
approx. 6.25x

LaserMark®,
the Mark of the 80's
Circle 53 on reader service card
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Bourns research and development. You won't
find astronger commitment to innovation anywhere in the resistive components industry.
It's been that way since 1952, when we introduced the first miniature Trimpota' lead-screw
actuated potentiometers. We were first with lowprofile SIP resistor networks, too. And SIP and DIP
trimmers.
Today, our innovations continue: We've
developed the first Knobpoem integral pot/dial
components and the first digital pushbutton pots.
There's more to come, too. Because we're
committed to maintaining the Boums line as the
broadest, most technically excellent line of resistive components available.
Learn more about the product line with
no equivalent. Write BOURNS, INC., Resistive
Components Group, 1200 Columbia Avenue,
Riverside, CA 92507. Phone: (714)781-5050.
TWX: 910-332-1252.
In Europe: Boums AG, Zugerstrasse 74, 6340
Baar, Switzerland. Phone (042) 33-33-33. Telex:
845-868722.
In Japan: Nippon-PMI Corporation (Boums Products
Division), Haratetsu Building, 4-11-11 Kudan Kita,
Chiyodaku, Tokyo 102, Japan. Phone: 234-1411.
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SMART PLANT MANAGER DISCOVERS
TWO NEW OFF-THE-SHELF SOLUTIONS FOR
REPAIR AND ASSEMBLY PROBLEMS.

Now Dexter Hysol
gives you two new ways to
assemble even better
products.
HytrustTM modified
acrylic adhesives and
Super Drop® cyanoacrylate
adhesives.
On the production line,
both replace old-fashioned
fastening methods like
riveting, welding and
brazing. So you can
assemble products faster—
and at less cost.
Meanwhile, these
versatile Hysol adhesives

are great for general plant
repairs and maintenance.
Fixing worn and broken
machinery, bolts, valves,
pipes and switches.
So your productior line
won't come to ahalt white
you wait for arepairman or
replacement part.
Our Hytrust modified
acrylics are the most
practical way to bond
practically any surface.
They cure quickly at room
temperature. And resist just
about any solvent, including
moisture.
Our Super Drop
cyanoacrylates are more

than the fastest curing
line of adhesives on the
market—they offer two new,
advanced generations of
instant bonding technology.
With unique characteristics
for unsurpassed
performance. No matter
what the application.
To find out more about
Super Drop cyanoacrylates
or Hytrust modified acrylics
for assembly and repair, just
write or call Dexter Hysol
today.
Don't wait for the idea to
hit you on the head.

r

HYSOL DIVISION
e THE DEXTER CORPORATION

2850 Willow Pass Road,
Pittsburg, CA 94565.
(415) 687-4201.

Firm
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Washington newsletter
Reagan to upgrade
military C3 systems
in extensive overhaul

FCC wants to cut
satellite spacing

Senate approves
AT&T expansion

FCC postpones
deregulation date for
telecom gear
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Dramatic improvements in strategic command, control, and communications (C 3)systems have high priority in the Reagan Administration's
many-pronged, $180.8 billion program to upgrade U. S. strategic offensive
and defensive weapons over the next several years. Some $10 billion to $15
billion is earmarked for C3 from fiscal 1983 through 1988. Says a
Pentagon report: "We will initiate avigorous and comprehensive research
and development program leading to acommunications and control system
that would endure for an extended period beyond the first nuclear attack."
The Pentagon plans to improve the survivability, performance, and coverage of early-warning satellites and radars, including the construction of
two additional Raytheon Pave Paws radars in the Southeast and Southwest. It also plans to upgrade the survivability and capability of command
centers such as the E-4B and EC-135 airborne command posts and to
develop very low-frequency and low-frequency communications receivers
for deployment aboard bombers. It also will develop a new satellite
communications system with high-frequency channels to ensure two-way
communications between commanders and forces.

The Federal Communications Commission will call for industry comments
in late October on aproposal to reduce communications satellite spacing in
orbit from 4° to 2°. The move would involve only satellites using the 4- and
6-GHz frequencies. The change is needed because of the number of new
satellites being proposed by industry over the next five years. With 4°
spacing, there are approximately 18 slots suitable for domestic satellites
without using the marginal areas. By reducing spacing to 2°, the number of
usable slots would increase to 36, yet satellites would still be separated by
about 200 miles in their 22,300-mile-high orbits.

A landslide 90-to-4 vote marked the passage by the U. S. Senate of abill
that permits American Telephone & Telegraph Co. to enter such unregulated businesses as data communications through a separate subsidiary.
The Senate action comes after six years of debate over how to amend the
47-year-old communications law. While AT&T chairman Charles L.
Brown complains that, in mandating competition, the legislation "puts the
reins on us but gives spurs to everyone else," he is pleased to see Congress
moving on a legislated solution to deregulation in the industry. The
Reagan Administration has promised AT&T that the Justice Department
will drop its massive antitrust case against the telephone company as soon
as Congress writes legislation that will protect the Bell System's competitors from encounters in the marketplace with an AT&T subsidiary that is
too closely tied to the resources of its monopoly parent.

The Federal Communications Commission has extended from March 1,
1982, to Jan. 1, 1983, the date for deregulating new telephone and
terminal equipment installed in homes and businesses. The commission
found that the communications carriers and the Government would need
this additional time to put into effect its April 1980 decision to stop
regulating this equipment and enhanced telecommunications services. But
the commission decided that it will phase in deregulation of the equipment
installed before Jan. 1, 1983. Telephone companies sought to deregulate
all equipment — whether new, installed, or for inventory—at one time.
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Washington commentary
The Shinto perspective
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp.'s
president Hisashi Shinto was careful to describe
his visit to Washington last month as nothing
more than "getting to know America and its
people" in Government and the telecommunications industry. Nevertheless, as Shinto got to
know Commerce Secretary Malcolm Baldrige
and other Government officials, he was discretely advised that they are looking for NTT to open
its telecommunications equipment market to
U. S. suppliers fairly promptly.
As Baldrige put it in an interview the evening
before his meeting with Shinto at the Department of Commerce, "I am going to begin by
discussing our trade deficit and go on from
there." In 1980 the U. S. trade deficit in telephone and telegraph equipment alone totaled
$156.7 million, up 60% from the year before
[Electronics, Aug. 25, p. 57] and almost all of
that increase from Japan.
A broad view
But during aconversation that same evening
at a special reception given by the Electronic
Industries Association's Communications division, Shinto remained adamantly noncommittal
about purchasing imports from America. While
speaking broadly about Nrr's interest in U. S.
mobile-cellular-telecommunications and digital—private-branch-exchange technologies—
areas where he concedes this country is leading
the world—the executive backed away from
questions about how much, if any, of these
markets in Japan might be opened to U. S.
vendors, and how soon. Yet only a few days
later NTT disclosed its planned new agreement
with International Business Machines Corp.,
under which IBM will provide NTT with insight
on automated switch and computer production
technology in return for being admitted into the
NTT market.
NTT is unlike its counterpart, American Telephone & Telegraph Co., in that it has no production capability to match AT&T'S Western
Electric Co. But NTT is very much like AT&T in
other ways—not surprising since the latter
helped establish the Japanese company during
the U. S. occupation after World War II. Yet
NTT does operate with a government-approved
budget, unlike AT&T, and it is this issue that
Reagan Administration officials are using to
persuade the Japanese government to prod the
Japanese company to open its markets to American technology. It is ahard, slow process.
Signs that the Japanese government is begin-
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ning to respond to these pressures can be seen in
the recommendations of its Procedural Commission for Administrative Reform that NTT divest
itself of some of its operations, such as dataprocessing services. But NTT is resisting this and
other government proposals, much as AT&T
resisted the competition and change proposals of
the Federal Communications Commission in the
mid-1960s and the 1970s.
Evidence of this intransigence abounds in the
comments of American suppliers anxious to
compete in the NTT market. "NTT may say it is
opening up, and show you the proposal requests
to prove it," says one executive of amajor U. S.
telecommunications producer. "But you can't
believe it when you receive acopy of the proposal between 30 and 90 days before its due date,
during which time you are expected to analyze
it, respond, and have that response translated
into Japanese. You know you are not going to
win. It is much like doing business with an
American agency like the Department of
Defense: if you don't learn of the competition
until it is formally published, you might as well
forget about bidding."
A second U. S. executive cites another problem in Nrr's approach. "The quantities of
equipment are often small" in NTT'S proposal
requests, he says. "They are not worth the
administrative effort to prepare abid unless you
can offer off-the-shelf hardware. And that's not
very often."
A world role for NTT?
About all the above complaints demonstrate
is that NTT has learned well from its creators in
this country. What is more fascinating to some
U. S. telecommunications executives is that NTT
may now be in the process of learning even more
from AT&T about competing in new domestic
and world markets. What intrigues them about
the new NTT-IBM relationship, for example, is its
suggestion that NTT, because it lacks a manufacturing capability, may be considering similar
coalitions with other hardware makers as a
means of joining Japan's telecommunicationsequipment export brigade.
The Secretary of Commerce and the U. S.
Trade Representative would do well to factor
that prospect into their planning for the longer
term. For, while they concentrate their efforts
on breaking down Japanese barriers to a U. S.
entry into NTT'S domestic markets, they may
one day discover that NU has broken out as a
supplier to the rest of the world. -Ray Connolly
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The Sprague Monolithic Arrays That Provide
the Muscle of 8SCRs in aSingle DIP.
Sprague UTN-2886B and UTN-2888A SCR
arrays are expressly made for use with microprocessors which are strobing power loads.
Compatible with TTL, LSTTL and CMOS, they
will interface to high-current loads including
lamps, relays, and solenoids.
Each array contains eight SCRs with integral
current limiting and gate-to-cathode resistors.

The combining of SCRs in one DIP reduces
component count, assembly time, and circuit
space while improving overall circuit reliability.
Each of the isolated devices within the array is
capable of continuous and simultaneous operation at 200 mA or 250 mA, at ambient temperatures to +50°C. The arrays operate from an
unfiltered half-wave (50 or 60 Hz) or full-wave
(100 or 120 Hz) rectified source.
ISS.1108V2R1

Sprague World Trade Corp.-3, Chemin de Tavernay, 1218 Geneva, Switzerland. Tel. (022) 98 40 21
Sprague France SARL -2 ave. Aristide Briand. F-92220 Bagneux. France. Tel. 655 19 19
Sprague Electric (U.K.) Ltd.—Sa'brook Road. Salfords Redhill, Surrey RH1 5DZ, England. Tel. Horley 5666
Sprague Elektronik GmbH—Darmstâdter Landstr. 119-125. 6000 Frankfurt/Main 70, Germany. Tel. 0611-6055-1
Sprague Benelux —B.P 104, B-9600 Ronse. Belgium. Tel 055-21 53 02
Sprague Italiana S.p.A.—Via G. de Castro 4.1-20144 Milano. Italy. Tel. (02) 498 78 91
Sprague Scandinavia AB— Invemessvaden 6. S-182 76 Stocksund, Sweden. Tel. 08-85 02 20
Semicaps—Gammel Kongevej 148, 5 DK-1850 Copenhagen. Denmark. Tel. 01-221510
Field Oy—Veneentekijântie 18. SF-00210 Helsinki, Finland. Tel 90-69 22 577
Racom Electronics Co. Ltd.—P.O. Box 21120. IL-Tel Aviv. Israel. Tel. 03-45 31 51
Bianchi S.A. —Apartado 220. E-San-Sebastian. Spain. Tel. 943 36 20 45

SPRAGUE
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
a subsidiary of GK Technologies
Inco,pedled
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DO YOU
REALIZE WHY
THE OTHER
32-BIT
COMPUTER
COMPANIES ARE
SHOWING OFF
THEIR
HARDWARE?

PRESENTING
SMOVF/8T0W0A0RE.
You're looking at the biggest
library of 32-bit computer software
in the business.
We point this out not to underplay the hardware of our total
ECLIPSE MV/8000' system,
but because every industry observer
we've heard is saying that software
has become even more important
than hardware.
And in this regard, we
have some very important
software.
We have made it
easier for application designers to design, programmers to program.
And users to use.
We have made it
compatible with our
existing software.
And flexible enough
to work whatever
way you like to
work.
Wherever
worldwide standards exist,
we've followed \
them. (We're
even peacefully coexisting with IBM's
standards.)
We've made our
software friendly, interactive. Every
software product you'll need for commercial, scientific or communications
applications development is here.
And ready to go.
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SYSTEMS RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT.
Data General AOS/VS is
the most advanced 32-bit operating system in the world. Period. With aCommand Language that is
the same for both batch and interactive processing. A HELP command. A Sysgen so interactive you don't even have to look at the documentation. Resource Usage Accounting and Security.
Not added on. Built in.
COMMUNICATIONS.
nose who prefer working in the world of international standards
can use our X.25 XODIAC'y networking. Those who want IBM's

world have SNA, RCX70
(3270), RJE80 (2780/3780)
and HASP II. And you can run
in the X.25 world or SNA world.
Or both at the same time. For the
first time in this industry.
DATA MANAGEMENT.
Here again you have achoice.
If you're after productivity, you have
our CODA SYL-compliant, DG/
DBMS software with design and
development aids. Or our INFOS®
II file management software.
TRANSACTION
PROCESSING.
We've given our Transaction
Processing Management Software
(TPMS) astrongly interactive
design/development capability.
Sophisticated security features. And simple recovery
procedures. And it's fully
integrated with both
COBOL and PL/I. And
for ultra-high- speed data
entry, there's DATA PREP® key- to-disc
software.
APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
LANGUAGES.
All seven of the
most popular languages. All 32-bit.
All to industry
standards (where
industry standards
exist). All userfriendly, interactive.

PRODUCTIVITY AIDS.
This is where you can
affect the bottom line most. With our full
line of user-friendly, interactive aids.
Including an automatic COBOL program generator.TRENDVIEW'm
interactive business graphics software.
Word processing. Database inquiry
and asource level language debugger.
FINALLY. THE ECLIPSE MV/8000 HARDWARE.
If, after reading all this information about MV/8000 software
you are disturbed to find nothing about the ECLIPSE MV/8000
systems hardware, write us at ISD Marketing Communications,
Data General, 4400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580.
We will even include some very impressive four color photography of our 32-bit hardware. Just like you see on all the other
pages of this publication.

IyData General
ECLIPSE MV/8000, XODIAC, and TRENDVIEW are trademarks, INFOS and DATAPREP are registered trademarks of Data General Corporation.
© 1'431, Data General Corporation.
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Substrates 2 inches square are basic to a highly automated
production line that can process 320 hybrid circuits an hour: page 76

THE ELECTROHOME
DIFFERENCE.

GET IT WITH THE FULL LINE OF ELECTROHOME
VIDEO DISPLAYS.
When you choose Electrohome
video displays, you're in good
company. All over the world,
experts in many fields including
data, graphics, broadcast, medical
education and industry, demand
the proven dependability of
Electrohome. They count on the
Electrohome difference.
Electrohome offers abroad
selection of competitively-priced
video displays. Attractive, durable,
color and monochrome products
are available in screen sizes

from 5inches to 6feet Breadth
of line...it's an important part
of the Electrohome difference.
At Electrohome, we realize that
everyone's needs aren't standard,
so we will build video display
units to meet your special requirements. Custom flexibility...that's
part of the Electrohome difference.
Don't settle for second best—
get the Electrohome difference.
For complete information on
video displays with the difference,
contact us.

ELECTROHOME
ELECTRONICS
809 Wellington St. N., Kitchener, Ontario, Canada I\12G 416. Telephone (519) 744-7111. Telex 069-55449
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International newsletter
Japanese microcomputer
uses silicon software

Strong dollar dims
Western Europe's 1981
electronics growth

Japan's first solid-state—software microcomputer is how Nippon Electric
Co. bills alow-power complementary-MOs microcomputer that includes a
tiny Basic interpreter in 5-K bytes of read-only memory and 128 bytes of
random-access memory on chip. Among many other silicon-software
products to follow from NEC, says associate vice president Tomihiro
Matsumura, will be areal-time operating system for the 8086 similar to
Intel's iRMX-86 and a microcomputer with an interpreter for a full
Japanese industrial standard version of Basic. He predicts that by 1985
there will be a crossover between production of microcomputers for
machine language and those for high-level languages.
The new µPD7901G interfaces directly with a keyboard so that the
addition of aliquid-crystal-display controller and external memory for the
user's programs turns it into a pocket computer. It is also suitable for
industrial applications because of the ease of writing software.

At 1980 exchange rates, Western Europe's entire electronics market in
1981 in would reach $103 billion— an 8% increase over the previous year,
estimates the 1982 Yearbook from Mackintosh Consultants Ltd. of Luton,
Beds. But the strong appreciation of the dollar will turn that growth into a
decline of 7% to $97 billion. In terms of local currencies, the largest
European market, the Federal German Republic, will expand around 7.5%
in 1981; France will spurt 15%; and the UK will be up 9.6%. In particular
sectors, data-processing equipment will be up 13.5% at constant 1980
exchange rates but down 4% in U. S. dollars in 1982. In semiconductors,
however, the apparent slump in the market-place produced by exchange
rate variations is real, dipping 7% in 1982— for Europe as awhole, from
$4.4 billion in 1980 to $4.1 billion in 1981. Integrated circuits will share
this decline but in 1982, says Mackintosh, should bounce back 15% to $3.1
billion.

Telefunken, Bosch
to make telecom deal

Japan to liberalize
carrier services

Electronics/October 20, 1981

Watch for an agreement to be hammered out this month between West
Germany's AEG-Telefunken and Robert Bosch GmbH, giving the latter a
20% to 25% share in each of three AEG-Telefunken communications
activities: Telefonbau und Normalzeit, aproducer of telephone exchange
systems; Olympia Werke AG, maker of office equipment and electronic
mail terminals; and AEG-Telefunken's long-distance communications and
cables division. For Stuttgart-based Bosch, best known as an automotive
accessory maker but also active in consumer electronics and studio equipment, the deal adds telecommunications to its far-flung operations. For
Frankfurt-based financially troubled AEG-Telefunken, the Bosch participation spells a source of cash it badly needs to play a greater role in the
world's telecommunications markets.
The value-added network bill that Japan's Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications expects to submit to the Diet at the session starting in
December will allow such networks to lease circuits from the country's
domestic and overseas carriers, Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public
Corp. and Kokusai Denshin Denwa Co. The new law will probably restrict
foreign firms' participation, but should go along way toward satisfying
Japanese industrial firms and financial institutions, which have been
clamoring for liberalization of communications circuits.
67

International newsletter
Office work station
records speech

Japan weighing
sensors for missiles

Video-cassette plant
planned in Germany

Bipolar gate array
uses little power

CII-HB computers
to be sold in U. S.

68

Voice, text, and graphics are combined in an advanced work station
developed by Britain's Office Technology Ltd., part of the Information
Technology Group. The station, which uses two Intel 8086s, allows an
executive to annotate displayed documents orally. His or her comments
are digitized and stored centrally on disk for subsequent recall together
with the document. A secretarial version uses one 8086 and lacks the voice
facility. A minimum system of two work stations with acontroller is priced
around $37,000, but extra work stations can be added at $9,300 with voice
or $6,700 without. Future plans include the provision of electronic mail
and connection to a local network. The station was developed by four
ex-IBM engineers from the company's Hursley Park Research Centre.

Japan's Defense Agency says it plans to develop charge-coupled-device
infrared—image-sensor area arrays to provide sight for missiles and other
applications. It has an ongoing research program under way at its_ Technical Research and Development Institute, but aspokesman says that it will
rely on manufacturers for experimental devices. As usual, Japanese firms
are reluctant to reveal they are participating in adefense agency program.
Meanwhile, Sony Corp. is negotiating with the National Aeronautics and
Space Agency of the U. S. with regard to NASA's purchase of several video
cameras using CCD technology. The company says NASA has not said what
the cameras would be used for.

Anticipating acontinued boom in the demand for video cassettes, West
Germany's BASF AG will spend about $46 million for anew video cassette
factory near its home base in Ludwigshafen. The plant, whose construction
will start next year, will go on stream by 1983. Basically a chemical
producer but heavily engaged in magnetic tape and related products, BASF
claims to be the world's only company fabricating cassettes for all the
video recording systems currently on the market: Japan's VHS and Betamax systems and Europe's VCR and Video 2000 systems. The West
German company sees the worldwide annual demand for video cassettes
rising from 88 million units in 1980 to 151 million this year and to about
360 million in 1983.

High speed at low power is attained by aFujitsu Ltd. low-power Schottky
array of 2,000 gates by the use of a 2.3-v as well as a 5-v power
supply. Gates operating at the lower voltage have apower dissipation of
only 0.65 mw regardless of fanout. Average propagation delay for agate
driving aload of 0.7 pF and three to five other gates is 1.5 ns.
TTL

In what nationalization candidate clI-Honeywell Bull of Paris sees as a
hopeful sign that technological and commercial links between it and
Honeywell Inc. will continue even if CII-HB is nationalized, Honeywell will
market CII-HB's medium-range DPS7 line in the U. S. by the end of this
year. CII-HB is also expanding the line with two new lower-range models,
the DPS7/35 and the DPS7/45, which each offer up to 3and 4megabytes
of main memory plus 10 megabytes of disk memory. The entire DPS7 line
will continue to be made at the company's Angers plant.
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Tektronix
introduces
132
state of the art
logic
analyzers,

in one.

Remove and save. Specs on back.

The One.
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TEK DAS 9100

DIGITAL
ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Digital Analysis System.
A new concept in logic analysis.
It's the one you've been waiting
for. Aunified, yet configurable and upgradable logic analysis system. With
unparalleled flexibility and performance.
All from asingle instrument.
Modularity is the key. Selectable, plug-in card
modules
and apowerful mainframe lèt
you tailor
the exact
logic
analyzer you
need. With asynchronous and syne
chronous acquisition
speeds up to 330 MHz. Timing
resolution down to an unprecedented 1.5 ns on 8channels.
And data widths from 16 channels at
330 MHz, to 104 channels at 25 MHz.
But that's not all, because now
you can also link pattern generation
with data acquisition. A powerful
combination never before available in
asingle instrument. One that makes
debugging digital systems far simpler
than previously possible. Pattern generation provides stimulus data widths
up to 80 channels at 25 MHz.
Need I/O capability? There's an
option that adds RS-232, GPIB and
hard copy interface. And another for a
built-in DC-100 magnetic tape drive
system
Select your own width and speed
combination, for data acquisition.
DAS 9100 gives you four different data acquisition modules to use as
building blocks. Each has its own data
width and maximum speed: 32 channels at 25 MHz; 8channels at 100 MHz
with glitch memory; and two modules
with 4channels at 330 MHz. Modules
can be combined to give you the performance you need.
Need to go faster? The four
channel modules also operate in atwo

Data
Acquisition

channel mode, with timing resolution
to 1.5 ns. All modules can operate
either synchronously or asynchronously at full system speed. And the 32
channel module can be used to arm
the trigger on those with higher acquisition rates. Plus modules can be
added or changed, as your needs
change.
To back it all up, there's powerful
triggering, programmable reference
memory and multiple clocks. Plus
glitch triggering, with aseparate glitch
memory for unambiguous glitch detection, and our unique, new "arms
mode" allows timing correlation between synchronous and asynchronous data.
DAS 9100 integrates the power of
pattern generation with data
acquisition.
At last, you can have atool that
covers your digital system debugging
needs. By combining pattern generation and data acquisition modules, you
can stimulate your prototype while
simultaneously analyzing its operation. Allowing you to enter awhole new

dimension of design analysis and verification.
Pattern generation capability is
built around a16 channel, 25 MHz
module. Through additional expansion modules, you can
raise the total to 80
channels while
maintaining full system speed. The pattern generator allows interaction with
the prototype through
data strobe outputs and
external control inputs, inluding an interrupt line.
The DAS 9100 lets you start debugging hardware even before your
software is available. Pattern generation makes it all possible.
With plenty of room for mainframe
options to fit your application.
A powerful I/O option adds RS232, GPIB and hard copy interface for
full remote programmability. A built-in
magnetic tape drive using DC-100
cartridges is also available, so you
can save whole or partial instrument
setups for recall.
DAS 9100's easy-to-use keyboard
and menus tie it all together.
Operation of your DAS 9100 is
simple and straightforward. Selectable menus help you set up trigger
conditions, select data formats and
define voltage thresholds. You can
even define your own mnemonics to fit
the data under test.

Please send me more information on the DAS 9100
Name
Title
Address
City

Zip

Send to the Tektronix address listed on the back.

"Mktrorux
COMMIT TED TO EXCELLENCE

Circle 140 for literature.
Circle 141 for sales contact.

State

Phone

TEK DAS 9100

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
FOR A FUTURE OF CHANGE

DIGITAL
ANALYSIS SYSTEM

SPECIFICATIONS
•Reference memory compare with data
masking and programmable compare
window

opt. 2 RS232. GPIB and hard
copy interface.
Opt. 3Additional Power Supply
Opt. 4Two additional Power
Supplies
Opt. 5 Rackmount Hardware

DAS 9100 Summary
Modules Available
Data Acquisition Modules:
91A32, 91A08, 91A04, 91AE04 Expander
Pattern Generation Modules:
91P16, 91P32 Expander
DAS 9109 Mainframe
Includes 9" CRT, keyboard, controller, one
modular power supply, trigger-timebase,
space for six add-on card modules

Timing Diagram Display
• 16 channels simultaneous display
•Programmable selection of channels
displayed
•16 user defineable trace labels
•Horizontal magnification, lx to 10,000x
•Cursor position & decode
•Multi-speed time aligned data
•Glitch display
•Search mode
•Memory display window

DATA Acquisition Summary
State Table Display
• HEX. Binary. Octal
•User Definable mnemonics
•Search mode
•Multi-speed time aligned data
•Reference memory with editing

Options Available:
Opt. 1Tape Drive, for DC100
tape cartridges

Acquisition Modules
Characteristic
Number of
Channels per
Module
Resolution
Clock Freq.
Modules Per
System

91A32

91A04 & 91AE04
Full Channel
High Resolution
Mode
Mode

91A08

32

8

4

40 ns/25 MHz

10 ns/100 MHz

3ns/330 MHz

2

3

4

1.5 ns/330 MHz
3

Channels Per
System

se

32

16

Memory Depth

512

512

2048

••nA—,, B AC

1level plus arms mode

3

With 91A32

Synchronous

Yes

Yes

Asynchronous

Yes

Yes

Yes

Glitch Triggering

No

Yes

1.5 nanosecond resolution
sampling

9ns/O ns

2ns/0 ns

Triggering
Multiple Clocks

Oualifiers Per
Board

2

Set-up Times
Hold Times

29 ns/0 ns

Number of Probes

4

e
4096

1level plus amis mode
With 91A32
Yes

No

o

1

1

'Data and clock thresholds selected independently
"Any number of occurrences of word A. followed by various logical combinations of word B, reset it word C
OCCUrS.
Note: The 91A04 is amaster card, channel expansion requires one or more 91AEO4s.

DAS 9100 Pattern Generator
Major Capabilities
Instruction

Steps

Instruction
Set

Options Summary

254

Option 1DC-100 Tape Drive

Count. Repeat

Word Width

16. 48. 80 channels

•Stores 6full instrument set-ups or 30
different reference memory patterns
•Directory Space for 32 files

Max Clock Speed

25 MHz

Option 2RS232, GPIB and Hard Copy Interface

Programmable
Radix

Yes
Bin. Oct. Hex

Single Step Mode

Yes

Labels

Yes
32

Subroutine
Nesting

Yes
16 Deep

Hold. Go To.
Call, Return, Halt

Looping

Yes

Independently
Programmable
Strobes

Yes
2. 6. or 10

Bus Simulation
Capability

Yes

User Definable
Output Swings

Yes

Output Types

Patterns.
Strobes (1 per probe)
Clock

Tri-State Outputs

Yes

Hold Output

Yes

External Interupt

Yes

Internal or
External Clock

Yes

Store Program
on Mag. Tape

Yes

External Control

Yes

RS232
•Selectable Baud Rates: 300, 600. 1200,
2400, 4800. 9600
•Master/Slave Operation, Full Duplex,
Asynchronous
GPIB
•Talker/Listener Only
•Selectable Address
•Selectable Controller Type, EOlor (LF or
E0I)
Composite Video Output
•Hardcopy Interface
•Video Monitor Interface
Other Characteristics
•Overall Dimensions — Length-23.5 in./
59.7 cm, Width-17 in/43.2 cm, Height9.5 in./24.1 cm.
•Weight — without accessories, 48 pounds/
105.8 KG

•Line Frequency — 48 to 63 Hz
•Power — 1000 VA, Maximum
•Temperature Range
Operating 0°C to +50°C
(+ 32° to +122°F)
Storage -40°C to +65°C
(- 40° to +149°F)
•Altitude
Operating — 10,000 ft, maximum
Storage —50,000 fl. maximum

DAS 9100 System Configurations
DAS
9101
Modules Included:
91A32
91A08
91P16

2

DAS
9102

DAS
9103

DAS
9104

1

1
1
1

2
2
1

1

Options Included
Total Acquisition Channels:
At 100 MHz:

16
16

Total Pattern Generation
Channels
Available Slots for future
expansion

4

3

1, 4

32

40
8

80
16

16

16

16

4

3

1

•Voltage Input —
LO LINE-90 V to 132 V rms
HI LINE-180 V to 264 V rms

U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Centrals South America, Japan
Tektronix. Inc .PO Box 4828. Portland, OR 97208 Phone
800 547-6711, Oregon only 800 452-6773. Telex 910-467-8708.
Cable TEKTRONIX

Tektroni'x
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Europe, Africa, Middle East Tektronix International. Inc ,
European Marketing Centre. Postbox 827. 1180 AV Amstelveen.
The Netherlands. Telex 18312

Canada, Tektronix Canada Inc PO. Box 6500, Barrie. Ontario
L4M 4V3, Phone 705737 2700
Copyright (;) 1981. Tektronix, Inc All rights reserved
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Electronics international
Significant developments in technology and business

Highly mobile electrons
make GaAs circuit
the fastest chip yet
by Charles Cohen, Tokyo bureau manager

When operated at 77 K,
a 27-stage oscillator from
Fujitsu is said to near
Josephson-junction speeds
The first integrated circuit based on
high-electron-mobility transistors
has set new records for semiconductor device performance. Researchers
at Japan's Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd.
say that a 27-stage ring oscillator
with enhancement-mode switching
transistors and depletion-mode load
transistors shows a propagation delay per stage of only 17.1 picoseconds when operated at liquid nitrogen temperature of 77 K. They claim
that this exceeds the speed of any
other gallium arsenide device and all
silicon devices and is close to the
13-ps figure reported for Josephsonjunction logic. The company is a
subsidiary of Fujitsu Ltd.
The experimental circuit operates
from a 1-volt power supply and uses
Upping the ante. The propagation delay of
each of the 27 stages of this oscillator is only
17.1

ps at 77 K, the highest speed yet

achieved by any GaAs integrated circuit.

0.96 milliwatt per stage, thus achieving a delay-power product of only
16.4 femtojoules. But this is only a
beginning, because the switching
transistor's gate length and sourceto-drain spacing are 1.7 and 6
micrometers respectively, about double the dimensions of high-speed gallium arsenide devices built by others.
The present devices have an electron mobility of 20,000 square centimeters per volt-second. But Hajime
Ishikawa, manager of the Fujitsu
subsidiary's semiconductor device
laboratory, says that in HEMT
devices built with 1-µm gates and
operated at liquid nitrogen temperatures, the electrons should be about
three times as mobile because they
will collide less often with the crystal
lattice or with ions. His prediction
assumes both the shorter electron
path of short-channel devices and a
better quality of crystal in future
devices.
He deduces that such devices will
have a switching propagation delay
of less than 10 ps when consuming
about 100 micro-watts per stage. A
power level as low as this would
make this ultrafast device suitable
for very large-scale integration.
The nearest competition comes

from normally-off GaAs field-effect
transistors with resistance loads that
were built last year by researchers at
the Musashino Electrical Communication Laboratory of the Nippon
Telegraph & Telephone Public
Corp. These achieve a switching
speed of 30 ps at room temperature
and 17.5 ps at liquid-nitrogen temperature. But the penalty is difficult
fabrication and high power consumption—gate length is 0.5 µm,
power per stage is 9.2 mw at 77 K.
The HEMT integrated circuit is
fabricated on a substrate of semiinsulating GaAs. On this a molecular-beam epitaxial process grows a
0.8-pm-thick layer of extremely pure
GaAs, followed by an 0.06-am-thick
layer of silicon-doped n-type gallium
aluminum arsenide and a 0.05-µm
layer of n-type GaAs. The doping
concentration is 2X 10' 8 atoms per
cubic centimeter.
The n-type GaAs has an insulating film of silicon dioxide deposited
on it. Windows in that film make the
source and drain regions of the transistors accessible to ohmic contacts
made of gold-germanium alloy overlaid with gold metalization. A second Si0 2 insulating layer is deposited
and multiple-step lithography per-
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Electronics international
formed to open windows for deposition of a titanium-platinum-gold
metalization system for enhancement and depletion FET gates and
interconnections.
The gates for the depletion transistors are deposited directly through
windows onto the n-type GaAs layer.
But for the enhancement-type transistors that same layer is etched
through and the gates are deposited
on the GaAlAs layer. Because Fujitsu's etchant stops at this layer and
the thickness of the molecular epitaxy films is precisely controlled, the
distance between the enhancement
transistor gate and the high-mobility
electron layer can also be precisely
controlled. The work-function difference between the gate and the GaAs
material beneath it creates a depletion layer that extends through to
the high-mobility electron layer,
which is just below the upper surface
of the high-purity GaAs layer, producing as a result an enhancement
transistor.
The enhancement-mode transistors in the ring oscillator have the
relatively big gate width of 33 gm to
minimize the effects of stray capacitance. Load FETs have gates 13 gm
wide to give the desired current.
Devices with load transistors having
7-gm-wide gates were also fabricated and operated at room temperature. Their switching speed is 56.5 ps
and power input 0.46 mw for asupply voltage of 1.1 V.

France

Nanosecond access
nears in GaAs RAM
In what is intended as the first step
toward the development of a 1,024bit gallium arsenide random-access
memory, Thomson-CSF at its
Central Research Laboratory in the
Paris suburb of Corbeville has completed work on afully decoded 8-bit
(four 2-bit words) static GaAs RAM
with an average access time of 0.6
nanosecond for a total power consumption of 80 milliwatts. An intermediate 256-bit RAM is expected to
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LINE
BIT LINES
Low key. The unusual design of the cell in
Thomson-CSF's experimental

8-bit

static

GaAs itiAn4 will keep charge on the bit lines
low and hence access time shorter.

have a 1.5-ns access time, while the
1-K device could access in less than 2
ns. The circuits are intended to work
alongside GaAs arithmetic circuits
in future high-speed data processors
and will not be silicon-compatible.
No compromise. "It is not at all in
the spirit of our research to worry
about compatibility with silicon,"
explains Gérard Nuzillat, head of
the Thomson-CSF group working on
GaAs circuit research and design.
"Putting aGaAs circuit in asilicon
system means that most of the
advantage of using GaAs in the first
place is lost. Our objective is to create the fastest possible systems, and
that means all-GaAs systems."
The RAM was designed using
low—pinchoff-voltage field-effecttransistor logic, aThomson-CSF variation on metal-semiconductor fieldeffect transistors that optimizes the
manufacturing yield of GaAs logic
circuits. This approach doubles the
tolerance on the threshold voltage
compared with the conventional MES
FET approach. Even though circuit
schematics are slightly more complicated, the flexibility of logic organization is improved.
The circuit consists of 170 components, of which 77 are MES FETs.
These transistors are of the quasinormally-off type with a threshold
voltage between —0.2 and +0.2
volts; their gate is 0.8 micrometer
long and at least 20 im wide. The
memory cells, which occupy 5,900
square micrometers each, are of an

original design unique to Thomson.
Each cell consists of two transistors, four resistors, and two Schottky
diodes. A logic swing of 1v at cell
level ensures its immunity to noise.
With a transistor width of 20 gm
and a power supply of 4.6 v, the
normal power consumption of the
memory point is a hefty 1.6 milliwatts, though this will be reduced to
0.45 mw for the 1-K RAM because of
its 5-gm FET geometry.
Another novelty is the connection
of the bit lines, achieved by transfer
FETs that share a drain. Moreover,
the diode connections enable cell
sensing with very little current
extraction but with a current gain
for cell writing.
Though this type of access makes
little difference for a test circuit of
only 8bits, it should present asignificant advantage in more complex circuits, where the charge on the bit
lines represents an essential portion
of the access time.
Methods. The circuit resides on a
0.5-square-millimeter vapor-phaseepitaxy chip and has an active surface of 0.2 me. It is based on
recessed-gate technology and the
processes used in its fabrication are
electron-beam masking, ion milling,
and fast chemical etching, the latter
to remove no more than 50 angstroms. The gates are made of titanium, platinum, and gold.
"We have just started development of the 256-bit RAM and hope to
finish it by mid-1983," says Nuzillat. "Then, if we have no unexpected
surprises, the 1-K RAM should not
take much more than an additional
six months to complete."
The 8-bit test RAM will be presented at the Third Gallium Arsenide Circuit Symposium in San Diego next week. -Robert T. Gallagher

Great Britain

Cheap chip-carrier
is moisture-proof
A chip-carrier that uses neither
ceramic nor premolded plastic spells
a major advance in interconnection
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Just solving today's problems isn't enough.

The PSI (P80 Microcomputer/Controller
is the perfect c
eecause of its extraordinary flexibility'
and long history of proven performance. Thousands of PSI 80's are now working
worldwide, providing solutions to engineering, science, medical and business proble
And, thanks to our continuing efforts to add more capability to the PSI (I) 80, these
systems will be able to solve tomorrow's problems as well for their present users.
Kontron backs the PSI 80 with a broad spectrum of high level languages and
expansion in amultitude of directions.
It will pay you in more ways than one to choose
the PSI 4
180. KontronS OEM pricing is well below
what it would cost you to develop your own
system. Let us show you how KontronS
PSI 'P 80 can address your application
as we've Cone for so many others.

VA

KONTRON

al LI ELECTRONICS, INC.
ADVANCED ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION
630 Price Avenue
Redwood City, California 94063
Telephone (415) 361-1012.
Toll free (800) 227-8834.
In Europe:
Kontron Mikrocomputer GMBH
Breslauer St. 2
8057 Eching, W Germany
Telephone: (389) 3 19 01-1
Telex: 05 22 122

Model shown:
PSI 4/ 80 with 5 megabyte
Winchester disk and floppy disk

Midcon/85
Electronic Show & Conventpn
November 10 -12 1:381
O'Hare Exposition Cente
Chicago

Visit our boons 458 & 460
Circle #75 for demnnstratkon
Circle #419 for literature
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Variety. Chip packages made of pc board
and plastic are shown attached to apc substrate whose edge-mounted fingers may be
soldered to aconventional pc board.

technology, one that British manufacturers of telecommunications
equipment from System X exchanges to terminal equipment are
counting on to reestablish acompetitive edge in world markets.
Little larger than the microcircuit
chip it contains, the inexpensive
package snuggles up closely to its
neighbors with hybrid-circuit—like
densities and can be precisely placed
on cheap printed-circuit boards by
fully automatic equipment. Yet it
seems likely to meet British Telecom's most stringent reliability standards. The technology was developed
by British Telecom's Martlesham
Research Centre in collaboration
with Tectonic Electronics Ltd., a
Swindon-based company with printed-circuit—board, chip-packaging,
and hybrid divisions.
The chip-carriers are fabricated in
small batches from a 2-inch-square
two-layer pc board that can be processed on Tectonic's fully automatic
hybrid production line (see "UK
firm automates hybrid manufacture," right). The top layer, in
which windows have been cut, forms
the chip-carrier walls, while the bottom layer carries the pc-board tracks
to which the chips are wire-bonded.
Plated through-holes transfer tracks
from the inner to the outer surface.

76

losophy does not stop there. The new
A diamond saw scribes the doublelayer pc board into individual carrier, explains Cook, can be
mounted on asimilar pc-board subdevices. Once mounted and wirebonded, the chips are then given a strate with other surface-mounted
proprietary two-layer plastic encap- components, such as chip resistors
and capacitors or miniature so and
sulation.
Flexible. "We can make flat packs flat-pack devices. Because the carin all Jedec and SOT sizes and even rier and substrate are manufactured
run off acustom special for as little from the same material, temperaas $600 to $800," says Philip Cook, ture-induced stresses are no longer a
problem. Edge-mounted fingers conTectonic's managing director.
nect the substrate to the convention"Track patterns down to 0.5 mil can
be achieved, and there's no need for al mother board.
The pc-board chip-carrier and
solder bumps. Moreover, in large
production volumes, 18-way carriers substrate combination, like many
can be produced for as little as 12 or good ideas, seems obvious with hindsight. In the U. S., in fact, General
14 cents apiece."
Instrument Corp. did try something
Unlike bare chips, those in the
carrier can be fully tested before similar—its Minipak, in which a
blob of epoxy overlaid a chip
being mounted. Moreover, the carriers can be readily positioned and
mounted on a small piece of pc
reflow-soldered by fully automatic board [Electronics, March 17, 1977,
assembly equipment. As the solder p. 86].
The British package, however, is
liquefies, its surface tension aligns
moisture-proof. Test vehicles have
the through-hole pads with the
underlying tracks.
been successfully subjected to 110°C
However, the interconnection phiand 90% relative humidity over-

UK firm automates hybrid manufacture
A major $6 million investment in highly automated hybrid production lines by
Tectonic Electronics Ltd. underpins the interconnection technology it developed jointly with British Telecom. When all eight lines are installed and
working some time in 1985, the 5,000-square-foot production unit —reminiscent of a wafer-fabrication facility—will be producing around 45 million
hybrid circuitsf)er annum with aminimal staff of around 150 to 180.
Every stage of manufacture has been automated. The substrate handlers,
screen printers, and component placement machinery were developed especially for Tectonic by DEK Printing Machines Ltd. in Weymouth, Dorset, with
government backing. A first line is now being commissioned and will serve
both as atest bed and shop window for the production equipment.
The entire production line is planned around standard 2-inch-square
substrates. Carousel magazines, with 50 substrates in each, feed thick-film
printers, dryers, laser resistor trimmers, ovens, and so forth, collecting the
processed substrates in a continuous automatic operation. The component
placer, the last link in this chain, is now being commissioned and should be
able to handle around 320 substrates an hour, each with three circuits and
six components per circuit.
Similarly, the laser trimmers used to bring thick-film networks to within
tolerance will handle 350 substrates per hour, typically with three circuits per
substrate and 14 resistors per circuit.
Carousels are based on the well-proven 35-millimeter film-slide carousel
and can handle wet and dry substrates as well as substrates with components attached. Because of these handling methods and the protection they
give, yield is exceptionally high. For example, at the print stage it is usually
well over 90%, says Richard Hunt, marketing manager for DEK Printing
Machines Ltd. Registration accuracy is better than ± 25 micrometers at
handling speeds of 1,200 substrates per hour. For manufacturers who need
to handle larger substrates than 2 in. 2, Hunt's firm is developing what
are called walking-beam substrate handlers.
-Kevin Smith
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Look who's
turning the disk
controller market
upside down.

0`c

Making the jo acb.
il
g edge

w

It's no secret. Western Digital has
ork fo eYou .
been building areputation for innovative disk
controllers for years.
It started back in 1977 with the world's first LSI
floppy disk controller. And now includes the first
Winchester disk controller, toc).
What's more, today, Western Digital's 7-member
family cf floppy disk controllers is the industry standard. Giving you nothing short of the broadest
selection of controllers in the business.
And only Western Digital offers the vital support
chips for both data separation and DMA control.
Of course, our pioneering Winchester controller effort is equally impressive. Either as
afully-assembled board or money-saving chip
set. And our extensive on-line design support services are yet another plus.
Better still, more breakthroughs are on
the way. So contact the only disk controller
maker holding all the chips.
Western Digital.
We'll stand on our head to give you better
solutions.

WESTERN DIGITAL
CORPOPAT/

Computer Products Division, 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714, (714) 557-3550.
Circle 77 on reader service card
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8arc second accuracy
for an astronaut's elbow

Electronics international
development, an ICL dual has around
1.8 the performance of asingle unit.
A stopgap machine, to be introduced
in November, the 2.2-miPs 2988 will
in dual form have a 3.5-miPs data
rate. In fact, says Dace, ICL plans to
take the concept further as it has in
the works a 50-megabit-per-second
local network that could run up to
eight processors in parallel.
Right now, though, ICL is nowhere
in the large mainframe 5-to-15-mrPs
bracket, a market dominated by
IBM. So to penetrate this market and
satisfy government requirements for
a big mainframe manufacturer, ICL
plans to market Fujitsu's Facom 380
in single and dual forms. The strategy, says Wilmot, will plug a huge
cash drain, diverting development
funds toward the more rapidly growing market in small microprocessorbased systems with a networking
capability.
Net plans. Here ICL has recently
penned an agreement with Three
Rivers Computer Corp. of the U. S.
for its PERQ 16-bit graphics-oriented
minicomputer work station with an
Ethernet network interface. ICL

Six 2 inch diameter rotary Inductosyn' transducers are used in the
shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints of the Remote Manipulator System*
(RMS) arm installed in the cargo hold of the space shuttle to provide
±8 arc second accuracy for precise servo control.
lnductosyn position transducers are unaffected by dust, oil films,
sea water, hard vacuum, light, temperature variations, ionizing
radiation, extreme pressure, and other hostile environments. They
have operated at full accuracy for extended intervals in space,
immersed in liquid nitrogen, and immersed in 600 feet of sea water.
Noncontacting lnductosyn data elements have zero wear, never need
lubrication. Single and multispeed units; 360 pole, 1024 pole, and
others; accuracy to ±0.5 arc second.
Call (914) 761-2600 today or write for down-to-earth
information about lnductosyn rotary position transducers
for applications from undersea to outer space.
*Built by Spar Aerospace Limited, Toronto, Canada,
under contract to the National Research Council of Canada.

111111 FARRAND CONTROLS
Division of Farrand Industries, Inc.
99 Wall Street Valhalla, NY 10595
(914) 761-2600
Telex: 646640

80

Circle 80 on reader service card

plans to move the product both up
and down market, and an LSI version
selling for $10,000 (compared with
$25,000 at present) is planned. In a
further development of its networking strategy, the British company
also introduced a multimicroprocessor family developed at its Utica,
N. Y., facility, called DRS.
DRS uses a 1Mb/s local network
called Microlan, one of three local
networks ¡CL will use to tie together
its products. For 10-mb/s rates,
Ethernet and perhaps the Cambridge ring will be adopted, while for
its mainframes, ICL is developing the
50-mb/s Macrolan. For wide-area
networks, ICL is already committed
to X.25, and under Wilmot's unfolding strategy, more of its products
will also support the Systems Network Architecture protocol, talking
to IBM mainframes. Yet further collaborative deals are in the pipeline,
taking 10., into personal computers
and communications. But one thing
is for sure: any new ¡CL products
must feature a networking capability.
-Kevin Smith
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Compact and precise
from 10 kHz to 30 MHz
MESSEMPFANGER

TEST RECEIVER •ESH 2 10 kHz
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Test receiver ESH 2
+ test antenna
= field-strength meter HFH 2
Test antennas:
10 kHz to 150 kHz (left)
10 kHz to 30 MHz (centre, right)

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 8014 69
D-8000 München 80
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Electronic Measurements and
Radio Communications. Development,
manufacture, sales and service.
Known for "electronic precision".
Independent concern (establ. 1933),
represented in 80 countries.

Selective voltage measurement
• measuring range
—30 dB(p.V) to +137 dB(p.V)
• measuring error <1 dB
Field-strength measurement
al measuring range
—3 dB(µV/m) to +140 dB(µV/m)
• measuring error <2 dB
(acc. to CCIR)
la interference-field measurement in
Hie with CISPR, MIL and VDE
The ESH 2is atriple-heterodyne
receiver using modern synthesizer
techniques. You calibrate it at the
push of abutton and get maximum
measuring accuracy in return. Its
built-in tracking signal generator lets

•

.41)

04111

you make two-port measurements and
measure frequency remotely (CCIR).

Quasicontinuous tuning over the entire
range —in steps of 100 Hz or 10 kHz
without band switching —plus crystalbased frequency display and clear
arrangement of the controls are a
guarantee of precise and reproducible
results in aminimum of time.
The ESH 2excels in mobile use too:
power it from an AC outlet, an internal
or external battery. Accessories include
test antennas and probes.
Ask for the data sheets
ESH 2and HFH 2

ROHDE&SCHWARZ
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Meeting heavy demands
for lightwave transmission
The promise that emerging lightwave communications technology offered just afew short years ago is
about to be fulfilled as telecommunications authorities the world over upgrade or expand their networks
with optical fibre systems. And Philips technology has
contributed much to this state-of-the-art.
For example, Philips originated and developed
the plasma-activated chemical vapour deposition
(
PCVD) method of manufacturing high quality fibre
possessing arefractive index profile closely approx-

imating the theoretically desired parabolic form.
Unlike other CVD methods, PCVD employs a
non-isothermal microwave plasma to stimulate lowtemperature reaction of the gases SiC1 4,
and GeCl, and
02within atube of pure silica glass. The plasma reaction'zone is produced by amicrowave resonator that
passes to-and-fro along the entire length of the tube, a
very even and thin layer of oxides being deposited at
each pass. In this way many hundreds of layers can be
deposited to achieve agraded index fibre profile that

An enlargement ofthe etched surface oían opti al graded index fibre 50/125p for core/ cladding diameter.

PHILIPS

ery closely resembles the ideal parabola.
Exceptionally high bandwidth measurements are
Ibtained on continuous production runs of these
ibres, typically 900MHz per kilometer at 850nm waveength, with alowest value of approximately 600
411z.Km, and atop value of1200-1300 MHz.Km.
Philips also achieved amajor breakthrough in
he complex PCVD manufacturing process by speedng up deposition of the layers without any loss in fibre
luality. Instead of the standard deposition speed of 0.2

Suspended optical libre cable now
wovides acost-effective solution to the
iroblems of television and FM radio
eception in mountainous regions. A six:ore optical fibre cable has been suspend:d on a2,8 kilometer pole-route 1.cr connect
he villages of Aste and Beon, in the
erench Pyrenees, into the local CATV
ietwork. One of the first suspended
iptical fibre routes in the world, it proviles the population of this remote area
vith FM audio reception and achoice of
our colour television channels.
Circle 471 on reader service card

gramme/ minute, new techniques enable speeds up to
one gramme/ minute to be reached, thus reducing the
time taken to prepare apreform for one kilometer of
optical fibre from 25 minutes to only five minutes.
Increasing optical fibre quality at lower production costs is one of the many ways in which Philips
technology is helping the communications industry
meet the heavy demands for lightwave transmission.
Here are some more.

Light wave telephone transmission. In
addition to Philips all digital PRX/D exchanges, the Saudi order includes the integration of 140M/bits optical fibre systems
into the existing 2M/bits PCM networks
in the Jeddah and Riyadh multi-exchange
areas. Six-fibre cables, with acapacity of
1920 calls per fibre, will be used in the
repeaterless routes, which total some 45
system kilometers. When completed it will
be one of the first operational 140M/bits
optical fibre transmission systems in the
world. Circle 472 on reader service card
Write for more information to your
local Philips organization or to Philips,
C.M.S.D.-Marketing Communications,
V0p, Room 22, Eindhoven, Holland.
Or telex:
35000-PHTC-NL/CMSD-Marketing
Communications, Eindhoven, Holland.

Optical fibre detection. The Philips
SEM505 scanning electron microscope
employs aunique optical fibre detection
system within the specimen chamber. In
the backscattered-electron mode, the system achieves the highest possible detection efficiency for highlighting topographic
and atomic number contrast. When used
for cathodoluminescence detection, alightgathering lens focuses the signal on the
fibre bundle. Light impulses from the
detector are routed to photomultiplier/preamplifier combinations via optical switches. The system provides an exceptionally high degree of flexibility as well as avery
ast reaction time. This ensures that TVte images can be obtained, even at low
ccelerating voltages, in all detection
odes.
Circle 473 on reader service card

Iwould like more information on:
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Philips working on advanced technology
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• RF 100 kHz/1.3 GHz,
1 Hz resolution
• AF 10 Hz/100 kHz
• 140 dB/Hz at 10 kHz
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• AM-FM-OM
calibrated modulations
• Pulse modulation
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• IEEE 488 programmable
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Same as 7100 plus:
• AF 10 Hz/300 kHz.
Separate attenuators
• Spinwheel or keyboard entry
of all parameters
• Digital sweep
of all parameters with markers,
2 ms to 5000 ms/step
• 40 complete memories,
with scanning and
auto-execution
• Automatic PROM levelling
of output level and modulations
• Special functions
(max/min. limits
frequency/level offsets),
• Integral
IEEE 488 programmation
(talk and listen mode).
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ADRET ELECTRONIQUE 12, Av. Vladimir Komarov • BP 33 78192 Trappes Cedex • France • Tél: (3) 051.29.72
Télex ADREL 697821 F
Foreign representatives:W. GERMANY: Rohde und Schwarz Cologne • UK: Racal Instruments, Windsor
ITALY :Elettronucleonica, Milano • SPAIN :Telco, Madrid • THE NETHERLANDS :Rood, Rijswijk
BELGIUM :Sait, Brussels • SWITZERLAND: Roschi Tel, Bern • SWEDEN :Teleinstrument, Vallingby
NORWAY: Morgenstieme, Oslo • DENMARK :Tage Olsen, Ballerup • FINLAND :Orbis Oy, Helsinki
GREECE :Scientific Enterprises, Athens • EASTERN COUNTRIES: RST, Vienna, Austria •
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Powerful
Tektronix Desktop
Computers and
Applications
Software can solve
your problems.

You don't have to be aspe-

cialist to increase your productivity using adesktop computer. In fact, you'll be able to start
work right away with the help of
Tektronix software. We have
three desktop computers and
applications software to solve a
wide range of engineering
problems.
A low-cost Tektronix 4051
desktop computer can run your
project schedules using micro
PERT® software; and it can
produce other useful management tools. The high-performance Tektronix 4052 can
handle complex statistical
analysis, production testing and
digitising. And the powerful,
large screen Tektronix 4054
can construct detailed schematics, layouts and engineering
drawings. We also have plotters
and copiers which produce the
final drawings and prints thus
increasing productivity even
further.
In support, Tektronix has
developed afull range of applications software for Statistics,
Analysis, Digitising, Project
Management, Technical Documentation, Schematics and
Drawings. Tektronix Software
packages have unique compatibility features to exchange
information from one program
to another.
Send for more details by
completing and returning the
coupon.

T
Please send me information on

Tektronix Desk-Top Computers
Name
Position
Company
Address

Telephone
Tektronix Europe B.V.
Postbox 827 1180 AV Amstelveen
LThe Netherlands
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Air
Good news ... micropackaging
to match microelectronics!
Looking for big space savings?
Stop right here! These SO (Small
Outline) ICs are shown actual size
and yes, even that 40-pin device is
less than stamp-size.
The new packages also
come in 8-, 14-,16-, 20-, 24- and
28-pin configurations and encapsulate most popular technologies...
CMOS, LOCMOS, NMOS, bipolar
analog and LP Schottky-TTL.
Their smaller-than-ever
dimensions allow PC board sizes
to be reduced dramatically, giving
big savings in size and weight and
anew competitive edge to your
product. For applications where
space is at apremium, SOpackaged devices can open up
entirely new possibilities by
allowing sophisticated electronics
to be introduced for the first time.
They use the same chips as
conventional DILs and power
ratings apart, perform in exactly

the same way, including reliability.
SO packages can therefore go
into existing designs easily and
quickly. And of course they're

11111111111111111111111
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40-pin SO pack
Both devices are shown actual size.
Despite its fine leads, this SO package
can be mounted Lsing all soldering
methods, including wave and reflow.
SO packages reduce PC board real estate,
and also give additional design freedom
since tracks can be run under the devices.

ideal for your future designs
employing automatic chip
mounting techniques.
This topical, new type of
packaging was pioneered by
Philips* and our SO ICs have been
used extensively WIwatches,clocks
and hybrid ICs. We therefore have
unmatched experience in micropackaging and as aresult can
supply the widest range of analog
and digital circuits. In fact, you
need look no further than the box
alongside to see clear proof of
Philips' world leadership in this
newest and smallest area of
miniaturisation.
Send today for details on SO
packaging and if possible mention
your application.
Philips Industries
Electronic Components and
Materials Division
Eindhoven, The Netherlands

*Second-sourced in LISAJapan and Europe

Electronic
Components
and Materials
Circle 406 on reader service card
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New products international

Set tests digital
phone exchanges
despite lost bytes
by John Gosch, Frankfurt bureau manager

PCM generator and receiver
check switching equipment
under clock-offset conditions
that cause omitted bytes
The advent of digital switching techniques, particularly in local and private branch telephone exchanges,
has increased the pressure for test
equipment that provides information
on how such exchanges are operating—for equipment that checks, for
example, whether the signals that
are applied to the exchange are
properly switched or whether the signals suffer in quality on their way
through the exchange.
Rising to the occasion is the VM-1
test set from West Germany's Wandel & Goltermann. The '
compact
setup, consisting of a generator and
receiver, determines whether the
input signal, in the form of a pulsecode—modulation frame containing a
channel time slot with a64-kb/s signal, is switched correctly and whether the signal is impaired by bit or
word errors. What's more, the transmission delay between the exchange's input and output can be
determined when a reference connection is made between the set's
generator and receiver.
The VM-1 provides for separate
acquisition of bit or byte errors, byte
insertions, and byte omissions or
slips encountered by the signals during transmission through the exchange. There is a counter for each
error type. Slips are produced by
defined shifting of the applied clock.
The test set is externally controllable
via an interface bus conforming to

Electronics/October 20, 1981

the International Electrotechnical
Commission's 625 standard.
To be sure, digital-exchange test
equipment already is available to
perform about the same checks as
the W&G equipment. But what sets
the VM-1 apart from competing
instruments is that "measurements
are made even under conditions of
signal slips," according to Frank
Coenning, who heads the firm's PCM
and data-measuring equipment division. The VM-1 will be available by
December and sell for less than
$11,000 on the German market.
The generator produces a complete PCM frame that corresponds to
the recommendations of the Interna-

tional '
Consultative Committee for
Telegraphy and Telephony (ccrrr).
Any of the time slots of a PCM-30
frame can be loaded with atest pattern. The remaining 29 time slots
contain a channel-loading pattern.
Clock signals can be produced internally, but more usually an external
clock from the exchange is used.
With external synchronization, a
defined positive or negative clock
offset can be produced to cause slips.
For testing a digital exchange
under real in-service conditions, a
regular PCM signal is fed to the generator via an auxiliary unit, the socalled signal-insertion device. This
device either switches the PCM frame

7E

QUALITY
MONOCRYSTALS
for microelectronics,
laser electronics,
computer hardware,
optics, medicine,
other scientific
and applied arts

EFFICIENTLY
GROWN IN
"SAPFIR-1M" UNIT
"SAFFIR -1M" • high-melting single crystals grown by
the directed crystallization technique
in vacuum or noble gases

"SAPFIR -1M" • plate- or chip-shaped sapphire monocrystals can be grown

"SAPFIR -1M" • uses any type of initial material for its
charge: powders, ceramics, crystal
production and working waste

"SAPFIR-1M" • performs additional purification of the
initial substance in the course of
crystallization, due to high temperatures, vacuum and developed melt
surface

"SAPFIR-1M" • turns out highly homogeneous crystals
requiring no specific heat annealing,
owing to the optimized configuration
of the heat-protection field yielded by
the heater-screen system

WAFER SIZES, mm:
DISCS — dia.
thickness
PLATES (CHIPS) —
length
width
thickness
POWER
CONSUMED, kVA

New products international
to the input of the exchange or takes
the test pattern from the generator
and inserts it into an unoccupied
time slot. The incoming PCM signal
is monitored for correct amplitude
and for the alignment status of
frames and multiframes.
To identify the origin of ameasuring signal appearing at the exchange
output, the generator and the channel time slot have a coded number
signal that alternates with the test
signal. Both signals are transmitted
to the receiver for display. To test
the frame and multiframe synchronization, identification words can be
deliberately distorted.
The receiver synchronizes itself to
the PCM frame coming from the unit
under test. Monitors display information on the frame or multiframe
alignment status and on the received
measuring signals. Shown are either
the measured results for the selected
time slot or the identification signal
produced at the generator.
The receiver evaluates the number
of erroneously received bits or bytes,
either taking into account or disregarding the slips. Also determined
are the presence or absence of bytes
resulting from the slips. For error
counting, the receiver provides for a
preselectable time interval within
which asingle or repetitive count of
errors can be implemented.
Wandel & Goltermann, P. 0. Box 45, D-7412
Eningen, West Germany [441]

100
200-300
200
100
25
40

DIMENSIONS, mm 2,000 x1,400 x1,500
WEIGHT, kq

2,000

TECHMASHEXPORT

35 Mosfilmovskaya Ul 117330 Moscow , USSR Te1.143-86-60.
Telex 411068 TEHEX SU
411228 TECEX SU

8E
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The 3056 X-Y recorder has a slewing speed
of more than 100 cm/s, a Y-axis acceleration of 7,700 cm/s 2,and sensitivities down
to 10 aV/cm. It uses a felt pen for skip-free
traces at writing speeds over 120 cm/s.
Gould Instruments Division, Roebuck Road,
Hainault, Essex 1G6 3UE, England [443]
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SIEMENS

SMP: bubble memories
on Eurocards
Siemens' SMP microcomputer
board system, already claiming
atop position technologically,
is being further expanded by
the new SMP-E140, -E141 and
-E142 magnetic-bubble memory
series and by the SMP-STR140
software driver.

Ch

o
5,
03

to conventional storage media
such as floppy disks and
cassettes:
Supplied on standardized Euro cards with DIN 41612 connectors,
this memory system combines
the very simple handling of
standard boards with the advantages of new bubble memory
technology. Per controller board
you can expand memory capacity in steps from 128K to
1Mbyte.
This bubble memory offers
decisive advantages compared

• no moving parts, and thus no
mechanical wear
• no additional mechanical or
set-up requirements
• problem-free implementation,
just as with every SMP board
• insensitive to thermal and
magnetic influences
• unlimited data retention,
even without supply voltages
• faster access times
• error correction.

The memory's high reliability,
especially In rough environments,
solves specific operating problems -such as in factory systems,
refineries, steel or rolling mills problems that traditional moving
storage systems media could
solve only with great difficulty,
if at all.
Siemens provides extensive
support to system users in the
forms of powerful systems software, experienced applications
engineers and not least through
training in our microcomputer
schools throughout Europe.
If you woLld like to know more
about this product, simply write to:
Siemens AG,
Bereich Bauelemente,
lnfoservice, Postfach 156,
D-8510 Fürth,
»SMP bubble memory«.

SMP -the microcomputer board SvqfPrn from RiPmertS
Circle 408 on reader service card

HOW
ABOUT
MAINTENANCE...

New products international

TRIANGLE CREATION

The PF-2 bit-error—rate measuring set has a
chock range from 48 to 8,500 kb/s. Bit rates
of 704, 2,048, and 8,448 kb /s are switchselectable for output from an internal crystalcontrolled oscillator. Wendel & Goltermann,
P. 0. Box 45, D-7412 Eningen, West Germany [442]

Maintenance of MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS can be expensive
if the tools and procedures aren't
just right.
M.S.T. Case solves many problems:
• low level maintenance by a nonspecialist,
• subunit service,
• software maintenance
All the necessary functions are
combined in a portable format.
M.S.T. case, a true real time test

system, also serves for development and production.
Major microprocessor families are
treated by one of 2different emulation methods:
-standard "in-circuit" emulation,
-"parallel connection" emulation.
Versions available (Sept. 81):
6800 -6801 -68701-6802-6803
146805 -6808-6809-8080-8085
Z80.

The VM video monitor comes with either a 6or 7-in. screen. Images can be viewed as
light on a dark background or switched to
dark on light. It has a 10-MHz bandwidth;
deflection is magnetic over a 75e angle. H.
Lucius & Baer, Sperlingstr. 1, D-8192 Geretsried 1, West Germany [445]

Designed and manufactured
in France.

P. A

informatique

PROJECT ASSISTANCE
73, rue des Grands Champs -75020 PARIS
Tél. (1) 379.48.51 -Télex 240645 F
MIKROTEC
94 Rosenbergstrasse
7000 STUTTGART 1
GERMANY
Tél 0711/611036
Telex 0722818

10E

TEL INTER AKTIEBOLAG
FORSHAGAGATAN 58
S 123 21 FARSTA 1
SWEDEN
Tél. 08/94.04.90
Télex 100.08
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DATA MEDIA
74, rue Michel
4547 HACCOURT
BELGIUM
Tel. 041 79 24 14
Télex 41289

MÉTROLOGIE
'4. ay Laurent Cely
92606 ASNIERES
FRANCE
Tel (1) 791 44 44
Télex 611448

The DF 820 integrated circuits for repetitive
dialing of telephones operate off line power
or a 2.5-to-6-V supply. They come in 18-pin
plastic or ceramic packages and employ single or double push-button contacts. ITT
Intermetall GmbH, P. O. Box 840, D-7800
Freiburg, West Germany [447]
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Signal generator SMS
high-speed, IEC-bus-compatible

For the same price you now get
the SMS with IEC interface and

Speed
It handles afrequency setting accu-

overload protection.

rate to within ± 100 Hz in just 40 ms;
that's a speed of 25 settings a second.

Frequency ranges
SMS 22: 400 kHz to 520/1040 MHz
SMS 24: 100 kHz to 520/1040 MHz

Spectral purity
The SMS offers you 120 dB/Hz at
20 kHz from the carrier and 145 dB/Hz
at 1MHz, so it's suitable for intermodulation and blocking measurements in

Synthesizer features
The SMS gives you all you want in a
general-purpose unit, e.g. high level
accuracy, 125 kHz deviation over the
entire frequency range and only 4 Hz
spurious, plus resolution of 100 Hz.
Find out more - ask for the new SMS
data sheet now.

line with CEPT.

Rohde & Schwarz GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 80 14 69
D-8000 Munchen 80
Federal Republic of Germany
Telex 523 703 (rus d)
Phone internat. +(4989) 4129-1
Independent concern
(established 1933)
represented in 80 countries
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ROHDE&SCHWARZ
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Vacuum Systems
and Components

Vacuum
Process Engineering

Equipment for
Scientific and
Technical Education

The evaporation or sputtering materials that
are used play amajor role in deciding the
quality of layers for electronics and optical
applications. Today, we would like to take
our targets as an example to explain what
Leybold-Heraeus means by quality. The
continuous testing for chemical purity
begins as early as when manufacturing the
targets. After the targets have been soldered or bonded to cooling plates, the
quality of the bond is checked, either with
X-rays or ultrasonic testers. To be absolutely sure that you can rely on our products,
we also carry out atest sputtering process
with the materials. The targets are not
released for sale to our customers until all

LEYBOLD-HERAEUS

LEYBOLD-HERAEUS GMBH

New products international

requirements have been met. Here are a
few examples from our target programme:
Sn/In targets for the production of thin conductive coatings for LCD's; Al/Si targets or
slugs for wafer Al/Si/Cu metallizing; Ti/W,
Ti/VV/AI and Ti/VV/Au targets, also for IC
metallizing. Our applications laboratories
are of course continuously developing new
coating processes and improving existent
ones. Leybold-Heraeus relieves you of the
work of having to experiment with the
numerous types of evaporation material
and sputter target.
So why not just write us?
LEYBOLD-HERAEUS,
P. O. Box 1555. D-6450 Hanau.
The MM30 has a 1,024-character memory
and a keyboard on its back side. Programmed text can scroll from right to left or
top to bottom or flash. Its 16 red lightemitting-diode characters are 3.2 cm high.
Text Lite, Zuidermolenweg 27, 1069 CE
Amsterdam, The Netherlands [449]

This power supply for microprocessor-based
systems is switchable from a 110- to 220-V
input at 40 to 60 Hz. It features a powerfailure signal, temperature monitoring, protective circuitry, and voltage indication. Sedlbauer GmbH, Quagliostr. 6, D-8000 Munich
90, West Germany [451]

You Produce
the CoatingsWe Supply
the Materials

17-01 81 2
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NEW 1981 Electronics Bu
Guide
Yes, please send me

copies of 1981

EBG.

I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or
Canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

D I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere.
Address: EBG, Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead.
Berkshire S16, 201 England.

Philips' PM 2521 multimeter takes true rootmean-square measurements to 100 kHz and
measures time, frequency (to 10 MHz), and
dc voltage, resistance, and temperature relative to a reference. It can read out in decibels. Pye Unicam Ltd., York Street, Cambridge CB1 2PX, England [452]

Name
Company
Street
City
State

121-

Zip

Country
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Philips scopes meet every measureme
problem—head on and dead on. We build scopes for
advanced or everyday electronic environments. But no
matter what the application, each one is geared to produce measurement results efficiently.
Need a100M Hz dual trace universal oscilloscope? Our PM3262 is more than adequate for use with
Schottky TTL and similar logic techniques. Its over
150MHz trigger bandwidth allows display of highspeed,
current-mode logic signals.
Are you bombarded with complex data streams?
Thanks to micro-processor control, our PM3263 is a
100MHz measuring whiz. It features dual delay for time
interval, delay by events, and adirect readout of measuring results, including frequency.
If you need afour-channel 100MHz portable
scope with delayed time base, check into our PM3264.
It's the lightweight with all the heavyweight
features. A, B, C, D, A ± B and

C -4- D display simultaneously, main and delayed time
base can be triggered by any input channel, high light
output CRT. And, thanks to ahigh efficiency power supply it won't add heat to your lab or rack. Best of all, its
monolithic construction saves you money.
Need afast charge transfer storage scope?
Choose our PM3266 100 MHz-5mV. It features storage
time up to 1hour, 1000div/us writing speed over the full
screen, auto erase with variable viewing times, alternate
time base display, and trigger view can be used as a
third channel.
No matter which scope you choose, you'll
discover that we built it to be better. So you'll get a
better benchmark.

Por more information contact your local Philips office or
write to: Philips Industries, Test and Measuring Dept.,
Building TQ 1114, 5600 MD Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

Test & Measuring
Instruments

P IL PS
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FOR
SALE

New products international

worldwide

inland international
Inland International is an exclusive worldwide distributor
of computer components. We can deliver computer
peripherals to your door anywhere in the world. We can
do it fast, efficiently, and most important... at a lower
cost than anyone else in the world. Most of the products
we offer are available at the one-hundred unit price
even in small quantities. We encourage your requests for
proforma invoices, delivery information and a complete
list of products we offer. Below is a partial list of
manufacturers we represent.
• ADDS
• DEC
• Hazeltine
• Lear-Siegler
• Centronics
• Texas Instruments

The MX-82 F/T 9-by-9-dot matrix -printer has
a 96-character ASCII set and eight international character sets for bidirectional printing
at 80 characters/s. It offers four printing
sizes at a maximum of 159 characters per
line. Epson Shinshu Seiki Co., 80 Hiro-oka,
Shiojiri, Nagano 380, Japan [453]

• Teletype
• Dataroyal
• Motorola
• Beehive
• NEC
• Soroc

Inland International is the international marketing division
of Inland Associates which has successfully served the
computer industry since 1968.
The Nanogate electronic high-speed shutter
produces exposure times down to 2 ns and
has aspectral range of 160 to 900 nm and a
dynamic resolution of more than 20 line
pairs/mm. The opening point of the shutter
is precise ta within 1ns. Proxitronic, D-6108
Weiterstadt. West Germany [455]

For more information contact:
inland international
Attn: Dennis A. Seager
15021 W. 117th Street, Olathe, Kansas 66062
913-764-7977 TWX 910-749-6408
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FIBER OPTICS VOCABULARY
IbrOglo
04
Cteleololling
*earl
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The basic reference document on fiber optic and
lightwave communications for those who design,
develop, operate, use, manage, or manufacture
communications or data processing equipment
and components.
•1400 entries, with
•index of terms

Order your copies today!
$12.95 each, discounts of 10% on
orders of more than 10.

14E

rirLe
itruig

•inversions and
cross-references

Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. 609/448-1700, ext. 5494

The Tracktrox-3525 laboratory linear regulated power supply has tracking outputs of 0
to +25 and 0 to —25 V adjustable to within
1% over a 1-A range with a 20-mW resolution and a4-to-6-V, 3-A output adjustable to
a25-mW resolution. Powerbox AB, Box 159,
S-154 00 Gnesta, Sweden [eal
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Night-time Thermal imaging
vidicons
Vidicons oSilicon-target vidicons
Nocticon Ilgre tubes Supernocticon ® 11à3le
ruggedized models available.
Potted, integral-coil,
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Microelectronics starts wit
As in Zeltron.

hz „
•

Founded in 1977as an entrepreneurial effort within the ZANUSSI group,
ZELTRON quickly established areputation in Europe as afirm
providing reliable and innovative products and services in microelectronics.
From our three development laboratories in Northern Italy, we serve both the Zanussi group
and other clients throughout Europe with special services and products:
Microprocessor-based product development-Component testing &qualification
Automatic test equipment -Production automation systems
Sensor &transducer development-Custom designed IC's-Real-time software.
For reliability and innovation in microelectronics,start with”Z:'
Start with ZELTRON.

ZELTRON
ISTITUTO ZANUSSI PER L'ELETTRONICA SpA

ZANIES

33030 Campoformido (UD) ITALY -Via Principe di Udine,66-Te1.0432/69652-3 -Telex:450365- 20122 MilanYiale Bianca Maria, 45 Te1.02/709176 795802.
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FCC
Regulates
RFI
RFI POWER LINE FILTER TECH TIPS /NO.1 IN A SERIES FROM CORCOM INC.
On September 18,1979, the U. S.
Federal Communications Commission
adopted new regulations to reduce
the interference potential of electronic
computing equipment (FCC79-555,
14686). These regulations, amending
Parts 2and 15 of the FCC rules, were
modified in a Reconsideration Order
adopted March 27, 1980 (FCC80-148,
27114). They wiil be imposed on
computing equipment according to
the following schedule:
January 1, 1981—
Class B devices requiring certification (see below) must comply. All
other devices must either comply or
be labelled with astatement of noncompliance.
October 1, 1981—
All Class A and Class B devices
manufactured for the first time after
this date must comply.
October 1, 1983 —
All Class A and Class B devices must
comply.
The following tefinitions and specifications have been excerpted from
the FCC publications concerning
Docket Number 20780.
DEFINITIONS
Computing Device. Any electronic
device or system that generates and
uses timing signals or pulses at a rate
in excess of 10 000 pulses (cycles) per
second and uses digital techniques;
inclusive of telephone equipment that
utilizes digital techniques or any
device or system that generates and
utilizes radio frequency energy for the
purpose of per'orming data processing
functions, such as electronic computations. operations, transformations,
recording, filing, sorting, storage,
retrieval, or tra -)sfer. Radio transmitters,
receivers, indLstrial, scientific and
medical equipment and any other
radio frequency devices which are
specifically subject to an emanation
requirement e:sewhere in this Chapter
are excluded from this definition.
Note: Computer terminals and
peripherals (i.e., Input/Output devices
for computers which are intended to
be connected to acomputer are
considered computing devices. All
other components or subassemblies
(e.g., switching power supplies) of a
computing device are not included in
this definition.
Class A Computing Device. A computing device that is marketed for use in
acommercial, industrial or business

environment; exclusive of adevice
which is marketed for use by the general public, or which is intended to be
used in the home.
Class B Computing Device. A computing device that is marketed for use in
a residential environment notwithstanding use in commercial, business
and industrial environment. Examples
of such devices include, but are not
limited to, electronic games, personal
computers, calculators, and similar
electronic devices that are marketed
for use by the general public.
Note: A manufacturer may also qualify
adevice intended to be marketed in
acommercial, business or industrial
environment as a Class B computing
device, and in fact is encouraged to
do so, provided the device complies
with the technical specifications for a
Class B computing device. In the
event that aparticular type of device
has been found to repeatedly cause
harmful interference to radio communications, the Commission may
classify such acomputing device as a
Class B computing device, regardless
of its intended use.
SPECIFICATIONS:
Conducted RFI will be limited as
follows:

Frequency
(MHz)

Maximum RF
Line Voltage
(dB above 1µV)
Class A

0.45-1.6

60

1.6-30

69.5

Class B
48
48

Note: Conducted limits in the
frequency range of 10 to 450 kHz
are under consideration.
METHODS OF MEASUREMENT:
On June 11,1980, the FCC proposed
rules to formalize the methods of
measurement and the procedure for
verification of computing devices
(FCC80-335,27592).
CERTIFICATION and VERIFICATION:
Certification is an equipment authorization issued by the FCC for equipment designed to be operated without
individual license under Parts 15 and
18 of its rules, based on representations and test data submitted by the
applicant. The following Class B
devices require certification:
1. Electronic games, including video
coin operated games, but excluding

self-contained, hand-held games
that do not use aTV receiver
for display.
2. Personal computers, excluding desk
top and hand-held calculators and
digital clocks and watches.
3. Peripherals, terminals, etc. that are
capable of being attached to apersonal computer.
All other Class B devices and all Class
A devices will be subject to verification only. Verification is defined as a
procedure where the manufacturer
makes measurements or takes the
necessary steps to insure that the
equipment complies with the appropriate technical standards. Submittal
of asample unit or representative
data to the FCC demonstrating compliance is not required unless specifically requested by the FCC.
Class A and Class B devices manufactured after January 1,1981, but
before the date by which they must
comply, must either be verified or be
labelled as follows:
"This equipment has not been tested
to show compliance with new FCC
Rules (47 CFR Part 15) designed to
limit interference to radio and TV
reception. Operation of this equipment in a residential area is likely to
cause unacceptable interference to
radio communication requiring the
operator to take whatever steps are
necessary to correct the interference."
Compliance with these FCC rules is
facilitated by using Corcom filters,
available off the shelf in many current
ratings and configurations, all with
UL recognition.
WHERE TO BUY:
Corcom has asales representative
near you. For immediate delivery, any
of our 58 stocking distributors have
pollution solutions.
May we send you complete technical
information on Everything You Always
Wanted To Know About RFI Power
Line Filters, But Didn't Know Who To
Ask... Corcom ...The World Leader in
RFI Pollution Control.

KIMITCOM
600 Winchester Road
Libertyville, Illinois 60048 USA
312-680-7400
TWX 910-684-3269
O COPYRIGHT CORCOM INC 1981
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We bend our rules to meet your needs.

Some big custom IC houses lose interest if your custom
requirements don't fit their rules. At Exar, we don't have rigid
rules.You tell us what you need and we help you get it. Period.

How many custom ICs do you need?

At Exar, there's no minimum volume requirement. Even if
your current volume is too small to make full custom costeffective right now, we'll help you get started with semi-custom
ICs. When your product matures and the numbers get big,
we'll help you convert to full custom.

How soon do you need prototypes?

We'll work out aschedule you can live with. At Exar, typical turnaround time is half that of most big custom houses.

How much do you
want to do yourself?
We can do all or
any part of the custom
development cycle.
We'll design and build
your custom circuit
from your specs. Or
convert your semicustom design to full
custom to reduce unit
cost. Or fabricate
wafers from your
design and tooling.
We'll even secondsource acustom
circuit designed for
you elsewhere. Any way you call it—CMOS, I2L, or bipolar
gate arrays—you'll get personal attention and guidance every
step of the way from our custom IC experts.
a

What kind of packaging?
Choose from plastic or ceramic DIPs, molded flat packs,
chip carriers, tab power packages, or your own custom packaging. Or specify delivery in wafer or dice form.

How about cost?

We're committed to providing the highest-quality custom
ICs in the industry at acompetitive price. We're even flexible
about upfront money and contract agreements, because we
know how important these can be to you.

Call Exar for full custom and call your own shots.

We've been providing custom ICs for companies large and
small for over 10 years. Our experienced people, CAD design
capabilities, modern processing facilities and rigorous quality
control programs assure you custom circuits
that meet your product needs.
a484414"4,,.

P

e

D Please

send me your Custom &
Semi-Custom Product Guide.

D Please

have an Exar
representative call me.
Iale

Name_
Company_

_

Street
Phone

City/State/Zip
My application is.

Exar 750 Palomar Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-7970
ELEC

10/20/81

XA'EXAR
For custom, semi-custom or standard integrated circuits .
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Exar has the answer.
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The world's most asked-for DMM's:
Now, there's more to ask for
than ever before.
When people ask for test
equipment with unsurpassed engineering excellence and proven
durability, the choice is clear. They
ask for Fluke.
And that simple fact has made
the Fluke 8020 Series of handhelds
the world's most popular DMM's.
As the world leader, we're
committed to continually refine
and improve the performance of
our instruments. Because in our
book, that's what leadership is all
about.

Our most popular DMM's
improved inside and out

The new 8020B Series of
handhelds incorporate important
refinements realized from acareful analysis of the hundreds of
thousands of Fluke DMM's in
use today.
Outside, we redesigned the
front panel for greater ease of operation. We added non-skid rubber
feet, and made our shock-resistant
case even tougher. You'll find anew
tilt bail with alocking detent, too.
Inside, we designed doublefuse protection on the current inputs for maximum safety in case of
an accidental overload. And added
high-speed continuity beepers on
three models that respond to even
the fastest mechanical contacts.

world: Choices of 0.25% and 0.1%
basic dc accuracy. Crisp, bright
liquid crystal displays. And aselection of models that lets you match
the performance you desire to your
budget.

Selection Guide

itleeeesee ef:sV4e,
‘-(7':,f7Aeoseceecekeeq

8022B

0.25%

8021B

0.25%

8020B

0.1%
1%

8024

All four models are backed
by atwo-year parts and labor warranty with aguaranteed two-year
calibration cycle.

Ask for more information.
Call toll free 1-800-426-0361
(except AK, HI and WA); use the
coupon below, or contact your
Fluke stocking distributor, sales
office or representative to order
Fluke DMM or to request
complete specifications.

FLUKE

The most asked for
measurement capabilities
All this, plus the same
superior functions and features
that have made the 8020 Series
the most asked-for DMM's in the

Fast-Response Coupon
IN THE U.S. AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P.O. Box C9090, M/S 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206 356-5400, Tlx: 152662

E2 10/81

1015-7/80208
IN EUROPE:
Fluke (Holland) B.V.
RO. Box 5053,5004 EB
Tilburg, The Netherlands
(013 )673973, Tlx: 52237

D Please send me information on Fluke's
new 8020B Series DMM's.
We use more metal
aside varistors,
diodes, thermistors,
fuses and resistors
than any other manufacturer to protect you
and your DMM in case
ofan accidental
overload.

High-speed continuity
beepers, now featured
on three Fluke
DMM's, mean these
meters won't slow you
down when trouble
shooting multi-wire
cables.

Tough, heat and
shock-resistant lenses
protect our customdesigned liquid crystal
displays from solder
splashes and other
field abuses.

Name
Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address
City

State

Telephone(

Zip
Ext.

C1981 John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. All rights reserved
For Technical Data Circle No.
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INTRODUCING THE GCA SITEALIGNER. THE
Now you can blend the fine-line performance of the DSW'' Wafer Stepper"' direct step on the wafer system
into amixed production line. And that
includes anything from proximity and
contact to projection systems.
The reason for this important
development is the new Mann Model
5840 SXSTM SiteAligner.'TM
The SXS is an automatic, throughthe-lens alignment system that aligns
emlecAcorporation
86

each site or a wafer prior to exposure. And besides its ability to intermix with other types of printers, it
brings individual DSW registration
tolerance to -± 0.25 m, and the registration of matched DSW's all the
way down to 2-:0.35 /£m 30-.
The SiteAligner works on aunique
Fresnel diffraction technique that
allows alignment even when atarget
is damaged. The system uses a

wavelength of light that does not
expose the photoresist coating.
Software flexibility lets you align
over a wide variety of sequences,
including once per row, once per
quadrant, every nth site, or at every
site. And batch characterization
speeds throughput by examining the
alignment corrections at each site on
the first few wafers in abatch. If these
corrections are within specified limits

Sales and Service offices: AUSTIN, TX 512-443-8206 •BANGALORE -560 052 INDIA TEL: 72660 •COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 303-598-2208
F-01210 FERNEY-VOLTAIRE. FRANCE 50-406850 •LANGHORNE. PA 215-757-0460 •PORTLAND. OR 503-638-8040
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PERFECT MATCH IN AMIXED NVIRONMEN1 •
the remainder of the batch can
be exposed without individual
alignments.
If you'd like to improve your production performance with a perfect
match, call cr write to us at one of
these addresses: GCA/Burlington
DivSion, 209 Burlington Road,
Bedford. MA 01730, Tel: (617) 2755400. Sumisno Electronic Systems,
Landic Hirakawacho Building,

2-6-2 Hirakawa-Cno, Chiyoda-Ku,
Tokyo, 102 Japan, Tel: 03-234-6211.
GCA
International,
CH-8280
Kreuzlingen, Konstanzerstrasse 6,
Switzerland, Tel: 41-072-71-1585.
1. Optical schematic cif Mann Model 5840
SXS"'SiteAligner.'"
2. SiteAligner mounted on the OS W 5 Wafer
Stepper'" direct step on the wafer system.
3. Scanning Electron Microscope photo of
Fresnel Zone Target on wafer (approx. 1600X).

4. Scanning Electron Microscope photo of
Fresnel Zone Target on wafer (approx. 3000X).
5. Diagram of the Fresnel Zone Target. The
Fresnel Zone Target allows alignment even if a
target is damaged.

•OA
GCA

OCA CORPORATION
IC Systems Group
Burlington Division
209 Buritrgtoi

Rd

Bedforc. Mass 01730

275-5400
Telex. 95-1257

(617)

RAMSEY, NJ 201-825-9623 •RICHARDSON, TX 214-644-3000 •SANFORD, ME 207-324-2677 •SUNNYVALE, CA 408-730-5200 •TEMPE. AZ 602-894-9831
UNDERHILL. IT 802-899-3096 •2950 VE DBAECK, DENMARK 2-890668 •WEYBRIDGE. SURREY ENGLAND 09322-27388
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The Lexidata System 3400 Display
Processor and full line of interactive
peripheral devices are designed specifically for OEMs and sophisticated
end-users. The System 3400, rapidly
becoming the leader, with over 1,000
units shipped to date, possesses the
product characteristics required by
this demanding customer group.
•System 3400 performance is truly
outstanding. Only the System 3400
offers 1280x1024 resolution at 60Hz
non-interlaced black-and-white and
grayscale capability, or 880x704 resolution at 60Hz non-interlaced color.
Our programmable lookup tables are
the industry standard of performance.
Double buffered memories or multiple lookup tables with bank switchable

memories and processor features,
such as pan/zoom and 4K WCS,
are available.
•System 3400 quality satisfies the
requirements of Fortune 500 companies, the leading CAD/CAM
systems vendors and military and
government contractors. We continue to focus on quality because we
believe that quality and cost effectiveness are closely related.
•System 3400 flexibility ensures a
configuration to meet the exact
requirements of each customer. The
System 3400 offers acomplete range
of OEM configurations, starting from
$7,540, including monitor.
•System 3400 software provides a
high-level language user-interface to

execute graphics and imaging functions. The powerful subroutine
library streamlines application software development and facilitates
user interaction.
•System 3400 cost effectiveness
enables even price-sensitive OEMs
to configure ahighly competitive
product. You will be able to maximize
your value-added contribution
and optimize your overall system
performance.
For more details, call (617) 663-8550
or write to us at 755 Middlesex Turnpike,
Billerica, MA 01865. TWX 710-347-1574.

IlIL LEXIDATA

CORPORATION
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RASTER DISPLAYS...

FOR THOSE WHO DEMAND PERFORMANCE.

Probing the news
Analysis of technology and business developments

Users want easier tests for VLSI
Problem once again occupies much time at Cherry Hill conference
as system test is subject of sessions for first time

by Richard W. Comerford, Test, Measurement & Control Editor, and Jerry Lyman, Packaging & Production Editor

While the blustery winds of late
October may chill the air outside
Philadelphia's Franklin Plaza next
week, the more than 2,000 technologists expected will ensure it will be
hot inside the conference sponsored
by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers. The meeting,
formally entitled the 1981 International Test Conference/Cherry Hill,
is not likely to be any less lively than
it has always been during its three
days of sessions on Oct. 27, 28, and
29.
What will cause the heat gain is
the insistence by users that the next
generation of integrated circuits be
designed for easy testing, whether
alone on boards or in systems. This
demand has caused the conference to
again devote considerable time to
design for testability on chip and on
board and to include for the first
time sessions on system test.
Two complete sessions with atotal
of 13 papers represent a significant

contribution to the testability effort
in very large-scale integration. Looking to be of special interest, the lead
paper in session 4, "A Self-Testing
Method for Digital Circuits," by
M. T. M. Segers of Philips Research
Laboratories, Eindhoven, the Netherlands, describes how to adapt the
scan-path approach to a self-testing
environment. In the scan-path concept, all flip-flops in a circuit are
chained together to form a linear
shift register.
Today much self-testing is done
functionally, as in the case of a
microprocessor testing itself. This
requires a large design effort for
every new construct and has a relatively poor fault coverage. The
Philips method makes use of a circuit's structure and is therefore independent of design; it can also reach a
wider fault coverage.
Usually, as Segers points out, in
straightforward structural self-testing, input testing patterns and corre-

sponding output patterns are stored
in two added on-board read-only
memories. However, this method
requires two specific ROMS for every
chip design.
So Segers develops his new concept by replacing the ROM pattern
generator with a random-pattern
generator whose patterns are fed
into the available scan path directly
into the combinational circuit. In a
second change, the second ROM is
replaced by an m-bit feedback register creating a fault signature register. Finally, this circuitry is simplified by using the feedback signal of
the shift register as a random input
for the scan path of the original circuit as shown in the figure.
In an actual test, the signature of
the device under test is compared
with a"known good" signature that
is obtained either through computer
simulation or with a "known good"
device's signature. The small amount
of control circuitry could be inte-

TEST CONFERENCE SESSIONS

MORNING
AFTERNOON

rz7E;;-G-7

SESSION

SESSION

SESSION

8

8:30 - 12:00

Test-system
architecture

0

8:30-12:00

System testing in
the field

0

8:30-12:00

Functional testing

Board testing

0

1:30-5:15

Software

Precision measurement,
calibration, and testing

0

1:30-5:15

System testing in
manufacturing

Test economics

ICI

1:30-5:15

Testing, validation,
and fault coverage

0

8:30-12:00

Test equipment and
methods

®

8:30-12:00

Codec testing

William Thurston, GenRad, Inc.

0

8:30-12:00

self-testing
Design for testability/
(2)

1:30-5:15

Microprocessor testing and
modeling

0

1:30-5:15

1:30-5:15

Memory test

0

1:30-5:15

Design for testability/selftesting (1)

8 1:30-5:15

®

8:00—

0

Architecture, cost, and
performance of nextgeneration VLSI test
systems

8:00 —

Mostly-good memory devices

0

9:00 - 11:30

Keynote address and
invited panel

The challenge of testing VLSI in the
1980s —

0
0
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0
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Probing the news
grated with the "original" circuit (IC
or printed-circuit board), creating a
real self-testing circuit. On the other
hand, the control circuitry also could
be configured as a simple external
tester.
In this method, fault coverage is a
function of the ?lumber of patterns,
the bit length of the feedback register, and the circuit configuration.
Segers also reports on test results
using this method on an IC with 150
memory elements and 1,000 logic
gates. After 250 patterns, fault coverage of this circuit with an 87-bit
feedback register produced a result
of about 95%. A 4-bit register gave
about 85% coverage.
Device Tests. In addition to the
two formal sessions on general
approaches to design for testability,
this topic will be the focus of apanel
group in session 3, microprocessor
testing and modeling. The session,
which will present among other
items a unified test plan for LS! or
VLSI components using the 8086 processor as a specific example, is
chaired by K. Rose of the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. Rose points
out that "in the past, vendors and
users have developed diverging opinions on the need and-or the requirement for a unified test philosophy.

RANDOM
PATTERN
GENERATOR

This counter-productive trend cannot continue with VLSI designs."
Test strategies for VLSI dynamic
RAMS are covered in session 2. One
paper in this session deals with the
problem of increasing memory-test.
efficiency, an especially timely topic
since test periods have been increasing along with the number of integrated devices.
The authors, D. Pannel and S.
Winegarden, discuss their new test
pattern, Paragon, which combines
with the March test pattern, they
say, for "a perfect set of test patterns
for assuring logical memory characterization." A new approach to
sequence testing, Paragon is a 16N 2
pattern that not only exercises all
possible data and address transitions
but also includes all possible pairs of
read and write cycles. Another
advantage is that it can be easily
implemented on most commercial
memory test pattern generators.
Differences between pattern generation techniques and the architectures of general purpose VLSI test
systems are covered in two sessions,
session 5 on Tuesday evening and
session 13 on Thursday morning.
The evening session should prove
essential for anyone considering the
purchase of atester for VLSI, since it
pits the representatives of GenRad,
Teradyne, Accutest, and others not
only against each other but against

SCAN PATH

SHIFT
REGISTER

COMBINATORICS
CHIP UNDER TEST
(a)

SHIFT
REGISTER

(b)
Structured. In open-loop structural self-testing (a), a random-pattern generator feeds
patterns into the scan path of acombinational circuit. The patterns create a circuit signature
in the feedback shift register. In aclosed-loop version (b), that register also provides random
input to the scan path, eliminating the pattern generator.
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potential users— the manufacturers
will try to defend the new features
and software that their systems offer
to help speed devices through production test.
Board and system test. Once
checked and on boards, VLSI devices
will present anew set of problems in
test speed and fault isolation for the
production department. Those problems and some solutions will be discussed on Wednesday in session 10.
Along with papers on the need and
techniques for at-speed testing of
logic and microprocesor-based
boards will be a presentation by
S. G. Kochan of Henckels, Haas &
Brown Inc. of Saddle River, N. J.,
about a new algorithm for guided
probing on functional testers.
Kochan's paper deals primarily
with probe software algorithms but
also includes a brief description of
the hardware needed for their implementation. In particular, Kochan
presents techniques showing how to
reduce dramatically the number of
points that must be probed to isolate
faulty components on bus-structured
boards. "These stat-sensitive probing
techniques can reduce the number of
points to be probed by the operator
by a factor of 10 or more," Kochan
claims.
Venturing beyond the board for
the first time, the conference will
consider the needs for system testing, under the direction of Robert E.
Anderson, vice president of GenRad
Inc. in Phoenix and father of the
widely used 2225 functional field
tester. Sessions 14 and 17, both
scheduled for Thursday, will examine system testing in the field and
the factory, respectively.
In session 14, representatives of
IBM Corp. and NCR Corp. will unveil
portable testers built by their companies for field check of their systems.
To introduce the session, J. T. Zen,
der of GenRad will present the driving forces behind the development of
what he calls "intelligent, portable
System Test and Maintenance
(SIAM) computers." After the session, chairman Don Cassas of the
John Fluke Manufacturing Co.,
Mountlake Terrace, Wash., and designer of the 9000 series of portable
testers, will head apanel on the merits of remote diagnostics, built-in
test, and portable systems.
17:]
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THE MT8912
Se- CMOS PCM FILTER_

'BB

When the specs are examined. it's clear that
the Mitel M18912 PCM Transmit/Receive filter
can offer your application significant
advantages.
Low power consumption is just one
such advantage. The MT89I2 operates at a
mere 20 mW tgpical without power amps.
Other units come in at as much as 280 mW.
Idle channel noise. With the MT89I2.
its extraordinarilg low-tgpicallg 6dBrnc0
total Cmessage noise at output.
Consider too the MT89I2's power
supply rejection ratio:40dB at llcHz. In
addition. the Mitel MT89I2 is pin for pin
compatible with the Intel I2912. It meets
AT&T D3/04 and CCITT G7I2 specifications.
The receive filter includes sinx/x correction
and there is external gain adjustment of
both transmit and receive filters.
All in all. it's acase of hot specs
guaranteeing you hot performance.
Transmit Filter Transfer Characteristics
Find out more about what the Mitel
MT89I2 can do for gour application by
EXPANDED
SCALE
contacting gour local Mitel sales office.
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2321 Morena Blvd.. Suite M. San Diego. California. U.S.A. 92110.
Telephone (714. 276.3421. TWX: 910335-1242.
PO. Box 17170. 600 West Service Road.
Dulles International Airport. Washington. D.C.. U.S.A. 20041.
Telephone (703) 661-ssoo. TWX: 710 833.0865.
P.O. Box 13089. Kanto Ontario. Canada 11211 IX3.
Telephone (6)3) 592-5630.Telexi 053.3221. TWX: 610 562-8529.
Copyright 1981 Mae' Corporation

Europe:

Asia:

33,37 Queen XL. Maldentlead. Berkshire. England SL6 1NB
Telephone 0628 72821. Telex: 849-808.
Bredgade 65A. 2nd Floor. 1260 Copenhagen K. Denmark
Telephone (01) 134712. Telex: 19502.
TST PO. Box 98577. Kowloon. Hong Kong.
Telephone 3.318256. Telex: 34235.
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Perfection
...That's what you can expect
from our ROM family.
Uncompromising attention to detail,
including quality levels of 650 PPM,
plus state-of-the-art technology
give General Instrument 16K, 32K
and 64K ROMs the reliability and
service that proves itself with every
performance.
What's more, our QTP (Quick Turnaround Production) program guarantees "volume production" in 4to
6 weeks, aservice made possible
by the size and scope of our worldwide facilities.
Naturally, as the industry's largest
manufacturer of masked ROMs, we
can afford to be price-competitive.
In other words, our ROMs will give
you quality and service at low cost.
Isn't that the name of the game?
The RO -3-9364 64K ROM, very
latest in our memory family, is ideally
suited for CPU memory applications.
Fabricated in our advanced silicon
gate process, it provides the best
combination of high performance,
large bit storage and simple interfacing. It's edge-activated, allowing
a maximum access time of 30Ons
with low power dissipation. And it's
compatible with the MK 36000.
It makes good sense (and dollars,
too) to use General Instrument
ROMs. Consider the advantages —
quality, service, price and don't
forget our ROMs are pin-compatible
replacements for your EPROM stoo!
For information ,
write General
Instrument Microelectronics Ltd.,
Regency House, 1-4 Warwick
Street, London WIR 5WB, London,
or call 01-439-1891.

We help you
compete.'

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
92
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Gated MOS FETs may boot Schottkys
GE is first with synchronous rectifiers as replacement for
Schottky diodes used in low-voltage power supplies

by Roderic Beres ford, Components Editor

Switching power supplies—a healthy
billion-dollar market that is growing
some 20% annually—may soon be
using power mos field-effect transistors for synchronous rectification in
their output circuits. Although interest in high-efficiency rectifying circuits is widespread among power
supply and device manufacturers,
General Electric Co.'s Power Supply
operation in Fort Wayne, Ind.,
appears to have the first entry in this
field.
A 300-mil-square power FET developed by Michael S. Adler and
coworkers at GE's Corporate Research and Development Center in
Schenectady, N. Y., will be discussed at December's International
Electron Devices Meeting .and in
early 1982 will show up in am
- odular
rectifier assembly from the Fort
Wayne operation that will replace
50-ampere Schottky-diode devices,
offering one third the power dissipation at two to three times the cost.
The efficiency of switching power

supplies is well established and much
touted. At power levels of around
250 watts and higher, switchers have
clear advantages over linear supplies
in cost and size as well as efficiency.
They are even making inroads into
the linear realm between 50 w and
250 w. But at output voltages less
than 5volts, where most mainframe
logic circuits operate, their efficiency drops drastically, due for the most
part to the power dissipation in the
output diodes.
This problem has been around as
long as switching supplies themselves, and the best solution to date
has been the widespread development of Schottky diodes as replacements for pn-junction devices. Since
diode dissipation is a considerable
fraction of a supply's power consumption only for low-voltage outputs, Schottkys have not had to meet
high reverse-breakdown requirements; their key figure of merit is
forward voltage drop.
Schottkys presently offer 20% to

30% lower voltage drops-0.6 v to
0.8 v in a50-A device, depending on
the breakdown rating and junction
temperature, compared with 1NI or
more in apn diode. Possible further
improvements are severely limited
by material characteristics: avoltage
comparable with the metal-semiconductor barrier height is always
required to sustain conduction in a
Schottky diode.
This has not stopped Schottkys
from growing into a market worth
some $25 million worldwide annually, with the bulk of these sales in
devices for 20 A and higher that are
rated for reverse voltages between 20
and 50 V. Low-voltage switching
power supplies are their single biggest application; the higher the current levels in these supplies go, the
more pressing is the need for more
efficient rectifiers to hold down the
power dissipation that degrades a
system's reliability.
Hence interest in synchronous rectifiers has been growing. However,

SOURCE
GATE

SOURCE

SOURCE

1
CHANNEL
RESISTANCE

3
1,,„

NECK
RESISTANCE

CONTACT,SUBSTRATE ,
AND LEAD RESISTANCE
DRAIN CURRENT (lo)
(a)

DRAIN
(b)

Fine tuning. Current flow in a power MOS FET (a) is modeled by the circuit in (b) at RCA. This model uses a new method for obtaining the
components of on-resistance and shows their relative importance in devices rated for low voltages, such as synchronous rectifiers.
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voltage applications for which they
will compete. Since a high-voltage
blocking capability is not sought, the
"synchronous rectification was a device's epitaxial layer resistivity can
dream that power-supply engineers be reduced.
had for years," possible only now
Work on doping. At reverse-voltwith the advent of power MOS FETs, age ratings below 100 v, the major
according to Joseph Perkinson, a contribution to the resistance in a
West Boxford, Mass., consultant.
vertical mos FET comes from the
Proper turn-on. A synchronous
channel itself. Because tailoring this
rectifier now has come to mean a region's resistance affects the threshMOS FET whose conducting channel
old voltage and transconductance,
can be turned on at the appropriate
work will focus on the optimal doptimes relative to the voltage between
ing profiles for this application.
its source and drain. Since available
At RCA Corp.'s Sarnoff Research
vertical power FETs always contain a Center in Princeton, N. J., synchroparasitic diode that is reverse biased
nous rectifiers are under investigawhen the drain is positive with
tion along with other power mos
respect to the source, aFET for rectiFETs — RCA recently announced its
fication must be operated with the
entry into the power FET business
source serving as anode, and the
[Electronics, July 28, p. 41]. Ming L.
drain as cathode.
Tarng will be showing an analysis of
Then for one polarity of voltage,
FET on-resistance contributions at
the gate is held low, giving a pn
the IEDM, setting down the relative
diode's reverse blocking characterisimportance on the channel, neck,
tics between source and drain, which
and contact resistances for varying
are significantly better than a voltage ratings.
Schottky's. On the other polarity,
Tarng says that "present capabilithe gate is driven high, allowing forties in the laboratory need to be
ward conduction. Since dc conducrefined for about atwofold improvetion is primarily through the resistive
ment in on-resistance to make FETs a
channel and not the pn junction, the
fair tradeoff against Schottkys, and
minimum accompanying voltage
that could happen very soon, within
drop is not set by abarrier height as
a year or so." A factor of four in
in Schottky diodes, but simply by the
on-resistance would virtually assure
device's on-resistance and operating
the demise of Schottkys in switching
current.
power supplies, but that will take
Thus one key question for the
more than just fine tuning.
widespread use of synchronous rectiAdvanced processing. The refiers will be the on-resistance attainsearchers at GE are using advanced
able in adie size of about 200 mils
processing techniques like plasma
on a side, roughly the size of the
etching, projection printing, and
Schottky diodes usdd in the low- two-step diffusions to fabricate some

Probing the news

FORWARD CONDUCTION

REVERSE BLOCKING

80
60-A, 45-V
SCHOTTKY
AT 25°C

1.2

— POWER FIELDEFFECT TRANSISTOR
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FET rectifier. A power transistor from GE promises big gains over Schottky diodes. Forward
conduction follows aresistive curve while reverse blocking is by apn diode.
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60,000 FET cells in parallel for an
on-resistance of 0.014 ohm. As Adler notes, "this is the largest power
FET yet reported and is as big a
device as one can make with reasonable yields."
Not surprisingly, the pricing of
GE's synchronous rectifier module
will depend heavily on the device
yields. William Archer, manager of
development enginering in Fort
Wayne, adds that "the components
required for the drive circuit are
included in the module, amount to
less than eight parts for the two rectifiers, and make them two-terminal
devices." With proprietary drive circuitry already designed, GE appears
to be establishing a foothold from
which extended development work
can be expected to proceed.
One of the unknowns for many
potential users continues to be just
how much added cost is incurred by
the drive circuits for the FET gates.
The simplest possible drive circuit
provides additional windings on the
transformer that are tapped to drive
the gate. Given the low drive
requirements of a MOS FET, this
scheme could turn on the channel
perfectly well. However, turn-off
may require not just avoltage to the
gate, but current commutation of the
parasitic diode. The effective recovery time of aFET in this transformer
circuit could be too long for
switching power supplies.
Provided that the parasitic diode
always conducts much less current
than the channel itself, it should be
possible to get secondary regulation
of power supply outputs by modulating the FET gate drive. In other
words, control circuitry could be
used not only to sense the primary
output and adjust the switching
transistor's on-time, but to sense secondary outputs and adjust thevoltage dropped across synchronous rectifiers.
While these possibilities are intriguing, Schottky makers are not
losing sleep over them now. As William Sebastian, manager of applications engineering at TRW semiconductor in Lawndale, Calif., says,
"We don't see synchronous rectifiers
crossing over Schottkys in either cost
or efficiency in the near future."
Good Schottkys now cost only about
$3 in quantity.
D
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Information
Specialist.
Bubble Memory Data Terminal
Intelligent data entry
validation (standard)
•table look-ups
•field validation
•+, —,x, + functions
•branching

EIA RS-232-C
Synchronous/
asynchronous
interface

3780 error checking
and TTY communication
protocols

40K standard
characters
of nonvolatile
bubble memory

Typewriter-like keyboard

TI's Silent 700* Model 767 Electronic
Data Terminal is ideal for remote data
entry applications—especially those
where data integrity is essential. The
versatile 767 offers the advantage of
high-speed batch synchronous
communications with integrated
nonvolatile bubble memory data
storage for reduced connect time and
communications costs. Featuring TI's
Data Entry Validation and 3780 pro-

tocol capabilities, the 767 easily
accommodates integration into new
or existing distributed data entry
networks.
TI is dedicated to producing
quality, innovative products like the
Model 767 Electronic Data Terminal.
And TI's hundreds of thousands of
data terminals shipped worldwide are
backed by the technology and reliability that come from 50 years of

experience.
For more information on
the Model 767; contact the TI sales
office nearest you, or write Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P. O. Box
202145, Dallas, Texas 75220, or
phone (713) 373-1050.
TI invented the integrated
circuit, the microprocessor
and the microcomputer.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
IN

in Canada, write Texas Instruments Incorporated, 41 Shelley Rd., Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 5G4, (416) 884-9181. In Europe, write Texas Instruments, M/S 74, B. P. 5,
Villeneuve-Loubet, 06270, France, (93) 20 01 01. In Asia Pacific, write Texas Instruments Asia Ltd., 990 Bendeemer Rd., Singapore 1233. Telex RS 21399, or phone 2581122.
*Trademark of Texas Instruments Copyright © 1981, Texas Instruments Incorporated
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Membrane keyboard boom awaited
New suppliers are attracted to market despite skepticism
in some quarters about the technology's reliability

by Wesley R. Iversen, Chicago bureau

The still embryonic market for fulltravel alphanumeric keyboards
based on low-cost membrane technology may soon be assaulted by a
spate of new suppliers. For example,
Maxi-Switch Co. of Minneapolis,

fast-growing market among low-end
computer and terminal makers. By
1985, membrane units could easily
account for 30% of the market for
full-travel alphanumeric keyboards
of all types, declares William R.
Spivey, marketing
manager for Honeywell Inc.'s Micro
Switch division,
Freeport, Ill. "I expect we'll see more
people [keyboard
manufacturers ]
jumping on the
bandwagon over
the next 18 months
and after that we'll
see a shakeout,"
says Spivey, whose
company
this
spring became the
third to introduce a
line of full-travel
membrane
keyboards [Electronics,
May 5, p. 34].
Other keyboard
°1 '
1.
manufacturers
Keyboard fan. A six-layer Mylar sandwich makes up Micro
agree, but not all
Switch's full-travel membrane keyboard. It is 32 mils thick.
industry watchers
are so optimistic.
and Key Tronic Corp. of Spokane,
Despite their heralded potential,
Wash., are planning to bring out
they have been slow to catch on
new full-travel membrane keyboard
among keyboard users. At Gnostic
units within the next six months.
Concepts Inc., senior analyst John
And the W. H. Brady Co. of MilHutchison predicts that sales will
waukee has developed a new thincontinue to be slowed by the technolfilm membrane approach that it
ogy's lack of a reliability track
plans to put into production during
record. Major keyboard users will
the second quarter next year [Elecshy away from the units, leaving it
tronics, Sept. 18, p. 33].
up to the smaller original-equipment
The flurry of activity is spurred by
manufacturers initially to prove their
manufacturers' expectations that the
worth in the field, Hutchinson says.
cost advantages claimed for the
At least one leading keyboard makmembrane technology will fuel a er, Cherry Electrical Products Corp.

fe, (43,
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of Waukegan, Ill., says it has no
plans to enter the market.
"There are a lot of people who
don't trust newfangled technologies," as Steven W. Leininger puts
it. And at Radio Shack in Fort
Worth, Texas, where Leininger
served as director of advanced development, there was also a question
over the cost-effectiveness of fulltravel membrane units.
Gnostic's Hutchison, who just
completed a major keyboard study
for the Menlo Park, Calif., market
research firm, projects that domestic
OEM consumption of full-travel keyboards of all types will soar from last
year's $147 million total to about
$542 million annually in 1985. But,
the membrane versions will account
for only $15 million, or less than 3%,
of the 1985 total, he says.
Chomeric offspring. Full-travel
membrane keyboards were developed originally by Chomerics Inc.
The Woburn, Mass., firm's Fastype
line introduced in 1979 issued from a
marriage of Chomeric's successful
flat-panel, touch-sensitive switch
technology with conventional vertically moving or full-travel keys.
But the Chomerics product ran
into problems in the market. At
Genisco Technology Corp.'s Computer division in Costa Mesa, Calif.,
engineering vice president Rick Harris recalls that his engineers did not
like their feel.
At the same time, at Zenith Data
Systems' computer business group in
Glenview, Ill., computer engineering
manager T. Michael Hakeem says
his firm rejected the Chomerics line
about six months ago because of its
key tower design that led to "some
problems with sticky keys." Instead,
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COME 1
111 THE
SOURCF
Multi-Tasking Operating Systems for Microprocessors:
We Have More Experience, and We Produce More of
Them Than Anyone. They're All Fast, Friendly and
Flexible, and You Get Them in Source Language.
Industrial Programming is the leader in multi-tasking operating systems.
MTOS Systems manage input/output, interrupts, scheduling, task coordination and time-keeping, freeing the engineer for solving specific
application problems.
All MTOS products are based on design concepts which emphasize high
throughput and consistency, and are delivered in source form using the
primary manufacturer's assembler syntax.
Multiprocessor versions of MTOS allow you to add processors without
changing application software.
A licensee is entitled to imbed the object program in his products without
further charges.
MTOS-68 FOR THE 6800

MTOS-68K FOR THE 68000

MTOS-80 FOR THE 8080

MTOS-86MP FOR THE 8086

MTOS-80MP FOR THE 8080

MTOS-86 FOR THE 8086

How good are all these MTOS Systems? Write or call us for full technical
data. That'll tell you more than we ever can here.

Industrial
Programming Inc.
Software specialists since 1963

100 Jericho Quadrangle. Jericho, N.Y. 11753, (516) 938-6600, Telex 429808
BELGIUM: BETEA SA. Chaussee de Louvain 775, B-1140 Brussels, Phone (02) 736 80 50, Tlx 846-23188
FRANCE: CELDIS SA, 53 Rue Charle.; Frerot, 94250 Gentilly. Phone: 546.13.13. Tlx 842-200485 GERMANY: ALFRED
NEYEENATECHNIK, Schillerstrasse 14, 2085 Quickborn (Hamburg), Phone: 041 06/612-240. Tlx 841-213590
INDIA: SARAS ELECTRONICS. N-47, Greater Kailash-I, New Delhi-110048. Phone: 698074, Tlx 011-3532 ISRAEL:
CONTAHAL, LTD., 54 Ibn Gvirol St.. Tel Aviv 64364. Phone: (03) 269 379. Tlx 922-33654 JAPAN: TOKYO ELECTRON
LIMITED, Shinjuku Nomura Bldg.. 1-26-2 Nishi-Shinjuku. Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo 160, Phone: 03-344-5893, Tlx
781-2322240 NETHERLANDS: C. N. :200D B.V., Cart v.d. Lindenstraat 11-13, Postbus 42, 2280 AA Rijswijk, Phone:
070-996360. Tlx 844-31238 SCANDINAVIA: FRONTEC MICRODATORCENTRUM AB, Box 204. Malmvagen 28.
Sollentuna, Sweden, Phone: 08-359360, Tlx 854-15130 SWITZERLAND: )(MIT AG, Bellikonerstrasse 218, CH-8967
Widen, Phone: 057-54656, Tlx 845-59955 UK: HAWKER SIDDELEY DYNAMICS ENGINEERING LTD.. Manor Road,
Hatfield, Herts. ALIO 9LP. Phone .(07072) 73439. Tlx 851-24835
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magnetics
is your
field,
it will pay
you to check
into the
F. W. Bell
line of
Gaussmeters.

28 different meters.
110 different standard probes.
We've got a meter and probe
for practically every magnetic
measurement need.
Bell Gaussmeters provide:
1direct measurement of
absolute field density.
2 differential measurement
of absolute field density.
3 differential measurement of
field density difference at two
probe locations. 4 incremental
field measurements using an
expanded scale. 5 summation
measurements.
Accuracies from ±0.1% FS.
Dynamic ranges from
0.1 Gauss FS (10 -5 tesla) to
100,000 Gauss FS (10 tesla).
For full technical Information and
application assistance,
contact us today.
-7 Z
AJ

ELL INC

Subsidiary,
Magnetics flectronici, Inc

Zenith chose to run an extensive
evaluation of the membrane keyboard brought out by Oak Switch
Systems Inc. last year [Electronics,
Aug. 14, 1980, P. 44].
The Crystal Lake, Ill., company
rates its full-travel unit capable of
100 million cycles per key, a mark
that some terminal and computer
makers specify. By mid-October,
Zenith will have completed a 5million-key-cycle test on the Oak
board, says Hakeem. "We're trying
to see if there's any breakdown of
the contacts and we haven't seen any
evidence so far. In future products,
I'd say there's a very good chance
that we will use them."
As for the Chomerics line, the
company's Membrane division was
acquired last May by AMP Inc.,
where the new management is "developing new plans and strategies.
We know what the shortcomings are
[in the former Chomerics line], and
we're going about correcting them,"
says Jack A. Usner. As director of
marketing for AMP Keyboards Technologies Inc., Burlington, Mass.,
Usner says, "The company that gets
there first with the lowest cost and
highest performance will drive the

full-travel membrane market, and
we think we can do that."
Price war. Indeed, full-travel
membranes could be in for stiffer
than anticipated price competition.
At Zenith, Hakeem notes that the
threat from full-travel membranes
has already prompted aggressive
price cutting on the part of some
mechanical-keyboard suppliers. Uncoded membrane units from Oak are
being offered at $25 to $30 each in
volume quantities, and mechanical
keyboards from some suppliers are
"getting down to within $2 to $5 of
that price," Hakeem observes.
Zenith is planning to evaluate prototype full-travel membrane units
received from Micro Switch about a
month ago. But prices currently
being quoted by the Honeywell division —$65 for afully encoded capacitance unit in quantities of 10,000,
$45 for unencoded hard-contact versions in like numbers—seem a bit
high, Hakeem says.
For their part, the suppliers say
that prices will drop with volume
production. While conceding initial
OEM skepticism, officials at Oak and
Micro Switch contend that now is
being overcome and that initial small
to moderate production orders are
beginning to trickle in. For example,
Osborne Computer Corp., a 16-

Conductive elastomer models gain ground
Though full-travel keyboards based on polyester membrane technology are
in the spotlight now, there are signs that conductive elastomer-based
keyboards may be about to emerge as a new competitor for the low-end
computer and terminal market. Low-cost keyboards produced in the Far
East that employ synthetic rubber have been used broadly for years in Japan
and elsewhere, and more recently in the U. S. Primary application has been
in calculators, point-of-sale equipment, and other gear requiring keys with
only limited travel.
But now, U. S. keyboard users say they are evaluating Japanese-built
conductive elastomer units that offer a full-travel, typewriterlike stroke.
Before the end of the year, Maxi-Switch Co., Minneapolis, plans to introduce
an elastomer-based keyboard line with about a0.125-inch key stroke—well
within the 0.080-to-0.170-in. travel range defined as "full travel" by industry
sources. The elastomer keyboard line will be the first from a U. S. merchant
keyboard supplier to offer afull-travel stroke, believes Maxi-Switch president
Craig Stout. Maxi-Switch plans to bring out conventional polyestermembrane-based units in addition to the elastomer line.
Elastomer-based keyboard units that offer the longest stroke typically rely
upon a molded, nonconductive silicone elastomer membrane or mat that is
assembled between aprinted-circuit board and an overlay containing plastic
keys. The mat contains domed protusions that collapse under pressure.
When a key is depressed, a bump or disk or carbon-filled conductive
elastomer that has been vulcanized to the underside of the dome is pressed
against the printed-circuit board, shorting across two metal contacts to
complete the circuit.
-W. R. I.

6120 Hanging Moss Rd. Orlando, FL 32807
Phone 305/678-6900 TWX: 810-853-3115
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NEW LOW-COST TRACKBALL FROM DISC!
If you're using joysticks and their A to
D converters to achieve X-Y digital output,
there's an easier, less expensive way.
Disc's new low-cost Trackball
provides accurate X-Y positioning with
TTL or CMOS compatibility. For less
than $200.00!'
Improve your product performance
and save money too with Trackball's
unique features.
• 100,000 hour LED source
• Only 3 moving parts
• 5VDC 200mA Input
• Optical Encoder Resolvers
• 3" diameter ball
• Field serviceable
It's easy to see why more engineers
specify Disc's low-cost Trackball.
So get off the stick and on the ball.
For more details, call or write us today.
in OEM Quantity

Disc Instruments, Inc.
102 E. Baker, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 979-5300 •TWX: 910-595-1987 DISC CSMA
Send me more information on low-cost
Trackballs.

Li Have a representative contact me.
LI Send me information on Disc's entire
line of optical encoders.
Name__

Ext.

Telephone(
Title
Company
Address
City_

111:

State

Zip

Disc
Instruments
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NEW
COTO
CR-7000
SERIES
RELAYS
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High Reliability.
Premium Quality.

Coto's new No Compromise' series of
relays has been designed for reliable,
low-level switching and high insulation
resistance.
Ideal for accurate current/voltage
measurement applications found in
Test Instrumentation, ATE, Medical
Instrumentation or anywhere precision
and reliability are imperative.
STANDARD FEATURES
• New contact plating material eliminates "sticking" and unstable contact resistance. Standard on all
CR -7100 relays.
• Fully encapsulated; Magnetically
shielding steel shell coated with a
bright, chemically-resistant and
insulating epoxy.
• Reed switch and coil connections
coated with silicone to provide
stress-free encapsulation.
• Reeds are dry-buzzed and Coto
Dynamic Contact Resistance
Tested.
• Each isolated pin checked against
all others for insulation resistance at
rated breakdown voltage.
• Series includes dry standard (CR 7100); mercury-wetted (CR -7200);
and high voltage (CR -7300).
Contact: Coto Corporation,
65 Pavilion Avenue,
Providence, RI 02905
Tel.: (401) 467-4777
TWX: 710-381-8016

COTO
CORPORATION

month-old Hayward, Calif., firm,
recently decided to take about
65,000 Oak membrane units over an
18-month period as one of two keyboards to be used in the company's
Osborne 1low-cost portable computer, says Thomas E. Davidson, senior
vice president and general manager.
Thin-film approach. One firm that
is taking adifferent approach to the
full-travel membrane business is the
W. H. Brady Co. Already asupplier
of conventional flat-panel membrane
switches through its Xymox division,
the Milwaukee firm has developed a
membrane technique that relies
upon the vacuum deposition of athin
film of metal-1,000 angstroms—to
form the conductive tracks on the
membrane. Compared to conventional membrane methods, which
employ conductive inks containing
silver laid down by silk screening,
the thin-film approach with nonprecious metals will lead to cheaper and
more reliable keyboards, contends
Sterling F. Strause, vice president
for research and development.
Whether full-travel membranes
live up to the heady expectations of
their manufacturers, of course, remains to be seen. At Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Data Terminal division in
Sunnyvale, Calif., engineering manager Lance Mills says that a yearlong evaluation of a variety of keyboard products from some 30 different vendors has led to the selection
of a keyboard technology other than
full-travel membrane to be used in
most of the division's 1983 products.
A primary objection is the "quality of feel," says Mills, who notes
that his firm has looked at Chomerics, Oak, and Micro Switch units.
"Particularly for the office of the
future, the role model we're trying to
emulate is the IBM Selectric."
Evaluations are still undér way at
many OEM houses, however. At one,
Datapoint Corp. in San Antonio,
Texas, Computer Systems division
vice president and general manager
James C. Cogan says that use of
full-travel membranes in future
products would appear to offer a
30% cost advantage over the capacitive keyboards that Datapoint employs in its current product line.
El
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THIS WAFER
I
SJ
UST WAITING
FOR YOUR
MOS
I
MPRESSIONS.
Bring your tooling and test
programs to one of the most
spacious, state-of-the-art fabrication
facilities in Silicon Valley. Call
ZyMOS at (408) 730-8800.

ZyM05
WHERE SLICON SOLUTIONS ARE CUSTOM MADE.

477 N. Mathilda Ave.
Sunnyvale, California 94088
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SELL YOUR
ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS TO
W. GERMANY AND
AUSTRIA WITH
M + M.
WE HELP YOU WITH:
—well equipped electronic development lab to modify your system
according to European regulations
—expert technicians for installation
support, unit updating and trouble shooting
—qualified
documentation
and
translations

PLEASE

GET IN
WITH US

TOUCH

M +M
R. und B. Magerl
Gerhard Str. 5 A- 7
D-8000 Munchen 90
Germany
Telex 529 961
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Now! A 64-bit, 20 MHz All Digital Correlator.
(On asingle chip.)
Our TDC1023J correlator chip gives you
the ability to detect ades:red signal in
the presence of other signals or noise.
It can recognize and compare signal patterns. It may be used to measure time
delays through various mediums such as
materials, the body, RF paths, electronic
circuits. It's ideal for the digital design
engineer working in these areas:
•Convolution
•Error detection and correction
•Noise reduction in communications
•Pattern and image recognition
•Signal synchronization
•Signature analysis

•+5V supply; TTL compatible
•24 pin ceramic DIP package
•Only $85 in 100's
Prices quoted are U.S. prices.
For complete information on our all
new digital correlator, call your nearest
TRW International Sales office and
ask for our new 32 page brochure,
"Correlation— apowerful technique
for digital signal processing!'

And just take alook at these key features:
•Separate buffer register--speeds
processing, reduces external
components
•Threshold register--enables flag at
preset correlateon level
•Mask register--permits adjustable
compare lengths
•20 MHz correlation rate

ARGENTINA, Buenos Aires 304132
AUSTRALIA, Moorabbin 5559566
AUSTRIA, See Germany
BELGIUM, See France
BRAZIL, Sao Paulo 2409211
DENMARK, Herlev 842000
FINLAND, Helsinki 6926022
FRANCE, Paris 7581111
GERMANY, Munich 7146065
HONG KONG, Kowloon 3856199
ISRAEL, Tel Aviv 444572
ITALY, Monza 360021
JAPAN,Tokyo 4615121
NETHERLANDS, Den Haag 210101
NEW ZEALAND, Wellington 851279
NORWAY, Oslo 786210
SOUTH AFRICA, Capetown 21-215350
SPAIN, Madrid 2425204
SWEDEN, Vallingby, Stockholm 8635040
SWITZERLAND, Zurich 429900
TAIWAN, Taipei 7512062
UNITED KINGDOM, London 9025941

TRWLSI PRODUCTS
TRW keeps you ahead in digital signal processing

An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.
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For optimal VLSI design efforts, Mead and Conway have fused
device fabrication and system-level architecture

by Martin Marshall, Larry Waller, and Howard Wolff
D The impact of Carver Mead and Lynn Conway on the
design of very large-scale integrated circuits is bringing
about a fundamental reassessment of how ICs are put
together. Mead, the Caltech professor, and Conway, the
Xerox system designer, have optimized the VLSI process
by melding the concepts of fabrication at the device level
and architecture at the system level to produce truly
integrated systems.
The work they have done, individually and together,
brought to fruition in their seminal textbook, "Introduction to VLSI Systems," is truly monumental. In the area
of structured ic-design methodology, they not only have
helped spawn a common design culture so necessary in
the VLSI era, but they have greatly increased interaction
between university and industry so as to stimulate
research by both.
Putting their methodology between the covers of a
book, one that is now used by more than 100 universities
around the world, was only part of their accomplishment— even if it did take the better part of two years.
Rather, gaining acceptance for some of the book's
underlying assumptions is at the heart of the matter.
Some theorists who create an important body of work
stop there, leaving the task of popularizing it to others.
Mead and Conway regarded their theories as only the
beginning and set out to popularize them. The vehicle
wa's the classroom: Mead through his graduate classes in
Pasadena at the California Institute of Technology, and
Conway through a landmark course she taught in
1978-79 at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
Cambridge as visiting professor in electrical engineering
and computer science.
Mead, who describes himself as a "lifer" at Caltech,
did his undergraduate and graduate work there and then
served as assistant professor and associate professor
before obtaining the Gordon and Betty E. Moore professorship, achair endowed by and named after the chairman of Intel Corp. and his wife. Conway is transplanted
from New York, with bachelor's and master's degrees
from Columbia University's School of Engineering and
Applied Science.
For Mead, the seeming rush toward acceptance of his
once controversial ideas on simplified custom-circuit
design has been anything but sudden. He has promoted
his ideas whenever and wherever possible over the past
decade, facing dismissal by most of askeptical semiconductor industry. What support he did gain came mostly
from computer and systems firms interested in affordable high-performance devices tailored to their needs.
But giant semiconductor houses were implacable in
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ignoring him and his version of design automation—
what used to be called computer-aided design. There was
one notable exception: Intel Corp., the Santa Clara,
Calif., semiconductor maker, with which Mead has long
had close ties.
About two years ago industry opinion began to shift
toward Mead's views. The major impetus was provided
by the book, which even before its official 1979 publication date had already established itself at such top
schools as MIT, the University of California at Berkeley,
and Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh. Mead
recalls, "It was Lynn's idea to copy the first chapters to
enable the schools to start their VLSI courses. She is
particularly good at propagating knowledge."
For all its impact, the basic concept formulated by
Mead and Conway is simple. It holds that ICs are so
complex and dense that human designers cannot deal
with individual devices; instead, they must be handled at
ahigher level of integrated system architecture. Though
today this is atruism because of vLst's complexity, that
view was radical when it was first enunciated some 10
years ago.
Still, the implications of the Mead-Conway concept
disturbed semiconductor industry powers. For one thing,
it advocates establishing many small groups to design
custom proprietary circuits, attacking the concept of the
standard lc, which was the bread and butter of the
business. For another, in the mid-1970s Mead in particular began calling for what are called silicon foundries
that would accept and fabricate independent designs.
(The term silicon foundry was coined by Intel's Moore,
but Mead disseminated it.)
The unpopularity of such views was almost inevitable.
One well-aimed criticisrh called the approach an oversimplification of the difficulties of device design and held
that it overburdened fabrication engineers. Another barb
claimed the approach failed to account for basic differences among process technologies.
Another source of friction was Mead's prediction of a
widespread restructuring of the semiconductor business
to separate design and fabrication functions. It is not
surprising that industry officials who struggled to build
their companies grumbled about "ivory tower academics" who offered economic advice.
Such criticism is brushed aside by Mead. He simply
points to events of the past year, which he believes are
proving out his ideas and moving the industry in the
directions he charted — for example, Intel's establishment of asilicon foundry in Chandler, Ariz. [Electronics,
Sept. 8, p. 39]. Smaller firms dedicated as foundries also
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have been springing up. Mead is quick to predict that the
multiproject chip design had been made by electronspread of the Mead-Conway design-automation concepts beam lithography at Micromask Inc. in Santa Clara,
signals nothing less than "an innovative revolution that, Calif., and the wafers had been processed at Hewlettonce started, nothing will stop."
Packard Co.'s ic processing lab in Palo Alto. The dice
Mead and Conway's collaboration dates back to 1975,
had been cut and packaged with custom wiring running
when Conway began to participate on behalf of Xerox in
from the 40-pin dual in-line package to the internal pads
what became the Silicon Structures Project. Her particifor each separate circuit project within the chip. Each
pation was the result of the cooperative effort between student received asilicon implementation of his design.
Xerox and Caltech put together by the brothers Bert and
"Many of the designs were fully functional," Conway
Ivan Sutherland. Bert was manager of the systems says.
science laboratory at Xerox's Palo Alto (Calif.)
Buoyed by the success of the project, she returned to
Research Center and Ivan was the co-creator of the
California in the spring of 1979 with an even more
structures project. "I was working on special-purpose
ambitious plan in mind: anetwork of university projects
architecture for
modeled after
image processing
hers at MIT.
at the time," reThe 1981 Achie vement Award
Each would decalls Conway. "I
sign •a multiproFor their work in structuring the methodology of the design of very largehad
become
ject chip, format
scale integrated circuits, summed up in the basic textbook on the subject,
aware that there
it, and transmit
"Introduction to VLSI Systems," Carver Mead and Lynn Conway have been
was a gap beit to the Xerox
designated by the editors of Electronics as the recipients of the magazine's
tween the sorts
research center
eighth Achievement Award. The efforts of Mead, the Gordon and Betty E.
of systems we
via Arpanet, the
Moore professor of computer science and electrical engineering at the
could visualize
packet-switched
California Institute of Technology at Pasadena, and Conway, research fellow
and what we
communications
and manager of the VLSI system design area at Xerox Corp.'s Palo Alto
could actually
network of the
Research Center in California, have begun to transform the thinking of
get into hardDepartment of
semiconductor makers around the world.
ware in a timely
Previous winners have been: in 1974, Gordon E. Moore, president of Intel
Defense's AdCorp. for his overall accomplishments; in 1975, the four developers of
way."
vanced Research
integrated injection logic, Horst Berger and Siegfried Wiedmann of InternaFor that reaProjects Agency.
tional Business Machines Corp. and Arie Slob and Cornelius Hart of Philips of
son, designers of
"It was basithe Netherlands; in 1976, Robert C. Dobkin of National Semiconductor Corp.
digital systems
cally a stunt to
for linear-circuit development; in 1977, Charles H. House of Hewlett-Packard
were almost enshow the power
Co. and B. J. Moore, president of Biomation Corp., for major instrumentation
tirely limited to
of the VLSI deinnovations; in 1978, Paul Richman, president of Standard Microsystems
using off-thesign and impleCorp., for advanced developments in MOS technology; in 1979, Andrew H.
shelf logic. In
mentation meBobeck of Bell Laboratories for his role in the invention of magnetic-bubble
one design, Conmemories; and in 1980, Abe Off ner, Jere D. Buckley, and David A. Markle for
thods," states
way recalls, her
their development of the projection mask aligner at Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Conway. "It ingroup
imple- •
volved broadmented an imcasting the rules
age-processing system in medium-scale TTL ICS but of the game over Arpanet and creating the VLSI implecouldn't make it sufficiently compact or cost-effective mentation system software. We got Stanford, Berkeley,
without equivalent VLSI circuits. "At the same time I Ca!tech, the University of Colorado, MIT, the University
decided to expand my knowledge from computer archi- of Illinois, the University of Washington, the University
tecture to silicon, Imet Carver, who was coming upward of Rochester, and Carnegie-Mellon to participate."
from aknowledge of ics into computers," she says. The Again the chips were fabricated at HP, but this time the
meeting point was an LSI systems area that Conway and cycle took only 29 days and the chips were delivered on
co-workers had formed at the Xerox research center to Jan. 2, 1980.
simplify its design methods.
The MIT class marked a triumphant return there for
"We finished the draft of the book just before thad to Conway, who had studied physics at the school before
teach the prototype class at MIT in the fall of 1978," she transferring to Columbia. She had joined International
says. "We printed 300 copies at Xerox. Some were Business Machines Corp. at its Yorktown Heights,
shipped down to Carver, and tloaded the others into my N. Y., research headquarters in 1964, moving to Califorstationwagon and drove off to MIT." The rest, as they nia the next year when it established its advanced comsay, is history.
puter research laboratory in Menlo Park. While at IBM,
The MIT class was a smash hit: the students learned she made major contributions to the architecture of
about the methodology in September, created their own ultrahigh-performance computing systems. In 1969 she
designs in October and November, and handed them in joined Memorex Corp., where she was processor archiby early December. Six weeks later, the masks for the tect of asmall business computer just before Memorex
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With such alarge body of interdisciplinary knowledge
decided to get out of that market. She joined the Xerox
research center in its early days in 1973 and began available, Mead and Conway had to struggle with selecworking on a combined optical character recognizer- tion. "We had to figure out which knowledge was not
facsimile system. It was that project that triggered her needed," she says, "and come up with the simplest subset
required to do any digital design." The pair decided that
desire to create systems in VLSI.
Mead's interest in design automation goes back to the n-channel mos was the ideal technology for their methlate 1960s, during aproject to scale down Ics. "Calcula- odology and also decided to bypass Boolean logic gates
tions on how small they could go showed that the answer as an intermediate step. Replacing them: simple fieldwas lots smaller—down to 0.25 micrometer." Since at effect transistor switches and such devices as stacks,
that time minimum feature dimensions were down only barrel shifters, and functional blocks that are replicated
to 10 gm, Mead's conclusion itself was controversial. to form larger subsystems. "We also decided that we
"But to this day the 0.25-gm figure has held up, despite could normalize the design rule to the resolution of the
process," says Conway. "Later on, we could ask about
many people taking cracks at it," he says.
the value of the
Nevertheless,
minimum line
posing the possiwidth."
bility that geomBy putting toetries that small
gether a set of
were
within
design rules that
reach raised the
was independent
central question
of line width,
of how to design
Mead and Conthem. "Since
way were avoidthen we've been
ing some of the
trying to find
difficulties of
out," Mead says.
standard semiAlong
the
conductor design
road to that
practice. They
knowledge came
skirted the issues
Caltech's first
of fine tuning of
algorithmic softthe fabrication
ware package
line by making
for
CAD.
It
some fundamenevolved from a
tal assumptions
program for deabout such quessigning printedtions as how
circuit boards
wide
metal
that Mead purshould be in prochased in 1970
for $5,000 out of Joint project. This is one of the chips in the 1979 round-robin design project, which Lynn portion to polysilicon.
"We
a special re- Conway calls anetwork adventure involving students in amultichip, multiuniversity project.
wanted to come
search and development fund. Mead's graduate students designed an up with something that students would learn once and
experimental clock chip, making their own masks, which retain," says Conway. "We chose the ratios based on
were run through Intel's fabrication line. "We boot- Carver's knowledge of where the processes are headed."
legged it through unofficially," says Mead, "although we These ideas anchored the book.
Any lingering doubts about the practicality of Mead
told Robert Noyce [Intel's vice chairman] and Gordon
and Conway's approach must have been dispelled by the
Moore about it later."
Any discussion about the Mead-Conway methodology appearance of the Motorola 68000, the 16-bit microprocomes back to the book. "In electronics, a new wave cessor whose design was significantly influenced by the
comes through in bits and pieces," observes Conway. duo's methodology. The 32-bit iAPX-432 from Intel put
"Usually, after it has all evolved someone writes abook the icing on the cake.
Besides the commercial components that have benefitabout it. What we decided to do was to write about it
ed from Mead-Conway design rules, a complex experiwhile it is still happening.
"Our method was to project ourselves ahead 10 years, mental floating-point processor was designed by Digital
and then write the book as though reflecting back upon a Equipment Corp. using the duo's principles. The job took
decade. Then we would let the people in the community much less time than with traditional methods. Also
critique it, and let the book itself become the focal point notable among VLSI chips designed in academia is ma's
public-key encoding IC with its 40,000 transistors.
for the creation of methods."
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“These new systems combine
accuracy and high volume.
*ty testing
has never cost less?'

Dennis P. O'Connell, Vice President
Teradyne, Inc.
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Recently, some customers came to us with aproblem.
They said our big test systems were ideal for development. But they needed that same quality testing at much
less cost for the production of high volume devices.
So we rolled up our sleeves and designed two new
low cost test systems. The A351 for industrial linear
devices. And the J385A for dynamic RAMs up to 256k.
These new systems have the lowest testing costs
in the industry. And both offer the
same high accuracy as our larger
systems.
The A351 and J385A are
actually smaller versions of our
field-proven A300 and J387A. We
took out alot of hardware in
exchange for production floor efficiency and space economy.
What's more, software costs
are minimal. Software developed
for the A300 and J387A can be
plugged into the smaller testers.
This assures identical test
results in design and production.
So any production problems will be
found quickly. And better quality
products will be shipped out.
Both the A351 and J385A
easily accommodate automatic
handlers and probers. The A351
has 4- way multiplexing which
gives it the lowest capital cost and
highest throughput in the industry.
And the J385A accommodates
RAMs up to 256k, so it will be on line into the 1990's.
Our new low cost testers prove quality and economy
aren't mutually exclusive.
At Teradyne, quality is always amatter of economy.
For more information write us at 183 Essex Street,
Boston, MA 02111. Or call (617) 482-2700.

We measure quality
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Shown from top to bottom: CM 16/DS2 Multiprocessor System; CMT 68000 CPU; CM 16/DS2 Storage Subsystem.
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The Complete Family Of 68000 Systems And Products.
CM Technologies presents acomplete family of Multibus*
compatible computer products and systems based on the
Motorola 68000. From our CMT 68000 16-bit single
board computer to the CMS Series 16 Multiprocessor Systems, you can choose the state-of-the-art solution to increase your system performance and reduce development
time and risks.
The CMT 68000 CPU board provides system designers
with ahigh-performance 68000-based single board computer including 64K of dual ported RAM. The CMT 68000
CPU is also available set in an industry-standard 19" chassis, 9-slot Multibus card cage with serial I/O ports and
power supply Either way, you get the most powerful 16bit microprocessor available today in the popular Multibus
standard which will help speed your product to market.
For software development, CM Technologies
offers arange of options. Using the CMS 16/DS1,
software may be developed on any DEC**
PDP-11** and the finished program downloaded to and debugged on the CMT 68000
CPU. The top of the line is the CMS 16/DS2 Multi-
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processor System, a powerful CP/M based computer
system with dual processors, which functions as astand
alone, real-time development system. A Z80 CPU functions as an I/O controller or abus master to run CP/M
application software. A CMT 68000 CPU runs the main
program and is the execution vehicle for developing custom applications. For storage, the CMS 16/DS2 provides
a built-in 11 Megabyte Winchester drive and a dualsided, double-density floppy disk.
When you add it all up, CM Technologies delivers the
family of state-of-the-art products you need for product
development. Best of all, they're available now so you
can start designing today
'Multibus is aregistered trademark of Intel Corporation.
•'DEC and PDF' are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

For more information, call or write:

TM

CM Technologies
525 University Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94301 415/326-9150
Telex: 334417
Cable: CHIMINGCO
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Cutting
the high
cost of
microsystem
service

Fluke simpli
micro-system
"Our biggest headache
with micro-systems was
fault isolation. We tried
every test instrument
available. Nothing did the
job until Fluke introduced
their new Troubleshooters."
"I spent more than six
months building fixtures
and writing programs for
our last micro-system
tester. Even then it wasn't
up and running right.
That's frustrating ...and
expensive!"

,
des.

"People think you have to
be asoftware wizard and
an engineer to service
micro-systems...and
with other test equipment,
you do."
The 9010A is fast,
• versatile and easy to use.
And we won't have to
trade it in on anew
model next year"

hes
service
At Fluke, we spent over two years talking to
frustrated manufacturing and field service people
around the world about this critical problem, and
designed the 9000 Series Micro-System Troubleshooters in direct response to their concerns. The
9010A, the first in the series, is available today.

The real value, however, lies in what the 9010A
doesn't cost. It frees you from front-end programming, software documentation, signature records
and tedious wiring hookups. The 9010A represents awhole new class of service instruments.
It lets you start testing today.

Fluke's solution is simple. The 9010A has the most
practical interface you'll find: aself-contained pod
for each microprocessor type. Just plug into the
1.4,P socket of aknown good board, press the
LEARN key and arevolutionary algorithm
goes to work.

The 9010A automatically locates and identifies the
RAM, ROM, and read/writable I/O on the bus of the
unit under test and stores their characteristics in
memory. No need for current software listings;
this feature alone can literally save you months of
front-end programming time. Operators without
extensive training in digital logic can use the
9010A with confidence... and without delay.

Not with the 9010A. Automated tests for the entire
kernel (RAM, ROM, I/O, power supply and clock)
can be run with the push of abutton. Also
provided: automatic patterns to stimulate
components like readouts, print heads, relays,
interfaces and CRT's; aunique "loop-on-failure"
control for isolating intermittent faults; and a

"smart" probe that can be synchronized to ¡LP
timing. These features give you asolid head start
in developing special programs for off-the-bus
testing as well. And the 9010A is fully interactive,
so these programs can be generated and
debugged directly on-line.

That's right. The 9010A is one of three Troubleshooters Fluke will introduce between now and
January 1982. All of them will be fully compatible
with 8-, 16-, and 32-bit µP's, All ¡LP-dependent
functions are located in the interface pods.
Currently available pods include the 8080, 8085,
Z80, 6502,6800 and 9900.

For details, and aschedule of future pod support,
use the coupon below.

FLUKE

Fast Response Coupon
IN THE U.S AND NONEUROPEAN COUNTRIES
John Fluke Mfg. Co.. Inc.
PO. Box CM90. MS 250C
Everett, WA 98206
(206) 356-5403 Tlx 152662

IN EUROPE:

E2 10/81

Fluke (Holland) BM
1016-5/9000
PO. Box 5053, 5004 EB
Tilburg. The Netherlands
(013)673 973 Tlx 52237

oPlease send me 9030 Series information.
O I'd like ademonstration. Please contact me.
We use the following microprocessor types in our products

Name
Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address
City
Telephone (
1981 Jchn Fluke Mfg Co. Inc.

State
All nghts reserveo

For technical data circle no. 110

Fxt

Now you can buy the LSI-11/W CPU
with or without the memory.
And save up to 27%.
It's always made good business sense to buy the LSI11/23, Digital's highest performance 16-bit micro.
But we've found acouple of ways to make it an even
more attractive proposition. First, we've made the memory
board optional, so you can buy the CPU separately for
greater design freedom. Second, we've reduced the price.
By up to 27% when you buy the CPU and memory
together. Or buy the memory alone and save even more.
The LSI-11/23 has the proven PDP-11 instruction set
of more than 400 powerful commands. Execution speeds
rivaling those of amid-range minicomputer. Expandability
which allows your system to grow as your needs grow.
While preserving your software investment.
For complete details, fill out the coupon or contact
the Hamilton/Avnet, Harvey Electronics, Pioneer or Wyle
distributor near you.
Or simply call toll-free (800) 225-9222 and ask us to send
Micros Information Package # N-182 .In MA, HI, AK and
Canada call (617) 568-5707.

Please rush your 16-bit Micros Application Information
Package to me at once. My application is:
El Laboratory/Scientific El Data Communications
Ill Industrial Controls (please specify)

D Other (please specify)
Name
Title
Company
Street
City
State

Zip

Tel (

)

Digital Equipment Corporation
Microcomputer Products Group, HL2-2/E10,
77 Reed Road, Hudson, MA 01749.

N-10-20-1
DEC-C-182_1

d

ACIA

We change the way
the world thinks.
Circle 113 on reader service card
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arge-scale integration has changed the face of every area of electronics in so little time that new
evidence of its impact can be observed almost daily. Now, as the industry embarks on the era of
very large-scale integration, the burden of application labor shifts significantly to software design.
Here the possibilities seem endless, as the new degrees of freedom offered by programmable
elements are exploited in all sorts of equipment for industry and entertainment alike.
While integrated-circuit technology remains the driving force, it must be supported by concomitant
advances in other technologies: the packages that house the dense new VLSI circuits; the automated
production equipment that keeps costs low while maintaining quality; and the test equipment
needed to see the parts through production, inspection, and field service.
The dominant trends? At the chip level, complementary-MOS is emerging as the superior
process; at the board level, chip-carriers are affording a density never possible before with
dual in-line packages, and plastic is cutting their cost; in software, Ada is the language to
listen for; local networks have become a new communications medium, and in telecommunications, the scenario is all-digital; for the consumer, there's personal video and
portable sound. In all, an exciting pace continues.

On all fronts. Great strides continue, from the macro to the micro
level. Shown clockwise from left, the shuttle Columbia will loft new
satellites into space;

computerized color graphics clarify circuit

design and lend startling realism to flight simulation; circuit densities
rise to new levels, as in this bipolar microprocessor; such circuits
adopt the low-cost packaging of plastic chip-carriers; and commercial products begin using 1-micrometer features.
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A maze

of

arrays.

The

gate-array business is flourishing,

as

new

and

old

alike

sell

the

companies
slices

or

the

interconnect

services
them.

to

This

unit from one of the newer
companies, Applied Micro
Circuits Corp., incorporates
high-speed
Oed-logic

emitter-coucells

but

can

interface with either ECL or

TTL circuitry.
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ogic arrays proliferate; digital
MOS and bipolar processes find
new ways to speed up and
squeeze down; linear circuitry
stresses merged technologies
by John G. Posa,
El In semiconductor technology, no
matter where the eye of the observer
rests, an unceasing stream of activity
immediately claims attention—this was as
true in the past year as it ever has been, and it
is true across the board in digital bipolar and
mos technologies. Similarly, linear technologies
continue their inexorable climb towards ever greater
heights of refinement. Activity in the semicustom logic
market has been frantic, with established and start-up
companies alike unwrapping logic arrays or designautomation services to turn a customer's random logic
into silicon.
Standard logic families have not been neglected either,
with bipolar gate packages receiving a big push from
advanced Schottky Tn. and emitter-coupled-logic processes. It is a good thing, because the latest complementary-mos logic gates are swiftly closing the performance gap on the last generation of low-power Schottky.
mos technology in general is benefiting from methods
that isolate the devices and protect them from the
destructive side effects, which would otherwise come
from the aggressive down-sizing that is in store. Work
continues apace on insulating substrates, but sooner to
surface will be metal silicides that will bring dramatic
reductions in stage delays.
The speed and density of c-mos technology is catching up with n-channel mos so fast that it seems to have
time-traveled. In a way it has, because all of the
improvements that took so long to develop for n-mos are
being applied to c-mos overnight. The performance of
c-mos is also being enhanced with twin-well structures
that optimize both transistor types.
Bipolar technology is not content to stand still and
watch mos grow fast and dense. If anything, the latest
bipolar processes prove the technology has remarkable
speed and layout improvements in store. Research and
development of gallium arsenide circuitry has never been
more heated, with complete memories and processing
units being built. Submicrometer lithography is creating
the fastest Josephson junctions yet. New materials and
constructions underscore the technology's viability for
the ultimate in high-speed signal and data processing.
Linear processes are merging technologies to optimize
many functions simultaneously. Voltage regulators will
be adorned with field-effect-transistor or merged bipolar-Fu output stages but use standard bipolar control
devices. mos output devices, integrated with logic circuits, now allow display driving and other high-voltage
applications to be performed with integrated circuits.
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Solid State Editor

and Roderic Beresford,

Components Editor

Continued refinements in junction-FET—bipolar processing is being coupled with laser and zener-diode trimming techniques to improve the input-stage specifications of monolithic amplifiers. Bipolar processes show
plenty of life for data-converter applications, with device
structures that perform well on either side of the digitalanalog interface.
New logic arrays
A myriad of new logic-array products has been introduced. A good number of the recent start-up companies
in Silicon Valley intend to sell or wire up gate arrays,
and numerous technology-exchange agreements have
been set up to speed market development. According to
one of the start-ups, LS! Logic Corp. of Santa Clara,
Calif., the compound annual growth rate for logic arrays
between 1980 and 1985 will be 75%, as the market swells
from about $90 million to $1.5 billion.
Part of that market is for very-high-speed ECL chips,
consumed primarily by computer manufacturers. Fairchild, Motorola, Hitachi, and Nippon Electric are
among the most active Ecuarray producers. Fairchild's
latest offering—the F300—has perhaps the highest
packing density of all with over 5,000 equivalent gates.
The other gate-array market segment is made up of
TTL-compatible slices. High-performance c-mos is very
popular here, with large, fast chips available or promised
by Toshiba, Mitel, International Microcircuits, and
Applied Micro Circuits, among others. The latest c-mos
chips feature at least two levels of interconnection, and
up to 10,000 gates in the case of Toshiba.
Analog and digital together
c-mos arrays also invite analog and digital functions
to be integrated on the same die. Carrying this asset a
step further, Applied Micro Circuits Corp. of Cupertino,
Calif., introduced a c-mos chip partitioned into four
quadrants to accommodate linear and digital subsystems. The digital side allows the equivalent of 1,500
gates, whereas the analog portion contains complete
c-mos operational amplifiers, current mirrors and generators, and so on.
Gate arrays will become increasingly significant as
software algorithms that automatically simulate, wire,
and test the devices are put into a form that customers
can take advantage of easily. Communications between
customers and gate-array makers will turn more and
more to remote computer links, and this will promote the
silicon-foundry concept, allowing semi-custom and then
fully custom very large-scale integrated circuits to be
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designed in one place and fabricated at another.
The third-generation high-performance mos process,
or H-MOS-III, could make a 1982 U. S. debut—Motorola
Inc. and Intel Corp. are the most likely sources. According to the former, it will be characterized by gate lengths
and delays of about 1.7 micrometers and 1nanosecond,
respectively. Just as H-MOS-II afforded a 2-to-1 density
improvement over H-MOS-I, the third generation will be
twice as dense as its immediate predecessor and should
allow over 600,000 devices per chip. Thus, it will be
needed for 256-K dynamic random-access memories and
advanced microcomputers.
H-MOS-III will necessarily improve on the basic mos
transistor's structure. Methods will be needed to limit
the encroachment of field-oxide and channel-stop
implants into active areas. Source-drain regions will not
be allowed to overlap with the gate, and they may have
to be lightly doped nearest the gate or buried to avoid
punch-through and surface effects, respectively. Polysilicon will have to be replaced or augmented with ahigherconductivity silicide or metal, and contact resistance will
need to be lowered.
Insulating substrates, too, would be beneficial for
device isolation and higher performance. The viability of
sapphire as an insulating substrate is being increased
through the Department of Defense's very high-speed
integrated circuits program (Yiisic) and through Toshiba's efforts to make it commercially affordable. In addition, Texas Instruments Inc. and the Lincoln Laboratory
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are finding
cheaper ways of annealing polysilicon on oxide.
Isolation techniques
The Musashino Electrical Communication Laboratory
of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Public Corp.
has come up with two rather curious ways to isolate mos
devices: Simox, for separation by implanted oxygen, and
Fipos, for full isolation by porous oxidized silicon. With
Simox, oxygen ions are shot deeply enough into the
substrate to form a buried insulator. With Fipos, an
electrochemical process converts the p-doped silicon surrounding n-type wells into porous material, which quickly oxidizes in an electrified acid bath, leaving dielectrically isolated islands.
Though not intending to provide dielectric isolation, TI
and Bell Laboratories are building VLSI MOS chips on an
epitaxial layer. Both do this for their 64-K dynamic
RAms, and Bell Labs in Murray Hill, N. J. has designed
a32-bit c-mos microcomputer using epitaxy. Mitsubishi
has also published on its intentions to build dynamic
memories on epi layers.
The lightly-doped epitaxial layer facilitates a highly
conductive substrate that limits the lifetime of minority
electrons— thereby reducing leakage currents, particularly those associated with critical storage nodes. Moreover, when used for c-mos, the heavily doped substrate
forms the base contact of parasitic bipolar voltage, thereby providing a low-resistance path for carriers that
might otherwise cause thyristor-like latchup.
Although high-performance mos processes use thick,
recessed field oxides, techniques are needed to make the
oxide walls steeper so that devices can be packed more
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10,000 gatee due. Toshiba is developing a line of C-MOS gate
arrays, the biggest of which will integrate 10,000 gates. This one has
6,000. It has worked out a deal whereby LSI Logic Corp. will provide
gate wiring and other services for U. S. customers.

tightly. Toshiba Corp. publishes regularly on such structures, which necessarily lack the bird's beak common to
standard selective oxidation processes.
Several new methods have also been proposed to limit
the emission of hot carriers from the channel, as scaleddown mos FETS are subjected to high operating voltages.
International Business Machines Corp. has proposed the
inclusion of shallow, self-aligned n- regions between the
channel and the n+ source-drain regions to spread out
the high electric field in the drain-pinchoff region. Not
only does the technique surpress hot-electron and shortchannel effects, but 5-volt parts are able to withstand 8_5
and are over 50% faster—albeit with acorresponding
increase in power consumption.
Bell Labs has made similar improvements to the basic
double-diffused mos structure by burying the drain
region under the field oxide. Current flows down and
away from areas prone to electron emission, and no
short-channel effects have been observed—even when
gate lengths are trimmed down to 0.25 ¡an.
To keep source-drain regions from undercutting the
gate electrode, TI is experimenting with a process that
leaves athick sidewall oxide attached to the polysilicon
gate to space the source-drain implants ashort distance
away from the gate electrode. Even if the implants
spread out due to subsequent processing, gate undercutting is still avoided.
The Dallas-based company is also one of several manufacturers nearing commercial application of metal silicide to lower the resistance of polysilicon gates and
interconnections. The refractory metals will also be used
for more substantial ohmic contacts to source and drain
regions. TI, Intel, and Bell Labs have recently described
methods for applying a silicide directly onto drain and
source regions at the same time that it is deposited on
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also incorporated p-type wells. But then it dawned on
somebody in the industry that an n-well process—one
that favors the faster and usually more ubiquitous
n-channel devices—makes more sense. So several c-mos
chip makers have since either started off with or are
switching to n-doped wells.
Beyond n-type wells, however, are twin-well structures
that allow n- and p-channel transistor characteristics to
be independently adjusted. Hitachi, Integrated Device
Technology, and Bell Labs all use double-well processes.
As device features are further refined, it is expected that
other companies will do the same.
Bipolar boosts

Apart from the enormous efforts to elevate the efficiency of mos circuitry, equally impressive work has
Expanding families. Schottky TTL and its low-power counterpart
gone into bipolar technology. Unlike mos devices, which
depend on ever-shorter lateral dimensions for higher
LS TTL have spawned advanced gates with delays well below 5 ns.
speed, the performance of bipolar circuitry largely
At the same time, high-speed C-MOS processes have resulted in new
hinges upon finer vertical dimensions. Other factors
families that will compete with older bipolar parts.
aside, MOS FETS benefit from shorter channels and bipotop of the polysilicon gate electrode.
lar transistors from thinner base regions.
In addition to geometry reductions, oxide isolation,
Even if individual devices are optimized in terms of
speed and power dissipation, chip density is equally and self-alignment, bipolar structures need shallower
dependent on device layout. Several clever ideas to con- implants and thinner epitaxial regions. NTT's Musashino
lab has used all of these techniques in its super-selfserve die area have recently cropped up.
One is the single-device-well MOS FET, developed aligned bipolar technology and has been rewarded with
jointly by researchers from the University of Waterloo in submicrometer base widths and 63-picosecond gates.
Ism Corp.'s Thomas J. Watson Research Center in
Ontario and Bell-Northern Research in Ottawa. In this
Yorktown Heights, N. Y., is also investigating the prosSDW structure, a single doped well contains a surface
enhancement-mode device and a buried depletion-mode pects of bipolar technology for VLSI, and it has built
FET that share a common gate. With this merging of
subnanosecond integrated-injection/merged transistor
devices, only two of the wells are needed to build astatic logic (PL/mTL) circuits. It sees a need for both highRAM cell. The concept also benefits analog circuits, since
performance bipolar circuits with high-drive capability,
an entire mos differential pair plus current source can such as ECL circuits, and low-power, high-density cirfit into one well.
cuitry like its 12L/MTL. It says judicious mixing of both
circuit types will enhance the potential of bipolar tech3-D compactness
nology in the VLSI era, and that further research is
SDW devices are compact because they are threewarranted because bipolar devices can be scaled down
dimensional. Similar methods have also been described without suffering from punch-through and low gain.
to shrink c-mos gates by stacking n- and p-channel
Other variants of PL —integrated Schottky logic OW
devices on top of one another. Both the Lincoln Lab and and Schottky transistor logic (STL)—are on the drawing
CNET-CNS of Meylan, France, have recently suggested a board at TI, Philips Research, and Fairchild. Ti has
double-polysilicon c-mos structure wherein the upper stated it will introduce an advanced version of its STL
film is laser-annealed to serve as asecond substrate. This process later this year that will enable subnanosecond
allows the heavily-doped first-level-polysilicon gate to gates that dissipate less than 250 microwatts. Research
control two channels—one above it and one below.
at Fairchild suggests that with 0.5-µm feature sizes,
Even without such space-saving measures, the popu- 300-ps injection-logic gates would result.
larity of c-mos technology will continue booming. By
Since injection-logic gates are based upon output
now every major mos chip maker in the world produces diodes, amethod to shrink the diodes would compact the
gate. TI is working on lateral diodes that might be
c-mos components or has aprogram underway to do so.
suitable for its STL. They are formed with arsenic and
VLSI's requirement for lower power dissipation is not
the only reason for the widespread support of the tech- boron implants that are adjacent in astrip of polysilicon
nology, either. Now that c-mos has been scaled down also used for interconnections.
If these diodes work out, they could be placed over the
and given polysilicon gates and multiple levels of interconnection, it is as fast and as dense as n-channel mos. gate for very high densities. In fact, since logical deciMoreover, the complementary devices allow digital and sions in injection-logic gates are carried out via the
output diodes, logic operations in such astructure would
analog circuits to be mixed on one die.
Early c-mos structures had the n-channel FETs in be accomplished entirely in the interconnection pattern.
IBM engineers have developed two circuit techniques
p-type wells, primarily because boron — a p-typedopant —was the only impurity that could form deep, to speed up bipolar gates. One, which makes use of
lightly-doped regions. Later silicon-gate c-mos processes saturated transistors instead of bulky capacitors for ac
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Field spreader. To combat hot-electron injection and short-channel
effects, IBM forms lightly-doped extensions to drain and source
regions. The regions spread out the electric field and allow MOS
field-effect transistors to operate with higher breakdown voltages.

coupling, has yielded a NOR circuit exhibiting a speedpower product of 0.4 picojoule. The technique is
expected to transform, for example, a20-ns, 2-to-3 watt
memory chip into a 12-ns, 1.5-w unit while doubling its
density. In logic, the idea may allow up to 10,000
0.15-milliwatt gates to be crammed onto one chip.
IBM's other bipolar circuit innovation is known as
low-voltage inverter logic. Not only does it allows speeds
twice those of ECL, it uses a fraction of the power. The
basic embodiment of LVIL is a two-stage NOR circuit
containing five transistors and three resistors; two capacitors could be added for even faster operation. With
2.5-µm layout rules, an LVIL gate approaches 350 Ps at
power levels under 2mw; it seems aprime candidate for
IBM's extensive gate-array program.
Gallium arsenide advances
Owing to the availability of high-quality starting
materials and of maturing processing techniques, gallium-arsenide ICs are proliferating. There are no offthe-shelf LS! GaAs chips, but military and very highspeed proprietary applications are fostering superfast
data and signal processors and memories. Although current work centers on depletion-mode or normally-on MES
FET circuits, GaAs chips around the corner will employ
both depletion- and enhancement-mode devices. Bipolar
GaAs chips are also in the offing, thanks to controlled
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ion implantation, and work continues on GaAs metalinsulator-semiconductor (MIS FET) logic. Beyond these,
progress is slow but sure in developing chips made of
other III-V compounds, notably indium phosphide.
Two principal contributors to GaAs technology, Rockwell International Corp.'s Thousand Oaks, Calif., Electronics Research Center and Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Palo
Alto (Calif.) Laboratories, continue to refine their depletion-mode processes. With its buffered-PET logic, HP will
soon report on a medium-scale-integrated GaAs word
generator that operates at a 5-gigabit-a-second data
rate. Rockwell, with its Schottky-diode FET logic, has
succeeded in constructing a 1,008-gate 8-bit GaAs multiplier that delivers a16-bit product in 5.2 ns.
In addition, Rockwell is working on GaAs chargecoupled devices that might make possible subnanosecond
information processing based upon 10 9 to 10 12 equivalent
multiplications per second. It has also built a GaAs
32-by-32-bit imaging array and bipolar circuits.
TI, too, has been cultivating abipolar GaAs structure
for over ayear. One of the attractions of bipolar GaAs
for the company is the ability to fashion 12L-like gates,
which in turn make for compact gate arrays.
Importantly, with GaAs chips that combine enhancement- and depletion-mode devices, many of the same
principles used to design silicon chips can be directly
applied. Static GaAs RAMS using enhancement- and
depletion-mode devices, were detailed late last year by
the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. and Lockheed
Corp.'s Microelectronics Center.
Just as IBM improved silicon bipolar circuits with
capacitive coupling, dense capacitively-coupled GaAs
gates have been developed independently by British
Telecom and the Electrotechnical Laboratory of Japan's
Ministry of International Trade and Industry. Both
designs require just two transistors and one Schottky
diode per stage. The diode is reverse-biased to act as the
coupling capacitor. The highly compact circuit requires
no negative power supply, but it does need initialization
and must be operated above aminimimum frequency.
The Japanese company most serious about GaAs technology seems to be Fujitsu Ltd. Using HP'S buffered-PET
logic, it has already built a gate array and wired it up
into a4-bit arithmetic and logic unit comprising nearly
1,000 GaAs FETs diodes. The chip consumes about a
watt and completes operations in just over 2 ns. More-

UNDOPED POLYSILICON
n+ POLYSILICON
SIDEWALL OXIDE

n+ SOURCE-DRAIN
REGION
GATE OXIDE
(NOT STAINED IN
PHOTO)

Fully enclosed. Texas Instruments has devised this unique structure to make certain that drain-source regions do not undercut the gate
electrode. Undercutting is avoided even if the drain-source implants diffuse due to subsequent higher-temperature processing.
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over, Fujitsu says that by going from 2- to 1-gm channel
lengths, subnanosecond delays will be possible.
Fujitsu does not hide the fact that it intends to use the
GaAs technology for super-high-speed computer applications. To that end, it has also developed aGaAs circuit
called HEMT, for high—electron-mobility transistor, that
is so fast that it competes with Josephson junctions. The
complicated structure is made up of alternating layers of
intrinsic and doped GaAs so that electrons from the
doped layers flow into the nondoped films and become
extremely mobile. At room temperature, a HEMT
switches in 50 ps, and Fujitsu feels that cooling will
bring that down to 10 ps.
Where's Josephson?
Conference papers continue to be delivered on Josephson junctions, but the world still waits for some kind of
computer based upon the technology. In the meantime,
some useful circuits have been developed with Josephson
junctions, like a 6-bit analog-to-digital converter from
the National Bureau of Standards, which is capable of
taking 2billion samples asecond.
BM's Zurich Research Laboratory of Rüschlikon,
Switzerland, has come up with a circuit called MAIL —
for magnetically-coupled asymmetric interferometer logic—that combines galvanic isolation and logic operation
in a single device that has triple the density found in
earlier Josephson layouts.
Computer simulations of the new circuits, based upon
2.5-gm ground rules, suggests gate delays and power
consumption figures of 25 ps and 5 gw, respectively.
That works out to a power-delay product of only 125
attojoules —at least three orders of magnitude smaller
than for silicon or GaAs devices.
One of the more impressive yet unexpected announcements in the Josephson field came from Bell Labs.
Scientists at its Holmdel, N. J., facility have patterned
1,000-À-square junctions that reached the technology's
natural switching speed of about 1ps. In systems where
wiring delays and heating effects come into play, such
devices might render delays of less than 10 ps. To resolve
such a minute structure, the scientists resorted to
oblique-angle evaporation and atwo-layer electron-beam
resist to minimize overexposure caused by backscattering of the beam's energy.
Linear muscle
Process innovations will continue to push monolithic
voltage regulators' capabilities to higher currents and
voltages. National Semiconductor Corp. of Santa Clara
achieved 10-ampere current levels with a linear process
called Moose that borrows from discrete transistor
design. The process puts n- and then p-type epitaxial
layers on an n+substrate.
Contacts to the power transistors' collectors are
through the back of the die, instead of from the top
through a diffusion to the n-type subcollector. Moving
the collector to the bottom of the chip is accomplished
with a second collector diffusion step that shorts the
standard subcollector to the substrate.
Besides giving a lower-resistance collector, this move
frees the top of the chip for larger emitters that can
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All merged up. An effort by the University of Waterloo and BellNorthern Research resulted in the single-device-well MOS FET. Area
is conserved by controlling perpendicular enhancement- and depletion-mode transistors with asingle gate electrode.

handle increased current levels. Wire-limited current
ratings are up to six times higher than previous IC
regulators: over 30 A.
While National was pushing regulator current ratings,
TI was developing the Bid-FET process to raise operating
voltages to 125 v. The process merges precision control
circuitry—fabricated from bipolar transistors—with cmos logic and high-voltage mos FET output drivers in a
junction-isolated chip. In contrast to commercially produced bipolar devices that can withstand only about 75
v, these devices can take up to 400 v. These FETs are
double-diffused n-channel transistors, in which carriers
flow laterally from source to drain.
Power switching
Power semiconductor makers are increasingly exploring novel fabrication techniques and sophisticated testing techniques like infrared imaging to manage reliable
designs at prodigious power levels. With FET technology
having proved its performance advantages, users are
watching for prices to come down. Both bipolar and mos
transistors are now handling 1-kilovolt levels, but thyristors are still called on above that point.
Hitachi stands alone with a high-frequency lateral
power MOS FET that provides power gains in excess of 14
decibels at frequencies over 100 megahertz, beating both
bipolars and vertical MOS FET and presaging the ascension of FErs into frequency-modulated transmission. The
lateral design adds reliability by allowing incorporation
of gate-protecting diodes and helps switching speed by
minimizing the parasitic inductance in the source leads.
Other progress with FETS includes additions to International Rectifier Corp.'s Hexfet line that produces double-diffused vertical-MOS FErs with hexagonal sources
and silicon gates. A 250-mil chip from the El Segundo,
Calif., company stands off 500 yand conducts 10 A with
only 0.4 ohm of on-resistance.
While many makers claim to have reached the 1-kv
benchmark for power-FET breakdown voltage, Motorola
appears to have been the first to get parts out to users.
Initial offerings from the Semiconductor Sector in Phoe-
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Strength in numbers. Merged processing technologies give Texas
Instruments bipolar, C-MOS, and power MOS devices on one chip.
The TL783 voltage regulator shown here uses bipolar control circuits
and lateral MOS FET output devices for voltage ratings up to 125 V.

nix were rated at 1-A continuous drain current, 75-w
dissipation, maximum on-resistance of 10 n, and
switching times of 300 ns or better.
Besides looking more likely to displace bipolar transistors in switching power supplies and motor controllers,
power MOS FETs are showing promise of on-resistance
low enough to beat electromechanical relays in low-level
switching. Teledyne Relays, the Hawthorne, Calif., subsidiary of Teledyne Inc., for example, used paralleled
FET stages in aline of optically-coupled relays to reduce
output resistance to 0.3 9.
Bipolars lend ahand
Despite the progression of FETs into low- and mediumpower applications; bipolar technology is alive and
advancing in the high-power arena. Merging bipolar and
mos transistors in asingle device for power handling will
continue to bring efficiency advantages to discrete semiconductors. Supertex Inc. of Sunnyvale, Calif., is following along the path forged by Siemens AG with Sipmos,
by combining the high impedance of a mos input with

Stable and balanced. Analog Devices' laser trimming of the JFET
input stage on the AD547 precision operational amplifier limits the
part's offset voltage to 0.25 mV, with 1 µV/'C drift. Automated
probing and testing are the keys to drift trimming at the wafer level.
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the low conduction losses of a bipolar output stage. A
245-mil-square chip with 40% of the area given over to
the FET can provide sufficient drive current for abipolar
transistor that handles 20 A or more with only 0.3-9
on-resistance.
In bipolar devices' realm of unchallenged superiority— thyristor switches—ever higher power levels and
improved reliability may finally be joined by the elusive
gate-turnoff capability. NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken of Eindhoven, the Netherlands, appears to have
achieved it in a 5-A, 1.5-kv device, and researchers at
Toshiba and elsewhere are uncovering gate-turnoff failure modes by monitoring recombination radiation at
infrared wavelengths during device switching.
AEG Telefunken of Berlin exported some improved
silicon controlled rectifiers with reduced switching losses
and turnoff times claimed in parts rated at up to 930 A
of average on-state current and 2-kv blocking voltages.
The npnp structures are bonded to amolybdenum disk,
and gold contacts define the gate branches and cathode
stripes in the top-side interdigitated metalization pattern. The cathode is contacted under pressure through
copper and molybdenum plates and a silver template
that touches the vacuum-deposited gold.
Analog domain

Despite the proliferation of c-mos successes in dataconversion components, bipolar technologies will continue to compete because high precision may not be economical in c-mos for along time. While advances will
be won in extending and improving the linear performance of c-mos parts, data-conversion applications could
well see aresurgence of bipolar technologies in processes
that combine fast, accurate analog components with
reasonably dense and cool logic.
A high-frequency bipolar process that also yields
dense low-power logic circuits helped Advanced Micro
Devices Inc. come up with the Am6108 —an 8-bit a-d
converter. The Sunnyvale, Calif., company's process
calls for epitaxial-layer resistivity to be reduced to 1
9-centimeter, compared with 59-cm in astandard linear
sequence, and its thickness trimmed down to 4 gm.
Combined with a narrow basewidth, the thin epitaxial
layer allows npn transistors to reach cutoff frequencies
of as much as 1.5 gigahertz.
Polysilicon resistors further enhance linear performance, since they have virtually no voltage coefficient and
lower parasitic capacitance and temperature coefficient
than do resistors implemented with base diffusions. The
same linear process is used in a family of circuits,
dubbed linear differential logic, that is similar in operation to ECL but requires one fourth the power and one
third the area for comparable or better speed. The
advantages are won at the price of a reduction in logic
swing from 700 mv to 130 mv that reduces noise
margins accordingly.
In the purely analog realm, the continuing trends are
toward refinements of the combined JFET-bipolar technologies that improve input stage specifications and
toward extensive use of wafer-level trimming techniques
In aforward-looking move that brings the advantages of
systems-level integration to analog signal processing
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surface imperfections of the crystal and contamination
from mobile charge in the oxide.
The buried junction is isolated from these surface
effects, and can be stable to within 50 parts per million
per year. Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, Mass., has used
the technique extensively in 10- and 12-bit data converters, and Burr-Brown Research Corp., Phoenix, called on
buried zeners for its DAC800 — the first monolithic version of the hybrid DAC80 12-bit d-a converter.
JFET-input operational amplifers will continue to
receive much attention because they can lead to very low
requirements for input bias currents, without at the same
Zeners and lasers
time increasing the input noise voltage—an inevitable
Zener trimming at Precision Monolithics has pro- trade-off in bipolar designs. The key to their evolution
gressed to the point where a monolithic buffer like the will be laser trimming techniques that reduce their offset
BUF-03 can be operated open loop to get slew rates up voltage and drift.
Indicative of the present state of the art is the AD547,
to 300 v/i/s. The design uses a JFET input stage with a
2-mv offset and precise level-shifting circuits to elimi- a JFET-input amplifier from Analog Devices that is
nate the capacitors usually invoked for stable operation specified with amaximum offset voltage of 0.25 mv and
offset drift with a temperature of 1 erC. At the same
of afeedback-controlled amplifier.
Zener diodes for voltage-reference circuitry are time, the typical voltage and current noise figures at 10
2,
increasingly being fabricated as buried junction devices, kilohertz are a low 25 nanovolts and 0.003 pA/Hz 1/
in which breakdown occurs well below the wafer surface. respectively. Refinements in device geometries and proThe conventional zener, implemented with atransistor's cessing that can increase JFET transconductance promise
base-emitter junction, is subject to long-term drift duc to to reduce noise voltages even further.

Precision Monolithics Inc. of Santa Clara introduced a
chip designed to handle avariety of common tasks, such
as full-wave rectification, absolute-value generation, and
synchronous demodulation.
Dubbed the GAP-01, this 8,600-mil 2chip includes two
differential-input transconductance amplifiers, Tn.-controlled low-glitch switches, a precision comparator, and
an output buffer. These elements get good offset and
drift characteristics through the use of the zener-zap
technique, in which zener diodes are selectively shorted
across resistors during testing.

The static induction transistor originated with Nishizawa
Jun-ichi Nishizawa is famous in Japan for incessantly
pushing for more original fundamental research and for
development based on that research. Especially now that
the semiconductor industry is large and prosperous, he
says, it can afford to make some of its own mistakes
rather than following the lead of the U. S.
Nishizawa has ample opportunity to put his ideas into
practice because he is both a professor at the Research
Institute of Electrical Communications at Tohoku University and research manager at the Semiconductor Research
Institute—a private laboratory funded by contributions
from industry and contract research. Furthermore, he
often acts as a consultant to industry, and several firms
have made use of loans from the Research Development
Corp. of Japan—which is sponsored by the government's
Science and Technology agency—to develop products
based on Nishizawa's ideas.
Much of his present work is based on one of his earliest
ideas, from 1950, for which he was granted a Japanese
patent, on electrostatic injection control. Early on, he used
it to build p-i-n power rectifiers, photodiodes, and avalanche photodiodes, and p-n-i-p and n-p-i-n transistors—
which are the actual
configurations of most
modern
transistors
made by diffusion.
Also proposed by Nishizawa as part of the
same work—but not
producible at that
time—was the static induction transistor, a
type of field-effect transistor whose drain current does not saturate

with increasing drain voltage. He points out that he specified fabrication by ion implantation two years ahead of
Shockley and heat treatment (a step that Shockley failed
to mention).
Present applications of the SIT principle range from
logic to a 500-ampere-peak, 4-kilovolt thyristor with a
gate turnoff time of 5 microseconds. Still the search for a
wider range of applications goes on, and four new development projects based on the SIT principle will be funded
for a five-year period starting about November by the
Research Development Corp. Among other projects,
Nishizawa's group at SRI will develop low-power static
induction tunnel-injection transistors (SITT) in gallium
arsenide with amaximum frequency of several terahertz.
Nishizawa also developed the vapor-pressure control
method of epitaxial growth for the fabrication of lightemitting diodes, and it is now used commercially for high
efficiency super-high-brightness devices. He also pioneered vapor-phase photoepitaxial growth, which was
included in two U. S. papers at the recent Hawaii conference on very large-scale integration.
His 1957 injection-laser-diode patent was one of the
earliest in this technology, but Nishizawa did not succeed
in securing commercial development. He also did pioneering work in graded-index fibers for optical transmission
and in high-efficiency varactor diodes for electronic tuning
and modulation. Also to his credit is a positioning system
with a precision of better than 0.1 micrometer for an
optical pattern generator for mask fabrication.
An outcome of his engineering work is an interest in
classical music, which ranges from Gregorian chants to
Bach. His amplifier features static induction transistors,
and Nishizawa says that there are only two persons in the
world who can listen to music on transistors they developed—Shockley and himself.
-Charles Cohen
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FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
FOR A FUTURE OF CHANGE

Tek announces the
8540 Integration Unit.
When designing with
microcomputers, your resident
host computer can be apowerful
ally in the fight against impossible design schedules.
But, ultimately, it only gets
half the job done.
Even though it gives you
everything you need for fast, accurate code development, you
still have to install and debug
your developed code in the prototype hardware. A process that
often consumes half your total
design time.
Enter the 8540 Integration Unit.
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When it comes to hardware/
software integration, Tektronix
has the answer. The 8540 Integration Unit. It interfaces easily
with almost any host computer
using ASCII terminal communications. And, once connected,
its high-performance emulators
and debug software handle the
entire integration process.
All with an unmatched
range of chip support.

Your host & the 8540:
A synergistic team.
The 8540's sophisticated interface features make
the most out of
your host's processing power.
Like the ability to
download symbolic debug
tables along with
object code to the
8540. Or permanently store your
specialized, hostoriented debug
commands aboard
Breakpoint halts program execution at the address label "LOOP"
Also shown is adetailed description of the processor's internal
the 8540 as either key
status at the breakpoint.
words or command strings.
even the remotest sections of
To retain any terminalcode execution.
You can do things like idenoriented command structures
tify all non-ASCII writes to an I/O
you've developed, the same terminal can be used for direct
port. Or count the number of calls
to aspecific subroutine. Or meacommunication with either the
sure the elapsed time of an inter8540 or the host system. There's
rupt handler routine.
even alocal printer interface on
the 8540 so its printing operations won't burden the host.
A Trigger Trace Analyzer for realtime prototype monitoring.
In many applications, the
timing of code execution becomes critical. To fully support
real-time debugging, the 8540
includes an optional Trigger
Trace Analyzer. It has four trigger
channels ready to track down
Chips The 8540 I.U. Supports:
16-bit
Z8001
Z8002
8086
68000

8-bit
6809
6800
6808
6802
Z80A
8080A
8085A
8049

8088
8048
8039
8039-A
8035
8021
8022
8041A

Let the 8540 finish the job
your computer started.
Contact your nearest Tektronix field office about buying
or renting the 8540.
U.S.A., Asia, Australia, Central & South America, Japan
Tektronix. Inc .PO. Box 4828. Portland, OR 97208.
Phone 800 547-6711, Oregon only 800 452-6773.
Telex •910-467-8708. Cable -TEKTRONIX
Europe, Africa, Middle East Tektronix International. Inc .
European Marketing Centre, Postbox 827. 1180 AV
Amstelveen, The Netherlands, Telex 18312
Canada, Tektronix Canada Inc.. PO. Box 6500, Barrie.
Ontario L4M 4V3, Phone 705 737-2700

lëktronix®
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Circle #212 for literature

Circle #214 for sales contact

NEC NEWSCOPE

NEAX61 WILL SERVE TWO MITLION
SUBSCRIBER LINES IN MALAYSIA

I

n 10 years, Malaysia expects to
have anationwide digital telephone
network with some 3million subscriber lines.
A contract to supply and install on
aturnkey basis NEAX61 digital switching systems for about 2million subscriber lines has been awarded to PERNAS
NEC Telecommunications SDN, BHD

(PERNEC) by the Telecommunications
Department, Government of Malaysia.
PERNEC is ajoint venture between
the PERNAS Group, astate-owned
corporation of Malaysia, and NEC.
The NEAX61 is one of the most
advanced stored-program-controlled
digital switching systems. The NEAX61
can be used as alocal, toll, tandem,

remote, mobile, and international
gateway switch, and can handle up to
100,000 subscriber lines. It owes its
flexibility primarily to its building-block
configuration. Intensive use of LSIs
and ICs contributes greatly to its reliability and space-saving dimensions.
With the Malaysian contract, NEC
has become the world's leading manufacturer/supplier of digital switching
systems. NEC has installed, or is set to
install, NEAX61 systems in 17 countries
for the equivalent of approximately
3,600,000 subscriber lines in all.
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WORLD'S FIRST

NEC -EQUIPPED

128K BIT N-MOS

SATET JITE OBSERVES

AND C-MOS ROMS

SOLAR FLARES

T

wo new large capacity highspeed mask ROMs from NEC
represent the first of their kind
in the world.
The n-channel MOS ROM— µPD
23128D—has amemory capacity of
128K bits and features afast access time
of 250 nanoseconds. The I.tPD23128D,
in astandard 28-pin ceramic DIP,
operates on asingle 5-volt supply with
maximum power consumption of
275mW (82.5mW during standby time).
The other product, µPD73128G, is
aC-MOS device which also has a
memory capacity of 128K bits. It comes
in a52-pin plastic flat package, has
an access time of 5microseconds and
operates on asingle 5-volt supply
with power consumption of 22mW
(11 microwatts during standby time).
The requirement for large capacity
ROMs is constantly increasing in such
applications as computer terminals
and communications equipment, to

E

very eleven years, the frequency of explosions on the sun's
surface increases. These explosions, or "solar flares", release agreat
amount of high-energy
—
electromagnetic
radiation in
X-ray and gamma-ray
regions.
A solar
flare observation satellite, the
ASTRO -A, was launched
on February 21 this year
from the Kagoshima Space
Center of the Institute of Space/
and Aeronautical Science, Uni iversity
of Tokyo. It is the world's only satellite now on afull mission observing

SARAWAK GAS, OIL FIELD GETS
OFFSHORE TELECOMS NETWORK

N
enable such systems to become ever
more compact and cost-effective.
NEC's two new devices, already in
production, completely satisfy these
requirements.

the sun, which is presently in aperiod
of maximum activity.
The ASTRO -A weighs 188kg. It is
now in asemicircular orbit with a
perigee of 480km, apogee of 640km,
and inclination of 31.5 degrees. The
spin-axis of the ASTRO -A is controlled
to point the sun for observation of
its surface with asolar X-ray telescope,
solar X-ray crystal telescope, solar
gamma-ray instrument, etc.
As the system integrator of the
satellite, NEC was
closely involved
in the development
of the
onboard
closed-loop magnetic
attitude control system,
deployable solar paddles,
S-band telemetering system and other subsystems.
The AS TRO-A is now operating
perfectly and sending valuable data
on solar flares.

EC is to install an integrated
offshore telecommunications
network in Sarawak, Malaysia.
The network, ordered by oil producer Sarawak Shell Berhad, will
include almost all types of telecommunications systems. The onshore
terminal at Bintulu will be linked with
offshore oil and gas platforms some
130km away by means of a900MHz
troposcatter radio communications
system. Offshore platforms will be interconnected by a2GHz line-of-sight

microwave communications system.
In addition, the network will have
subscriber VHF radio telephone systems between aplatform and associated drilling rigs, air-to-ground VHF
radio systems, ship-to-ground VHF
radio systems, public address systems,
hot-line telephones, subscriber telephones (explosion proof type), radio
beacons, teleprinters, and private automatic branch exchanges.
Construction is scheduled to be
completed in December 1982.

NEC

Nippon Electric Co.,Ltd.
PO. Box 1.Takanawa .Tokyo.Japan.

The weapon that helped
changeWW II was asmall
piece of carbon.

The strategy was sound. Fly higher. Get above the
limits of the fighters. Get beyond the range of the
ground batteries.
But the wild blue yonder is aforbidding place.
It's colder and drier than you can imagine. So, as our
aircraft tried to fly higher and higher, they soon had
to come right back down. The generator brushes were
rapidly wearing away to dust in the superdry air of
the stratosphere.
We went to work on the problem. And, in 1942,
Stackpole helped perfect the first high-altitude
aircraft brushes. To shorten awar. To pave the way
into space.

Once, someone needed a ceramic
resistor for spark plugs. To make the
car radio a staticfree reality. We
now make millions of such resistors
every week.

Application before answer.
We cite this bit of history for two reasons. One:
because we're proud of it. And two: because it's a
good example of how we work. Every day.
A lot of companies come up with aproduct,
then look for needs or applications where it may fit.
We work the opposite at Stackpole. Someone has a
need or application, then we come up with the product that will fit.
What and how are inseparable.
We know materials and how to work with them.
We know the what: carbon and graphite in powder, bulk and fiber forms; ceramic ferrites; precious
metals; and powder metallurgy.
And we know the how: the mixing, molding,
firing and machining; the weaving and fabricating;
the stamping and impregnating; the assembling
and finishing.
Put both to work.
We apply this know-how to brushes, billets and mold
stock. To carbon fibers, foil and fabric. To machinery
and powdered metals. To switches, resistors and
ferrites.
Next time you have aspecific need, call our application engineers. For the product that fits. In the
meantime, get to know our resources better. Call or
write: Dauer Stackpole, The Stackpole Corporation,
St. Marys, Pa. 15857. (814) 781-1234.

Once, someone wanted to move the
television setfrom the laboratory
to the living room. But it had to be
safe. We helped develop the ferrite
_flyback transformer core. Today. our
ferrite cores are in millions of TV
sets and switch-mode power supplies. worldwide.

Once, someone needed a railroad
brush suitablefor both heavyfreight
and high-speed commuter traffic.
Today. our wafer brushes are in thousands of diesel locomotives.

SMCK'POLE
Our workday runs from 1906 through tomorrow.
Circle 129 on reader service card
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he 64-K RAM is slow to mature,
but redundancy may cure some
of the yield problems; and while
C-MOS improves static RAMs,
bubble prospects appear bleak
by John G. Posa,
Redundancy is all the rage for large
semiconductor memories, whether they
are dynamic and static random-access
memories or electrically— and ultravioletlight—erasable read-only memories. The mechanisms of programming the spare elements and
the density level at which the spares become costeffective are, however, both points at issue. Only a
handful of companies are yet able to ship their 64-K
RAMS, and firms not even on that list have displayed
quarter-megabit devices. The quest for the ideal selfrefreshing pseudostatic RAM goes on though recent steps
appear headed in the right direction. ComplementaryMOs technology is enhancing the specifications of fully
static RAMS, and metal silicides promise to do the same
for all component types.
In the nonvolatile area, 256-K Roms abound in Japan;
market development in the U. S. is being discouraged by
the 64-K ROM price wars. mos erasable programmable
PROMS are selling amidst fierce competition, and bipolar
PROMS are gaining in density from vertical structures.
EE-PROM shipments have yet to really take off, and most
of the U. S. magnetic-bubble memory suppliers have
quit the business.
Double is less trouble
For each memory type that now incorporates redundancy, there is acorresponding version of that chip from
another vendor who maintains that the feature is unnecessary. Intel, Inmos, Mostek, and Western Electric use
redundancy in their 64-K RAM and submit that competing will be difficult at best without it. However, Texas
Instruments, Motorola, and Hitachi, to name afew, did
not put the extra bits on their 64-K chips—a reminder
that, historically, the highest yields come from the smallest dice.
So far, those companies that voted down redundancy
are winning the race to volume production. But mature
production of the 64-K RAM is years away and alot can
happen before then, as may be learned from the growth
of the 16-K market. The memory makers with redundancy counter that when they ramp up, their rise will be
swift, and they will surpass the companies who elected to
go the conservative route.
For the 256-K RAM, however, there is almost unanimous agreement that redundancy is an absolute must.
Unsettled, though, is whether electrical fuses or laser
targets will make the best programming elements for
removing bad memory cells. Western Electric and Mostek use lasers; Intel and Inmos use fuses.
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Electrical fuses have many advantages, but in the long
run, their biggest asset may be the possibility of programming after packaging —be it by the manufacturer
or user. Lasers offer design flexibility. Because the links
need no power or support devices, they take up little area
and may be placed anywhere— Mostek Corp., Carrollton, Texas, has located them right in the middle of its
64-K RAM chip.
It may turn out that manufacturers will use more than
one redundancy programming method at atime, depending upon the type of device. Memories already equipped
with floating gates or another kind of nonvolatile element may do well to use these as programming cells by
virtue of their availability. Japan's Hitachi Ltd. thought
about afast static RAM with high-resistance polysilicon
loads and with redundancy programmed by hitting some
of the same load devices—purposely placed in the chip's
periphery—with a laser beam. The beam heats up the
link and the dopants diffuse in and lower its resistance.
This is a clever idea, but only for memories that have
high-resistance polysilicon loads available.
Even though Japanese RAM manufacturers say that
redundancy will make sense at the 256-K level, the
feature either is lacking in all but one of the devices
displayed by them or is being kept under wraps. (It is
said that Fujitsu Ltd.'s 64-K RAM has redundancy that
has yet to be invoked.) Nippon Telegraph & Telephone
Public Corp.'s Musashino Laboratory has been involved
in the design of at least two 256-K RAMS. The first has
redundancy; but the second, a recent cooperative effort
with Nippon Electric Co., does not. An earlier design
from NEC did not sport spares, nor do the 256-K RAMS on
which Toshiba and Mitsubishi have leaked details. Oki
Electric did, however, recently pop up with a 256-K
dynamic RAM incorporating extra rows and columns.
There will undoubtedly be more than one generation
of the 256-K RAM. Manufacturers of the 64-K RAM have
taken more passes at its design than they would like
generally known—some are still tweaking their layouts.
The 256-K RAMS so far discussed will probably be
revised—in some cases almost completely— before fullscale production begins. The 0.25-Mb RAMS that have
been talked about openly seem to be exercises in scaling
down. About the only surprise is their reliance on metal
or silicide gates, but performance requirements all but
mandate that as well.
However, Texas Instruments Inc. and other companies
speak of asecond-generation 256-K RAM that will have a
genuine one-device cell—not a transistor and a capacitor. The Dallas company, for example, keeps looking at
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IBM's biggest. With this experimental 288-K random-access memo-

Close up on Mostek. This scanning electron micrograph shows top

ry. IBM showed that U. S. companies, too, can show off very large

and cross sections of Mostek's 64-K dynamic RAM. Unique to its

memories not necessarily intended for production. The 32-K-by-9-bit

design is the use of polysilicon bit lines, grounded capacitor plates,

unit has only twice the area of IBM's 72-K chip«

mid-level sensing, and redundancy programmed with alaser.

the taper-isolated cell that it pioneered, and it likes what
it sees. At the Very Large-Scale Integration Conference
held last month in Maui, Hawaii, 11 described a fully
decoded 5-volt dynamic RAM that managed atiny 140square-millimeter storage cell using 4-micrometer design
rules. The 512-bit chip sported an access time of 85
nanoseconds.
Similarly, NEC seems satisfied with adouble-diffused
cell that IBM Corp., Armonk, N. Y., claims to have
invented. Interestingly, the structures proposed by both
NEC and TI require a lightly doped well. Put another
way, both approaches call for a c-mos process. This
means that both designs should also benefit from the
more efficient sense amplifiers, decoders, and other
peripheral circuits possible when both n- and p-channel
devices are available.

to-use memory with a lower cost per bit. Maybe both
camps will converge on the same solution. The newer
attempts do offer more design flexibility, and the concept in general becomes more practical as densities
quadruple. Thus, a healthy market for such parts will
develop despite their lukewarm welcoming.

Pseudostatics still scugat
The perfect self-refreshing dynamic RAM —one with
one-transistor cells but that appears completely static to
the user—remains an elusive goal. At the 1981 International Solid-State Circuits Conference, Mostek offered a
compromise: afully static 32-K RAM with three transistors per cell. The idea, reminiscent of asimilar proposal
made some years ago by American Microsystems Inc.,
Santa Clara, Calif., is to use acharge pump to overcome
a transistor's leakage current and thus keep a node
storing a logical 1 high. Mostek said it was going to
introduce acommercial product based on this principle
sometime this year, but has yet to do so.
At least three manufacturers will, however, produce
32-K pseudostatic RAMS. Zilog now offers such a chip,
and National has agreed to act as an alternative supplier
for it. In addition, Intel Corp., Santa Clara, Calif.,
mentioned a 32-K pseudostatic RAM at isscc '81. All
these parts demand some sort of sacrifice from the user
to avoid contention between on-chip refreshing and
external accesses.
in addition, Mostek, Motorola, Inmos, and—with its
latest redesign— Fujitsu have self-refresh modes on their
64-K dynamic RAMS, but demand for this feature has not
been hot. Apparently the big accounts that use RAMS in
abig system require amore global refreshing scheme.
In asense, pseudostatic RAMS and the self-refreshing
64-K dynamic RAMS are after the same thing: an easy-
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Statics mean action
Perhaps subtracting from the enthusiasm for pseudostatic devices is the incredible performance and density
advances and price reductions of fully static RAMS. They
have hit the 16-K level. TI, Mostek, Intel, Inmos, Hitachi, NEC, Oki, Mitsubishi, Toshiba, Harris, and even
Honeywell's Synertek subsidiary claim to have a 16-K
static RAM. Some of these companies will offer more
than one chip organization. And some, like Japan's
Toshiba Corp., even offer n-channel and c-mos versions.
Toshiba's n-channel version, organized into bytes,
already costs $9.95 in volume. At that price, the market
may not be large enough for all these firms.
But there are actually two different markets: one for
the fast devices, having 1- and 4-bit organizations to
replace bipolar units, and another for the slower, bytewide chip market intended mainly for microprocessor
applications. Some of the circuit innovations found on
16-K static RAMS include TI'S column sense amplifiers to
speed up its 16-K-by- 1-bit version and the Datasave
mode used by Mostek to lower the power dissipation on
its 2-K-byte memory.
Not only does Mostek's 16-K-by- 1-bit static RAM feature an efficient sense amplifier that facilitates halfrow selection, it also has a novel roll-call function that
lets a user find out which columns have been replaced
with redundant spares. NEC'S 16-K-by- 1-bit static RAM
will use pure molybdenum to short out long polysilicon
word lines to obtain a25-ns typical access time. NEC also
uses boron to form ap-type well under each storage node
to sweep away unwanted charge like that generated by
alpha particles.
The most spectacular mos speed advances over the
year have come on 4-K static RAMS —C-MOS RAMS, at
that. Toshiba, Hitachi, and Intel brought out 18-ns 4-K
chips at ISSSC '81. Toshiba attained the speed with a
sapphire substrate and molybdenum-silicide gates, Hitachi by scaling down and using feedback sense amplifiers,
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A possibility. Texas Instruments seems to be nearing commercial application of its very dense taper-isolated dynamic RAM cell (inset). It
recently announced the completion of the fully decoded 512-bit array (depicted above) and measured a 10G-ris access time.

and Intel with an n-well process that favors the circuit's
high-performance n-channel transistors.
All of these designs may have been test vehicles,
though. Hitachi said that its process was really slated for
a64-K static RAM, and Intel is said to be more interested
in building amicropower 2-K-by-8-bit unit like Toshiba's
TC5516. Intel's C-H-MOS —its high-performance c-mos
process—uses fully static six-transistor cells for astandby power dissipation of 50 microwatts. Toshiba maintains it can sell its silicon-on-sapphire memory at a
competitive price. If so, it will be the only semiconductor
manufacturer to make acommercial success of sos.
The blue ribbon for speed, however, goes to NTT's
Musashino Laboratory for its 2.7-ru 256-by-4-bit emitter-coupled logic static RAM. As might be expected, NTT
used local oxidation and polysilicon for what NTT calls a
super-self-aligned technology. Directly responsible for
that performance is asubmicrometer base width, formed
as impurities diffuse down from a 2-by-2-gm doped
polysilicon emitter. The design also includes a lookahead sense amplifier that trims word-line delay by
about 15% yet increases the chip's 0.5-watt power usage
by only 3%. The concern estimates that with emitters of
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tgm on aside, 1-ns access times can be reached.
Static RAMS are also benefiting from improved current-mode bipolar technologies such as integrated injection logic. Researchers at ism's Yorktown Heights,
N. Y., and Iliiblingen, West Germany, facilities continue
to improve their combined 12t, and merged-transistorlogic memory cell. One of the latest results is a 25-ns
16-K static RAM. IBM split the emitters once common to
the two cross-coupled npn storage transistors in the cell
and connected them to individual resistors. As aresult,
the voltage developed across the resistors became amore
substantial basis for sensing cell data, and this factor
raised performance.
Over 100,000 elements
Several Japanese companies have unveiled 64-K static
RAMS. These sneak previews parallel those given of the
256-K dynamic RAMS from Japan. The 64-K static chips
completed by NEC, Toshiba, and Matsushita integrate
more than 100,000 circuit elements yet in no case has
redundancy been mentioned—nor have metal gates or
silicides, one of which seems needed here. The points of
note in these designs include the use of n-well c-mos by
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Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Osaka, Japan, and
the 64-K-by- 1-bit organization of NEc's part and its
intended 16-pin package.
NEC does not intend to go after high-speed bipolar
memories with this arrangement. Instead, the chip is
pinout-compatible with the 64-K dynamic RAM. NEC says
that at very high density levels, astatic cell will be the
only answer to alpha particles and external noise;
besides, the 24- and 28-pin packages now proposed for
the big byte-wide memories work against the advantages
of the high on-chip bit density.
Toshiba seems to be pushing its 64-K static RAMS the
hardest— it plans to build three different 8-K-by-8-bit
devices to cover all bets. One will be n-mos for the
smallest chip and the lowest cost but not the lowest
power dissipation. Another will be all-c-mos; Toshiba
expects that this version will measure about 64,000 mil'
but consume only 5mw when idle. The third version, the
last to be introduced, will have c-mos peripheral circuits
and an n-channel array that uses polysilicon load resistors. This will afford adie size and power specifications
intermediate between the other two designs. As with the
256-K dynamic RAM, no U. S. manufacturer has yet
stepped forward with a64-K static memory.

caught on. One reason may be that in-circuit programming, the feature unique to electrically programmable
devices, is either not desirable or too hard to use on
current chips. The improved devices due next year will
help determine the answer. Xicor, for instance, intends
to introduce an EE-PROM needing only 5y for programming and otherwise. It will also sport address and data
latches so bits will get programmed into the right location automatically. Besides Xicor, some of the recent
start-up operations in Silicon Valley promise more versatile EE-PROMS. One company to watch in this regard is
Seeq Technology Inc., an Intel spinoff.
At the upcoming International Electron Devices
Meeting, Toshiba will disclose a 64-K EE-PROM that
needs only one transistor per cell. To achieve this, it had
to develop away to monitor how much charge is being
yanked from the floating gate, which otherwise would
get irreparably programmed into depletion. So it is using
three polysilicon layers. The cell is programmed as in an
erasable PROM —via channel injection—and erased

Another compromise
Just as pscudostatic RAMS attempt to borrow the best
features of static and dynamic RAMS, nonvolatile or
shadow RAMS try to integrate the best of static RAMs
and PRoms. There has been action in nonvolatile RAMS
lately, possibly due to the crowded conditions that exist
with standard memory types.
Xicor Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., brought new life to the
nonvolatile field with its 5-v-only 1-K-by- 1
-bit chip that
is two years old. Since then, it has brought out similar
chips of different sizes and organizations. Moreover,
NCR Corp., Dayton, Ohio, has introduced a 4-K
device that uses nitride for storage, while Hughes Aircraft Corp., Newport Beach, Calif., is hinting that it
may build Xicor-like parts in c-mos, and Intel has
threatened to break into the nonvolatile RAM business.
All of the known nonvolatile RAMS tack anonvolatile
storage cell onto afairly conventional cross-coupled flipflop static RAM cell. Xicor uses a floating gate programmed by means of an extremely thin tunnel oxide.
To judge by some of their other chips, it seems likely
that if Hughes or Intel enter the business, they will do
the same. NCR's decision to go with nitride for its nonvolatile RAM supports the notion that polysilicon floating
gates are not necessarily the definitive way to get programmable nonvolatility.
Intel and Hitachi are still the only two chip makers
out there with 2-K-by-8-bit EE-PROMs. The one from
Intel uses floating gates; Hitachi's stores charge on a
nitride-oxide interface; and the overall specifications of
the two devices are comparable. Motorola Inc., Phoenix,
Ariz., and General Instrument Corp.'s Microelectronics
division, Hicksville, N. Y., are also poised to announce
byte-wide EE-PROMs, the former using nitride and the
latter, floating gates. Hughes has also announced apart
that uses floating gates and c-mos technology.
However, high-capacity EE-PROMs have not yet
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Toshiba on sapphire. The dashed box depicts one cell in an 18-ns
4-K static RAM built on sapphire by Toshiba. The cell area is about
1,300 µm 2 using 3.5 µm design rules. Low-power C-MOS technology
offsets the high sapphire cost, Toshiba says.

through field emission from the bottom of the secondlevel polysilicon electrode.
To avoid depletion, a first-level—polysilicon electrode
monitors the amount of charge leaving the floating storage. At last year's IEDM, Mostek introduced a very
similar triple-polysilicon EE-PROM; it, too, had an adaptive erasure mechanism to circumvent depletion, but it
lacked the bit-for-bit and byte-for-byte erasure of Toshiba's design.
The ability to monitor charge flow this way has another, more subtle implication. To make EE-PROMs easier to
use, aready line is needed to tell amicroprocessor when
previously latched data was programmed. To inform the
processor as soon as possible, some form of current
monitoring is valuable since different cells may take
more or less time to program. Furthermore, Toshiba says
it can use the charge-flow monitoring technique to pinpoint bad or weak cells during manufacturing. This, in
turn, would help with redundancy programming.
Besides a need for greater applicability, the slowly
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Now aCMOS multiply/divide unit
that's really low cost: $5.56.*
New MDU cuts software
costs and significantly
increases microprocessor
throughput.
This plastic-package multiply/
divide unit gives you aprice/
performance combination that's
hard to beat.
• Interfaces directly with RCA 1800series microprocessors.
• Easily configured to the bus

structure of most popular 8-bit
microprocessors.
• Cascadable up to 32 x32, for
multiple precision operations.
• Increases computation speed
(from 10-50 times improvement,
depending on word length).
Since this unit contains all the
hardware for multiplication and
division, you:
• Save programming time.
• Use less system memory.
This is another addition to our

*US. optional distributor resale, 1000+ price.

1800 series, an all-encompassing
microprocessor line. Today, the line
includes 181/0s, 13 RAMs, and 4
ROMs. And BASIC 1, 2and 3, Micro
Concurrent PASCAL, PLM-1800
and MACROASSEMBLER
programming languages. Plus afull
line of Microboards and development
systems.
For more information on the
CDP1855 multiply/divide unit, or any of
our products, contact your local RCA
Solid State sales office or distributor.

RCA Solid State headquarters: Somerville, NJ Brussels. Sao Paulo Hong Kong
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CALL US WHEN
YOU NEED
ACONNECTION
THAT'S NEVER
BEEN MADE
BEFORE.
You've got signal or power to
move. Or maybe amillion lines.
And you need aconnection. But
there's nothing standard about
it. There's no catalog full of
answers. No MIL spec. No
precedent.
That's the time to call ITT
Cannon Electric, Phoenix. Because we can bring an end to
your most unusual, most difficult
connector problems. Our Phoenix facility offers you 100,000
square feet of people and capabilities. Wholly dedicated to
answering never-before-seen
connector applications.
We've handled everything from
low-cost 747 galley cart cables to
giant penetrators for nuclear submarines. From hermetics to RF
and filter connectors. And we've
seen our designs fly into outer
space, dive deep under the sea
and survive everything Mother
Nature could dish out.
So when you have an application but no connector, call ITT
Cannon, Phoenix. From writing
original specifications to manufacturing finished products, we
can make aconnection that's
never been made before. Contact us direct at ITT Cannon
Electric, Phoenix, adivision of
International Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation, 2801 Air
Lane, Phoenix, Arizona 85034.
(602) 275-4792. In Europe,
contact ITT Cannon Electric,
Avenue Louise 250,
B-1050 Brussels, Belgium.
Phone: 02/640.36.00.
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You can always connect with Cannon.

Circle 136 on reader service card
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developing market for EE-PROMs is undoubtedly even
more related to the glut of ultraviolet-light—erasablePROMs and their low prices. For instance, Intel is going
to guarantee a per-unit price of $16 on its 2764 64-K
E-PROM if purchased in quantities of 10,000 or more and
delivered during or after the first quarter of next year.
That price tag will make the 64-K part cost-competitive
with the 2716 16-K E-PROM on aper-bit basis.
The low prices of 64-K E-PROMs are a product of the
heavy competition persisting between Mostek, Motorola,
and TI. Whereas Intel and Motorola basically use scaleddown 16-K E-PROM cells in their 64-K parts, TI and
Mostek use an X-shaped cell. After all of the gate and
drain-source sharing, the storage matrix in the latter
winds up looking like an array of crosses. Some say that
Intel and Motorola will ultimately have to adopt alayout
similar to the X-shaped cell for the smallest die size for a
given feature size.
Other activity in the E-PROM area includes aslow but
sure effort on the part of the Japanese manufacturers to

Memorable. NCR Corp. recently entered the commercial semiconductor business, and this nonvolatile RAM is one of its first offerings.
The 512-by-8-bit device features a250-ns access time. NCR will also
bring out an 8-K part based upon the same nitride storage cell.

catch up to the density levels reached by U. S. companies. Right now companies like NEC, Toshiba, and Fujitsu have parts around the 16- and 32-K density levels.
Besides these moves to higher densities, lower-density
chips are being converted to c-mos technology and this
trend, too, will no doubt continue. At present, Motorola,
Intersil, and National offer c-mos E-PROMs and other
will follow suit as they get handier with the technology in
the future.

and about 5 millivolts when idle. The ROM's cell and
chip area, 64 µm 2 and 31 mm' (about 48,000 mil')
respectively, are typical of the 256-K ROMs due from
other suppliers.
Harris Corp., Melbourne, Fla., is making big news in
the PROM world by scaling its c-mos fusible-link family
up to the 16-K level and its bipolar units to the 64-K
density. The bipolar PROM is basically an extension of
Harris's standard PROM line. It uses Nichrome fuses,
junction isolation, and—as in its older 16-K part —twin
levels of aluminum using 3-µm design rules. However,
the 64-K PROM's maximum 85-ns access time seems to
render it somewhat fast for mos microprocessor applications but on the slow side for storing microprograms in
bipolar systems. Maximum power dissipation for the
chip is just under 1w.
Harris's 16-K C-MOS PROM, on the other hand, has
field programmability, an access time lower than 200 ns,
and a 2-K-by-8-bit organization that allows it to interface with the fastest microprocessors. Better still, power
dissipation is no more than 500 µW on standby and 50
mw/megahertz in operation. Power usage varies with
frequency because, like other Harris c-mos memories,
the PROM is asynchronous design.
As in most c-mos static RAMs, Harris's PROM takes
advantage of the bipolar transistors available with bulk
c-mos processing. Not only do npn transistors drive
high-capacitance loads on and off chip, but they also
provide the current to blow the fuses, which in Harris's
case are made of polysilicon. The company expects to
have 32-K and 64-K c-mos PRoms next year.
The other memory maker hooked on polysilicon fuses
is Intel, which at present makes only bipolar PROMS.
Using its stacked-fuse bipolar technology, the company
recently came up with a 32-K chip that boasts a 40-ns
maximum access time and redundancy.
It is interesting to note that Intel, Harris, and others
have developed 32-K PRoms with lateral fuses. Above
such densities, vertical fuses may be necessary to contain
die size. Fujitsu uses avertical cell, based on what it calls
the diffused eutectic aluminum process, for 364-gm'
PROM cells and 10-mm 2 (15,500-mi1 2)4-K chips. Fujitsu
expects that the 16-K part that it now has in development will measure only 30 mm 2 (46,500 mil 2). The
diffused-eutectic process is based upon the downward
electromigration of aluminum to short out apn junction
directly below it in the cell.
Requiem for the bubble

The future of the bubble memory is adifferent story.
Over the past few months, the prospects for magneticbubble memory technology were dimmed with the withLow-power nonvolatility
drawal of Rockwell, T1, and then National from the
business, leaving Intel's magnetic subsidiary as the lone
C-MOs is also becoming a dominant factor in the
U. S. supplier. All three exits were attributed to an
design of fuse and mask PROMS. Several semiconductor
apparent disparity between profit and the amount of
manufacturers are on the brink of signing off a 256-K
research required to develop the memories and their
ROM to production, some of which, particularly those
support electronics.
from Japan, will be made out of c-mOs. An example is
Rockwell International Corp., Anaheim, Calif., left
the p-well c-moS 0.25-Mb ROM described by Fujitsu at
the
business after passing its bubble-memory expertise to
last month's VLSI conference. Besides operating from a
Motorola
in return for know-how on the latter's
single 5-v supply, it has atypical access time of 150 ns
MC68000 16-bit microprocessor. Motorola was off
and dissipates about 30 milliwatts of power when active
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building a pilot line for 256-K and 1-Mb chips; Intel, TI,
and National were shipping products. Hitachi and
Fujitsu were supplying NTT with devices, threatening to
enter the U. S. market, and NEC was conducting basic
research on bubble technology.

The present situation leaves Intel as the only U. S.
shipper of bubble memories. Motorola, though, having
already spent a lot of money on bubbles, will probably
continue its development efforts, for there definitely is a
market for these nonvolatile units. The Japanese are
National's departure from bubbles was a surprise,
surely going to sell their wares in the U. S. Some of those
however, and Ti's was areal shocker. Outsiders maintain
involved with bubble memories at Rockwell, TI and
that TI had difficulty in getting high bubble-chip yields
National arc going to form their own bubble memory
using its planar process. In this process, the nickel-iron
operation and are out hunting down venture capital.
or Permalloy layers are always deposited directly over
The 4-Mb bubble memory scene looks very like the
aluminum-copper conductor patterns. Both materials are
situation with the 256-K RAM. There will most likely be
required in conventional bubble chips, but TI'S structure
more than one generation of parts, the first using conwas intended to limit step-coverage problems.
ventional but scaled-down Permalloy asymmetric chevNational was having bottom-line profitability probrons and the second using anew, more advanced technollems when it lopped off bubble production. Still, Nationogy such as contiguous disks.
al's decision seems the least justified. It had designed
The prospects for current-access bubble memory techsome excellent memories and support devices and
nology, a technique that pledges operation at 5 v and
Motorola, having lost Rockwell as a primary supplier of
high-speed bubble propagation without perpendicular
its device types, fell in with National. National had also
coils or wire, are less certain. Recently, however, IBM did
designed avery desirable 1-megabyte Multibus-compatiprove that current-access technology could be used to
ble board that beat Intel to the punch. It designed a
build bubble memory logic circuits as well as memories,
4-Mb chip, which promised byte-wide data with a high
and this discovery may promote research for proprietary
data rate, and a removable bubble cartridge containing
applications such as string- and pattern-matching for
only the memory so as not to replicate the support
voice
and image recognition, relational data bases, and
electronics in each cassette.
associative memories.

For redundancy, Smith backs lasers
As a hedge against the low yields that could accompany
ever higher levels of integration, redundancy is being
incorporated into the latest memory chips at a feverish
clip. Of the two competing methods of programming the
extra bits—electrical fuses and laser links—Robert T.
Smith is sure the laser route will win out.
But then Smith is biased. He has been with Bell's
Allentown, Pa., Laboratories since receiving his Ph.D. in
physics from the Imperial College of Science and Technology in London, England in 1965. Before becoming supervisor of Bell's 11-member memory test and laser programming group, he worked for three years on new synthetic
materials for high-C) crystals in high-bandwidth filter applications. "Then Igot promoted and shipped sideways into
afield that Iknew nothing about: memories."
At first he was in charge of diagnosing and analyzing the
failure modes of a256-bit p-channel static random-access
memory. He did the same for later 4- and 16-K dynamic
RAMs. In the fall of 1977, the memory designers "were
looking at projected yields based on
the 4- and 16-K RAMs, and they
concluded there wasn't a cat's
chance of making the 64-K chip economically without redundancy."
"We got landed with the job of
developing the system that would
invoke the redundancy," continues
the 42-year-old Smith. The designers' self-inflicted constraints—that
the redundancy should impose no
performance penalties, that spare
bits could themselves be replaced
with other spares, and so on—made
the decision to go with a laser-based
approach an easy one for Smith.

"Electrical fuses were considered but rejected rather
quickly. It seemed that a laser, which could completely
remove material, was the better way to go."
When Smith was in the testing area, he had to oversee
the construction of computer-controlled test sets, and
from this he gained quite a reputation for being "handy
with computers. In fact, the reason we could bring the
redundancy up so quickly and so successfully is that
everybody in my group had the same common thread of
real-time computer expertise. If the laser guys had been
given the project, it might have ended up as a beautiful
laser experiment and that's where it would have finished."
Smith is athletic, but his spirit for sports was almost
quenched when he took a bad spill on a ski slope the day
after he was married. In fact he met his wife while skiing,
and now has a two-month-old baby boy who bears his
middle name: Taylor. Bob enjoys a hearty soccer or
volleyball game now and then and exercises his voice
regularly with the two choral groups to which he belongs.
One of his choral groups may even
tour Europe in the near future, and
this will afford him the opportunity
"to show the baby to his other
grandparents." Smith was born in
northern England—in Durham —and
lived there through high school. He
now lives with his family in a small
hamlet called Coopersburg, which is
situated about nine miles south of
Allentown.
"We have a nearly-200-year-old
converted gristmill on an acre or so
with astream running through it," he
says. "It's one of the reasons Ilike
Allentown."
-John G. Posa
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SETS-1: A 23-megabit digital
tape system for severe environments
The soaring eagle is tough. Our SETS-1 digital tape
system is tougher... on the ground as well as in the
air.
Built Tough for Tough Jobs
Whatever the application — industrial, military or aerospace — this rugged recorder is built to take on the
most hostile environments. It meets MIL-E-5400, 4158,
16400... and more.
Right now SETS-1 is being used by the Army and Air
Force for bulk storage and data gathering from tanks,
aircraft and remote sites. Also for mission loaders,
communications and fire control systems. Its wide operating
temperature range of —55°C to +71°C makes it perfect
for agrowing number of industrial requirements, too.
A Top Performer
As for performance, there is none higher. A removable,

Severe Environment Systems Company
A Subsidiary of Electronic Memories & Magnetics Corporatg.

P.0 Box 668 •Chatsworth. CA 91311
Telephone: 1213) 998-9090 •TELEX •69-1404

hermetically sealed tape cartridge stores 23 megabits of data
at 1600 bits-per-inch on 300 feet of 1/4-inch magnetic
tape. Plus it offers bidirectional read/write on 4 tracks with
a 192K bit-per-second transfer rate.
Small, Light, Dependable
Solid throughout, SETS-1 features an all-aluminum case that
measures acompact 4" by 6" by 3.6". Quick, easy
maintenance is assured by plug-in modularity. The drive
module holds areliable brushless D.C. motor and all
electronics while the magnetic tape, head, sensors and
capstan drive are contained in aseparate tape module.
All together, the entire package weighs in at under 5 pounds!
See What Tough Really Means
Phone or write for complete details today. You'll
soon know why our SETS-1 tape system deserves to be
called the "tough one"!

COMPUTER PRODUCTS FOR SEVERE ENVIRONMENTS
Circle 139 on reader service card

Duncan Introduces Th
A standard product
approach to low-cost
position sensing and
feedback elements is
now areality. Good
news for designers.
As asystem or instrumentation
designer, the size, cost and
operating efficiency of every
component you consider, are
undoubtedly of primary
importance. And, there's agood
chance that you often wished a
precision potentiometer came in
apackage better sized for your
application and priced in an
affordable range to meet the
demands of cost. Think the
possibility is remote? Think
again!
These are the shapes of some
of industry's most cost-effective
elements, designed to answer
some very special applications
but made with the idea they
would ultimately be treated as a
standard product.
TYPICAL POSITION SENSOR
(1 K0±-20%/

3.5% Linearity )-

Output Smoothness 0.5% max.

.670

-./

670

.CD.1

HIGH-TEMP

ACCEPTS

SUBSTRATE

SOLDER
LEADWIRES

Operating in hundreds of
systems in airborne applications,
instrumentation, thousands of
consumer appliances, and now in
such areas as automotive
electronics, DUNCAN Series 98E
Elements are being manufactured
today utilizing technology that
assures precision reliability at
low cost.
If you want to design your
own element we'll help you.
Before your first production
quantity is required you
Airborne guidance

<I

a

o

Automotive position sensors

will have had the
satisfaction of testing and
approving adesign in
ample time to meet your
planned requirements.
Responsiveness is not
new to DUNCAN. In fact,
alist of satisfied customers using
DUNCAN products include most
of America's industry leaders ...
designers who know the value of
working together from the
beginning.

Design Flexibility
Individually provided, or
supplied with awiper assembly

ca

SYSTRON DUNCAN ELECTRONICS
DONNER
DIVISION
Me
mber of the THORN EMI Group

-- 11111r111

M
;e
for assured performance and
perfect "mating," the Duncan 98E
Element is produced to meet the
high standards of reliability,
anti-shock characteristics, and
low-noise in such applications as
aircraft or scientific instruments,
yet priced right for use in
commercial products or

Elements of Success.

Lined'

lisplacement sensors

Gyro applications

Consumer appliance elements

substrates when required. Your
application may require any of
the many alternatives, like an
additional glass-laminate base for
added strength, center taps and
terminations for solder leads or
turret-type terminals, or ascalefactor or over-current protection
resistor within the element
circuitry. The number is 98E, but
the number of possibilities go on
and on.
You can re-new
your design imagination
by knowing that the
whole idea behind the
98E is to allow you to
design what you need.

Long Dither Life ...
Something You Can
Count On
The DUNCAN 98E Element
exhibits excellent long-life
characteristics, ideally suited for
dither applications where fifty
million dither cycles without

Log taper—instrumentatioji controls

industrial controls. Carefully
balanced element/wiper
combinations assure important
considerations to extended life,
like low torque and inertia. Using
aunique approach to high
volume production, conductive
plastic is directly screened onto a
substrate: including flexible

degradation are commonly
experienced in stroke lengths as
small as .005". Typical linearities
range from ±0.25% to ±2.0%.
And, there's no sacrifice in
resistance stability.
Whether your application
requires position sensing,
guidance control, gyroscopic

feedback, linear motion
perception, or simply arotary
element the size of aquarter or
smaller, DUNCAN's 98E
capabilities can be the Elements
of Success in your next system or
controls design.

Free Elements
Design Glossary
For complete information and a
glossary of existing element
configurations, data on
DUNCAN's Hybrid and
Conductive Plastic
Potentiometers, or our Short
Form Catalog of Standard
Products, contact your nearest
DUNCAN Representative
or write.
DUNCAN ELECTRONICS
2865 Fairview Road
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Phone (714) 545-8261
TWX 910-595-1128
Circle 130 on reader service card
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If you're still looking for the best 51/4"

Eln.
Dy crive, you iaveni found us vet.
.

Hard to believe, perhaps, but no one ships as many 5A"
I
floppy drives as we do. No one builds a5/
14"rigid drive with as much storage.
No one knows more about high-volume, high-quality electromechanics. And no
one else designs and produces their own head from start to finish. In fact, no one,
but no one, builds as much of their own product. You see, at Tandon, we simply
make more of what we make. Tandon. 20320
Prairie, Chatsworth, CA 91311, (213) 993-6644.
lraiirla D

li

The most successful disk drive company you never heard of.
Circle 143 on reader service card

COMPOnelIf

Second generation. ILC Data
Device Corp. reduced the active component count from 40
to 1in the ADH-030 12-bit d-a
converter, obtaining one fifth
the glitch energy, one third the
reference drift, three times the
reliability,

and

operating

temperature

an

extended
range

for this 35-ns part.
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ntegration raises the intelligence,
resolution, and speed of the links
in the data-acquisition chain;
materials progress brings more
color and variety to displays
by Roderic Beresford,
D The more sophisticated aproduct is,
the better do its particular forms and
potential uses harmonize. Refined technologies and changing concepts of component
functions were evident this year as data converters and sensors assimilated more capabilities
on chip and as new materials brought more and
clearer colors to light-emitting diodes and liquid
crystals. The next generation may see more intelligence in these parts, as their form and function evolve
hand in hand in astepped-up race to progress.
Data converters, continually progressing to higher resolution and speed, will also eventually acquire directmemory-access interfaces or even complete microprocessors, natural extensions of the memory and control logic
appearing on many present-day devices.
As for evolution within the converter circuits themselves, resistor ladders may yield to all-capacitor chargesumming networks, which not only perform better but
need less power and space. Complementary-MOs with its
dense logic circuits and plentiful analog switches will
anchor these developments, while signals to the smarter
converters will emanate from intelligent silicon-based
sensors incorporating integrated circuitry for filtering
and amplification.
Research is uncovering simpler processes for making
imaging arrays for video recording to achieve the density
for better resolution and the speed to capture transient
phenomena. Display technologies will reveal a broader
spectrum of colors, including blue LEDs with reasonable
efficiency and dyed liquid crystals in a myriad of hues.
Within the next year, flat-panel plasma displays should
expand to full-size cathode-ray-tube formats. Also slated
for appearance are integrated thin-film and mos transistor arrays for driving commercial display panels based
first on liquid crystals and eventually perhaps on electrochromic materials as well.
A noteworthy trend in passive components is likely to
be the rapid spread of chip (thick-film) resistors into
general-purpose, printed-circuit—board applications, due
to the growth of domestic sources for the necessary
automatic insertion equipment. Hybrid-circuit makers
will continue to demand precision passive components as
their markets slide toward higher performance requirements, impelled by advances in monolithic technologies,
especially flash converter chips.
Now that 12-bit monolithic data converters are
becoming routine for many makers, their concentration
will be focused on creating 14- and 16-bit silicon prototypes and making complete lower-resolution parts totally
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Components Editor

transparent to the microprocessors directing their functions, c-mos processing and wafer-level laser trimming
of thin-film resistors are emerging as the nearly universal technologies of choice for the coming generation of
higher-resolution, low-cost one-chip converters. Designers are looking for temperature-stable voltage references
and experimenting with switched-capacitor techniques to
manage error budgets within reasonable die sizes.
Hybrid Systems Corp. of Bedford, Mass., was the first
to market ad-a converter chip accurate to 14 bits. The
HS3140 uses a segmented conversion scheme, with the
top 4 bits selecting precisely matched current sources.
The lower 10 bits, contributing proportionately smaller
errors, are less tightly controlled and made from standard c-mos switches and athin-film resistor ladder.
Concurring on the virtues of a segmented approach
and foreshadowing a trend in digital audio, Analog
Devices Inc. of Norwood, Mass., recently announced the
first monolithic 16-bit d-a converter. Although the
AD7546's resistor ladder limits accuracy to only 12 bits,
its wide dynamic range, guaranteed monotonicity, 10microsecond settling time, and under-$30 price make it a
fair first shot for consumer audio playback. The implementation is c-mos, with an internal 12-bit d-a converter using an R-2R ladder and operated in the voltageswitching mode. Other companies will likely contribute
strong entries in this area also.
Another approach that has potential for audio playback is the companding or logarithmic d-a converter.
Precision Monolithics Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., has led
development of this technique for telecommunications,
and recent parts like its bipolar DAC78 are aimed at
speech synthesis applications. It is priced like other 8-bit
parts, but the logarithmic transfer function in effect
gives it a72-decibel dynamic range and 12-bit accuracy.
C-MOS interfaces
However, for cost-effective processing, the leader will
continue to be c-m0S. Indicative of the trends are the
DAC083 (from $4.50) and DAC1230 (from $15.75), 8and 12-bit d-a converters from National Semiconductor
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif. Consuming only 20 milliwatts, these parts are designed for simple direct interfacing with microprocessor buses: their latched inputs are
Tit-compatible through a biasing scheme that exploits
the parasitic bipolar transistors available in c-mos.
A-d converters are evolving into data-acquisition systems, as multichannel inputs and on-board memory can
be economically fabricated in c-mos. D-a converters can
also ease a processor's supervisory tasks by including
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memory that can be directly addressed. The 12-bit
AD7544 from Analog Devices sports a six-word stack,
and many other makers are adopting similar strategies.
As well as concentrating more functions on converter
chips, c-mos is at the center of the rapidly emerging
switched-capacitor conversion techniques. Completely
eliminating resistor ladders from d-a converters cuts
power dissipation and size while improving speed and
accuracy. Eight-bit successive-approximation a-d converters using weighted capacitor d-a networks surfaced
this year, notable among them Texas Instruments'
TL520 and Motorola's MC14444. Extension of this
technique to 10- and possibly 12-bit a-d parts is likely.
Flash news
The fastest of all a-d conversion schemes—parallel, or
flash, encoding—graduated to 8-bit resolution with
much fanfare. TRW LS! Products of La Jolla, Calif.,
presented the video-speed market with the first commercial product made in a 1-micrometer process: the
TDC1025 8-bit flash converter. Using a scaled-down
triple-diffused bipolar process and optical lithography,
TRW managed to get the necessary 255 comparators and
encoding logic onto a200-by-160-mil chip.
With the tight geometries and well-developed processBUFFER

POSITIVE
REFERENCE
VOLTAGE

ing, matching of the base-emitter voltages in the comparators' emitter-coupled transistor pairs is close enough
to give differential linearity within ± 1
2 of aleast signifi/
cant bit. And although it dissipates 2watts, the sample
rate is up to 75 megahertz—the present record for a
monolithic 8-bit conversion.
RCA Corp.'s Solid State division in Somerville, N. J.,
chose aC-MOs implementation for an 8-bit flash converter that trades speed for lower power operation. Limited
to about 15-MHz conversion rates, the CA3380 needs
only 200 mw and costs far less than 50-MHz and faster
parts. Tradeoffs in flash converter selection will continue
to be tricky, since the technique gives parts that can be
easily "stacked" for an extra bit or two of resolution or
else paralleled for doubled conversion rates. For those
still satisfied with a 6-bit component, Analog Devices'
AD5010 takes bipolar converter circuits up to 100-MHz
sample rates with less than 0.5-w dissipation.
Feeding the hybrids

With monolithics taking over the 12-bit applications,
hybrid converter makers are pushing specifications to
higher resolution and specialized markets by exploiting
the advances in monolithic technology. Micro Networks
Co., Worcester, Mass., developed a three-layer metal
interconnect technology to produce
the MN5700, a 12-bit a-d converter
AMPLIFIER
fully qualified to 200°C. Teledyne
Philbrick, Dedham, Mass., combined dielectrically isolated switches
with a thin-film chromium-cobalt
resistor network and aprecision discrete operational amplifier to give
the 4080 series of voltage-output 12bit d-a converters that settle in 250
nanoseconds. And Micro Power Sys8OUTPUT
SWITCHES
tems of Santa Clara, Calif., pushed
known techniques like laser trimming to get an 18-bit d-a converter,
guaranteed monotonic, with 16-bit
relative accuracy. The MP370 is a
two-chip hybrid converter with a
ANALO
12-BIT
OUTPUT
2-1.is settling time and a low 60-mw
R-2R LADDER
DIGITAL-ANALOG
power consumption.
CONVERTER
Aiming at digital recording studios, Burr-Brown Research Corp. of
Tucson, Ariz., has put together a
DECODER
pair of hybrid converters with 16-bit
LOGIC AND
resolution designed with pulseSWITCH
DRIVERS
code—modulated audio signals in
mind. The PCM50 d-a converter
typically settles in 5 is and introduces only 0.003% total harmonic
distortion. The PCM75 a-d convert16-BIT LATCH
er performs successive-approxima-

NEGATIVE
REFERENCEVOLTAGE

Interpolator. The

AD7546 from Analog

Devices uses a 12-bit converter in the voltage switching mode to fill in 16 intervals
16-BIT
DIGITAL INPUT

derived from a resistor string. External buffer
connections are switched on adjacent segments to compensate for offset voltages.
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tion conversions in at most 17 is with 0.004% distortion.
As digital audio opens up, many general-purpose hybrid
makers will be able to offer studio-quality devices and
will begin quoting distortion figures for this market. But
to get into consumer equipment, the rule of thumb calls
for a $10 price tag, and that will be a reach for hybrid
designs in the foreseeable future.
Top performers
The highest-resolution data-conversion system reported this year was a20-bit a-d converter from National Semiconductor built around amicroprocessor and the
old single-slope integrator. Intelligent circuitry offers
continuous error correction, apparently amandatory feature at single-part-per-million error levels.
The prize for highest speed goes to a Josephsonjunction—based converter, a 6-bit a-d prototype built by
the National Bureau of Standards. Each bit of data is
provided by one superconducting quantum interference
device. Six of these Squids of binary-weighted sensitivities to magnetic fields are simultaneously exposed to the
field generated by the input current, in the superconducting analog of a semiconductor flash converter.
Besides reaching a 2-gigahertz conversion rate, the
design needs only one device per bit of resolution.
Under pressure
With the chip makers and hybrid houses well in
control of data conversion, sensing elements continue to
be the weak link in the data-acquisition chain. But
expertise with integrated circuits may be producing some
solutions. With packaging costs still holding back pressure transducer development, announcement from IBM
Corp.'s San Jose, Calif., Research laboratory of amuch
smaller device sparked interest at the International Electron Devices Meeting last December.
A silicon-based accelerometer measuring only 5 mils
on a side incorporated a metal-coated silicon dioxide
cantilever beam as the active arm of acapacitive sensing
element. Detection circuits were integrated on the chip
using mos devices. Capacitance variations of 40 attofarads per gravity were achieved in an area more than a
hundred times smaller than previous sensors.
Bipolar silicon-device technology produced an alternative to Hall-effect sensors. A novel magnetic-field sensor,
called acarrier-domain magnetometer, surfaced at Britain's York University. The device uses an annular structure of merged npn and pnp transistors in which the
current distribution forms a spoke-like pattern that
rotates in the presence of a magnetic field. Junction
detectors around the periphery of the ring produce an
output signal whose frequency is proportional to the
current distribution's angular velocity, with sensitivities
typically as high as 10 Hz per gauss.
Silicon temperature sensors are benefiting from
increased integration by becoming easier to use. The
ICL8073 from Intersil Inc. in Cupertino, Calif., is a
laser-trimmed bipolar chip that combines bandgap voltage reference circuitry with thin-film technology to give
nonlinearities as low as 0.5 °C and that puts out reference
signals as well as readings proportional to absolute temperature and degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit.
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Smart diode.

A photodetector diode from TRW Optron is integrated

with logic and control circuits to make an ambient light sensor that
will also automatically adjust an LED display's brightness, saving
power in dim lighting and improving legibility in bright surroundings.

Although silicon is an excellent performer in some
transducers, LEDs are calling on other materials for
higher output power and avariety of colors. Matsushita
Electric Industrial Co. of Osaka, Japan, increased the
brightness of red LEDs by afactor of nearly 10 with the
development of aGaAlAs heterojunction diode that puts
out 200 millicandelas at a20-milliampere drive current.
The structure, formed by liquid-phase epitaxy, has a
zinc-doped p-type layer with a1.85-electronvolt bandgap
and atellurium-doped n-type layer of 2ev bandgap. The
10-µm-thick n layer acts as a nearly lossless window to
pass the radiation out of the chip.
Blue emitters
Blue LEDs are closer to reality with the news, again
from Matsushita, that sample quantities of diodes with a
2-mcd brightness for a 10-mA driving current will be
available. The devices have gallium nitride and zincdoped epitaxially grown layers on asapphire substrate.
Sanyo Electric Co. also came up with a blue emitter,
based on silicon carbide, that is grown in aliquid-phase
epitaxy process from a silicon melt—the wafer holder
contributes the carbon. The n-type layer is doped with
nitrogen, while the p-type layer uses aluminum. Brightness of the 480-nanorneter light is 2mcd at acurrent of
20 mA and driving voltage of 3.5 V. The blue LEDs are
offered in afull-color lamp that also includes ared- and
green-emitting diode chip based on gallium phosphide.
Discrete photodetectors may be giving way to integrated circuits incorporating photodiodes and providing
more functions. An example is the OPL100 from TRW
Optron of Carollton. Texas, asilicon IC that includes, in
addition to a2,500-mil 2 photodiode, amplifiers, comparators, random logic, a voltage regulator, and output
drivers to automatically control adisplay's brightness in
response to the strength of the ambient light.
Photodetector arrays for solid-state image sensing
have begun to hit the marketplace, with Hitachi Ltd. in
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TRANSPARENT TIN OXIDE
ELECTRODE

TUNGSTEN TRIOXIDE ELECTROCHROMIC DISPLAY ELEMENT

GLASS

SOLID POLYMER ELECTROLYTE

CARBON PAPER COUNTER ELECTRODE

SILICON DIOXIDE
PROTECTIVE LAYER

METAL COVER

Longer life. American Cyanamid has fabricated electrochromic displays using solid proton-conductive polymers that reduce electrode
degradation. The entire assembly is simple to mass-produce and stands up to at least 10 switching cycles at 0.5-Hz clock rates.

the lead—its VK-C1000 video camera is built around a
485-by-384-element mos array that provides resolution
of 350 by 260 TV lines and signal-to-noise ratios of 46 dB
in good lighting conditions. Sharp Corp.'s Central
Research Laboratories in Nara, Japan, and Toshiba's
Research and Development Center in Kawasaki both
showed charge-coupled-device imager arrays at the
IEDM that use two layers of polysilicon instead of three,
boosting array yields.
Researchers at Hughes Aircraft Co. of Carlsbad,
Calif., are on the way to developing an avalanche photodiode imaging array that will be the solid-state equivalent of aphotomultiplier tube. The pn diodes of the array
are reverse-biased close to the avalanche breakdown
point so that light-generated charge from very faint
sources of the kind encountered in celestial navigation
will trigger breakdown in the depletion region and multiply the current output of the cells.
While night vision and thermal imaging systems based
on infrared photodetectors will continue to find military
uses, the pyroelectric imager is catching on in commercial and industrial applications, thanks to its lower cost,
lighter weight, and ability to work without cooling.
Infrared imagers based on pyroelectric materials like
triglycine sulfate depend on the heating effects of incident IR photons to modify the electric polarization of the
image plane and so to distribute charge over it in accordance with the amount of heat absorbed. A scanning
electron beam then neutralizes the imaging charges and
gives rise to the output current from the array. Thomson-CSF of Boulogne-Billancourt, France, and Philips
Industries Ltd., Eindhoven, the Netherlands, are among
the suppliers of the new vidicon tubes.
Flattening displays

Although solid-state TV cameras are here now, the
solid-state video display is still in the future. But the
quest for the flat-panel display continues, and though
there is no clear front-runner, significant advances have
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been won in several areas, including liquid-crystal, plasma, electroluminescent, and electrochromic displays.
Clive Sinclair's flat CRT moved astep closer to market,
when Sinclair Research Ltd. of Cambridge, England,
contracted with Timex in Dundee, Scotland, for volume
production of tubes measuring 6by 4by 1inches.
Burroughs OEM Corp. from Detroit provided a big
push to plasma displays with the introduction of a new
generation of its Self-Scan technology that incorporates
a memory feature by merging ac and dc operation in a
single cell. An ac sustaining signal is applied across all
the elements of the display panel in parallel, and alevel
of matrix-addressed dc cells below these ignite or quench
the plasma locally when writing or erasing is called for.
The scheme leads to simple drive electronics and flickerfree displays that can now extend to the standard 96character rows of aCRT display.
Electroluminescent panels, which are seen as meeting
military needs for rugged, bright, compact displays, are
still undergoing much laboratory investigation. The
IEDM included a report from Fujitsu Ltd. that a solid
solution of zinc sulfide and zinc selenide sandwiched
between insulating layers of yttrium oxide can put out
light at a 100-footlambert brightness level with only 120
V of drive voltage. And researchers at Rockwell's Electronics Research Center in Thousand Oaks, Calif., were
squinting at a700-ftL green display that uses zinc sulfide
doped with aterbium fluoride activator.
Liquid crystals are likely to be the material of choice
for the first generation of flat displays made on top of
silicon lc driver arrays. They are now routinely made
with dichroic guest-host materials, which yield assorted
colors and better contrast than the earlier twistednematic cells. In a development that improved contrast
by a factor of 20, researchers at Brunel University in
Middlesex, England, bound these electrofluorescent dye
molecules to 1-µm pieces of mineral clay that disperse in
water as charged particles. These dipoles can be easily
aligned with relatively small electric fields compared to
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those needed for the dye molecules themselves.
While the fastest LcDs are still the 50-µs surface-mode
devices from American Liquid Xtal Chemical Corp.,
Kent, Ohio, Thomson-CSF showed another possible technique for fast switching at the Paris Components Show:
a 10-by-10-centimeter display consisting of a matrix of
240 by 250 pixels was updated at 20 ms per row. The
display used a compound based on biphenylnitryl that
enters the nematic phase at 40°C, where it orders under
an applied field.
Electrochromics at last
In apiece of work that may finally lead to asolution
of the lifetime problems of electrochromic displays based
on tungsten trioxide electrodes, American Cyanamid
Co.'s Chemical Research division in Stamford, Conn.,
showed attendees at the Society for Information Display
conference results of experiments on solid polymer electrolytes. These proton-conductive compounds give display elements that can be switched in less than 1second
with 1-v signals and suffer no degradation in 10 7 cycles.
The optimal structure found was based on poly-2acrylamido-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid, with titanium
dioxide dispersed in the polymer to provide a white
background for the display.
Another solid-state electrochromic development came
from Nippon Kogaku KK of Japan, where 100-ms

switching times were achieved in acell based on metallic
hydroxides and tungsten trioxide electrochromic layers,
with residual water providing the mobile ions. Reactiveion plating and indium tin oxide electrodes were used in
the fabrication of devices that tested out at over 5million
cycles with no degradation.
Passive activity

The steady world of passive components had acouple
of surprises this year, with Vishay Intertechnology Inc.,
Malvern, Pa., introducing what may be the ultimate in
foil resistors. A photo-engraved nickel-chromium alloy is
bonded to alayered ceramic substrate with anew composition that better compensates for the resistivity
change over temperature in the metal with the straininduced changes in resistance due to differential thermal
expansion of the metal and ceramic. The result is alow
temperature coefficient that averages about 0.25 ppm
per °C over the range 0° to 125°C.
Analog Devices went into production with one of the
first transformers to employ thick-film windings. So far,
the tiny component is used in isolation amplifiers. Its
coils are built up using hybrid manufacturing techniques: copper paste screened onto ceramic substrates
gives the flat spiral windings. The transformer's 12-mil
coil pitch leads to a 20-MHz bandwidth, and the thickfilm insulation layers isolate up to 8,000 V.

Hexfets derive their high power from Lidow
After lagging behind integrated circuits for years in the use
of advanced design and process techniques, the oncestaid power components business shows signs of catching
•
up. Nowhere is this more apparent than at International
Rectifier Corp., where in a remarkably short three-year
development cycle a team of youthful technologists has
succeeded in firmly establishing a landmark high-power
transistor line based on leading-edge MOS processing.
Spearheading the drive at his family firm ever since he
graduated from Stanford University in late 1977 is Alexander Lidow. "We were determined to develop a highvoltage (400-V) process that could apply initially to 100-V
parts," he recalls. Lidow already had a head start from
graduate studies in the field at Stanford, where he earned
adoctor of philosophy degree in applied physics.
The status quo in power devices then was bipolardominated and limited
to about 60 V. "MOS
had all the advantages
of switching speed and
gain over bipolar -everything except for
cost," says Lidow. But
he and fellow Stanford
graduate Thomas Herman in early 1978
quickly turned out, using
mask sets built while in
school, 100-V and 400V aluminum-gate MOS
field-effect transistors,
then the first of their
kind. But those did not
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measure up to desired performance, which forced a
redesign to silicon-gate form that within months paid off.
The resulting devices became the Hexfet line that now
numbers some 164 different parts of up to 500-V-40ampere ratings. "The redesign put us over the cost threshold and made the difference between a specialty product
and a volume product," says Lidow, who serves as vice
president of research and development for the El Segundo, Calif., firm. He credits Herman, manager of new products, with being the "key technologist" behind Hexfet.
The specifications of Hexfet leave no doubt it is squarely
in the integrated-circuit business and so poses the same
processing challenges facing large-scale integration manufacturers, points out Lidow. The firm's first silicon-gate
device two years ago "had 30,000 transistors in parallel,
which is high LSI density and amounted to building 30-K
RAMs at atime when 16-K was standard," as he puts it.
During the past year, Lidow has labored to transfer
Hexfet into volume production in a new next-door manufacturing facility. His interest extends to the smallest
details of the MOS process, even to personally training
each production worker in the virtually automated plant.
"Each is a hand-picked volunteer and so far not a single
one has left us," he boasts. The plant went into operation
in June 1981 and can produce twenty-five thousand
4-inch wafers a month — "enough by itself to satisfy world
demand," Lidow points out.
Pioneering with MOS power devices is just the first step;
in the next phase Lidow contemplates adding integrated
control functions. "Because most of the world lives out of
one socket with one product, it is clear Hexfet is only the
start of the transition from power control to energy control," he says.
-Larry Waller
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AN INNOVATIVE 20 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE
THAT EMPHASIZES OPERABILITY
The SS-5702 has flexibility and power which make it ideal for the maintenance and
troubleshooting of TVs, VTRs, audio equipment and a wide range of other electronic
systems by hobbyist as well as professionals. At the top of its class,
the SS-5702 uses a 6-inch rectangular, parallax-free CRT.
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IWATSU makes more than 20 oscilloscopes as well as an impressive lineup of other instruments including logic analyzers and
digital memory scopes. The fastest oscilloscope has amaximum
frequency of 350 MHz. And the same technological expertise
and product qual ily that make this super high-frequency oscilloscope possible are incorporated in the SS-5702.

/

• 6-inch rectangular, parallax-free CRT
• TV-V trigger
• Variable sweep length
• Double Lissajous figure
• 1mV/div to 10 V/div sensitivity
• 100 ns/div to 0.2 s/div sweep
• Differential input with ADD mode
• DC operation (optional)

IWATSLI ELECTRIC CD., LTD.

O ASAHISEIMEI BLDG, 2-1-3 NIHONBASHI, CHUO KU, TOKYO, 103 JAPAN TELEX: J24225 TELEIWA
• Austria: Universal Elektron.k Import GmbH 54 15 88 • Canada: Associated Test Equipment Ltd. (416) 497-2208 • Chile: Importadora Janssen Y Cia. Ltda. 72
• Denmark: Danstrument ape (03) 28 34 31 • England: ITT Instrument Services 0279 29522 • Finland: Oy Etra AB 780 122 • Italy: Radiel SPI (02) 213.30.56
• Netherlands: Klaasing Electronics BV 01620-51400 • New Zealand: G.T.S. Engineering Ltd. 545-745 • Norway: Solberg & Andersen A/S (02) 19 10 00

3956

• Sweden: Tele.nstrumerit AB 08/38 03 70 •West Germany: NBN Elektronik GmbH (0 81 52) 390
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This solid state relay uses thick film hybrid technology for
contactless 2.5 A, 240 V AC switching.
It is characterised by: high switching speed, unlimited life, silent
operation, minimum bulk, and it is immune to ambient
conditions. It switches at the AC zero crossing.

This light dimmer will adjust the luminance of a lighting circuit
or the speed of an AC motor, up to 2.5 kW, 240 V AC.
The control circuit is a thick film hybrid, and adjustment is by
means of a high-insulation plastic potentiometer.
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WHO MAKES THE
FASTEST +0.01%
WH AMPLIFIER?
WTELEDYNE PHILBRICK
Of the half dozen high speed, high resolution sample/hold
amplifiers available today, only the Teledyne Philbrick 4860
acquires a full 10V signal to ± 0.01% (± 1mV) in less than
20Onsec. Only the 4860 tracks signals to 16MHz, and only
the 4860 settles to ±0.01% 7Onsec after a hold command.
Features include a 24 pin DIP, TTL compatibility, a ± 10V
input/output range, ± 0.005% FSR linearity, and 875mW
max power consumption. — 55°C to + 125 °C (ambient)
operation and 883 screening are optional. Teledyne
Philbrick is a leading manufacturer of high speed
sample/hold amplifiers for both military and commercial
applications. We also manufacture precision high speed
and high power op amps, A/D-D/A converters and V/F-F/V
converters.

inle TELEDYNE
PHIL/BRICK

4860

irTELEDYNE PHILBRICK
HEADQUARTERS: Allied Drive at Route 128, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026 USA
Tel: (617) 329.1600 Two: (710) 348-6726 Telex: 92-4439 Cable: TELEPHIL
DIRECT SALES OFFICES

FRANCE
Teledyne Peleick France
17 Rue Carnol
92300 Levalles Perret. France
Tel (I) 75,19.40
Telex 8421 613796
JAPAN
Teledyne PhIlbrlek Jape,
Ninon Same, Ak aaaaa Building
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Monato.ku. Tokyo 107. Japan
Tel 103-0921
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Clnyele Building Annex
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Tel 1061 385 0431
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High

throughput.

high-speed,
tron-beam

IBM's

EL-3

direct-writing

elec-

lithography

system,

part of the automated wafer-processing line at East Fishkill, N. Y.,
is capable of exposing up to thirty
4-inch wafers per hour.
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!though the chip-carrier continues
to evolve, the pin-grid array
is competition; for IC processing,
direct-writing electron-beam units
enter their second generation
by Jerry Lyman,
Chip-carriers continued gaining in
popularity this year. Plastic leaded types
not only benefited from improved techniques for pre- and post-molding packages—
the appearance of flush-mounting techniques
also promises to eliminate their need for plated
through-holes. Ceramic leadless types, until now
mainly used on hybrid substrates, have found anew
home on composite metal-plastic printed-circuit
boards. At the same time, vapor-phase soldering of these
leadless carriers to polyimide and glass-epoxy boards has
at last been successful.
Integrated-circuit firms have also started to accept the
ceramic leadless chip-carrier as a viable package for
large-scale integrated circuits, with the single-layer
ceramic type in particular being favored for most new
entries. Meanwhile, in anticipation of the packaging
densities and heat dissipation needed for the next generation of very large-scale integrated circuits, many packaging firms are already furnishing carrier prototypes
with input/output terminations on 20-to-25-mil centers,
compared with today's standard 40-to-50-mil spacing.
As pinout counts approach the 100-to-200 range, the
pin-grid array may be amore space-efficient package for
the coming generation of VLSI and very high-speed integrated-circuit chips. Moreover, beryllium oxide is being
used experimentally as asubstrate and packaging material that dissipates heat more efficiently than aluminum.
Finally, in the ic-processing field the first examples of
a new generation of equipment are appearing, such as
improved electron-beam lithography machines, radically
new plasma etchers, and an isothermal annealer based
on infrared radiation from agraphite heater.
Skimming the surface
In the past two or three years, atrend has developed
toward soldering chip-carriers of all types (leadless and
leaded) directly to pc board surfaces. This method eliminates both the expense of socketing and, more importantly, fabricating plated through-holes, which are
expensive to make and relatively unreliable and take up
valuable board real estate. In fact, with the elimination
of through-holes, many two-sided boards could be converted into single-sided types.
Companies like Rockwell International Corp.'s Collins
Telecommunications Products division, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, and Martin Marietta's Aerospace division, Orlando, Fla., have successfully soldered and temperaturecycled arrays of leadless ceramic chip-carriers on glassepoxy and -polyimide boards. However, most electronic
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packaging experts are still not convinced that the large
difference between board and ceramic temperature coefficients of expansion will not result in solder-joint failures over environmental extremes.
This situation has led at least three companies to
embark on programs for finding asubstrate whose temperature coefficient of expansion comes close to matching that of the chip-carrier's alumina body.
In its approach, Bell Laboratories in Denver, Colo.,
uses the Lampac method where a thin double-sided
epoxy-glass pc board is laminated to a dielectrically
coated steel support plane. The composite, which has a
coefficient of expansion near that of alumina, separates
circuit interconnections from the steel core, which acts
as both heat sink and ground plane. Printed wiring
interconnections are located on both sides of the thin pc
laminate and are connected by vias 11 mils in diameter,
rather than by plated through-holes. Bell hai tested
chip-carriers with as many as 68 vo pads on its Lampac
boards and is evaluating even larger types.
Sandwich board
Researchers at the PCK Technology division of Kollmorgen Corp., Melville, N. Y., have also worked on
metal-backed boards to which leadless ceramic chipcarriers can be directly attached. The firm's engineers
experimented with many metal-plastic composites, and a
30-mil-thick nickel-iron (Alloy 42) support for an
epoxy-glass sandwich yielded some of the best results.
Chip-carriers of many sizes were reflow-soldered on top
of the sandwich, which has encapsulated wire (as in
Multiwire) between its two 5-mil-thick layers.
Continuing this trend, Texas Instruments Inc.'s Metallurgical Materials division, Attleboro, Mass., has
developed a substrate material composed of a core of
Invar, a low-expansion nickel alloy, clad on both sides
with copper. Its thermal coefficient matches that of
alumina and, since the material can be supplied in sheets
as wide as 24 inches, it could be used for large arrays of
leadless ceramic chip-carriers.
A key to the direct attachment of chip-carriers to any
type of substrate is the use of vapor-phase reflow soldering. This technique involves heating the entire circuit
board, with components in place, in avented container.
The heat-transfer medium is a dense saturated vapor
created by a fluorochemical liquid heated to its boiling
point. That heats all elements to precisely the same
temperature and appears to be the optimum soldering
method for directly attaching chip-carriers.
For all its virtues, the leadless ceramic chip-carrier has
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two serious limitations. It is relatively expensive compared with, say, aplastic dual in-line package, and it is
difficult to solder reliably to an epoxy-glass pc board.
Because of these drawbacks, Amp Inc., Harrisburg,
Pa., first came out with a premolded leaded plastic
chip-carrier in 1976. That carrier was inexpensive and,
with its leads, could easily be soldered to any pc board.
However, Amp was only interested in selling the package
and its automatic assembly equipment, leaving the user
to bond his own chips into the package. In addition, at
this time, the premolded carrier had to be proven out in a
high-humidity environment.
Plastic takes the leads
This year has had two breakthroughs that should
finally let the leaded plastic chip-carrier take over many
commercial applications from the leadless ceramic chipcarrier. The first breakthrough was the announcement
by TI that it would put out afamily of digital products in
20-, 28-, 44-, 68-, and 84-pin plastic carriers.
Unlike the Amp premolded carrier, the TI carrier uses
the same packaging method as the plastic-DIP—encapsulated chips bonded to a metal lead frame covered by a
thermosetting epoxy. The company is currently running
environmental tests on ic chips in its postmolded carrier,
and says that a test lot of 28-pin packages has been
subjected to 85°C at 85% relative humidity (RH) without
any chip failures.
Since lc makers are most familiar with the assembly
techniques for packaging chips in plastic DIPS, it is
almost certain that other large semiconductor firms will
soon follow TI'S lead. It is interesting to note that the
lead configuration of the TI units is mechanically the
same as the earlier Amp carrier. That carrier meets the
Joint Electron Devices Engineering Council pc-footprint
standard for chip-carriers and it appears that the future
plastic leaded carriers from other ic firms will resemble
the Amp unit mechanically.

small-outline and small-outline-transistor SOT types, a
new high-density packaging method called flush mounting should start to appear. In this method, all plated
through-holes will be eliminated. Components will be
attached directly to apc board by their leads.
The flush mount method should require about 40% to
75% of the board area taken up by the standard combination of DiPs and plated through-holes. However, since
the plastic carriers and the other small leaded plastic
semiconductor packages have leads on 50-mil centers,
finer-line boards will be needed and different attachment
processes will have to replace the now universally
accepted wave-soldering method.
The technology for attaching leaded plastic components to pc boards already exists in conventional reflow
and vapor-reflow soldering. In addition, the plastic
Silicone coating
leaded carriers will not require boards with matched
A second breakthrough took place at Bell Laborato- thermal expansion, as do leadless ceramic chip-carriers.
ries, Murray Hill, N. J., where some important tests The market for plastic leaded carriers is limited to
were run on silicon nitride-passivated chips packaged in commercial applications; ceramic chip-carriers will garthe Amp carrier and in amolded chip-carrier designed in ner all high-reliability military and aerospace sectors. To
house. Each carrier's chip was protected either with a hasten the application of plastic carriers, T1 has already
Dow Corning RTV silicone or asilicone gel coating. The demonstrated an experimental version of amachine that
plastic carriers were then reflow-soldered to a standard loads, heats, and attaches plastic carriers to a board.
pc laminate.
Several automatic-assembly machine makers have
Accelerated environmental checks, which included expressed interest in developing commercial versions of
testing at 85°C, 85% RH, thermal cycling, and flexural the machine.
tests, were done to gage the reliability of the chipCavity up and cavity down
carriers and their soldered cánnections to the test boards.
None of the RTv-encapsulated chips failed in more than
Continuing last year's trend, more and more ic com2,000 hours of 80°C, 85% RH testing, but some gel- panies are offering products in ceramic chip-carriers.
encapsulated ics did. Temperature cycling made a few Also, now microprocessors and microprocessor periphersolder joints fail, mostly because of faulty wire bonds. als are being packed in leadless ceramic chip-carriers.
Overall, the tests showed that both versions of the carri- However, lc firms are not in agreement over which type
ers to be highly reliable. These tests were important to of ceramic chip-carrier to use.
potential users who wish to put custom chips unavailable
Intel Corp., for example, favors type A carriers—a
from the large lc makers in plastic chip-carriers.
multilayer unit with its chip cavity facing downward.
With the availability of plastic leaded chip-carriers This type of carrier dissipates power into its pc board
and other small plastic leaded packages, such as the efficiently, but the carrier can only be installed in a
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The pin array is available from 3M, Kyocera International Inc., Augat Technical Ceramics, and Japan's NTK
Technical Ceramics. Like the chip-carrier, it is available
in both cavity-up and cavity-down versions. Cavity-up
versions, which can be fully gridded, have a higher
density than cavity-down types, where surface area must
be dedicated to the cavity. In the same size substrate, for
example, a cavity-up type could hold 196 pins while a
cavity-down unit could hold 132 pins. Cavity-down types
have better heat transfer, though.
Not all pin-grid arrays are fully gridded. Some of the
most popular types have a double row of pins around
their periphery. In any case, however, they are more
space-efficient than acomparable chip-carrier.
Pin-grid arrays still have more room for growth. Most
packaging experts are already considering using a50-mil
grid with the technique, particularly for VHSIC parts or
multichip applications requiring at least an 18-by-18
matrix (324 pins).
3M is already contemplating pinless designs, which
will be known as leadless grid arrays. The socket and
contact technology developed by 3M for the 64-pin quad
in-line package can be applied to socketing pin-grid
array packages. The Jedec JC11 committee is currently
in the midst of aprogram to develop astandard family of
pinned and leadless grid arrays that will be on a 100-mil
center-line grid.

Pinned packages. A 100-pin array from 3M's Electronic Products
division (left) is shown inverted and in place in a zero-insertion-force
socket. Pin-array packages offer a maximal density of input/output
pins per square inch with very short signal, power, or ground leads.

socket. Since the Santa Clara, Calif., firm requires that
its microprocessors should be field-replaceable, the socket is justified.
Zilog Inc., Cupertino, Calif., and Motorola Inc.'s
Semiconductor Sector operations in Austin, Texas, however, are opting for the type B and C ceramic chipcarriers, whose chip cavities face up. Obviously these
companies are projecting large-scale direct soldering of
their chip-carriers, though the same carriers can be
socketed if necessary.
As VLSI chips become larger and more complex, two
trends are taking place. One is that with pin counts over
100, chip-carriers with 50-mil 1/0 spacing are beginning
to occupy alarming amounts of board area. The other is
that the average power dissipated by the VLSI chip is
rising from below 1watt to at least 5W.
To solve the I/O problem, many companies are now
looking at chip-carriers on 20- and 25-mil centers. But as
one chip-carrier manufacturer says, "We can make these
carriers, but who will make the boards to put them on?"
Nevertheless, this year should see chip-carriers with
tighter spacing available commercially. In addition, a
Jedec committee is attempting to develop astandard for
carriers with closer spacing.
As far as increasing the heat dissipation of the chip
carrier, it appears that beryllium oxide is a good bet.
Brush Wellman Inc., Elmore, Ohio, has supplied 68-pin
Be0 type A chip-carriers to Sperry Univac in Blue Bell,
Pa., for evaluation. These carriers were evaluated
against aluminum oxide types in special tests in which
3.5 W was dissipated in each package. The beryllia units,
with superior thermal conductivity, outperformed the
alumina units. The firm is also using the same material
in the design of over 100-pin multilayer package in a
VHSIC application for General Electric.
Pin-grid arrays are promising

Once the ceramic DIP needed over 40 i/o pins, it was
replaced by the ceramic chip-carrier. Now with lead
counts in VLSI exceeding 100, it appears that pin-grid
arrays will replace the chip-carriers in these applications.
The pin-grid array, which is a square multilayer
ceramic package with an array or grid of bottom pins on
100-mil centers, is not new. It was originated by IBM in
the late 1960s and is still used there in house. For years,
it was regarded as too expensive and complicated, but
VLSI has brought it to the fore.
The pin array's big advantage over the chip-carrier is
size or interconnection density. As an example, the 160pin array occupies less than one half the area of a
160-pin Jedec-type chip-carrier on 50-mil centers.
Another major advantage of the pin-array packaging
is that its pins are on 100-mil centers. This allows it to be
mated with today's pc technology based on designs on a
100-mil grid. In addition, pin arrays can easily be wavesoldered or socketed to a pc board that, unlike the
leadless chip-carrier, does not require special handling.

Lithography advances
In ic processing, awhole new generation of lithography equipment is starting to emerge aimed primarily at
VLSI and VHSIC chips. The first two machines to surface
are from Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif., and
IBM Corp.'s General Technology division in East Fishkill, N. Y.
Both new electron-beam machines have high throughputs and are basically direct-writing machines of the
type needed for VLSI production. The HP machine uses a
modified raster-scan imaging technique that has registration accuracies between 0.1 and 0.2 micrometer and
can be used for exposing geometries in the 0.5-to-1-µm
range. The machine writes at rates of up to 300 megahertz, giving it athroughput of five wafers per hour for
chips with as many as 1,350,000 transistors each.
iBm's EL-3 is athird-generation electron-beam lithography tool developed for ic fabrication using directwriting techniques. The system uses state-of-the-art
techniques that will show up in commercial electronbeam systems within the next few years. These include: a
learn-calibrated field scan, a high-current variably
shaped spot, asubfield vector-writing technique, and the
ability to handle workpieces up to 165 mm in diameter.
Upping throughput
The EL-3 can expose thirty 4-inch wafers per hour
using 1.5-µm lithography at 10-microcoulomb-per-centimeter current density. Four EL-3s have been completed
and installed. One of the units is currently in place on
IBM'S automated production line in East Fishkill.
Along with the electron-beam systems, other techniques of ic processing have advanced during the past
year. In the field of plasma etching, a new entry—
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Applied Materials Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.—came out
with a machine with guaranteed high performance. In
the field of sputtering, Materials Research Corp.,
Orangeburg, N. Y., began to deliver a radically new
high-throughput machine, and in annealing of ion
implantation damage, Varian Associates' Extrion division, Gloucester, Mass., demonstrated a new type of
isothermal annealing.
Applied Materials' AME 8100 series is an ion-assisted
plasma machine that can do anisotropic etching of
oxides, polysilicon, and single-crystal silicon, silicon
nitride, aluminum, and organic materials. The company
guarantees such parameters as edge profile, etching rate,
line-width uniformity, etch-rate uniformity, and selectivity. Guaranteed uniformities apply to within a wafer,
wafer to wafer, and run to run.
The 8100 processes twenty-four 3-inch or 100-millimeter wafers per hour or eighteen 125-mm wafers/h. An
automatic mechanism loads and unloads wafers from
standard cassette carriers to special wafer trays. The
heart of the system is a novel vertical processing cham-

ber with ahexagonal multifaceted cathode structure.
Materials Research Corp.'s system 80 is an in-line
wafer-sputtering system with a throughput of 125
wafers/h regardless of wafer size. The system uses a
unique wafer transport mechanism, which maintains a
constant wafer flow and imparts a constant rotation to
each wafer. The transport holds each wafer on three
rollers at aslight angle to the vertical, rather than using
ahorizontal belt or air track.
Varian has developed amachine that uses anew form
of isothermal annealing to repair ion-implantation damage in silicon wafers. Rapid isothermal annealing heats
an entire wafer for a short time by radiant thermal
energy. The process, which employs a simple graphite
heater in a vacuum chamber, is more energy-efficient
than other annealing methods.
In experimental tests, complete 3-inch wafers were
annealed in asingle 10-second exposure with high activation for implants of boron. Leakage currents of
implanted pn and np diodes were comparable to furnace
annealed wafers. Diode leakage was minimal.

The plastic chip-carrier owes a lot to Grabbe
By the end of 1982 the surface-mounted leaded plastic
chip-carrier will start populating boards in many commercial types of electronic equipment. One of those responsible for bringing this package to the fore is Dimitry Grabbe,
recently appointed director of technology at Amp Inc.,
Harrisburg, Pa. The Yugoslavian-born engineer came up
with the concept of the premolded package in the mid1970s and carried the idea through to a whole family of
devices and afull line of automatic assembly equipment.
In 1972, Grabbe sold his own company, Maine
Research, a firm that did both systems packaging and
fabrication of multilayer boards, and began consulting for
Amp Inc. A year later he joined Amp as a full-time corporate staff member.
In Grabbe's own words, he was told "to make himself
useful." He then proceeded to find areas of technology
where he could help other Amp technical people and
selected the packaging of monolithic integrated circuits as
an area that would grow with time.
In November 1974 Grabbe's group at Amp took the first
step in the evolution
of the premolded
plastic carrier by
making experimental
quantities of premolded plastic dual
in-line packages. The
same technique was
quickly applied to assembling a newly designed plastic chipcarrier and in 1975,
the firm built the
prototype of the first
premolded chip-carrier. By the next year,
a complete assembly
line for bonding and
sealing chips into the
new packages had
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been designed. Amp was shortly producing units accommodating as many as 68 leads or sockets.
Today Amp is the only firm that can supply a premolded
plastic chip-carrier in 20- to 84-lead versions plus all
necessary assembly equipment. The Amp units will be
used by firms that will bond and seal their own custom
chips into the carriers as opposed to buying standard
integrated circuits already encased in plastic carriers by
their manufacturer.
In the future, Grabbe foresees these carriers being
attached to printed-circuit boards partly by surfacemounted sockets and partly by direct soldering to the
board surface. In his view, the higher-lead-count carriers
with more expensive, complex chips will always be socketed, since desoldering a multileaded package is laborious
and possibly damaging to its circuit board.
As for the next primary packaging for very large-scale
ICs, Grabbe expects leaded and unleaded chip-carriers
with closer input/output spacing —on 20-mil centers
and even less eventually. Nor does he anticipate any
difficulty in interfacing such dense pinouts
with present-day pc boards, based though
these are on a 100-mil grid and 10-mil lines
and spaces. As he observes, most independent pc makers can now routinely manufacture 8-mil lines and 8-mil spaces—he recalls
that his former company could manufacture
multilayer boards with 4-mil lines and spaces
way back in 1973. Either one of these board
types could easily interface with chip-carriers
having leads on 50-mil centers and even tighter I/O spacing.
In his new position at Amp, to which he was
appointed in September, Grabbe will be
responsible for three technical areas—
advanced products, plastics molding, and
automation and robotics. A senior member of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, he is on the steering committee of the
Computer Packaging Society. -Jerry Lyman
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16 channels. Choice of timing or
5state displays. Collects up to
2000 samples. Has 5ris glitch
memory.

50 MHz and 1000 samples. Use
this plug-in option in our PI-616
to capture and analyze the analog
signals in your system.

PI-648 Advanced State Analyzer

Mnemonic Display

48 channels plus 8qualifiers.
Mixed format display capability.
Has data search mode and 16
levels of triggering.

Use our 8-bit and 16-bit dedicated
i.LP probes, plus the PI-648's disassembly software, to simplify the
analysis of complex programs.

Additional Capabilities:
I/O and Stacking

Performance Monitoring

RS-232 standard; IEEE-488
optional. Single cable mates PI616 and p/-648 for 64-channel
operation.

.
1MI

100 MHz counter/timer plus
industry-standard signature
analyzer. Use this plug-in option
in either PI-600 analyzer to
measure hardware/software
performance.
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SEPA has long been familiar with the
world of automation, and with robots in
particular. This fund of experience is
freely available to customers. Those who
draw on it will be assured of flexible,
compact, and inexpensive control
systems. And, of course, high
performance ratings. In a word, the best
they could possibly want both for new
plants and those that need renovation.

Take, for example, the COBRA 32. This is
a control system for point-to-point robots,
such as those used in welding, materials
handling, etc. It is built around a SEPA
8 -bit ULP 32 minicomputer, and employs
a special programming language that
allows the use of three techniques..
learning in the field, desk programming,
or mixed learning.
It offers four types of movement, with
linear interpolation on all axes and 10
programmable speeds.
The COBRA 32 has its own automatic
internal diagnosis, with the display of
alerts and their causes on a video, and a
mass store for use as a data library.
These are just some of the COBRA 's
features. COBRA 32 -a significant
illustration of SEPA 's products in the
robot control sector.

Società di Elettronica per l'Automazione S.p.A.
Lungo Stura Lazio 45- 10156 TorMo (Italy)
Tel. (011) 262.3333 (5 linee r.a.)- Telex 221527 Sepa I
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EMISTREAMERS
The elite back-up
team has arrived
ededir

_

-EM1STREAMERS are herenot just another streamer -but
acompletely new generation of
easy loading high performance
drives using reliable 72 inch tapes.
You can now save your
Winchester data with the finest
back-up available -aunique
family of streamers to meet all
your needs.

All this and more across the EMISTREAMER
range -not just back-up but also reliable
data interchange using established ANSI/
ECMà, 1600 bpi format, three levels of interactive diagnostics. industry standard interface
and a. common module, common PCB
concept for cost-effective system build-up.
You specify the size, cost and performanceratios: we'll provide the back-upyou need.
• For further details of our range of
inch
EMISTREAMER 9800
Tape Drives, Streaming Cartridge Drives,
The miniature two speed streirrièr that Cout•ollers, Winchester Disc Drives and
like afloppy, fits in atwin floppy enModems —call us,in France on 859-0042,
closure and has unformatted capacities of
in Germany on 61O5-2941, in the UK on
.
up to 15 MByte:>.
01-8901477. Or contact SE Labs (EMl) Ltd,
Data Products Div, Spur Road, Feltham,
EMISTREAMER 9900
Middlesex TVV14 OTD, England. Telex 23995.
The versatile low profile streamer. Two
streaming speeds and automatic front
Drop in and see for yourself:
loading with unformatted capacities of up
PARIS - SICOB STAND 4B-4228.
to 61 MBytes.
MUNJCH -SYSTEMS STAND 19203.
LONDON -COMPEC STAND 7143/6144.
EMISTREAMER 8900
The high performance streamer. True
start/stop at 50 ips and 100 ips streaming
with fast reposition cycles. Unformatted
1[1capacities of up to 46 MBytes.
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Circle 161 on reader service card

Lightweight prices.
Wai e
connector needs, including coaxial, filter pin
and fiber optic connectors, plus connector/
cable assemblies. Just try us!
For more information on
Amphenol connectors
contact the office nearest you.

The designer has it easy with Amphenol®
connectors. Our quality is one thing you can
count on. And now we've expanded our
production facilities to speed up delivery
(often, off the shelf). Our technical data and
application assistance are easy to take. Our
prices, hard to beat. Get it all for all your

Standard & heavy duty power & signal
circular connectors.
Time tested, highly reliable 97 Series.
Qualified to MIL-C-5015. Varied applications
including industrial, military, machine
and process controls.
Non-rotating, prealigned
contact pockets. Rugged,
with metal shells and diallyl
phthalate inserts. Intermateable and interrnountable with other
MIL-C-5015 type
connectors.
Circle
Reader
Service
Number
155

Miniature circular
environmental connectors.
MIL-C-26500/BACC45/Amphenol
48 Series. Lightweight. Easyassembly crimp-removable contacts.
Front release. Bayonet or threaded
couplings.
Circle Reader Service
Number 154

Printed-circuit connectors—
card-edge or plug & receptacle.
225 and 261 Series direct entry connectors.
133/143 indirect entry connectors.
Rugged body design resistant to
solder heat. Available with wide
range of contact configurations,
mounting types, and tail termination
styles. 225 is QPL'd to MIL-C-21097.
Circle Reader Service Number 156

01>
.
Quick connect/disconnect
audio/power connectors.
91-0 Series. Solid die-cast construction.
Satin-nickel plating. Intermateable and
interchangeable wiTi standard latch-lock
audio connectors.
Circle Reader Service Number 157

Subminiature "D" pin & socket
connectors— industrial & nilitary.
Amphenol MIN RAC 17 "Seriesconnectors
offer broad selection of dielectric materials,
contact types, configurations. Meets EIA
Standard RS-232C and RS-449 for data
communication input-output ccnnectors.
IJL rated flame-resistant hood assemblies
are available.
Circle Reader Service Number 158
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Frgh-density & miniature mil-spec
circular environmental connectors.
MIL-C-26482 Series 2/Amphenol 118 Series,
MIL-C-38999 Series Iand II/Amphenol 418 Series
MIL-C-83723 Series III/Amphenol 518 Series.
Resist shock, vibration, extreme temperatures, other
adverse environments. Rear-release, polymer
ccntact retention. Filter-pin construction available as
well as contacts for printed circuitry and contacts
with wire wrappint tails«
Circle Reader Service Number 162

I

BUNKER
RAMO

Low-cost
Micro Ribbon'
& Micro-Pierces
rack & panel
connectors.
Amphenol Solder-Type Micro Ribbon 57
Series and Solderless Micro-Pierce 157
Series. 14 to 64 ccntacis—s&ective plating
in critical areas lowers cost without
compromising performance. Intermateable
with currently-used connectors in
telephony and EDP.
Circle Reader Service Number 163

INTERNATIONAL

A Division of Bunker Ramo Corporation

Bunk... Ramo International Sales Corp., 90C Commerce Drive. Oak Brook. IL 60521, USA—Tel: (312) 986-2700—Telex: 206 054
EUROPE: Austria —Amphenol Ge5.m b.H., Tautenhayngasse 22. A-1151 Wien (Viennai, Tel (0222)95 15 11 •England —Amprenol Limited, Thanet Way Whitstable. Kent CT5 3JF,
Tel: Or 27-26 44 11 •France—UMD Amphenol, Avenue de Gray. 21 Chemin Du Defois. 39100 Dole, Tel: (84) 72 81 13 •W. Germany—Amphenol-Tuchel Electronics GrMJ-1,
Augi.n.::-Hausser-Str 10. 7100 Heibronn/N. Tel :07131)486-1 •Italy —Amphenol Italia S.R.L.. Via Plinio 43. 20129 Milano, Tel (02) 26 70 061 •Sweden —Amphenol Scandinavia
AB. Ksnalvaegen 1. S194 61 Upplands Vaestk% Tel: 46-8-760-88-035
FAR EAST: Hong Kong —Amphenol International Limited, Room 521-22, New World Centre Office Bldg.. Tsimshatsui. Kowloon, Tel 3-681-282 •India—Amphenonix Ltd, Plot
No. 105, Bhosart Industrial Area. F:B. No. 1Poona. 411026. Tel: 83363 •Japan— Dal-lchi Denshi Kogyo K.K., Shinjuku Bldg. 7-12. 2-Chome.Yovogi. Shibuya-Ku.Tokyo, Jan 151.
Tel: i0:3) 379-2111
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Route to growth. In keeping
with the general trend to greater
modularity

in

instrumentation

design, the backplane of the GR
16 shown above is only one of
three bus structures within the
VLSI tester, each tailored to different data rates in accordance
with the functions performed in
the system.
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ools in general and logic analyzers
and field testers in particular gain
greater functional integration and
automation that will refine their
use in design and field service
by Richard W. Comerford,
D 1981 might have been predicted to
be a rough year for bringing new products to market, but asurprising number of
hardy instrumentation companies forged
ahead through the economic gloom to develop
more sophisticated design tools and instruments
that by the decade's end may fully automate the
engineering process. Goading the companies forward
was, among other factors, the rapid spread of 16-bit
microprocessors, which created ademand for testers to
test the chips and the temptation to redesign instruments
around them. Other driving concerns included how to
automatically test very large-scale integrated circuits
and how to test boards with visi's higher test point
counts.
Some of the gains made this year include faster and
broader logic analyzers, high-speed digitizing and
improvement in digital scopes, more sophisticated automatic testing systems that can be upgraded as VLSI
evolves, lower-priced testers for specific applications,
increased troubleshooting capabilities, and better fieldservice testing systems that may eventually become obsolete as the design of self-testing chips matures.
VLSI, with its opportunity for greater numbers of
functions on asingle chip, is also suggesting new paths
for product design. Silicon foundries, perhaps the most
prominent example, are changing the way companies
approach product design, production, and service.
Designers now are asking for tools that interconnect to
automatically move information from one stage of the
process to another, and the instrument companies are
answering with tools that can be linked together to
gather and transfer this information. The day is quickly
approaching for integrated, computer-aided industry.
Even without VLSI, the number of electronic systems
in use is growing at an astounding rate—so quickly it is
outstripping the industry's ability to provide qualified
people for their maintenance. Faced with this shortage of
individuals able to service complex logical systems,
industry has once again turned to the instrument companies for an immediate solution, though at the same time
hoping ultimately for ways to avoid the task of field
service altogether. Within the next few years of the
search for more reliable systems, industry must decide to
what level and in what manner those systems will be able
to check themselves.
The new logic in logic analysis
Logic analyzers moved in four important directions
this year—toward higher speeds, greater modularity,
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greater functionality, and better interfacing. In the coming year, these directions will be further underscored as
instrument companies enhance their existing units with
more modules or introduce new units that will boast
these 'features.
Early in the year, Gould Inc.'s Biomation division of
Santa Clara, Calif., broke through the 100-megahertz
barrier to address the increased use of faster logic.
Through use of emitter-coupled logic, the $22,625 K500D, an eight-channel unit, is able to track logic transitions
in the 500-MHz range and to capture glitches as brief as
3nanoseconds.
With higher-speed logic aphenomenon throughout the
industry, speed is also the byword for engineering in
general —that is, letting the engineer work faster. At
Xerox Corp. in El Segundo, Calif., engineers built their
own sampling logic analyzer and combined it with a
microcomputer for a system that both stimulates and
measures chip response. The system reduces from
months to days the time needed to generate test programs for the company's Sentry systçm, thus achieving
the industry goal of cutting product development time
while increasing engineering productivity.
A similar combination of stimulus and response
turned up what may be considered the most important
logic analysis tools to be seen this year. In March, Dolch
Inc. of San Jose, Calif., and Dietzenbach, West Germany, introduced the Emulyzer both in the U. S. and
Europe. The $5,000 unit, which connects to the microprocessor socket of a board under test, can be downloaded with software from a development system to
stimulate the board while it is examined by a separate
logic analyzer which it triggers. The unit can also be
used as astand-alone emulator.
The most dynamic solution to logic checkout, however,
came at Wescon this year in the form of the DAS 9100
from Tektronix Inc. in Beaverton, Ore. That system,
priced at $16,900 in atypical configuration, can bypass
development systems altogether, permitting the hardware designer independently to create test vectors that
then trigger the data-capturing side of the box.
The DAS exhibits a major trend in instrument design
that will continue through the decade. By the use of
printed-circuit cards rather than plug-in modules, it is
configurable for awide variety of test conditions, both in
the number of stimulus channels and for state and
timing analysis.
Configurability of cards is also the hallmark of the
latest logic-analysis product from Nicolet Paratronics
Inc. of San Jose, Calif. The NPC-764 mimics the com-
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Analog terminal. Designed to tackle a variety of analog waveform
measurements, Analogic Corp.'s Data 6000, left, is primarily a
digital system. All analog readings are digitized by a plug-in such as
the 6002 at right before they are passed along to a68000 processor.

though the system is intended to thoroughly dissect
analog data, the unit is almost entirely digital. After the
signal is fed into the unit's plug-in, sampling at rates up
to 100 MHz turns it into digital data that exits through
the back of the plug-in and travels through the unit's
digital backplane.
With push-button control, the system manipulates the
data in ways engineers typically use calculators, thus
saving the time of transferring data between machines.
Other examples of such digital manipulation are the
4094 from Nicolet Instrument Corp. of Madison, Wis.,
and the Triad II system from GHI Systems Inc. of
pany's system 5000 in that it can be configured for Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif.
The 4094, called adigital scope, uses its 16-bit procesvarious logic-related capabilities using cards. The unit's
appearance is more like that of aportable terminal than sor to manipulate digitized signals in accordance with
atraditional instrument, which underscores its computa- programs from floppy disks. Plug-ins able to digitize
tional capability. In fact, the unit can serve not only as a 2-MHz signals are available, and the manufacturer will
logic analyzer but as adevelopment system and even as a also supply measurement programs on disk for the syspersonal computer. Users must simply obtain CP/M- tem, which is priced typically at $13,400.
For lower-frequency signals, to 200 kHz, Triad II
compatible software on floppy disks from independent
combines aspecially modified Commodore Pet computer
suppliers for these uses.
Another significant aspect of Tektronix' DAS 9100 is with aseparate waveform digitizer, with which users can
the comprehensive set of menus by which it operates. dissect signals for as little as $4,950.
This relieves the user of the burden of studying the The connection
operating manual, letting him or her settle immediately
Common to all the above systems and to all instruto the task at hand. Extensive menuing is also part of the
K101-D from Biomation, whose choose-the-value menus ments introduced this year is the IEEE-488 bus, with
make it simple to set up complex nested triggered which many individuals are linking the systems they
schemes. While designers will value the performance of need. The bus's creator is HP, which early in the year
the 100-MHz, 48-channel unit, the unit's $23,500 price introduced a rack-mounting version of its HP-85 comtag may present an obstacle. If they can live with a puter —the controller used most—at a price of just
50-MHz unit, Dolch's LAM 4850A, unveiled at Wescon, $1,675.
In August, Tektronix also introduced its first dedican be obtained for half that price. But if they need the
speed, Gould's $16,900 K102D will give them 32 chan- cated IEEE-488 controller, the 4041, as part of a new
series of modular instruments called the TM 5000. That
nels with which to check out designs.
The number of new logic analyzers introduced this controller, priced at $4,995 in its execute-only configurayear is just one of the indications of the market's lure for tion, addresses the lack of formal standards for bus codes
instrument makers. Another is the fact that the Iwatsu and .formats with Tektronix' internal standards. As such,
Electric Co. of Japan, best known for its high-end it can control any Tektronix instrument with efficient,
scopes, has introduced a $9,800 state-and-timing ana- easily understood code and will be in agreement with the
lyzer with 16 channels having a maximum rate of 20 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers' codes
MHz and 9 channels of 100-MHz capture. Competition and format standards when they are released.
The TM 5000 series is similar to the earlier TM 500,
from both Europe and Japan will no doubt invigorate
except that all its modules are programmable via the
analyzer sales in 1982.
bus. Especially noteworthy, however, are the series'
Digital refines analog
function generator, with its programmable waveform
The strong emphasis on logic analysis underscores symmetry, and the 350-MHz counter-timer, able to
digital design as the motivating force behind the entire resolve 1picosecond for repetitive signals. Tektronix will
industry; the digital domain is even encroaching on the no doubt add to this system in the future.
Another bus-compatible signal source introduced this
measurement of analog waveforms. That this will continue is inevitable; VLSI presents the possibility of designing year was the HP 8161A. Designed to check out logic as
entire instruments on a single chip, provided that the fast as emitter-coupled logic, the 100-MHz unit's pulse
design is largely digital. VLSI could make possible, for output can verify tolerances, while the user adjusts the
rise time of the pulse.
example, asingle-chip oscilloscope.
Among other notable bus-compatible instruments are
The year's best witness to this phenomenon is the Data
6000, awaveform-measurement computer from Analog the model RF 9303 radio-frequency millivoltmeter from
Corp.'s Data Precision division in Danvers, Mass. Even Racal-Dana Instruments Inc. in Irvine, Calif., and the
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company's model 488 nonintrusive bus tester.
To forecast the future, the design of bus-compatible
instrumentation will be influenced strongly by the vast
commercial market created by the U. S. Air Force's
modular automated test equipment program, or MATE.
Sperry Corp.'s Systems Management Group located in
Great Neck, N. Y. (in August awarded the title of prime
subcontractor for the program after competing with
Westinghouse), has already opened adialog with industry to explain the program's goals.
From design to production
While the modularity of MATE will permit configuration and reconfiguration of systems for military subsystem testing and thus achieve cost reductions, the modular approach has its champion in the commercial ATE
world, too. GenRad Semiconductor Test Inc. of Milpitas, Calif., introduced ahighly modular general-purpose
VLSI test system in January of this year, which despite
the capital crunch has already won the acceptance of
IBM, Westinghouse, and United Technologies. In its
initial form, the GR 16, the 40-MHz unit could take on
144-pin devices. In March the company raised the pin
count to 288 with its GR 18.
With its highly modular structure—each functional
area of the system can be expanded by adding cards and
functions increased by adding cabinets—and its wellorganized bus structures, the system is obviously the one
to beat. And Accutest Corp. of Chelmsford, Mass. has
taken up the gauntlet with its 7900 system. A 50-MHz
tester, the 7900 claims an accuracy of 500 ps after
autocalibration, but has fewer pins per test head than the
GR system.
Yet the GR series, at 40 MHz, still addresses what
potential customers at last year's IEEE Test Conference
in Philadelphia established as their major need in test

speed. Further, the GenRad STI system is designed to
permit additional increase in test speed when that stage
is reached. While ST! awaits that time, it is concentrating on producing focused testers: models for production
testing that are geared to special devices such as memories and microprocessors. Those systems, with much
lower price tags than the GR 16's $480,000 base price,
should appear next year.
However, another general-purpose vLsr test system is
emerging from Teradyne Inc.'s Semiconductor Test division in Woodland Hills, Calif., to provide even more
competition for the fledgling company. Called the model
941, the unit will provide long streams of test vectors
without stop, and will make possible a tie-in with testgenerating CAD systems.
The idea of focused testers was championed by Eaton
Corp.'s Semiconductor Test division also of Woodland
Hills, Calif., (formerly known as Macrodata) with its
Detective series. With the introduction of the 002 system, compatible with the 001 for memory-chip characterization, but without the extra bells and whistles
needed for that function, the company offered production testing at $100,000. Further, all the systems in the
series are programmable in a high-level, English-like
language that reduces programming time. The company's next move will be to refine the interface between
device handlers and test systems for truly compatible
units.
Computer Automation Inc. of Irvine, Calif., also
addressed the problem of test program generation in its
Sprint system for board test. The software, called MUSE,
not only permits programming in English, but can also
act as a translator so that other test software can be
used.
Based on market competition, industry's vote this year
seemed to favor in-circuit over functional testing. HP'S

Form follows function fashionably. Housed in each of the cabinets of GenRad's GR 16 are a set of associated functions that each occupy
an individual crate, or rack, in the cabinet. Enhancing the VLSI tester's functionality is its pleasant "high-tech" physical design.

Less is more. The lowest-priced ($1,100) and lightest (13.5 pounds)
scope in its class, Tektronix' 2213 (left) owes its roomy interior to its
haying 65% fewer parts than scopes like the 455. As seen above, a
single board holds all parts to automate assembly.

Loveland, Coio., division extended troubleshooting to
beyond aparticular test node so that devices tied to the
same node could be examined separately with a guided
probe. Further, the company endowed the system with
its signature-analysis stimulus source, thus opening a
possible path from production to field service via signature analysis. On the other hand, Plantronics Zehntel
Inc. of Walnut Creek, Calif., targeted the increasing
number of pins on boards with its Troubleshooter 900
system, which has 3,024 universal test pins. The system's
ability to test ECL. TTL, and mos devices confronts the
problem of mixed logic, aphenomenon increasingly common in board designs.
Not willing to fall behind in this vital market, GenRad
has introduced its 2271 and 2272 in-circuit test systems,
which have higher pin counts than the 900 and can also
check mixed logic. Further, the systems work at faster
throughput rates and thus reduce damage to good components overheated during backdriving.
While the emphasis has been on in-circuit testing, the
functional tester is far from dead—at worst it is dormant. That aboard's components are in the right slot, or
even that each component works correctly, is no guarantee that the output at the card edge will be right.
Functional testing needs the stimulus of agoal such as a
simpler way of analyzing and programming for functional responses; but this depends on the development of
more sophisticated CAD systems.
Bare-board testing, though, is an area that has recently come to life. The market for new testers has jumped
because companies have finally started treating multilayer boards as complex interconnection systems and
have in turn motivated their multilayer suppliers to
check outgoing parts.
Two eye-catching systems came out of California,
from Express Computer Systems of Anaheim and Fluke
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Automated Systems of Mountain View. Both systems
take the tack of offering multiple test stations served
from acentral computer, thus increasing the number of
boards that can be tested in agiven time while spreading
the cost of the central processing unit among multiple
test heads. Fluke's 3200 system can also check the
resistance and leakage of the boards, a critical factor
when high-speed signals must traverse them.
To the field
The brightest star in Fluke's galaxy of test equipment
this year, however, was not its production tester but its
field service unit, the 9100. The unit addresses the
immediate problems of field service: propelling boards
out of the field-to-factory float and back into service
with minimum training of technicians. Fluke engineers
approached this by devising a special algorithm with
which the instrument can learn the address locations of
various devices on aknown good board and immediately
begin to check similar boards. Test programs using the
unit can be placed on magnetic tape and distributed to
field service personne!. The programs guide the technicians with messages, enabling them to isolate faulty
components even without the technician's immediate
documentation or knowledge of microprocessor-based
designs. Most attractive, however, are the system's
under-$4,000 price tag and its adaptability to present
and future processors via the change of apod.
Tektronix also is hoping for sales success with its
newest field service scopes. Two new families were introduced this year. First off the line was the 2300, an
extremely rugged 100-MHz scope that will succeed the
465 series that for so long has been the industry's
bulwark.
But the family that created the biggest stir, with its
under —$1,500 price and its low weight and parts count,
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Telecommunications is our business
Circle 168 on reader service card

High cost
wrap/pin boards
made
Save money, save time! Wire your
boards faster, easier than ever before
—with the RN
point-to-point IDC wiring system.
Here is awiring system that does what wrap/pin does—
but does it faster, easier. The wire is simply pushed into
the "Quick/Connect" tine which pierces the insulation
(IDC) making a gas-tight connection between wire and
terminal. "Daisy chain" wiring is accomplished with no
break in the wire, no insulation stripping.
You'll never willingly use wrap/pin for boards again.
Consider these advantages:

e High speed wiring simplicity —You connect just
one wire per connection. There is no time-con-

suming insulation stripping as needed with
wrap/pin.

Many standard "Quick/Connect" prototype socket boards
are available now—with awide selection of 1/0 configurations
and board sizes. COMPUTER INTERFACE BOARDS for DEC'
PDP-11 and LSI-11. Apple" interface boards also. MICROCOMPUTER BOARDS in INTEL Multibue• •as well as S-100
configurations now in stock.
'Trademark Digital Equipment Corp. "Trademark Apple Computer Inc. "'Trademark INTEL Corp

eFast,

easy wiring changes—Repair or modify
boards by simply removing the individual wires and
quickly re-wiring. Field wiring modifications are simple
and fast.

Meets

highest reliability standards—Durable
four-finger BeCu contacts and fully heat treated IDC
tines insure gas-tight performance.

e High

density low profile boards—The "Q/C"
board profile is only 0.235" compared to the 0.703"
wrap/pin board. "Quick/Connect" boards go right
into production racks.

eWiring machines available—The semi-automatic
wiring machines now in use can be readily modified
for the "Q/C" system. Also, semi-automatic "Q/C"
machines are available.

This is not just a"dream" system. A major electronics firm
is currently using the "Quick/Connect" system on a regular
basis.

Socket

Terminal

Sockets and terminals supplied on
strips for easy board insertion.

Write or call today for
full details on this new
point-to-point wiring system that will obsolete wrap/
pin boards. The time and
money savings are truly
phenomenal!
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ROBINSON-NUGENT EUROPE, S.A./ Rue Paul Lauters, 38A-B 1050 Bruxelles, Belgium
Phone (02) 640.79.40/Telex 62432 RN-EUR
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Introducing the TRW-61
Metallized Polyester
Capacitor. Now you get
better performance for
medium-current switching
power supplies. .. at a
competitive price.
Unlike electrolytic capacitors
which are can-shaped, our new
TRW-61 capacitors are flat. So,
lying down or standing up, they
take less space on the PC board.
Giving you more design
flexibility.
But that's only the second best
thing about our metallized film
capacitors.
The best thing is, unlike
electrolytic capacitors, the TRW61 exhibits little or no
capacitance roll-off with

increasing frequency. So now
you get superior performance
over electrolytic capacitors. At a
competitive price.
Designed specifically for SPS
applications requiring low ESR
and current capability up to 4
amps, the TRW-61 is used for
input filtering, high frequency
transformer DC blocking, and
output filtering.
Rated for 20 through 60 kHz
usage, there's negligible shift in
capacitance due to aging, long
exposure to humidity, or
temperature cycling. And our
insulation resistance, surge
rating and dissipation factor are
all superior to the can-shaped
variety.

How does the TRW-61 capacitor
deliver such great performance
at such asensible price?
It's positively uncanny.
Send in coupon or call us at
(308) 284-3611.
E-10-1
TRW Capacitors
:301 W. "0" Street, Ogallala, Nebraska 69153

Yes,

Iwant better performance tor my lower
f..witching power supplies.
Please send data on your TRW-61
Capacitors.

hame
Company
Div ;Dept

Mad Code

Address
City

State

j
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RWCAPACITORS
AN OPERATION OF TRW CAPACITORS DIVISION
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was the 2200 series. To be fabricated on ahighly automated production line in the future, the scopes will be
marketed not only to Tektronix' base of industrial customers, but also to smaller customers through aspecial
distribution center. Philips Test and Measurement
Instruments countered this move at Wescon with its
50-MHz 3215 and 3217, and foreign manufacturers will
join the competition by the end of next year.
The most common field service tool, the multimeter,
also underwent significant change in 1981. The resolution of the hand-held digital multimeter increased from
31
/ to 41
2
/ digits, permitting field service personnel a
2
better fix on, for example, the voltage output of copier
power supplies, acritical factor in some of the new units.
The first to offer a 41
/-digit multimeter in the form
2
factor made popular by Fluke was Keithley Instruments
Inc. of Cleveland, Ohio, and it did so for $219, the lowest
price likely to be seen for a while. At the same time,
Data Precision increased the mobility of an earlier series
of minimeters in its 255 by using a nickel-cadmium

battery, making the unit practical for field use.
Form is often perceived as an important aspect of this
market, as borne out by Data Precision's introduction
seven months later of the model 945, which follows the
standard hand-held design. The unit, which weighs some
8ounces less than the 255 but 3oz more than Keithley's
135 (and costs about $45 more), has the added capability of characterizing diodes.
As important as the equipment itself is who will use it.
Due to the shortage of skilled technicians and the rapid
spread of electronic systems, the third-party service market has grown dramatically in the past few years and
shows no signs of slowing in the near future.
Yet the cost of service is such that it has also attracted
the attention of engineers who would like to eliminate
service calls altogether, by means of built-in testing both
at the board and the chip level. These schemes, multiplying with each passing year, have already been incorporated in some systems and can be seen in the most
recent chips, such as Intel's iAPX 432.

For VLSI testing, Albrow devised the GR series
Despite his youth, Bob Albrow is an old pro in the
automatic test equipment industry. At 38, the native of
Slough, England, has had a major hand in many currently
used test systems and is the architect for the first wholly
new generation of very large-scale integrated-circuit
testers—the GR series from GenRad Semiconductor Test
Inc. in Milpitas, Calif.
One thing that accounts for Albrow's mastery is that
from the start he concentrated on tester design. After
receiving his master of science degree in engineering from
London University in 1966 and then soloing briefly, Albrow
started a careeer that tracked a number of corporate
mergers and acquisitions.
First, he teamed up with Tony Davis to become "the
fourth or fifth of Membrain's founding fathers." (Membrain
Ltd. in Wimborne, Dorset, UK, was acquired by Schlumberger in the late '70s.) He designed Membrain's first
product —the MB 1000 functional board tester.
Albrow arrived in America in late 1973 to work for the
John Fluke Manufacturing Co. in Mountlake Terrace,
Wash., but he felt that his work there was "out of
context—not where Icould contribute most." In 1974 he
moved to Xincom Corp. in Chatsworth, Calif., under Brian
Sear, whom he had met while employed at Membrain.
Albrow flourished at Xincom. As product
planner and system architect for the company's memory-tester line, he introduced
the first host computer for tester satellites,
distributed functionality in design, and parallel testing to increase throughput. He
also devised an enhanced timing system
so that the 5580 memory test system
could operate without dead time between
cycles, an unpatented technique that
Albrow says he will "copy forevermore."
The memory test product line took Xincorn from a small, $1 million company to a
$10 million market leader, but Albrow says
the management atmosphere began to
change when Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. took over in 1978. "The style
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became nonconducive to entrepreneurs," he states.
At that time, he also sensed aslowdown in semiconductor tester design. So in July 1979, he and Sear joined
GenRad to see what could be done, and the next January
the 80%-GenRad-owned STI subsidiary was formed.
The architecture for the GR series was actually laid out
in the first three months of the association. "On the first
day, we decided that the line from Digital Equipment Corp.
would give us the right price and performance," and so it
was chosen for the GR series' central controllers. "It's
becoming a DEC world, and if your testers are not running
from a DEC machine, you're in trouble," Albrow says.
By the mid-1980s, Albrow believes all test-program
generation will be automated. To him, this means every
pin on a tester will have to be truly universal since "you
can't describe personality cards to a computer in any
reasonable fashion." Further, with the number of vectors
growing, "1s and Os won't work" as a means of programming the system, so an algorithmic pattern generator must
be an integral part of the vector-generation stream.
Albrow already is developing new product designs for
the next generation of semiconductors. General-purpose
testers and focused testers for classes of devices like
microprocessors or memories will be "fundamental," he
predicts; he also sees
markets for testers dedicated to just one type of
device, such as dynamic
random-access memories.
But despite this diversity of technologies and
tasks facing the ATE
industry, Albrow says
"there's only one game
in town —to integrate
functions so you can
give more functions per
dollar." Or, the buck
stops at the architect's
desk. -R. W. Comerford
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Interchangeable ROMs and
EPROMs from Texas
Instruments, the total
memory supplier.

Here are tips
from lbxas Instruments
on which to use when.
Your decision may hinge on economics.
There are times when your system
design will clearly dictate either
ROMs or EPROMs. At other
times, the dividing line between
the two is hazy. That's when acareful analysis of the economics involved — particularly the recent
substantial pricing changes in the
marketplace — may tip you to one
or the other with considerable
long-term savings as aresult.
Texas Instruments, aleader in
non-volatile memories and abroadbased supplier, can deliver the
byte-wide ROMs or EPROMs you
need. And from its years of experience with these memory devices,
TI offers suggestions that may help
you decide on the least expensive
solution for your system.

The case for ROMs
In general, ROMs provide more
memory for less cost than any
other semiconductor memory. The
key to their use is high volume and
high memory capacity — on the
order of 32K and 64K. Coupled
with programming—performed by
the supplier—that will not change
or need to be updated.
In these circumstances, ROMs
are especially cost effective. Total
costs are spread so widely that perbit cost is relatively inexpensive.
Consumer and computer peripheral applications where the volume
of end products is large can make
very economical use of ROMs.

The case for EPROMs
Prices for 16K and 32K EPROMs
have declined significantly, and
those for 64K devices will follow

suit. Making EPROMs economically attractive, especially for applications where the program is
likely to change.
Programming is easily performed by the user, and there is no
mask charge. One EPROM type
can be used for many different programs. Which means lower inventory costs and no write-off costs
when programs vary.
Ti's High-Density ROMs
Density

Device
TMS4732-35
TMS4764-35

32K
64K

Power Dissipation .
' Access Time•
440 mW
440 mW

350ns
350ns

Ti's Leadership EPROM Family
Density

Power Dissipation*

Access Time'

TMS2564-35
TMS2564-45
TMS2564-50
TMS2532-25

64K
64K

840mW
840mW
840mW

350ns
450ns

TMS2532-35
TMS2532-45
TMS25L32-45
TMS2516-35
TMS2516-45
TMS2508-25
TMS2508-30

Device

64K
32K

500ns
250ns

32K
32K

840mW
840mW
840mW

350ns
450ns

32K
16K
16K
8K
8K

500mW
525mW
525mW
446mW
446mW

450ns
350ns
450ns
250ns
300ns

'Worst case over operatmg temperature range

If you are in a hurry to get to
market, EPROMs can be your best
bet. They are available from multiple sources on short lead times.
One additional advantage: Because of their programming flexibility, EPROMs are an excellent
prototyping tool prior to conversion to ROMs. And, at the end
of aproduct's life when both volume
and the number of ROMs being
used decline, converting back to
EPROMs can cut costs.

The case for
Texas Instruments
Whether ROMs or EPROMs or
both, Texas Instruments fills your
requirements with reliable,
proven-in-the-marketplace memories that are fully compatible with
each other.
A system designed with appropriate memory addressing can utilize TI's 16K or 32K EPROMs or
TI'S 32K or 64K ROMs on the
same printed circuit board in the
same 24-pin socket.
In ROMs, you have a choice of
the high densities that spell economy — 32K and 64K (see table).
These are fully static memories —
no clocks, no refresh—that require
only a single 5-V power supply.
They are fabricated using N-channel silicon gate technology for
utmost dependability. All inputs
and outputs are 1"FL compatible.
Maximum access and minimum cycle times are 350 ns.
In EPROMs, you have the
broadest choice in the industry —
8K through 64K. All have the same
basic pin configuration to ease
memory capacity expansion.
Weigh the pros and cons of
ROMs vs. EPROMs. Evaluate your
system requirements and carefully
check out the economics. Then call
your nearest TI field sales office
for prices and delivery on your
choice. Of course, if you still have
doubts about which
o
is best for you, we
are ready to consult
with you at any time.

Texas Instruments invented the integrated circuit, microprocessor and microcomputer Being first is our tradition.
© 1981 Texas Instruments Incorporated

TEXAS I
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AT
THE GATE ARRAY SUPERMARKET.
T

for gate arrays. For verifying
layout versus logic automatically,
there's the InterCheckTM software. Truth tables are converted
to test programs and translated to
test equipment format with the
InterTestTm software. Circuit
and test program verification are
accomplished through interaction between the IntertilmTm
software and the digitized logic
diagram. And, in development, is
InterLInkTM, the software tool
needed to convert logic diagrams
to I.C. layouts automatically.

here's a buzz in the backroom at the Gate Array
Supermarket. To complement the Industry's largest variety of MOS and bipolar gate arrays,
we've added a sophisticated computer aided design center and
staffed it with some of Silicon
Valley's finest talent.

IllnIARD14;ARE111

At the heart of the system is the
Applicon graphic system linked
with the DEC VAX 11/780 computer. Peripherals include design
stations, engineering terminals,
high speed printers, a 42" electrostatic plotter and a pattern
generator. The hardware is
designed to handle arrays of VLSI
complexity.

USER BENEFITS

I

As agate array user, look forward
to some real benefits from our
CAD center. Faster turnaround
results from increased engineering productivity and fewer circuit, tooling, and test errors.
Design verification and better test
coverage catch subtle problems
prior to circuit integration. Confirmed manufacturing and test
documentation mean a smooth
transition from prototype acceptance to production quantities.

SOFTWARE
Building on the Applicon 860
Super VSLI foundation, Interdesign has added powerful
software developed specifically

1M,
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And forward looking system
planning means arrays to 5000
gates and interaction with remote
customer CAD terminals will be
near term realities.

1

8-WEEK DELIVERY

With the CAD in the backroom,
we can now turn your circuit
design into an I.C. in just 8weeks.
Send us your logic diagram, circuit description, test inputs; and
pencil connected layout and we'll
do the rest. Clear, easy-tounderstand design manuals show
you how to prepare your
materials for a fast, economical
integration. Write or call today to
discuss your circuit or to order
your CMOS, CML, or Linear
Design Kit.
Interdesign,
1255 Fleamvvood Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Tel: 40S/7341-S666
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plethora of microprocessors—
custom or commercial, specialor general-purpose—is unfolding,
along with new support circuits
and better development systems
by R. Colin Johnson,
El Microsystem technology is growing
by leaps and bounds and apparently
toward truly integrated silicon solutions.
Semiconductor houses have recognized the
need for system-level support and are competing not only for that main processor socket, but
in peripheral support chips and software. Even as
excursions into state-of-the-art 32-bit machines and
exotic architectures marked 1981, the battle for dominance in the 16-bit arena is raging wildly. Two major
research centers introduced very large-scale 32-bit processors with conventional architectures for internal use,
while one very unconventional three-chip microprocessor
for the commercial market uses an object-oriented architecture that hides its internal structure from the programmer in order to allow its data and programs to more
closely resemble the information they represent. Also,
several more well-established minicomputers have been
transferred to very large-scale integrated-circuit implementations in order to reap the benefits of a large
debugged software base.
While the 16-bit contenders slug it out with multiple
alternate sources and increased software support, anew
generation of special-purpose processors is emerging,
making high-speed controllers a breeze and complex
function generation simple. Also, one new 8-bit processor
was announced —though it will probably be the last of its
kind since the world of electronics has enough good 8-bit
machines as it is.
On the support scene, most microprocessor manufacturers pulled through and are now delivering the memory-management units promised last year. They are also
bringing out, slowly but surely, the other support circuits
needed to build
system solutions. With the new
multiuser development systems that use sophisticated
operating systems and debugging support, it is getting
easier and easier for designers to utilize all that silicon.
Bigger microprocessors
The trend to ever-larger-scale ic technology for microprocessors was dramatically demonstrated this year, at
the International Solid State Circuits Conference held in
New York. Three new microprocessors designed to handle 32-bit data types were discussed: the Bellmac-32
from Bell Laboratories; Hewlett-Packard Co.'s as-yet
unnamed 32-bit machine; and Intel Corp.'s iAPX-432.
The complementary-MOs Bellmac-32 from the Murray Hill, NA., lab and the c-mos-machine from HP'S
Desktop Computer division in Fort Collins, Colo., are of
conventional, albeit state-of-the-art, architectures, with
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Microsystems & Software Editor

the Bell machine featuring novel domino-circuit technology and a twin-tub process. Neither part, however, is
currently manufacturable for mass-market distribution,
with the HP processor sporting over 450,000 transistors,
and with the similarly giant-sized die on which the
Bellmac-32 is built. However, they do prove the point
that 32-bit microprocessors can be built at least for
internal use where die price is less sensitive.
Even though 32-bit processors with conventional von
Neumann architectures are bound to keep showing up, it
is unlikely that they will soon find many design-ins, since
the 16-bit machines are only currently coming into their
own. This year marks the tenth anniversary of the first
microprocessor (Intel's 4004); 8-bit processors have had
amarket for over six years now; and the 16-bit machines
are likely to last even longer.
Intel's 32-bit three-chip n-channel mos set, however,
is not of aconventional architecture. The 432, from the
Aloha, Ore., Special Systems Operation,works on memory-resident objects that can range from simple data types
like integers to complex data structures like records, all
the way to complete processes—subroutines—or even
auxiliary processors. It also realizes the long-soughtafter dream of auser-transparent multiprocessor configuration —the ability to simply plug in more processors in
parallel to increase speed.
When conventional benchmarks like the typical add
time are used to compare the 432 with other microprocessors, it does not stand out. However, it was not
designed to be anumber cruncher, but rather to fit into
information-intensive applications like data-base management. More processors that are designed with
object-oriented high-level languages like Ada in mind
are likely to surface, especially for application areas like
office automation.
The tendency to build these next-generation processors using C-mos technology can be directly related to
the increased amount of heat they must dissipate. Thus
manufacturers without agood C-mos process are likely
to be left behind in the 32-bit race. The Japanese introduced two manufacturable c-mos 16-bit processors last
year, and more are bound to follow this year. Toshiba
Corp.'s 88000 is built on sapphire, runs at 10 megahertz,
and uses an external Control store.
There will be more VLSI implementations of minicomputers, as well. That move marks an excellent way in
which to salvage the extensive software bases that many
minicomputer users enjoy. Thus Digital Equipment
Corp. realized a single-chip implementation of its very
popular PDP-11/34 minicomputer, and NV Philips
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State of the Mind
Interconnect Systems
What the mind conceives, Elfab converts to press-fit.
This telecommunications backplcme takes full advcmtage
of the flexibility afforded by solderless, non-compliant
press-fit contacts. The pernel is accessed through 25 pair
telephone I/0's cmd straight post feed thru's. Press-fit DIP 81
SIP sockets permit active components to become an integral
part of the system.
Product innovations like this have made Elf ab's press-fit
systems accepted worldwide. Over the past decade, Elf abs
press-fit technology has offered design engineers the ability
to go from "State-of-the-Mind" to state-of-the-art in solderless
interconnects. Today we are tooled on more contact styles,
more connector types, and more board configurations than
any other press-fit supplier.
Hybrid Systems for Thought
Solid pin (non-compliant) press-fit, by totally eliminating

solder, has given the designer complete freedom to use both
circuit etch and wire wrap tails in a single system.
The unique ability to use wire wrap contacts with astack
of copper bus planes, two-sided boards, or impedance
controlled multilcryer boards, combines the best of three
technologies. Multilcryer, metal plane, and wire wrap technologies in one solderless hydrid system.
Integrated Manufacturing That Puts Your Mind
At Ease.
Elf abs vertically integrated manufacturing facility
assumes complete responsibility for reliability and integrity
of the total system. From contact machining to select gold
plating, from injection molding of plastic parts to complete
state-of-the-art multilcryer production and complete product
assembly and electrical testing.

"q11
Where press-fit makes state of the mind... state-of-the-art.
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One-chip 8086.

Intel's lAPX-186 has an

HUH

instruction set compatible with the 8086. but

TOP OF
MEMORY

is 30% faster and brings on chip all the
hardware

necessary

for

many

industrial

applications. It has two direct-memory—ac-

iAPX 186

cess channels and three 16-bit timers.

CLOCK
GENERATOR

BOTTOM OF
MEMORY

MIDDLE OF
MEMORY

PERIPHERALS

-tiCHIP-SELECT LOGIC

er —and partly to try to fill some of
DIRECTthe ever-increasing number of 8-bit
MEMORY8086
sockets being designed into new
ACCESS
,
PROCESSOR
TIMERapplications by original-equipment
;CONTROLLER
INTERRUPT
COUNTERS
CONTROLLER
-(2 CHANNELS)
(3 16-BIT)
manufacturers.
The result is its TMS 7000 series
of single-chip microcomputers that
has gleaned the best of its competiLOCAL BUS (16 BITS)
tors' instruction sets and rolled them
up into a package that allows the
user to add his own custom instrucBUFFERS
tions. However, this move is an
exceptional one, and any other new
8-bit microprocessors should be compatible with apresent instruction set.
Producers are going to stick with
Zilog's forthcoming Z8015 and National's 16082. On
their standard lines, while enhancing them with new
the other hand, Ti's 74610, Motorola's MC6829, and
on-chip special functions, such as memory-management
Zilog's Z8010 merely use the upper address bits to feed
units and serial interfaces as well as implementing them
adecoder that activates awider physical address.
in low-power C-MOS technology.
The other key issue in memory management is protecAn innovative example of this phenomenon is Zilog's
tion.
Users should not be able to gain access to each
proposed Z800 processor, which maintains compatibility
others'
programs; data should not be executable; the
with the Z80. However, it will also come with a 16-bit
operating-system code should be inaccessible to users;
bus interface for increased throughput and for compatiand so forth. All of the 16-bit memory-management
bility with the new 16-bit bus standards.
units pay agreat deal of attention to protection.
Silicon support
The iAPX-286 includes an on-chip memory manager
One way to increase microprocessor capabilities is to whose primary function is protection, but that also has
the job of translating logical into physical addresses.
take a leaf from the book of mainframes makers by
offloading auxiliary chores as a means of increasing Rather, Intel chose to widen out the four base address
registers already on the 8086 in order to maintain comthroughput. So chip makers are designing and starting to
patability with that part. The program itself must reload
manufacture many support ics.
these base registers each time a different segment of
The most widely recognized need is for specialcode, data, or stack is to be accessed.
purpose chips devoted to managing large semiconductor
What these widened base registers do bring to the
memories. In multitasking systems utilizing big stores,
party is protection against illegal accesses due to an
software organization of the memory space involves too
improper privilege level, read-only status, and absence
much overhead to be practical. Some sort of hardware
from physical memory, among other dangers. This sort
segmentation must be invoked in order to make optimal
of on-line hardware-protection mechanism can slash prouse of that resource.
cessor overhead, especially in multiuser situations where
Memory-management units can also allow program
such swapping is done in and out of main memory.
size to be independent of the size of the memory resident
on the target processor. In this way, identical programs
can be run on different systems with small and large
memories, since the mapping mechanisms can translate
addresses and swap in missing segments in a manner
transparent to the programmer.
All the major microprocessor manufacturers now offer
memory-management companions, and all use some sort
of segmentation. Motorola's MC68451 employs an elaborate set of masking mechanisms to identify users, their
privilege levels, and the logical addresses from the processor, which are then translated into the physical
addresses delivered to the memory system.
To identify those logical addresses on the fly, the
68451 uses a fast content-addressable memory, as does
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Correcting errors
Another area of activity in peripheral support chips is
error detection and correction. Now that semiconductor
densities have shrunk to the point that alpha-radiation
and other noise sources are significantly affecting memory reliability, error-detection and -correction techniques
are becoming mandatory. Disk technology is also calling
for error detection and correction, since higher densities
are affecting reliability there, too.
For example, Amp's Z8065 burst-error processor uses
an advanced Fire code to correct disk error bursts that
can be as long as 12 bits. Others are building their own
error-correction circuits using regular Tn., circuitry, and
183
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Microwave

synthesizers are
only the beginning.

If you look closely into Systron

The acknowledged leader.
We're the acknowledged leader in
microwave synthesizers because of

Donner's model 1618 and 1626 micro-

our attention to product practicality.

wave synthesizers, you can see the

Our synthesizers are fully debugged

future. Because the advanced tech-

and field-proven. We offer the widest

nology they incorporate exemplifies

range of performance options, so

our commitment to leadership across

users buy only what they need. And

awide range of test and measurement instrumentation.

we're the only supplier to reduce
microwave synthesizing to asingle,
compact product —with everything
you need built right in.

These synthesizers, essential to the
test and measurement of microwave,

Practical technology.

communication, and electronic warfare

Microwave synthesizers are an

applications, offer the widest range of

example of the Systron Donner com-

performance available— from 50MHz

mitment.A commitment we call "prac-

to an astounding 26GHz. And we've

tical technology." Products designed

produced the highest frequencies avail-

to meet your real needs, not an appli-

able without sacrificing precision: an

cation of technology for its own sake.

indirect synthesis technique devel-

Products that we can proudly call

oped by Systron Donner avoids signal

practical technology.

degradation with 1KHz resolution
over the full frequency range. (1MHz
with model 1626.)

Even if you don't need amicrowave
synthesizer, chances are you do need
frequency counters, power supplies,
frequency response analyzers, pulse

But at Systron Donner we recognize
that success in tomorrow's market
depends on more than just technology; product packaging, reliability,
ease of use, and acommitment to
service and support will be more
critical than ever before. Because as
technology becomes more complex,
product practicality assumes greater

generators, time code generators,
signal generators, digital multimeters,
or any of a host of high quality, practical test and measurement instruments.
Call us today on our information hot
line at (415) 671-6637. Or write:
Systron Donner, 2727 Systron Drive,
Concord, California 94518
(TWX: 910-481-9479).
It's your practical move.

significance.

Practical technology from

SYSTRON INSTRUMENT
DONNER DIVISION
Member !HORN EMI Grour

,
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there is even a company now whose sole service is to
design custom error-correction circuitry for disk-controller manufacturers: Data Systems Technology in Broomfield, Colo. Many more error-correction large-scale ICs
will appear next year, since practically none of the new
memory systems larger than 1megabyte can afford to
ignore this problem.
More competition is also likely to appear in graphics
controllers, like the low-end TMS9918 from TI and the
high-end µPD7220 from Nippon Electric Co. Standard
Microsystems Corp. has plans to implement its popular
8002 video terminal attribute controller using its highspeed titanium-disilicide process, resulting in the 25megahertz 8002H.
Another active area is multiprocessor synchronization
and message passing. Two offerings this year, the ZFIO
from Zilog and the MC68120 from Motorola, are intelligent buffer memories for message passing. These are
well-designed examples, and more versions are sure to
follow next year.
Many of the major players in the development-system
market concentrated this year on making good their
commitments. HP'S Colorado Springs (Colo.) division for
example, began delivery of 16-bit emulators for its LDS
64000 in September.
Tektronix Inc., which last year announced its plans for
growth of its line of development systems, spent this year
putting the pieces of that plan in place. For example, in
May the Beaverton, Ore., firm introduced the triggertrace analyzer, able to give agood look at 16-bit proces-

sor performance, and last month it began deliveries of its
8540 host computer system. Later this year, the company will start shipping its multiuser system, the 8560
which is built around aUnix-like operating system that
the company calls Tnix.
Tektronix's decision to go on its own with development
systems left its former supplier, Millennium Systems
Inc., free to pursue its own path. The Cupertino, Calif.,
company quickly brought forth its own stand-alone emulator, the 9508, which could work with other development systems and with its own software-development
system, the 9520. At Wescon, Millennium moved into
the 16-bit hardware arena with its 9516 stand-alone
emulation system. Before too long, the aggressive little
company should have its Unix-based multiuser system
moving out the door.
While Intel has been relatively quiet in this game this
year, it has pursued a path of steadily expanding software support for its installed base of development systems, which is the largest in the industry. It is doubtful
that the company will give it up without a powerful
fight, so 1982 should be the year in which it moves to
reassert its dominance.
Pushing to gain greater recognition for its development systems while trying to gnaw away at Intel's lead is
TI. The company unveiled its Multi-AMPL system in the
summer and became the first company to take trade-ins
that could be used in discount against the price of anew
TI system. These trade-ins may be from any manufacturer, which is also afirst.

A monolithic 32-bit microprocessor is 'most satisfying' to Murphy
Long a believer in systems on a chip, Bernard T. Murphy
has spent the last 15 years at Bell Laboratories in pursuit
of that goal. The latest achievement by the team he leads
at the Murray Hill, N. J., facility is a 32-bit processor on a
chip: the Bel!mac-32.
In the mid 1970s, Murphy came to feel that American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. should turn to microprocessor-based systems and further that these processors
should execute high-level languages. He decided, too, that
machines large enough to execute
high-level languages would dissipate
too much heat for n-channel MOS,
so a complementary-MOS technology would be the way to go for Bell.
Consequently, Bell's first microprocessor, the Bel!mac-8, used C-•
MOS, although not a conventional
process. Standard C-MOS employs
a p-type load for each n-type device,
but the Bellmac-8 shares a single
load transistor among many n-type
devices.
Murphy's design team then turned
out the Bellmac-4, a single-chip version of the 8-bit design, and this year
produced the ground-breaking 32bit Bellmac-32. This new processor
"was the most satisfying of all my
contributions to silicon technology,"
he says, because he was responsible
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for every aspect of the design effort, beginning with the
establishment of system requirements.
After taking a Ph.D in medical physics from Leeds
University, Great Britain, he came to Bell after brief periods at Westinghouse Electric Corp. and Siliconix Inc. While
at the former, Murphy made his first major contribution to
silicon technology —the invention of the buried collector, a
technique used almost universally today. After his move to
Bell Labs, Murphy made another ground-breaking contribution—a method for calculating yields of integrated circuits that is also still widely used and
that helped to convince Bell of the practicability of integration.
In addition, his description of collectordiffusion isolation won him his second major
patent. His first one, of course, was awarded
to his buried-collector invention.
Nowadays, Murphy's team is concentrating
on what he calls technology-updatable computer-aided design. In this, the data base
used to create masks is independent of the
process and thus can quickly revise mask
specifications when tighter design rules
become practicable.
Unlike some other CAD specialists, he feels
that "the silicon compiler is the wrong way to
go. Human creativity is not automatable and
symbolic representations allow you to retain
that most important of all our resources in the
loop."
-R. Colin Johnson
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Small
computer friendliness
vs.
big computer
power.

HP's new computer sysl
Whether it's laboratory testing, production automation or computation and analysis, Hewlett-Packard's
newest computer systems put high-powered engineering performance into easy-to-configure, easy-touse workstations. So you can solve your applications
problems just the way you want to. And alot sooner
than you might have thought possible.

The HP 9826
for high-speed test.
Designed specifically for I/O-intensive instrument
and control applications, the 9826 uses the powerful
new MC 68000 chip for ultra-fast data transfer and
number crunching. It also has avariety of I/O ports
and built-in drivers, so you're free to concentrate on
testing, not on system configuration. Which means

you can get your solutions up and running in days,
instead of weeks or months.
But the 9826 makes it easier still. Because you
can run your programs in any of three languages:
HP-enhanced BASIC, HPL, or PASCAL.
We also built a CRT display and advanced
graphics right into the system, so you can see and
interpret your data almost as soon as you get it.
A special rotary control knob makes moving the
cursor faster and easier than conventional keystrokes. And abuilt-in flexible disc, advanced
datacomm and up to 512K bytes of read/write
memory add the finishing touch.
The HP 9826. System prices start at
$8950. Call us if you'd like to see atest run.

ens end the compromise.
The HP 9845 for
high-performance design.
With abroad range of advanced capabilities (including new options offering three times the computational
speed of the basic system), the HP 9845 can be
1

configured to meet your precise needs—from finite
element analysis to simulations and modeling. And
almost anything in between.
The key is flexibility. You can choose from among
14 different configurations, including acolor display
and 448K bytes of read/write memory. Then, attach
ahard disc, printer, plotter, or other peripherals. And
with the 9845's advanced dataconun capabilities, you
can even share technical information with other computers in distributed processing environments.
The HP 9845. System prices start at under
$20,000. Call us if you've got similar designs.
All of our computers are backed by HP's worldwide service organization. For more information, call
your local HP sales office listed in the White Pages.
Or write to Hewlett-Packard, Attn: Pat Welch, Dept.
06108, 3404 E. Harmony Rd., Ft. Collins, CO 80525.
Prices U.S.A. hst:
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When performance mast be measured by results.
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The Berg "Quickie" connector was well named.
But it soon had many imitators. Now meet
"Quickie" II, the new connector that makes the
others play catch-up all over again while you save
even more time and money. Because "Quickie" Il
terminates in just 7 seconds with the Berg QP
106 pneumatic applicator.
It's asimple two-step operation. One: Insert the
cable into either lead-in slot Two: Place the cable/
connector in the press and terminate. It's that

easy! A pre-assembled cover and base gives you
fewer parts to assemble and fewer chances to
damage components. The cable installs quickly
and accurately through an exclusive doubleserrated slot with lead-in from either side. The serrations guide the cable to assure precise positioning over the contacts. As aresult, mis-assemblies
are virtually eliminated.
You can't beat the system. Berg offers you atotal
IDC System which includes cable, "Quickie"

connectors, and other standard and low profile
females, female IC, edge card, male DIP, PCB,
right angle and vertical headers...all in a broad
range of sizes. And all designed to
provide utmost flexibility, fast assembly and
reliable connections.
Choose semi-automatic or hand-operated presses to match
Polarized "Quickie"
with optional Strain Relief
your operational re-

quirements. All built and backed by Berg.
Berg quality costs no more. And with nearly a
decade of proven performance behind the
"Quickie" system, you know that you're connecting with awinner. Need more information? Write
or call for Bulletin 1200.
The Du Pont Company, Berg Electronics Division
New Cumberland, Pennsylvania 17070
Telephone (800) 233-7581.
In Pennsylvania call (717) 938-6711.
'Du Pont Trademark for its IDC connector system.

An electronics company.
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Computer-aided
design.

The

CAD

aisplay helps the IC
designer

lay out

a

Clip by providing a
grid

to

help

with

spacing,

plus

vari-

ous colors to depict
different
els.

mask

Tools

lev-

like this

one from Calma Co.
can speed along designs,

as

make

the

well

as

resulting

mask more likely to
be correct.
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ctivity principally in three areas
holds out hope for asolution to
the software crisis: high-level
languages, operating systems,
application software all advance
by R. Colin Johnson,
El The much-publicized software crisis
is far from over, but the past year saw a
number of important steps taken towards a
resolution: advances abound in high-level
languages, operating systems, and applications
software. The looming shortage of qualified programmers that has already caused a softwareproduction crunch led to a number of innovative
solutions that will help to keep that bubbling crisis
from boiling over. One tactic to take is to settle on a
single high-level multipurpose language for computer
operators to use, and that is the thrust behind Ada, the
high-level modular language sponsored by the U. S.
Department of Defense. Interest in Ada is growing, but
there are some reservations about its usefulness—and
some competition, notably from Pascal variants.
Another attack on the software crisis comes from the
originators of operating systems. They are pushing development of software interfaces with widely used highlevel languages. Also, competition to become ade facto
standard in the 16-bit arena is strong, with the CP/M
family holding onto its 8-bit lead but with a strong
competition coming from Unix and its variants for the
16-bit title.
Since the spread of computers is limited by the speed
with which application software can be written, much
work is going into developing strategies that stretch
programmers' skills. A prime example is automatic program generators, not quite as hands-off as the name
suggests, but still an important step towards computerized programming. Another tactic is the move by original-equipment manufacturers to encourage—sometimes
commission— third-party software houses to write application programs.
High-level languages expand
The biggest software news this year surrounds the
Dob's aggressive presentation of Ada—the language it
wants to replace all other languages. Ada includes all the
features of a modern structured language—like Pascal
which is almost a proper subset of Ada—plus facilities
for real-time control of multitasking environments, as
well as avery high degree of modularity.
DOD is making aplay to force those who have Government contracts to bring up an Ada capability. It can do
this by requiring all bidders on Government software
contracts to have an Ada capability in place.
Western Digital Corp., Newport Beach, Calif., has
hired Bob Carlson, the former DOD Ada project leader,
to lead its effort to write a proprietary Ada compiler.
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However, the first commercial compiler for a subset of
the language has just been released by TeleSoft Inc. of
San Diego, the recent merger between Telesoftware
Inc.—brainchild of Kenneth L. Bowles, of UCSD Pascal
fame (see "Software standards have Bowles' backing,"
p. 199) — and Renaissance Systems Corp. The compiler
runs on a single-board 68000-based computer built by
Renaissance.
Ada, however, has critics. Niklaus Wirth, author of
Pascal, says that his new language, Modula-2, is better.
It cures the deficiencies of the International Standards
Organization's standard Pascal by providing modularity
and separate compilation of modules, without introducing the "unnecessary complexities" of Ada, he says.
That seems to be the primary criticism of Ada—it is
so complex that it approaches PL/1 in difficulty of
implementation. What's more, it is said to require
extremely skilled programmers, who are in short supply.
Despite its critics, however, Ada is here to stay, and
many more implementations will appear next year.
Implementations, albeit subsets, for all the popular 16bit microprocessors are virtually assured to appear.
One of the more highly integrated competing language systems, the UCSD P-system from SofTech Microsystems of San Diego, Calif., incorporates its operating
system. In this way, it is similar to Forth, marketed by
Forth Inc. of Hermosa Beach, Calif. However, UCSD
Pascal is a general-purpose data-processing language,
whereas Forth is optimized for high-speed real-time processing and is ordinarily custom-tailored to each OEM's
hardware. It is therefore similar to Microconcurrent
Pascal from Enertek Inc. of Lansdale, Pa., which is also
designed for real-time multitasking environments and is
usually compiled on amainframe, producing object code
for atarget microprocessor.
At the other end of the spectrum from complete
language systems that include an operating system, program-development tools, acompiler, and so on are specialty languages designed to meet aspecific need. One of
the newest of these is Mainsail from astart-up company,
Xidak Inc. of Palo Alto, Calif. Its primary design objective was easy portability to new computers while maintaining true source-level compatibility —exactly the
same programs run on all implementations with exactly
the same results.
So far, the biggest user of Mainsail is Intel Corp. for
its computer-aided—design effort. The Santa Clara,
Calif., firm aims to protect its tremendous CAD software
investment over the long haul by using alanguage that
can be transferred to future-generation processors with a
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Silicon software soars
Software must be very reliable before it becomes economical to burn it into silicon, especially if less costly but
nonerasable read-only memories are used. That is why, up
till now, only proven high-level languages (like Basic interpreters) small operating systems (like those on personal
computers) and short assembly-language programs (like
those used for controllers) have been committed to silicon implementations.
However, an increasing number of problems are becoming well enough understood that standard solutions can be
offered in the form of a group of self-contained subroutines enclosed in the same chip. An example is floatingpoint arithmetic subroutines based on the recently determined Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
format. Motorola, for instance, is now offering a ROM that
contains the subroutines necessary to do IEEE-compatible
floating-point arithmetic with the 68000, merely by calling
the subroutines contained on the chip.
There are even more interesting examples of silicon
software emerging. They offer functions in subroutines

that can be used by the application programmer to speed
along program development. The first of these to appear
address the problem of real-time control when multiple
processes must run concurrently while communicating
with each other. Up till now, the application programmer
had to write the code that does the interprocess communication, as well as the process control routines themselves.
It is just such functions that are realized by Intel's 80130
companion to the 8086 and by Hunter and Ready's VRTZ
for the Z8000. Others are sure to follow next year, and not
just for real-time process control either.
Many other functions will appear in silicon, too. In fact,
Texas Instruments has big plans to offer a standard line of
what it calls software components. They will be 99000 and
7000 microprocessors programmed to perform standard
functions for the application programmer, thereby multiplying his or her productivity. Also customers willing to
commit themselves to large orders will be able to put
custom programs into these parts that TI will be offering
as standard units.

right on acathode-ray-tube display.
minimum of hassle. It now has Mainsail running on its
Lisp, traditionally for investigators of artificial intelliDEC-10s and VAX-11/780s and will soon have IBM
gence, is showing great promise as an excellent language
3033 capability as well. By rewriting the portion of its
with which to develop symbolic CAD took Its whole
CAD tools that were in Simula, the steps required to
structure is designed for symbolic representations that
produce a working chip dropped from six to two, Intel
simulate human thought processes making it useful in
says. More such languages are sure to appear, now that
developing programs designed to interface with the
software science is recognizing the need to free the
machines' operators easily.
programmer pool from constant maintenance of existing
Texas Instruments Inc.'s new language for its home
software as it is transferred to newer architectures.
computer, called Logo, is another example of such a
Several other new languages are designed for the man
language. Originally developed at the Massachusetts
in the street to use. The most extensive of these is the
Institute of Technology, Logo makes the task of specifynewest release of Smalltalk from the Xerox Research
ing the problem to be solved one that even the novice can
Center in Palo Alto, Calif. Originally designed for use by
perform with little trouble.
children, it allows a programming problem to be speciMuch research into the human interface is being done
fied in everyday terms.
by the software departments of computer and microproSymbolics Inc. has extended that concept by incorporating its extensive graphics capability into Flavors, a cessor makers, though few are willing to talk freely
about it for fear of losing the competitive edge in such an
front-end language similar to Smalltalk, that is resident
important area. The fruits of that research will be trickon the Cambridge, Mass., company's all-Lisp minicomling into the open market for years to come.
puter. Flavors provides a multiple overlapping window
While the real crisis is with application software, that
system in which objects can be defined and manipulated
problem could be significantly reduced if programs were
AUTOMATIC PROGRAM GENERATORS
transportable between machines so that they do not have
to be rewritten. One way to do that is to write them in a
Output language
Company
Name
portable language like Mainsail. But programs in stannone: self-contained
Lifeboat Associates
Configurable
dard languages— Fortran, Basic, Cobol, and so on—can
Business System
be run on different computer systems, too, if the time is
Cobol
David R. Black and
Cobol Program
Associates Inc.
taken to properly interface them with astandard operatGenerator
ing system like CP/M-80 or Unix.
Basic
Point-4 Corp.
Force
Microsoft Inc., for example, has successfully rewritten
Cobol
Genasys International
Genasys
its high-level languages— Basic, Cobol, Fortran, and
Cobol
Japan System Science Co.
Jaspol
Pascal—for the Ism Personal Computer's operating sysnone: self-contained
General
No-Code
Automation Inc.
tem, which it developed under contract to the computer
Basic
giant. Thus, the wealth of 8-bit 8080 software written in
CPU
Pearl
these languages can be run on 8088-based systems (like
none:
self-contained
Micro Applications
Prism
Group
the Personal Computer) that have been interfaced to
Basic
The Last One
D.J. Systems Ltd.
Microsoft's MS-DOS.
The Bellevue, Wash., company is also going to provide
Cobol
The Master
The Master Programmer
Programmer
an upgrade path to more sophisticated operating systems
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foremost in mind-every step of the way.
Design Philosophy? Right from the start we
made sure that our integrated circuit designers
were exposed to the system environment.
notjust the component environment. In
developing worldleading PABXs this perspective
allowed Mitel Semiconductor to develop
integrated circuits with well thought out
general purpose interface capability.
Quality and Reliability? Our ISO-CMOS
production technique and our quality assurance
screens are based on MIL Standard 883 Test
Methods and Procedures. Every ISO-CMOS
device is hermetically packaged and 100 percent
burned in. So ISO-CMOS quality and reliability is
built in at the start of the process and is maintained
through to completion_
Availability and Capacity? Mite! Semiconductor
products are being marketed world-wide.
with asupporting network of sales offices
and distributors. In addition to acontinuing
expansion of manufacturing capacity by
Mitel Semiconductor, Mitel ISO-CMOS devices
are now sourced under licence by three major
manufacturers, making our products and
process the number one multi-sourced choice
for new designs.
ISO-CMOS. It has created arevolution in the
telephone. PABX and digital logic markets based
on acapability for high speed. low power and
high density. The continuing evolution of this
superior technology is assured by the ongoing
commitment by Mitel to the process.

Vapox

Aluminum

Recessed Oxide

ISO CMOS TOPOLOGY

Pyroglass

Discover what Mitel Semiconductor can do
for you, by contacting your local Mitel sales
office.
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Dulles International Airport. Washington. D.C.. U.S.A. 20041.
Telephone (703) 661-8600. TWX: 710-995-0026.
PO. Box 13089. Kanata. Ottawa. Ontario. Canada 52K IX3.
Telephone (613) 592-5280. Telex: 053-3221. TWX: 610-562 8529.
TM nademark of Mitel Corporation
Copyright 1981 Mitel Corporation

Europe:

Asia:

33/37 Queen SL. Maidenhead. Berkshire. England 51.6 1NB
Telephone 0628-72821. Telex: 51-849-808.
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Telephone (01) 134712. Telex: 19502.
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Telephone 3-318256. Telex: 34235.
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Bridging
the generation gap.
How Fairchild makes past and future come together.

Since 1965, Fairchild Test
Systems has tried to make
each new product generation compatible with its predecessor. It's just amore
efficient way of doing business.
And we've been doing business
longer than anybody else.
It all started with our Series 500.
Aprecursor of the Sentry')series,
the 500 used discrete transistors
and vacuum tubes. The same year
also saw the Series 4000, our first IC
tester. Then came the 5000, the first
computer-controlled tester.
That's alot of firsts. Industry
firsts. That's why we're The First

I
L

Series 20
of ATE.
And Fairchild's Series 20 carries
on the tradition.
This state-of-the-art LSINLSI
tester will solve just about any testing or characterization problem you
have. Today or tomorrow. You can

test MOS and bipolar microprocessors, gate arrays and
memories up to 20 MHz. Plus
bit-slice microprocessors
and peripheral and memory
devices beyond 20 MHz.
And when it comes to
compatibility, the device performance boards on your
existing Fairchild test equipment are totally compatible with
the Series 20.
If you're interested in just production testing, you still need asystem that keeps pace with future
technology. And won't obsolete your
existing equipment.

Series 10
Our new Series 10 production
tester is compatible with Sentry and
Series 20 systems, thanks to our
new, standard M3operating
software.
And the Series 10 is designed to
be flexible, yet affordable. You can
increase CPU memory from 128K to
256K words. Plus, we're developing
options like enhanced timing, algorithmic pattern generation and
120-pin VLSI capability.
Speaking of options, SAGE, our
new program debugging tool,
combines intelligent color graphics
and FRIENDLYTM software. It provides amenu of options to debug
any problem, so you don't have to
depend on complex computer
language.
Compatible with our Sentry and
Series 20 systems, SAGE displays
all programmed stimulus and response to and from the device
under test. And offers you the ability
to modify the program stimulus in-

teractively. With SAGE, you'll spend
less time debugging. And have
more time for actual device testing.
To tie all our systems together, there's
Integrator Apowerful
host computer that
helps you get the
most out of your test equipment.
Integrator can control, manage
and communicate with up to eight
remote test systems, whether you're
using our engineering or production
testers. It can interpret, analyze and
modify device test results and programs. With Integrator, your test sys-

Integrator
technology becomes more complex, we'll continue to be modular,
expandable and compatible. So
you won't have to worry about
obsolescence.
That's the simple solution.
But we've been doing that for
years.
For more information, contact
Fairchild Test Systems Group,
1601 Technology Drive, San Jose,
California 95115, (408) 998-0123,
Ext. 2732. Fairchild Camera and
Instrument Corporation.
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FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company
SAGE
tems can be completely dedicated
to testing.
Fairchild continues to bridge the
generation gap. And as today's
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Rockwell. Your
systems source.

Introducing the
RM 65 line of
microcomputer
boards.
The RM 65 line gives you
the options and flexibility to
11,11,MW
IFM101800,
design precisely the microcomputer systems you need.
And you can do it quickly
and econom .cally. Because
you're offered so many
Jima_ -nervrrrrriir
design alternatives.
Application software for
the RM 65 line, for example,
can be programmed in a
"me
ilie:7.
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number of languages:
BASIC, PU65, FORTH and
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Assembly Language.
RM 65 uses amotherI'
•
board interccnnect concept
TritiTiW
so any card will fit any slot.
.
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You can choose either
edge connector or Eurocard
versions.
Single Board
Intelligent Peripheral
And aset of card cages
Controller Modules
Computer Module
allows abroad variety of
R6502 CPU, 2K bytes
•IEEE-488 Bus Interface
static RAM, 16K bytes
packaging options.
•Floppy Disk Controller
, ,

Your functional system can
be economically developed
on the AIM 65 Advanced
Interactive Microcomputer.
At less than $500, AIM 65—
based on the high performance R6502 microprocessor
—is the lowest cost development tool available for any
board Ilevel system.
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PROM/ROM capacity, an
R6522 VIA and support
circuitry on asingle RM 65
module.
Memory Modules
•8K Static RAM
•32K Dynamic RAM
•16K PROMIROM
Input/Output Modules
•GP I/O and Timer
•ACIA (RS232C)
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•CRT Controller
Accessories

Rockwell stands ready
with the system and application assistance your project requires. Call Rockwell
for more literature. Or to
schedule time at one of
Rockwell's system development centers.
Contact Renfrew Marketing,
Ltd., 180 Yorkland Blvd., Toronto,
M2J 1R5, (416)494-5445. RM 65
is also distributed tirough
Cardinal Electronics, Future
Electronics and HartAton/Avnet.

•4and 8-slot Card Cages
•Design Prototyping
Module
•Extender Module
•Single-Card AIM 65
Adaptor
•Adaptor/Buffer Module
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that will run the same programs. It now plans four such
operating systems, with MS-DOS at the bottom and fullblown Xenix —a licensed version of Bell Laboratories'
Unix —at the top.
The originator of the CP/M-80 operating system,
Digital Research Inc. of Monterey, Calif., now also
supports the standard PL/1 subset G language. The
company also introduced several new operating systems
that will accept code written under CP/M-80. Those are
MP/M-80—a multiuser version—and CP/NET-80 —
for local network environments. It has also developed
versions of CP/M and MP/M for the 8086, though of
course code written under CP/M-80 cannot be run
under CP/M-86.
To meet the need for new high-level languages that
run under CP/M-86, Digital Research just purchased
Compiler Systems Inc. of Sierra Madre, Calif., the
originator of the popular business language C-Basic, and
there is talk of further acquisitions now that it has the
support of venture capitalists. Other adaptations of highlevel languages to CP/M-86 include MT Microsystem's
Cobol and Micro Focus's cis Cobol. Also, Microsoft has
adapted its Basic and Pascal to CP/M-86, but it has no
plans to support any of its other languages with this
operating system now that it has its own MS-DOS.
Next year will be marked by strong competition
between systems competing for that coveted position of
becoming de facto standards for 16-bit microsystems.
An important advantage for Unix is that professional
programmers prefer the extensive program development
tools it offers. For example, Zilog Inc. has adopted Unix,

renaming it Zeus, for its Z8000-based system-level computers, the Z-Lab microprocessor development system,
and the System-8000 for business applications. Such
adoption comes about because of Western Electric's
liberalization of its licensing policies. There is also a
clutch of look-alikes that have appeared this year to
supplement existing offerings by Whitesmiths Ltd. and
Mark Williams Corp.
Also, there is the Oasis operating system from Phase
One Systems Inc. of Oakland, Calif., that is not aUnix
look-alike but does incorporate many of its convenience
features and is being adapted to an increasing number of
microsystems. More Oasis implementations will appear
next year.
Solving the applications crisis
One of the most revolutionary solutions to the software crisis is what are called automatic program generators. These front-end programs allow the user to specify
the kind of program he wants, and the actual code is
generated automatically (see table on p. 194).
Another increasingly popular approach to the software
crisis is use of third-party software houses to supply
programs, rather than for OEMs to develop them in
house. This approach can significantly reduce the time to
market for a software-based product and offloads the
responsibility for future software support as well.
IBM Corp., the king of software for mainframes,
recently shocked the marketplace by opting not to develop asingle program for its new Personal Computer and
also has started its own publishing operation.

Software standards have Bowles' backing
Kenneth L. Bowles feels strongly about standards, a
somewhat surprising stance for someone involved in programming languages, which have fewer standards than
other electronics industries. That deficiency is the center
of his change in interest from the UCSD Pascal language
he developed to Ada, the Department of Defense effort
promoted as the first standardized language.
What led Bowles to Ada was his popularity as aspeaker
detailing the pluses of UCSD Pascal, which he and a
graduate student at the University of California at San
Diego developed in 1974. He was preparing for a talk on
Pascal in late 1979 when he first looked seriously at Ada.
Although his first thought was that he would have done
some things differently, he felt "great admiration for what
they had done." When he decided to leave UCSD to form
Telesoftware in 1980, he chose Ada as the heart of the
new company's efforts.
Pascal was not one of the possibilities, because of
problems with its many extensions. "I didn't consider
Pascal because it would have meant pouring good effort
after bad. Pascal is fatally flawed because of the lack of
standards," he says matter-of-factly.
One of the features he likes most about Ada is that
standardization provides the ability to create programs for
various functions and store them in a library. Thus programmers* can use and raise them, instead of rewriting
mundane subprograms. TeleSoft, formed earlier this year
when Telesoftware merged with hardware maker Renaissance Systems Inc., plans to offer such alibrary.
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Bowles did not start out in software—his Ph.D. from
Cornell University is in radio and radar studies, and he
spent 10 years with the National Bureau of Standards as
an atmospheric physicist. The amount of computing
involved prepared him to take over UCSD's computing
center in 1968, three years after he began teaching there.
That job proved to be the starting point for his Pascal
project, which began in 1974.
Bowles sees Ada's popularity growing as programmers
gain experience with it. "I think that with serious software
engineers, once there are accessible Ada implementations, we'll find an accelerating trend of people who have
taken the plunge with Pascal jumping to Ada because
they meet so many culs-de-sac with Pascal," he predicts.
He does have some fears that the standardization of
Ada may not come to pass. "It may have fallen victim to
[Reagan's] budget-cutting ax," he says. As it stands, the
DOD Ada office is staffed "by two junior people and a
part-timer," markedly affecting its effectiveness, he says.
On the positive side, he
thinks the industry feels
strongly enough about a
software standard to carry
on if the Government fails.
"We'll enthusiastically join
with other people to see that
it becomes successsful,"
promises the soft-spoken
Bowles.
-Terry Costlow
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PHIL PERKINS AND
HERB THALER
PUT IL TOGETHER.
NOW IT'S THE ONLY WAY TO GO.
Integrated Testing©. LTX's synergistic
combination of linear and digital
testing techniques for maximum
throughput, capability and economy.
I.T. combines two systems into one.
Phil Perkins, LTX's linear expert, and
Herb Thaler, LTX's digital specialist,
put I.T. together for manufacturers
and users of complex LSI devices that
are based on the digital processing of
analog functions.
The first expression of Integrated
Testing was the combination of the
DX89 Digital Extension and the LTX
Linear LS! test system. Now LTX
introduces the PG802, afully versatile
12 MHZ algorithmic Pattern Generator. This allows the programming
of the Integrated Testing System for
even more sophisticated CODECs and
other circuits with integrated analog
and digital functions.
Go with I.T.
LTX Corporation,
145 University Avenue,
Westwood, MA 02090.
Call us about I.T.:
Boston: 617/329-7550
Santa Clara: 408/727-1414

Europe: 44 4862 22322
Japan: 03-326-2501

Or see I.T. at:
Cherry Hill Test Conference
Philadelphia, PA
October 27-28-29

Productronia
Munich, Germany
November 10-14

LTX RESPONDS
Copyright 1981. LTX Corporation
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Our new B-900 helps keep the
DP department ahead of agrowing
demand for printout. It's the fastest
member of our reliable B Series family
of band printers.
Like the B-300 and B-600 models,
it has Dataproducts' patented Mark V
hammer system at its very heart.
The system is virtually friction-free.
The result is aremarkable level of
reliability.

That reliability is proven, too. With
over 20,000 units in the field, our B
Series printers have become the
industry standard for excellence.
Fast and easy.
The B-900 was designed for high
performance, printing up to 1100 Ipm
with a48 character set. It prints out
900 1pm with 64 characters and 670
1pm with a96 character set.
All the B Series were designed with

the operator in mind. The long lastin
ribbon cartridges are easy to load.
The bands can be changed in less tha
aminute. Sophisticated self diagnostics let the operator identify problem:
and often correct them without
aservice call.
The quiet type.
With fully sound-insulated cabinet:
the printers operate at only 60 dbA—
even less than the noise level of a

With Dataproducts' B-900 Band Printer,
every department gets what's coming to it.

typewriter. These cabinets are available
on the B-300 and B-600, standard
on the B-900.
A name you can trust.
Dataproducts is the world's largest
independent printer manufacturer.
For 19 years, we've built printers for
the biggest OEMs in the business,
putting their names on our machines.
These customers make sure our
printers live up to some pretty tough
standards.
Now our B Series band printers
are available with our name on them.
Or with your name.
We're here to help.
We have distributors and sales representatives throughout the world.

We'd love to show you how our
printers can improve your systems.
Call for more information. Or write
our Marketing Department at 6200
Canoga Avenue, Woodland Hills, CA
91365. Telephone: (213) 887-8451.
European Marketing
Headquarters:
Egham, Surrey,
England
Tel: Egham 31161
Telex: 298562

ifl
Dataproducts
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COMPUTER!
&PERIPHERAL/

Easy landing. A clear daylight approach from 5 miles out on this
Rediffusion simulator shows the high degree of realism that today's
computer techniques provide for pilot training.
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ith an eye to office automation,
manufacturers improve hardware
and software in smaller machines
and terminals; mainframes and
minicomputers also gain ground
by Tom Manuel,
Always a fertile field for new technological developments, computers and
their peripherals were especially active this
past year. The spur is the impending flowering of awhole new market, as businesses of all
sizes turn to office automation to solve problems
of information flow and control. Distributed processing, which has been growing by leaps and
bounds, got abig boost this year with the introduction
of a new systems concept. It took the form of new
offerings, which provide powerful computers as individual work stations linked in local networks.
In addition to these desktop minicomputer work stations, other new terminals, intelligent and dumb, have
emerged. With so many more people using computer
terminals these days and using them for amajor part of
their working day, the science of ergonomics is being
employed heavily in new designs—a trend that will
continue to grow.
The proliferation of small computers and work stations has spurred the need for ever-larger quantities of
local data storage and has increased demands for ways to
back up this data or remove it for storage. The industry
has responded with several new technologies applied to
products such as high-density floppy disks, floppy and
tape cartridges, and even Winchester-technology disk
cartridges—and for the future, optical disks.
Aiming at the office
This was abanner year for the personal computer, as
well as for office automation. It could be said that the
personal computer grew up, or at least became mature
enough to be noticed by the big boys. Several of the
major U. S. computer companies introduced personal
machines, as did several Japanese companies. Personal
computers, minicomputer work stations, local networks,
and advanced software greatly enhanced the options
available for automating many office functions.
Advancing technology has not forgotten the large
mainframe computers and minicomputers. Many new
large mainframes were announced this year, pushing the
top systems to ever higher speeds and power. The 32-bit
superminicomputer area also has been humming with
activity in the past year.
The operator of acomputer terminal is likely to say,
"That's my computer," regardless of how much processing power actually resides in it. This is becoming truer
than ever as terminals gain more intelligence. In the past
year, a handful of companies reinforced the concept of
"my computer," by incorporating distributed processing
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through application of the newest technologies in 16-bit
microprocessors, semiconductor memories, local networks, multitasking distributed operating systems, and
bit-map displays and other graphics techniques.
Convergent Technologies, Santa Clara, Calif., introduced such a work station based on the Intel 8086, a
distributed multitasking operating system, a local net,
and an advanced display driver. Apollo Computer Inc.,
Chelmsford, Mass., and Three Rivers Computer Corp.,
Pittsburgh, announced similar machines.
The Apollo Domain dual-bus system is based on the
Motorola 16-bit MC68000 processor, has a bit-mapped
display, and works in a ring network. It also has a
processor-independent virtual-memory operating system
in which all the memory on the network can be in one
global address space.
The 16-bit system from Three Rivers, called PERQ, is
similar to the Convergent and Apollo systems and uses
Ethernet for its high-speed local network. These systems
provide good building blocks for future integrated systems to automate the office.
The office-automation heavyweight, Xerox Corp.'s
Office Products division in Dallas, introduced its Star
work station with an advanced operating system, sophisticated graphics using a cursor-positioning mouse, and
an Ethernet interface that attracted alot of attention at
computer shows this year, such as the National Computer Conference in Chicago and Syntopican in Atlanta.
Also, Datapoint Corp. of San Antonio, Texas, developer
of a pioneer local net for distributed data processing,
moved its four-year-old ARC (for Attached Resource
Computing) into office automation by introducing ahost
of new products. (See "For the office, Schmidt favors
simplicity," p. 210).
Other new computers that have many characteristics
of these capable work stations include:
• The CTS-300, using the 68000 on a Multibus, from
Codata Systems Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif.
• The TS-800 line from TeleVideo Systems Inc., also in
Sunnyvale.
• The Advantage computer with bit-mapped graphics
from North Star Computers Inc., San Leandro, Calif.
• The TFC 8500 from TRW-Fujitsu Co. of Los
Angeles.
• The Mariner computer from Micromation Inc. of San
Francisco.
• The DRS 20 with the Microlan local net from Great
Britain's ICL Ltd.
Meanwhile, Tandy Corp., the Fort Worth, Texas,
leader in personal computers, jumped into this market by
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offering alocal network for its popular TRS-80 Model II
computer system. Arcnet uses the Datapoint ARC technology, which makes it possible for Tandy and Datapoint
products to share the same net and to work together.
The fast processors driving the graphically oriented
multiwindow displays, coupled with the ergonomically
designed packaging, are aimed at making it easier for
users to do more work with less fatigue. This is but one
example of the surging wave of interest in ergonomics in
computer systems design. The countries of the European
Economic Community have set some stringent standards
for ergonomic design—such requirements as low-profile
keyboards that can be detached from the displays and
easy-to-use brightness controls on tilting and swiveling
cathode-ray-tube displays.
Make it easy for me
Software that makes application operations easy to
learn and understand and is efficient to operate as well is
also receiving much attention. So it can be said that
ergonomics is being applied to both the hardware and
the programs that run on it.
Besides the new ergonomics, there is astrong trend for
all terminals, from the dumb to the superintelligent to
increase in quality and reliability, while greatly decreasing in cost. With the prospect of so many terminals to be
in use—as ubiquitous as the telephone, at least around
offices—this move is sure to strengthen.
One exciting new terminal exemplary of this trend was
the Viewpoint from Applied Digital Data Systems Inc.
of Hauppauge, N. Y. This little terminal's high reliability (mean time between failures of 23,000 hours), low

Designed for people. These two products,
the Datapoint 8600 processor and the ADDS
Viewpoint terminal, are designed with ergonomic features

like

low-profile detachable

keyboards and tilting, swiveling screens.
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price ($650), and ergonomic design have made it exceedingly popular. It and others like it from such companies
as Lear Seigler, Hazeltine, and TeleVideo Systems gain
their quality, reliability, and low cost from simple design,
careful and well-planned manufacturing, stringent quality testing, and microprocessor control.
To good terminal designs, processors can be added at
little additional cost to produce more capable work stations—the only catch being that software for the extra
processor may cost several orders of magnitude more
than the added chips. The opposite approach can be
taken, too—the processor and memory can be left out of
a good work-station design to produce a good terminal
(the course Datapoint took recently with the model 8600
processor and the 8220 terminal). However, no matter
how an intelligent work station comes into being, there is
likely to be a need for mass storage and some way to
back it up for greater data security.
Pack it in
Storing more data on ever smaller media has been a
driving force in computer technology since the birth of
Eniac. The industry has pushed on from huge magnetic
drums rivaling small vans in size and weight to the
smallest floppy-disk drive now available, the microfloppy
from Sony Corp., which easily fits into one hand, uses a
floppy cartridge that slips into ashirt pocket, and holds
more data than many early drums.
What was new this past year were several methods of
packing more data on removable media of several configurations— floppy cartridges, magnetic-tape cartridges,
and even Winchester-technology cartridges. Still in the
laboratories at several major companies is data storage
on optically encoded disks, similar to video disks.
Among the new floppy-disk cartridges and drives is
the 8-inch Alpha 10 from Iomega Corp. in Ogden, Utah.
It packs 300 tracks per inch and 24,000 bits/in, to store
10 megabytes per cartridge. Amlyn Corp., San Jose,
Calif., offers afive-pack —five 5.25-in, floppy disks in a
cartridge that stores 8megabytes and adrive that picks
the floppies one at atime from the cartridge.
In Sunnyvale, Calif., Pragma Data Systems Inc.

squeezes 80 megabytes on the industry's first 1
2 -jn. mag/
netic-tape cartridge in aproduct called the model 2000.
Using standard 8-in. diskettes, PerSci Inc. of West Los
Angeles, offers anew drive employing atrack-following
embedded head-positioning servomechanism—a harddisk technology, but new to floppies. It increases track
density to 150 tracks/in., raising the capacity of an 8-in.
double-sided floppy to 4.2 megabytes, which is better
than 21/2 times more than the conventional double-sided
8-in, floppy drive offers.
In Winchester technology, New World Computer Co.,
Costa Mesa, Calif., has developed a removable 5.25-in.
cartridge with alow-mass multiple-head assembly (8 or
16 heads; 1or 2sides; 2or 4megabytes) for fast access.
Seagate Technology, Scott's Valley, Calif., is busy developing a 5.25-in. Winchester cartridge drive, and DMA
Systems Corp. of Santa Barbara, Calif., introduced the
Micro-magnum 5/5 Winchester cartridge drive with 5
megabytes of fixed storage and 5 megabytes of removable. Seagate and DMA Systems along with magneticdisk maker Dysan Corp. of San Jose, Calif., are joined in
an effort they call the 5.25-in, removable cartridge club
to promote aphysical standard.
More developments in compact, high-density, removable storage media are likely. The demand is rising for
ever larger amounts of storage and the means to back it
up for small-business systems, work stations, and the
cornucopia of new personal computers.
Personal computers
This was the year that personal computers came of
age. These handy little machines with alot of capability,
which got their start in life as ahobby, were popularized
by companies such as Tandy Corp., Apple Computer,
Commodore, and others as useful tools for the home and
office. They got afurther boost this year as large companies introduced their versions, such as Xerox's 820 and

Towers of power. The Fujitsu RAM chips and the ECL ICs (shown
with the black cooling towers) are used in its top-of-the-line mainframe computers M-380 and M-382 and in Amdahl's 580 series.
Maltiple chip-carriers are packed into acube 50 err on aside.

Some of the computers will be used standing alone, but
an increasing number will be interfaced with local nets
and public-data networks, where as intelligent work stations they can perform such functions as electronic mail
and information retrieval.
Built-in or plug-in interfaces to local nets—like Tandy's new Arcnet interface—will soon be one of the
features of personal computers. As soon as there is an
accepted standard local network or a few recognized de
facto standards, these interfaces will surface.
However , the local-net interface is but one communications option for personal computers. They could use
built-in telephone and modems for easy connection to
public networks or the new computerized private branch
exchanges that carry and switch data as well as voice.
Personal computers and terminals that are also telephones or that interface with local nets will play an
important role in the future of office automation.

iBm's Personal Computer.
An abundance of similar products flooded the market
around the world, some of them updates from the
present industry leaders. A partial listing includes. Apple
III, Datapoint 1550, Commodore VIC 20 color computer, Data General Enterprise 1000, DEcmate Work Processor 278, Fujitsu Micro 8, Hewlett-Packard HP 125
and HP 9826A, Hitachi MB-6890, Nippon Electric
Co.'s PC-6000, PC-8000, and PC-8800, Northern Telecom 503, Osborne Computer Co.'s Osborne 1, Philips
Austria P200, Sharp Corp. MZ-80B, Tandy Radio Increase productivity—automate the office
Shack TRS-80 Model III and Color Computer, TRWThough the use of computers is expanding in the
Fujitsu 3450, and Zenith Data Systems Z-89.
traditional areas of data and transaction processing,
All of them are different—which is the delight of a
industrial automation, computer-aided design, and the
competitive market—yet all share some common attribmilitary, the fastest growth in the use of computers is in
utes. They are based on 8- or 16-bit microprocessors
the office. Computers will be increasingly used for autofrom relatively few manufacturers; start with 48-, 64-, or
mating much more than typing and secretarial functions.
128-K bytes of memory; usually have some form of mass
The opportunity to increase productivity by automating
storage, typically floppy disks; and incorporate a CRT
the office is great.
display (except for the two color computers, which hook
Nearly every significant development this year—the
up to a standard TV receiver). They cost $300 to high-powered work stations with local nets, the low-cost,
$10,000, with most of them starting at around $3,000.
ergonomically designed terminals, innovative removable
Both the home and the office are market targets, but
storage devices, and personal computers—are technolothe majority of the software offered and being developed
gies tha,t are being applied to automate more office
is for business use—Space Invaders not withstanding.
207
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Little package, big data. The 8-in, floppy-disk cartridge that slips
into this Alpha 10 drive from lomega holds 10 megabytes of data.
New technology where the flying media and aerodynamic read head
are closely coupled but not in contact makes this density possible.

functions. What is more, computer graphics being
applied to business functions is rapidly becoming another
new tool for office automation.
Other new products introduced this year —too many
to list individually—were computerized voice-messaging
systems, electronic-mail and data-retrieval software, terminals with built-in telephones, and new word-processing systems. There even were a couple of complete
product lines for office automation, the OFIS 1 from
Burroughs Corp., Detroit, and the DPS-6 from Honeywell Information Systems, Minneapolis.
With all the activity in office automation, personal
computers, and the like, bigger and faster mainframes
still are needed. The demand must be there, because the
companies serving the top end of the Ism-compatible
mainframe segment were very active.
IBM Corp., Armonk, N. Y., unveiled the first computer in its H series, the 3081 dual-processor system capable
of processing about 10 million instructions per second.
For the 3081, IBM uses higher-density logic-array and
memory integrated circuits. It packs up to 118 of these
chips onto a new 33-layer, 90-millimeter-square chipcarrier sealed in a helium-filled module and cooled by
chilled water. Four newly developed multilayer circuit
boards containing circuit modules that house about
750,000 ICS make up the 3081's central processing unit.
Higher-density logic arrays and memories in specially
developed denser packaging were also used for faster
processors by several of IBM's competitors to leapfrog the
3081 in announcements of machines offering performances from 1.15 to 4.5 times greater. Amdahl Corp.,
Sunnyvale, Calif., unveiled its 580 series immediately
following ism's announcement. The single-processor
5860 will have aperformance range 1.2 to 1.6 times the
3081's, and the dual-processor model 5880 should be 2to
almost 3times faster.
Bigger Japanese mainframes
The Japanese trio in large mainframes—Hitachi,
and Fujitsu —all jumped into the fray with bigger
and faster systems than the 30g1. Hitachi Ltd.'s
M-280H will perform at about 15% better. The NEC
Acos 1000 in its two-processor version has throughput
performance of about 29 million instructions per second.
The Acos line is not ism-compatible, unlike the offerings
from the other two Japanese companies.
Fujitsu Ltd., the No. 1 computer company in
Japan —selling more yens' worth of computers there
than any other company in each of the past two years—
is spanning the globe with its newest computer technology. Its logic and memory ICS are used in its new M-380
and M-382 computers, in Amdahl computers in the
U. S., and in the DIPS model 45 computer it makes for
the Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp.
The M-380 and M-382 computers will be sold by
Fujitsu in Japan, Australia, Brazil, and Spain, and by
Siemens in West Germany. Fujitsu does not now sell its
NEC,
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large computers in the U. S. because of an agreement
with Amdahl, amajor customer for its circuits and also a
company in which it has invested heavily.
The technology that helps make the M-380 and
M-382 so fast is emitter-coupled-logic large-scale integration with a 350-picosecond propagation delay time
and 1,300 gates per chip, coupled with 64-K randomaccess memories. As many as 121 logic and RAM chips,
each with its own air-cooling fin, are packaged on 14layer multiple chip-carriers. These carriers are stacked
into acube 50 centimeters on aside, where connections
are contained in two 12-layer printed-circuit boards that
make up two side walls of the stack.
This dense packaging reduces the transfer time among
logic and memory circuits. Fujitsu is claiming speeds of
15 and 30 million instructions per second for the M-380
and M-382, respectively.
In the mid-range mainframes and the top-end systems
that are not Ism-compatible, there was little action this
year —there were quite a few new systems in 1980.
Magnuson Computer Systems, ¡CL, Nixdorf AG, and 1PL
Systems Inc., all announced systems that will compete
with IBM's 4300 Series.
Tandem Computers Inc. of Cupertino, Calif., introduced its second generation of fault-tolerant, networked,
multiple-processor computer systems for transaction processing. The NonStop II system extends virtual-memory
addressing to 1 billion bytes. It also contains a new
operations and service processor to help reduce repair
times. The NonStop systems can avoid downtime with
redundancy, but while one of two parts is being repaired,
the risk of downtime is greater; so the shorter repair
times add another measure of safety.
There was a flurry of activity in new systems in the
32-bit superminicomputers. Some new systems pushed
the performance upward, truly clouding the distinction
between minicomputers and mainframes. Other newly
announced machines pushed downward in performance,
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Handful of kilobytes. The world's smallest disk drive, the 3.5-in.
microlloppy drive and cartridge from Sony Corp., is capable of
storing up to 437.5 kilobytes of data on one cartridge. The rigid
plastic cartridges are smal enough to slip into ashirt pocket.

reducing costs and improving the price-performance
ratio to apoint where they become competitive with the
bigger 16-bit minicomputers.
Denser logic-array circuitry and 64-x memories
helped improve these new superminis' performance as
much as they did in the new top-end mainframes. Also,
architectural changes such as more use of cache memory, larger caches, and more functions performed in parallel counted for their share of the improvement.
Among the highlights of the new announcements,
Systems Engineering Laboratories of Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., introduced its Concept 32/87, the most powerful
superminicomputer yet announced. Based on emittercoupled logic, using multiple buses and several processors for parallel operations, and boasting a 32-x-byte,
75-nanosecond cache memory with a control algorithm
that may go as high as a 98% hit rate, the 32/87 can
process 4to 5million instructions per second. It was not
long ago that amachine that could hit amillion instructions asecond was considered avery fast mainframe.
At the other end of the supermini spectrum, PerkinElmer Corp.'s Computer Systems division, Oceanport,
N. J., introduced its model 3210, the first superminicomputer to be priced under $50,000 for acomplete system.
Other companies in the 32-bit minicomputer market
introduced new products as well.
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass., unveiled
the long-awaited VAX-11/750 to slip in under its popular VAX-11/780 and is expected to introduce another
little brother, the VAX-11/730 soon. Data General
Corp., Westboro, Mass., unveiled its new medium-sized
32-bit mini, the MV/6000, while its neighbor, Prime
Computer Inc. of Natick, added a new top-of-the-line
model 850. Harris Corp.'s Computer Systems division in
Fort Lauderdale introduced its mid-range model 300
with a24-bit processor and a48-bit data path.
Two 32-bit machines from Japan joined the superminicomputer family. Toshiba Corp. announced its new
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enhanced 32-bit supermini line, the Tosbac series 7/70E,
and NEC introduced its MS 70..
The new superminis are serving as hosts in computergraphics systems, and 16-bit microprocessors are providing horsepower for higher-speed, more intelligent graphics terminals with more lines in the displays. The traditional applications in computer-aided design and simulation benefit from the 16-bit processors and the more
affordable memory, enhancing machines to deliver more
resolution, faster processing, and more dynamic displays
containing more information.
This hardware technology, combined with graphics
software techniques from computer-science research, is
not just for the traditional computer-graphics applications anymore. It is increasingly in use for officeautomation applications.
The rapidly growing number of computer users in the
office are discovering that graphics, especially color
graphics, can be an efficient way of communicating.
Also, it turns out that graphics can improve the operator-machine interaction of office automation as well, as
Xerox has shown with the control symbols graphically
displayed in the Star work station.
Color, color, color
Color adds another dimension to business-graphics
and CAD displays and to hard copy, and it is essential for
realism in terrain simulation—a major use by airplane,
helicopter, and tank pilot-training simulators. When the
cost of color drops low enough, it will be preferred for
most office and business use, particularly where graphics
is involved. Some low-cost color displays are reaching
the market now, and even some color printers and plotters are low enough in price to be feasible in some
business applications.
A sampling of the new low-cost color graphics terminals with 13-in, screens includes the 3651 from Intelligent Systems Corp. for $3,000, the MVI-7 terminal at
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$3,500 from Colorgraphic Communications Corp., the
$3,000 model ¡TI 801 from Integrated Terminals Inc.,
and the Data General Dasher D280C for $3,750.
One of the most unusual uses of color graphics
displays will be the full-color electronics cockpit. Using
six screens, it is being built by Thomson-csF of France
for the new A310 Airbus from Airbus Industrie.
More graphics capability
Other interesting developments in computer graphics
this year were the unveiling of the first truly threedimensional display, SpaceGraph by Genisco Computers
of Costa Mesa, Calif.—an attention grabber at the
annual Siggraph show held in Dallas last August —and
several high-powered terminals with enough memory
and processing capability (from the built-in 16-bit
microprocessors—most frequently the 68000) to take
over from the host computers essentially all of the graphics processing. Among the new 16-bit microprocessorpowered terminals introduced in the past year were the
CGC 7900 from Chromatics Inc., the model 8000 from

the Lexidata Corp., the VC 33000 from Vector General
Inc., and the PS 300 from Evans and Sutherland.
Other peripherals also showed solid technological
advances. For example, at the small end of the fixeddisk-drive field there were several new 8- and 5.25-in.
Winchester drives announced. Seagate Technology,
introduced its ST512, the first small Winchester with
thin-film heads. At the other end of the scale, Storage
Technology Corp., Louisvilte, Colo., and Control Data
Corp., Minneapolis, announced large-capacity 14-in.
drives to compete with IBM's 3380.
Printers and optical character readers were not
neglected either. Some highlights of the many 1981
developments are a 10,000-line-per-minute Japaneselanguage laser printer being developed jointly by Fujitsu
and Toray of Japan and NTT's Aesop ideogram reader.
Delphax Systems, Mississauga, Ont., Canada, introduced the first ion-projection high-speed page-printing
engine for future printers and copiers. Also, from Great
Britain's Image Data Ltd. came adata tablet capable of
reading handwriting.

For the office, Schmidt favors simplicity
An international radio conversation is not the usual starting point for asuccessful career. But that was how Jonathan E. Schmidt happened to meet his future—when
Datapoint Corp.'s executive vice president Victor D. Poor
in 1969 persuaded the Michigan native to move to San
Antonio, Texas, and develop computer products.
Schmidt describes the serendipitous meeting. In the
early 1960s, he was working in South America. "One day I
was talking to aguy from Florida on aham radio who said
he received areal nice signal with a beautiful Collins radio
he had gotten from his friend Irv, in Ann Arbor, Michigan,"
recounts the University of Michigan graduate with bachelor and master of science degrees in mathematics. "I came
back and said, 'Iry didn't have one of those radios.' (Iry
had been my roommate, and Istored my radio in his attic.)
'Iry had no right to give it away.' Well, this guy said, 'You
mean to tell me that Istick this pole up in the wilderness
and the first guy Italk to lives in Ecuador and claims I'm
using his radio?' This was Vic Poor," Schmidt says with a
chuckle. The two became fast friends.
Working for Poor at Frederick Electronics in Frederick,
Md., Schmidt designed electronic switching systems and
radio gear. Poor soon went to Datapoint and in 1969
persuaded Schmidt he should follow. After the move,
Schmidt worked on a number of the
major computer projects that helped
vault the firm into a leading position
in the office systems business. His
work includes the development of
Datapoint's Attached Resource
Computing—a baseband local network—and the Associative Indèx
Method for content-addressable information retrieval.
"Coming through the back door"
in computer development, as
Schmidt puts it, and "reverence for
the frailty of people" during the
development of major software and
hardware projects were among key
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factors for early success. "It was terror of the catastrophes that can befall software-development groups that
kept us from the pitfalls," says Schmidt, who is now vice
president of advanced product development at Datapoint.
"It forced us into compatibility between all operating systems and hardware and keeping everything as simple as
possible." Simplicity, in his view, is another key to success
in introducing high technology to the office. "There is a
feeling among people that progress means complexity,
that the new things they are going to be forced to use are
going to be powerful and therefore complex," he notes.
Schmidt, who turns 40 this month, predicts two major
challenges for computer and peripherals designers: better
memory management and displays that are easier to read:
"There will have to be substantial improvement in the
systems to figure out how to use all the memory that's
going to become available for very little cost," he says.
Voice capabilities in office products may be one use for
that memory: "Store-and-forward audio will be atechnology that can eliminate written versions because a stored
voice message could simply be waiting over at the other
end," he suggests. But at the same time, a user must be
able to see the list of calls to enable quick selection of
those to be heard first. And to do this, people will most
probably be looking at terminals
equipped with cathode-ray tubes.
"The CRT's demise was predicted
10 years ago—even several years
ago—there were sizable indications
that by thit year, liquid-crystal-panel
displays were to have taken
over," he says. "But people who
write the demise of a technology
seem to forget that the technology
whose end they proclaim is also subject to advancement. The fad is to
say the future is all new, completely
different. But actually, the future is
all evolution and in most cases not
so different."
-Robert Lineback
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Drafting— like plot quality...
in anew space saving table top plotter
For plot sizes up to 22" wide X 144' long

Mapping, architecture, civil
engineering, drafting or general
business.., whatever your plotting
application, if you need precise,
drafting-like plot quality at an
affordable price, you need the
new CPS-16.
The CPS-16 gives you a
22" X 144' plot width (so you're
not limited to the 22" X 48" plots
available with competitive plotters)
in aspace saving table top design
— ideal for stand alone use or incorporation into your system. Four
microprocessor controlled pens
allow you to produce the finest
quality four color drawings on
paper, Mylar, or Vellum, and
waste is eliminated since you can
plot within 2" of the leading edge.
The compact CPS-16 offers a
choice of built-in microprocessor
based controllers which accept
either RS-232-C or 20mA current
Circle #210 for all

literature

loop data sources. The standard
controller (available in the
CPS-16/5) provides automatic
detection and rejection of transmission errors, local generation of
alphanumeric characters, circular
buffer memory and greatly reduced

CPU time. Additional capabilities
such as upper and lower case
character generation, aspect ratio,
character slant and circle and
rectangle generation are available

when you order the CPS-16/6.
Now you can have affordable
drafting-like plot quality from a
convenient table top plotter...
at prices as low as $10,900*.
Compare plot quality, compare
features, compare price. You'll see
why the CPS-16 is your best buy
in a22" four pen table top plotter.
For complete information and
descriptive literature, contact
Houston Instrument, at 8500
Cameron Road, Austin Texas
78753, (512) 835-0900. For rush
literature requests, outside Texas
call toll-free 1-800-531-5205. For
technical information ask for
operator #5.

houston instrument
GRAPHICS DIVISION OF

BAUSCH & LOMB @

Circle #211 to have a representative call
* U.S.

Domestic Price onlv.

To get the fastest
in-circuit tester...

1.

get the tester with the
lasted fault isolations
With the increasing size and complexity of PCB designs, the real test for any
in-circuit PCB test system is how fast it
can accurately isolate and
diagnose faults. While the
Total Time for Fault Isolation (TTFI) is the cumulative time it takes to (1) load
the program, (2) run the
program, and (3) isolate
and diagnose the fault,
the key to greater PCB
throughput is in the critical
third step. And it's here, in
fault isolation, that the new
Fairchild 303S is in aclass by itself.
Total Time To Fault Isolation (TTFli
Load
3035
Our
Nearest
Competitor

Run

Fault Isolation

Run

Fault Isolation

Mal.
Load

Whether your boards are large
or small, random logic based, microcomputer based, or high in analog
component count, the Fairchild 303S
will give you greater speed where it
really counts.
It's not only faster, it's easier.
The Fairchild 303S is built around a
powerful new minicomputer with 256K
bytes of MOS memory and resident
operating software. Its advanced testing architecture is easily adaptable to
virtually every test application, and
allows even large PCBs to be quickly
tested by executing complete programs entirely from memory. In addition, the new 303S offers anumber of
unique design enhancements that can
dramatically cut PCB test time and
significantly increase throughput.
FAULTSTm is the industry's most
powerful automatic program generator
for complex PCBs. With FAULTS,
approximately 90% or more of your
program generation is done automatically, so you gain more efficiency
in preproduction and faster throughput overall.

The new Fairchild Series 30/
Model 303S. More speed
where it counts most.

devices, the new Fairchild 303S will
give you test results faster, easier and
more accurately than ever before.
:

...

QA CHECKTM cross-checks and
matches your final production data
with your original program to ensure
that nothing was omitted by the programmer. The result—more accurate
fault isolation.
PINCHECKTM ensures 100%
interconnection integrity between the
fixture and the board under test before
each test program begins. PINCHECK
assures diagnostic reliability by eliminating any fixturing faults. And it can
check 1200 points in less than seven
seconds, using three lines of simple
code to implement.
Automatic Wait Time (AWT)
prevents improper fault diagnostics
caused by the interaction between
components on the same node.
Through software control, AWT
dynamically samples the measured
varue of the component under test and
automatically waits until it has stabilized before comparing the value to the
programmed limits.
HI-CURRENT capability allows
the 303S to test boards containing
mixed logic and bus-oriented circuit
designs. When multiple devices on a
bus must be disabled, HI-CURRENT
capability is required, and no other
test system offers it.
From shorts and opens to LSI
IN

And it's alot more
versatile, too.

The 303S isn't just built for
speed, it's built for versatility.
It comes with the largest
number of uncompromised
hybrid test points (927) in
the industry, so it can be
used to test either analog
or digital points. By simply
adding another low-cost terminal, our
Foreground/Background programming
feature enables programming to be
done without tying up the system. And
our datalogging feature gives you hard
copy documentation of faults—by shift,
day, week, or any other time increment—
to accurately pinpoint manufacturing
problems as they occur.
Naturally, the 303S is compatible
with all Fairchild Series 30 systems, so
retraining is never aproblem. And the
303S is backed by the largest service
and support network in the industry.
If you're looking for afaster, easier and more accurate solution to incircuit testing, take acloser look at the
Fairchild 303S. It's got more speed,
where speed counts most.
For more information on the
Fairchild 303S, contact your nearest
Fairchild Test Systems sales office,
or write Fairchild Test Systems Group,
299 Old Niskayuna Rd., Latham, NY
12110; Tel. (518) 783-3600.

FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company

The
First Family
of ATE.
Circle 213 on reader service card

How an innovative
electronics company
earned areputation
as "Old Reliable!'
RCA has more than its share of innovations.
But we've always put product reliability first.

1963: RCA begins development
of CMOS.

1974: RCA produces world's first
164,000 element chip.

1976: RCA announces first
CMOS microprocessor.

As you can see, we've been innovators for years.
But ask people what they think of
when they think of RCA, and they'll
probably start talking about acompany that's been around along time
(we started in 1919). They'll talk about
abig, stable company that's been in
the electronics industry from the very
beginning. And they'll talk about the
quality and reliability that they've
come to expect from "Old Reliable."
What "Old Reliable" means.
To our customers, "Old Reliable"
means quality and reliability in the
products they buy from RCA.
Our goal is to produce components that perform to specification
in your products. And continue to
perform, day after day, month after
month, year after year.
To make sure that happens, we
spend countless hours on reliability
research and testing. In fact, we've

1976: RCA pioneers the first
BiMOS op amp.

written more papers on product reliability than any other electronics
company in the United States. We
design quality and reliability into
every product we make.
Leaders in CMOS.
We invented CMOS. We delivered
the world's first CMOS logic parts as
early as 1966. And today we offer you
afull line of CMOS devices.
Last year, for example, we shipped
more than one million CMOS microprocessors. Nobody else even came
close. In addition, we shipped more
than 175 million CMOS logic ICs.
In addition to commercial devices,
we also supply a full line of HighReliability parts. (In April 1981, RCA
became the only supplierto qualify for
Class S, Part 1certification for CMOS
radiation-hardened devices.)
Pioneers in BiMOS.
In 1976, we introduced BiMOS
technology. Since then its parametric

1980: RCA produces first CMOS
6-bit flash A/D converter.

and performance advantages have
set new standards in op amp technology.
Preparing for the future.
To make sure that we maintain the
highest standards of quality and
reliability, RCA Solid State is stepping
up its investments in new equipment
and personnel. Further, the RCA
Princeton Laboratories plus our Solid
State Technology Center provide
some of the most advanced R&D
capabilities in the industry.
"Old Reliable" is determined to
continue providing the components
you need, for along time to come.
And of course, we'll keep those
innovations coming, too. What else
would you expect from the people
who brought you CMOS, BiMOS and
television?

1981: RCA announces expandable
CMOS microprocessor chip set.

communicamonr

The ultimate in power. Hybrid circuits
such as this one from TRW Semiconductors represent the state of the art in
microwave devices. The CTX-1182 radio-frequency transistor amplifier is designed for S-band radar and delivers 30
watts of peak power for a 100-microsecond pulse with a 10% duty cycle.
Automatic ultrasonic bonding forms the
gold wire loops that provide inductors
for the circuit.
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he search for increased bandwidth
spurs moves to local networks,
fiber-optic transmission, and
digital gear in homes and offices;
more satellites fill more slots
by Harvey J. Hindin,
El Communications researchers and
manufacturers this year neither enjoyed
the leisure nor suffered the economic trials
of the stagnation period mature industries
often experience, as a seemingly insatiable
worldwide demand prodded aconstant output of
innovations. New products were shaped not only
by technology's advance but by Government regulation as well. Though no longer brand new, the key
areas of data communications, local networks, earth
satellites, fiber optics, and semiconductor chip development were upgraded to prepare for the home, office, and
factory of the future. And 1982 looks as if it will
continue the groundswell.
All these communications channels, whether they handle telephone conversations, computer information, or
television signals, are in reality data-handling channels.
Local networks, voice- and data-handling private branch
exchanges, statistical multiplexers, and other gear, all
based on inexpensive integrated circuits, combined to
provide an array of new communications capabilities.
Since these were far less expensive and more flexible
than those provided by the mainframe computers of past
years, it was clear that the growth of decentralized
systems would be the dominant technology in the years
that lie ahead.
Data encryption is necessary for certain sensitive
information, whatever its source, and in 1981 the publickey system of encryption became practical. In fact, the
first commercial equipment using this approach was
brought to the public by its manufacturer. More such
devices can be expected next year since they eliminate
the need for decryption key transmittal—a costly chore
that can compromise security.
Home, office, and factory communications often
depend on earth satellites for inexpensive channel capacity. In a first for this technology, a 14-gigahertz alldigital bird was launched. Geared to business communications only, it is the forerunner of aseries that will open
up this relatively unused portion of the spectrum. What
is learned here will help the 30-GHz satellites now on the
drawing boards provide even more channel capacity.
The space shuttle made its first flight this year. This
reusable rocket ship will enable the launching of future
communications satellites without the need for expensive
one-shot rockets. Thus the cost of future communications channels will be reduced and in-space satellite
repair will be practicable.
Fiber-optic technology also had its share of breakthroughs. Underwater systems were designed and air-
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Communications & Microwave Editor

craft manufacturers looked to fiber to cut the size and
weight of copper-based communications. Perhaps most
important for the growth of high-speed data communications, computer manufacturers determined how to use
fiber optics inside their machines. Thus data transmission by means of light, its speed not limited by the
capacitance of electrical wiring, drew closer to reality.
While light was being put to use inside the computers,
quality fiber-optic data links for use in computer-tocomputer connections dipped below $60 in price, eliminating the cost barrier to their widespread use.
All these system developments depend on the 1G in one
form or another. This year's developments in chip technology forecast such devices due next year as aone-chip
modem built into data-generating and -receiving equipment. Also to be looked for next year are analog and
digital signal processors that are software-programmed
to act as filters, codecs, and the like. These will be
outgrowths of this year's advances in electrical and optical logic design, optical receivers and transmitters, and
microwave receivers and amplifiers—all on a chip.
Among other accomplishments, new amplifier gain figures have been set and laser-diode output power records
established. Moreover, the first chip-based optical AND
gate was constructed, as was the first large-scale integrated cross-point array offering 256 channels.
Data communications on the loose
The major data-communications issue for the 1980s is
how to control the data flow of the office, home, and
factory. This chore, traditionally done by mainframe
computers and proprietary networks, now has competition from voice- and data-handling private branch
exchanges and flexible local networks supplied by independent vendors that can handle adiversity of manufacturer's equipment. Both PBXs and local netwérks showed
up in bewildering array in 1981 and are likely to continue to do so in 1982 because the field is new, with an
estimated market of billions of dollars. On the negative
side, some local networks like the phone-based advanced
communication service from the American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. continued to falter, while others, like
Xerox Corp.'s combined terrestrial microwave link and
earth-station—based XTEN network, have been postponed.
The goal of all 1981's PBX work, as shown in products
by Datapoint, InteCom, Mitel, Northern Telecom,
Rolm, and others, is to route, control, and process voice
and data flow. In one approach, firms like Rolm Corp. of
Santa Clara, Calif., are updating their voice-only PBXs.
This is possible because distributed architecture and
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Going public. The Racal-Milgo data-encryption system known as
Datacryptor 2 is the first commercial gear to use a public-key
encryption-decryption algorithm. Operating at speeds up to 9,600
bits per second, it does not require transmittal of code words.

digital technology make the use of add-on printed-circuit
boards economical. Also, layered software facilitates
additional programming. This approach will no doubt be
imitated in 1982 by other digital PBX manufacturers
since it allows existing systems to grow gracefully as
needs increase.
On the other hand, newcomers to the PBX industry like
InteCom Inc. of Dallas and United Technologies Inc.'s
Lexar division in West Los Angeles have of necessity
developed totally new PBXs. These are still geared in
large part to voice, which is, after all, 80% to 90% of the
traffic in typical offices. Unlike its competitors, InteCom's unit uses packet switching for communications
among its internal parts. Whether this will be used by
other new PBXs is uncertain. But next year several of the
totally new PBXs will incorporate fiber-optic links to
connect parts of the machines at remote sites.
Perhaps InteCom's approach was the most significant
step in 1981 toward solving the problem of accommodating a variety of manufacturers' data-generating and
-receiving equipment with a PBX. The manufacturer
introduced an add-on to its integrated business exchange
that will emulate the popular IBM 3270 terminal's protocol and formats. It is afirst step, the company says, to
dealing with avariety of data-communications protocols.
Other PBX manufacturers will have their own versions to
unveil next year.
One way communications devices in an office talk to
each other without the use of aPBX is by means of local
networks. These were introduced at arapid rate in 1981
and even more are slated for debut next year. Not bound
to any one architecture, they range from low-cost networks for personal computers to high—data-rate links for
mainframe computers. Most important, they do not
require the user to purchase his data-generating and
-receiving equipment from one vendor. As such, their
growth next year will be explosive as economy-minded
users seek cost-effective techniques to make apanoply of
in-house gear.
Importantly, amidst this proliferation in 1981, Intel
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., proposed asix-layer standard for local network architecture. The first two layers
are equivalent to the existing Ethernet local network
scheme. If adopted in 1982, this standard would enhance
the local network concept. Simply put, the extensive
software that such systems need for their operation
would be the same regardless of the network manufacturer. Also expected to be approved next year, by an
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Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers committee, is aproposed industry standard called IEEE-802.
While all this activity with local networks was going
on, AT&T's local network, known as the advanced communication system (Acs), designed to implement the
office of the future through telephone-based packet
switching, was quiet in 1981. This was due to software,
regulatory, and marketing problems. The only positive
note for ACS was AT&T's adopting as a U. S. standard
the X.25 packet-switching protocol from the International Consultative Committee for Telegraphy and Telephony. ACS would use X.25 in its operation. Moreover, the
communications giant's blessing of the European standard was expected to enhance its acceptability next year
for home and office data communications.
Versatile television
Videotex services will be key in home and office
communications, and AT&T was active here, too.
Entering the arena already occupied by Canada's Telidon organization, England's Prestel, and France's Antiope, the U. S. firm announced its own standard for
videotex services. The older players in the game will be
seen scrambling in 1982 to see how they can comply.
As important as all these technology considerations
are, the influence of Government regulation cannot be
ignored. Among data-communications companies, AT&T
is the most affected by regulation. For example, in 1981
the company engaged in its usual rounds with U. S.
Government agencies. In Congress it failed to win dismissal of an antitrust suit. But, the Senate moved to
permit it to enter unregulated markets for informationprocessing equipment and services. Opinion has it that
1982 will see alot more debate on these matters, which
will affect American communications technology for
years to come.
An integral part of many voice- and data-handling
PBXs and local networks, statistical multiplexers competed for attention from the data-communications community this year. The designer of data-communications
networks has always used multiplexers to combine the
data outputs of anumber of relatively slow transmission
lines onto one high-speed line. These days, he's taking a
fresh look at new versions of these machines because,
with the incorporation of microprocessors and built-in
software, they now offer signal processing instead of the
familiar signal combining. Thus, they are more economical than before. In fact, statistical multiplexers introduced this year from a number of vendors can perform
data compression, switching, port contention, encryption,
dynamic network reconfiguration, down-line loading,
and other chores usually associated with mini- or mainframe—computer-controlled network processors or concentrators. Next year promises more of the same with
even more capabilities, as machines using 16-bit microprocessors reach the market.
The data-communications community waited
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throughout 1981 for the popularization of the data
encryption standard (DES) that was lately approved by
the National Bureau of Standards.
Since no major losses of sensitive data could be documented and there were no laws forcing the use of encryption technology, cost-sensitive equipment manufacturers
did little more than offer coding equipment as options.
Meanwhile, the rival public-key system, which unlike
DES does not require the transmittal of acode key, made
two major advances that will make it a formidable
competitor to DES next year.
Until this year public-key systems (the knapsack
cipher, for one) have required so much number-crunching that they have been restricted to kilobit-per-second
decryption rates. This is much less of a data rate than
the NBS private-key DES approach will allow. But this
disadvantage no longer applies as aresult of the work of
Paul S. Henry, head of the optic systems research
department of Bell Laboratories in Holmdel, N. J. Henry has come up with a fast algorithm for executing the
knapsack cipher. It allows megabit encryption rates that
will be used in future data-communications applications
such as computer data-file transfers.
The other public-key system advance was announced
by Racal-Milgo Inc. of Miami, Fla. In an initial step
toward freeing the data-communications system designer
from having to design key-transmitted systems, it
released the first commercial application of public-key
cryptography in a data-encryption device. The company's Datacryptor II is designed to prevent unauthorized
access to transmitted data by encrypting and deciphering
it at rates of up to 9,600 bits per second.
To satisfy the demand for channel capacity, earth
satellites, those apparently stationary machines that
retransmit voice, data, and video information from
ground station to ground station, continued to be
launched or contemplated worldwide in 1981.
The best-known event of the year was Satellite Business Systems' launch of a communication satellite that
was the culmination of five years of work at an expense
of $350 million. The result of the McLean, Va., firm's
effort was an all-digital system with a 14-GHz uplink and
a 12-GHz downlink that provides acombination of datacommunications operating modes and services that the
company hopes will be irresistible to cost-conscious customers. sBs's system will shortly be extended to Canada.
Moreover, in the next few years it will accommodate the
smaller user who cannot support an on-premises earth
station, using local networks connected to acentral earth
station by fiber-optic cable or microwave link.
Meanwhile, encouraged by the success of such U. S.
endeavors as the SBS satellite, 17 European nations
planned this year to spend $100 million on a1983 launch
of a pair of locally manufactured satellites to handle
computer traffic, teleconferencing, electronic mail, and
other business services. Thus, the postal and telecommunications authorities that control such activities in

Europe are making sure that the office-of-the-future is
not just aNorth American phenomenon in the 1980s.
Besides their future office and home applications,
satellites will be important throughout the decade for
their ability to perform high-technology work impossible
to accomplish on the ground. For example, Europe and
the U. S. announced cooperation in a project involving
satellite-borne lasers. Their goal is to synchronize atomic
clocks in Europe, India, and North and South America
to within 1nanosecond. While nanosecond precision is
now necessary only for scientific experiments, the
European Space Agency, which is running the project,
predicts such precision will soon be needed for international high-speed digital communications.
Fiber optics for flexibility
Fiber optics in 1981 made advances in new areas of
technology that promised more flexibility in the design
of the data-communications system. Most important,
computer makers buckled down to serious work on
fiber-optic links for their systems. Several mainframe
manufacturers, notably Sperry Univac in Blue Bell, Pa.,
devised means for running light-wave lines between
central processing units and peripherals. The goal was to
transmit the information reliably at the speed of light
and to remove the wiring-capacitance speed limitation of
conventional systems.
Since the typical computer interface comprises control, handshaking, and data lines in parallel, the first
step was aparallel-to-serial converter that permits use of
a serial fiber-optic line. A parallel link is too expensive
and wasteful of the fiber's data (bandwidth) capabilities.
Just such a250-Kb/s device was built by R. Kirk Moulton, principal engineer at Sperry Univac. It is fast
enough for such peripherals as printers but not for
high-speed storage equipment like disks. In 1982 the
computer industry will move toward even higher speeds.
After telephony, short-run data communications is the
largest application area for fiber optics. The breakthrough in this area was in price-performance ratio, and

Lots of channels. The Mitel cross-point array chip, which is at the
heart of the company's 10,000-line voice- and data-handling private
branch exchange, is an oxide-isolated C-MOS device that handles
256 channels at one time and switches in both time and space.
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Hewlett-Packard, Motorola, and other firms introduced
appropriate data links for these applications, which from
HP featured a$55 tag.
For HP'S price the user bought a link complete with
transmitter and receiver suitable for computer-to-peripheral connections up to 20 meters long, with adata-rate
capacity of dc to 10 Mb/s. Units priced like this were
expected to remove the price barrier that has precluded
the fiber-optic data link's widespread use. Just as prices
will continue to tumble in 1982 for longer-run links for
color television and other high-quality signals, the fiber
link will become even more commonly used because of
its immunity to radio-frequency interference and its
freedom from tapping.
Data links and even raw fiber must be tested in both
the field and the laboratory. And, now that optical-fiber
communications are competing with copper-wire installations on acost basis, it is essential that link testing be
only a small part of a system's cost. So 1981 saw
cost-effective optical time-domain reflectometers standing in for the testing job, and more such equipment is
due off the drawing boards next year.
In all these reflectometers, the separation of the transmitted and reflected signals and the processing of the
reflected signals were prime. Typical of the new devices
available was one from the International Telephone &
Telegraph Components Group in Paignton, Devon, England. The microprocessor-controlled ITT-OFR-1 carries
out automatic test routines on the extensive fiber-optic
communications systems that British Telecom is
expected to install this decade. It features both oscilloscope and chart-recorder data readouts. Such instruments are also under study by HP and Tektronix. When
they are finally introduced, they will enhance even further the appeal of fiber technology.
There is room in today's fiber-optic technology for
classic circuit techniques. In Japan, the 50-year-old concepts underlying the superheterodyne receiver are being
applied to that most modern gadget of communications
technology, the fiber-optic receiver. The result is what
Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Public Corp. claims is
the world's first fiber-optic laser-driven superheterodyne
receiver. It has been tested both as a 300-megahertz
analog device and as a100-mb/s digital service.
The superheterodyne approach is noteworthy because,
unlike p-i-n diode or avalanche photodiode receivers,
optical superheterodyne systems can select carriers
spaced only afew megahertz apart. Thus, they can fully
exploit the fiber's bandwidth of hundreds, if not thousands, of megahertz. This selectivity will work well with
the as-yet incomplete 1.3-micrometer optical-fiber communication system. These have more available bandwidth than present 0.8-gm systems and are starting to
appear around the world.
Chips galore
One of the most significant LSI products of 1981 for
the communications industry was a cross-point array
produced by Mitel Corp. of Kanata, Ont., Canada. The
chip replaces 100 parts of medium- and small-scale
integration with the reliability of one very large-scale
integrated part. The array promises to revolutionize the
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techniques used for switching in PBXs and telephone
switching offices, as it uses so little space and power (see
"A big switch was put on achip by Whitbread's team,"
p. 225). Designed to switch any of 256 input channels to
any of 256 output channels, it is the key element in
Mitel's new 10,000-line voice- and data-handling PBX.
The chip is typical of what will be made available to
data-communications equipment manufacturers because
of the rapid growth in capability of the VLSI industry's
data-communications operations. Codecs, time-slot assigners, and subscriber-line interface chips have proliferated. But more importantly, the chip-manufacturing
industry has some surprises up its sleeve: it is preparing
analog- and digital-signal—processing chips that are software-controlled. These chips, at the system designer's
will, are designed to provide the functions of codecs and
other such devices. Thus special features peculiar to a
particular manufacturer may be had from readily
changed software, not acostly custom design.
While the Mitel chip is concerned with electrical logic
levels, optical logic design received a boost this year at
Bell Laboratories, where researchers came up with a
two-input AND gate on a semiconductor chip. The chip
reacts to apair of light signals at different wavelengths.
Its output is an electrical signal that can be used to
trigger either alight-emitting diode or alaser.
The Bell chip, based on apair of photoconducting pn
junctions in series, provides system designers with the
ability to gate light signals. This is crucial to the
construction of optical signal-processing systems for
intracomputer communications. Bell is working to
extend this concept to multiple input gates and other
kinds of logic that could be used to make optical computers and switchgear. Such systems, not limited in speed by
transmission line capacitance, would rival Josephsonjunction machines in capability.
While Mitel looked at electrical logic and Bell looked
at optical logic, IBM Corp. looked for a cost-effective
chip that would act as an optical receiver and convert
light into electrical pulses at megabit rates. Success in
this endeavor would lead to, for example, high-speed
data-file transfers from the computer to the end user.
Today this process is often uncomfortably slow.
Although further work remains for next year to further reduce the chip's cost, IBM researchers did succeed
in building an optical-receiver chip that can match the
capability of earlier hybrid designs. Key to the new
receiver design is the use of current-mode amplification
in place of the more usual integrating or transimpedance
amplifier. IBM's Thomas J. Watson Research Center in
Yorktown Heights, N. Y., claims that the new design
can take full advantage of fiber-optic cables' information-carrying capability of 200 mb/s or more.
Not only were new chips designed in 1981 for rf and
optical wavelengths, but microwave chips came in for
their share of attention, too. There are only a few
monolithic microwave chips on the market and so semiconductor-intensive microwave systems tend to be costly.
This year's advances in monolithic microwave technology are expected to cause some system price reductions in
the next few years. However, as few microwave systems
are produced in large numbers, it is often difficult to
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more sophisticated electronic marvels
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circuit integrity.
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justify the expense of realizing them in chip form.
An area that needs large quantities of chips is microwave data-communications amplifiers. With this in
mind, Cornell University researchers in Ithaca, N. Y.,
accomplished a monolithic integration of an optical
field-effect-transistor transit-time detector and a highspeed, broadband, gallium arsenide metal-semiconductor
FET amplifier. The device has amidband voltage gain of
5v with a4-GHz bandwidth into a50-ohm load. Thus it
has great promise as a reliable, high-quality datacommunications amplifier.
Not yet concerned with monolithic integration but
taking astep in that direction, Microwave Semiconductor Corp. in Somerset, N. J., built the most powerefficient solid-state device reported at X band. The
GaAs FET amplifiers, in 1-, 2-, and 4-watt versions, are
internally matched and use a self-aligning flip-chip
mount. As nearly monolithic devices, they will enhance
the reliability of future X-band radar systems.
Still another record was set this year for discretelaser-diode technology. What is claimed to be the high-

est single-mode power ever recorded for asemiconductor
laser was achieved by RCA Laboratories in Princeton,
N. J., which produced a diode with 40 milliwatts of
output power per facet. Thus, using this powerful transmitter, the fiber-optic systems of the next few years can
be expected to operate without the aid of repeaters over
larger distances than previously possible.
Local-network devotees were treated to a new chip
type in 1981—the first IC for connecting data-processing equipment to alocal network. Built as an n-channel
mos device in a 40-pin dual in-line package, it is not
general-purpose but is designed only to connect Datapoint Corp.'s proprietary Attached Resources Computer
local network (Arcnet) to aDatapoint work station.
The chip, the forerunner of many such chips being
designed for Xerox's Ethernet and other local networks,
carries data at 2.5 mb/s by means of a proprietary
protocol. It handles the equivalent of the physical- and
data-link functions of a layered communications architecture and promises a reliable, low-cost local network
interface with data-generating and -receiving equipment.

A big switch was put on achip by Whitbread's team
"An exercise in human factors" —that was the key to
ly tuned control architecture to be successful. When the
Mitel Corp.'s recent success in a two-year project to
project started in 1979, there was nothing available in the
design a new switching chip in a parallel effort toward a way of switching control that could force approximately
private branch exchange for voice and data handling.
4.8-K of RAM to behave like a cross-point array. "The
According to J. Ray Whitbread, vice president for research
challenge was to do this economically for a practical
and development for the Canadian company, prepping
system like the SX-2000," Whitbread says. His backthe team was more than half the battle, once the company
ground was ideal —experience with linear and hybrid
fielded its experts in chip logic, system architecture, silicon
devices at Microsystems International ih Canada and Plerealization, memory management, process technology,
ssey Semiconductor and General Electric Corp.'s Telecom
engineering layout, and testing.
division in England. He is a 1962 electrical engineering
Whitbread, with the Kanata, Ont., semiconductor and
graduate of Aston University in Birmingham, England.
communications systems manufacturer for six years, for
The DX's 4.8-K of memory is organized into four blocks
the last two years headed the team charged to design
each with an access time of 125 nanoseconds. If there
Mitel's new DX chip. The result is a cross-point array that
was one nightmare that caused Whitbread to think that
measures 270 by 270 mils, has 256 input and 256 output
the project might fail "as all projects can," it was how to
channels, and uses oxide-isolated complementary-MOS
organize the memory internally for interconnectability and
technology. The DX is the cost-effective core of the comcontrol so that the SX-2000 would be a flexible, expandpany's recently introduced 10,000-line SX-2000 PBX.
able system. "But we did it," he points out. "And it's a
The human factors for which Whitbread felt his team
practical, cost-effective system."
had to prepare meant encouraging "highly individualistic
Whitbread, particularly proud of the "team effort with
people" to work together with a constant exchange of
no lead position" that produced the DX, already has two
ideas and the ability to shift focus between microscopic
new projects in view. The first is to maximize the chip's
DX chips and the macroscopic SX-2000 system interface
production yield. For the second project, he is looking into
"Many companies have the requisite technology and
ways to reduce the design rules from between 4 and 5
skills," Whitbread 'says, "but what counts is how they use micrometers to 3gm.
-Harvey J. Hindin
these assets to make key choices—for example, how to
partition the technology functions: will the cross-point
array function be performed in hybrid, discrete, or VLSI
technology? This choice is visible early and controls the
economics of the final product."
The DX chip switches in a nonblocking mode in either
time or space. As such, 2,000 of the chips are incorporated in the SX-2000, which can be used as a data
encryptor since it is a bit scrambler under microprocessor
control, aconcentrator for astandard T-1 carrier from the
American Telephone & Telegraph Co., and ageneral tool
for memory-management functions like data-addressing.
The senior engineer realized from the beginning that the
chip, essentially arandom-access memory, needed afine-
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Augat, Inc.
Experience:
Over 30 years designing and manufacturing the
broadest selection of sockets in the industry.
With sizes, specifications and prices to fit every
application.
Professional Qualifications:
HIGH-RELIABILITY DIP SOCKETS. Versatile precision
4-finger machined contacts. All popular DIL and
SIL packages. 100% anti-flux and solder wicking.
Choice of solid, open or no insulators.
LOW-COST SOCKETS. For superior performance
with economy. A broad line of single and dual
contacts in awide selection of materials and
platings.
HIGH-TECHNOLOGY SOCKETS. The finest quality
leadless chip carriers, planar array pin packs, [IF
DIP sockets and many others.
SPECIALTY SOCKETS. IC connectors for high
temperature burn in, Quad-in line packaging,
numerical display, special LSI or hybrid packaging
and other sophisticated applications.
References:
More than 2000 customers. (Names furnished
on request.)
Availability:
Ready to go to work for you today. Just call your
Augat distributor, or contact Augat, Inc., 33 Perry
Avenue, P.O. Box 779, Attleboro, MA 02703.
Tel: (617) 222-2202. TWX: 710.391.0644.
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Augat interconnection products,
lsotronics microcircuit packaging,
and Alco subminiature switches.
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More and more people
trust Gould instrumentation.
Gould logic analyzers troubleshoot and service the complex
digital circuitry in computers
and micro-processor-based
equipment. They can diagnose
problems that might arise in
anything from asingle memory
chip to the complex guidance
system that pilots America's
shuttles through the intricacies of space.
Our Instruments Division pioneered the development of
logic analyzers. And today we
offer a full line of these powerful diagnostic tools. They are
uniquely capable of testing
both hardware and software,
and offer unsurpassed speed
and data capacity to business,
industry and research
facilities.
Gould logic analyzers. Part
of our rugged family of high

quality, high performance
instruments that measure,
dispIay, store or record data.
A family that includes digital
storage scopes and direct
writing recorders Elect-ostatic
and thermal array recorders.
X-Y and strip chart recorders.
Biophysical recorders. And a
full range of signal

conditioners.
For more information, call
or write Gould Inc., Instruments Division. Operations in
Santa Clara, California: London. England: Paris, France;
and Frankfurt. Germany.
Headquarters at 3631 Perkins
Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44114.
2161361-3315.
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Speech

system.

Talking

appliances

are

around the corner, now that speech synthesizers fit on a single chip. Hitachi's complementary-MOS 61885 takes commands from
a keyboard or bus, requires only a simple
filter and gain stage to drive a speaker, and
stores about ahalf minute of speech.
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he era of portable audio and
personal video begins, with digital
signal processing on the horizon;
speech synthesis takes hold as
the feature of the future

D Although cost is so critical afactor
in consumer products, premium features
continue to ring up sales. In fact, throughout the consumer electronics area, adding a
microprocessor to remove drudgery, automate,
simplify, or otherwise enhance aproduct means
greater popular appeal. Speech synthesis, not
unlike the digital display revolution, becomes afeature hung onto the microprocessor bus like many other
outputs. Analog inputs are entirely accepted, and voice
recognition borders on becoming just another input.
Circuit integration in general is improving consumer
equipment across the board, attacking traditionally nonintegrated apparatus such as video and audio equipment.
The outcome can only be better-quality images and
sounds, streamlined design, and more sophistication—all
at alower cost than ever before. In both audio and video
gear, digital signal processing is inevitable, for though
the 14- to 16-bit digitizing resolution is barely affordable
now, it will be within the next few years. For televison,
the harbinger was a very large-scale integrated-circuit
set announced last summer by ITT Intermetall in West
Germany. Intermetall's goal? Nothing short of a full
digitized single-chip television processor built with a
1-micrometer VLSI process—by 1985.
The VCR revolution
If the video-tape recorder was the salvation of the
television studio, then the video-cassette recorder could
serve as the vehicle for a resurgence of the home TV
segment. The popularity of vcRs —as well as their high
price—has led to what could be the next big trend: video
components. Using the recorder as the start, set owners
of the future would be able to hang on tuners, monitors,
cameras, and a host of other shiny features, just as is
donc with audio component rigs.
For example, at the June Consumer Electronics Show
in Chicago, Kloss Video Corp. showed off a $2,495
wide-screen projection-Tv monitor minus tuner. By plugging the monitor into aVCR, the owner can save $600 to
$1,500, say the Kloss people. From Sony Corp. in Japan
comes the Profeel (for "professional feeling") line, with
U. S. introduction scheduled for this fall. The line
includes two monitors, one 19-inch and the other 25-in.
Among the components available for the high-definition
monitors are atuner, awireless remote-control infrared
unit. and the Telecine Adaptor, which permits transfer
of a film or slide to video tape. Not to be outdone,
another Japanese giant, Nippon Electric Co., has developed acomponent line as part of its effort to enter the
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consumer field. It features a 60-in, screen and, like
Sony's, stereo sound.
Even as video components are opening up what set
makers hope is a huge new market, development of
digital color TV continues apace. In early September, the
hit of the West Berlin International and Video Fair was
not so much what was in the buildings on the fairgrounds, but the showing in a downtown hotel of irr
Intermetall's first digital color TV signal-processing system. Composed now of six VLSI circuits (a figure the
company hopes to reduce to three and eventually one),
the digital system will be able to handle PAL, Secam, and
NTSC, as well as upcoming high-definition sytems and
other nonstandard schemes.
CBS Inc. executives are intent on digitizing TV production, with conversion to analog signals coming only at
the final transmission stage. Reports from the CBS Technology Center in Stamford, Conn., say that researchers
have managed to reduce the number of digital elements
in a525-line picture from 114 to 29 megabits per second
with no degradation in quality.
The object of all this work, at least for the consumer,
is abetter picture. Another development toward that end
is high-resolution TV. A joint effort by CBS, Japan's Sony
Corp. and NHK (the Japanese Broadcasting Corp., which
developed the technique) has produced aprototype system that increases resolution to 1,125 lines from the 525
standard in the U. S. and the 625 in Europe. CBS says
that service will be available in the 1980s, but there are
technological problems to be solved before then. For one
thing, high-resolution TV now eats up about 30 megahertz of bandwidth as opposed to today's 6MHz. Digital
transmission is believed to be the answer, but digital data
must be compressed so that it can fit into 6 MHz. Sony
reports that it has packed 43 million bits on a square
inch of tape, but that is only the start: for high-resolution
TV broadcasts via tape, that figure must be quadrupled.
Even as the market for home 8-millimeter movie cameras is being erased by vcRs and their camera accessories, Sony has come along with what amounts to ahighly
sophisticated snapshot system—the Mavica. This
charge-coupled-device zoom camera (which can be used
as a video camera when connected to a VCR) in effect
imprints asmall magnetic disk with 50 still pictures that
can be stored, transferred to avideo cassette, transmitted
over aphone, or mailed.
Another video technology waiting for its time to come
is projection TV. Zenith Radio Corp. of Glenview, Ill.,
may have pushed the clock ahead a bit with its 45-in.
unit. The Zenith innovation, in addition to a recessed
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screen, is managing to eliminate the need for frequent
manual adjustments for proper color convergence.
According to the company, this is accomplished by tilting the face-plate panel 7° within the two outer tubes in
the three-tube in-line projection system.
Another future home companion waiting for its big
break, at least in the U. S., is videotex. That break may
have been the announcement by American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. of aterminal that will be handle both the
Canadian Telidon and French Antiope systems.
Sounds good
The Walkman story dominates the audio market.
Sony's ubiquitous walk-around cassette player has given
its name to the market—to the average consumer, they
are all Walkmen —and triggered arevolution in portable
sound.
Made possible by the miniaturization afforded by a
samarium-cobalt magnet and light Mylar drive element
in the headphones, as well as a small, powerful motor,
the cassette players were the brainstorm of Sony chairman Akio Morita. Now there are fm-receiver versions,
not to mention some that can even record off the air.
With all this, prices are coming down, giving many
American cities the nether-worldly look of places
crowded with zombies wearing headphones.
Interestingly, some of the personal portables even
offer the bias and equalization circuits needed for metalparticle tapes—those princely cassettes costing upwards
of $10 apiece that promise to deliver unexcelled signalto-noise ratios and maximum dynamic range. Though
tape manufacturers would hesitate to admit it, metaltape sales have been less than aquarter of initial projections—partly because of price, but also because of the
public perception that not only were the advantages not
worth the price, but metal seemed amerchandising ploy
to sell new equipment.
In fact, metal tape, which actually consists of apowdered alloy of iron, cobalt, and nickel that is polymercoated to prevent rusting, offers superior coercivity and
remanence, since its crystal structure consists entirely of
ferromagnetic materials and contains no nonmagnetic
elements. A good deal of its technology is quite new,
requiring particle refining, magnetic paint mixing, and
special coating techniques.
An even more promising technology that is still in the
experimental stages is vapor-deposited tape, which relies
on sputtering techniques not unlike those used in IC
processing. Vapor-deposited, or evaporated, tape promises the highest coercivity and will be essential to forthcoming hi-fi microcassette audio systems and miniature
video-camera-cassette units. Some say that the push in
both types of metal audio tape was intended to help pay
for ongoing research-and-development costs in advance
of the market truly opening up.
Evaporated tape, whose 0.4- to 0.6-µm particle size is
a tenth that of current coated tapes, will enable microcassettes to double their playing time by cutting tape
speeds in half to '
5
/
32in./s. At that speed, the tiny tapes
can run for three hours. Within the next year or so,
therefore, the Walkmen will shrink remarkably as they
adapt microcassette formats. Also making possible the
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Portable hi-fi. Sony revolutionized portable sound with its Walkman,
the high-quality stereo cassette player for one (or two). Next year,
units will shrink further to the smaller microcassette format, made
possible by improved metal-particle tape and noise-reduction ICs.

transition will be a new type of home tape deck that is
already hot in Japan—a combination standard-cassette-microcassette recorder that can transfer tunes
between the two mediums.
Another technology headed for market is the digital
audio disk. The DAD is described as an order of magnitude better in sound fidelity than current digitally
recorded disks that must be played back on conventional
equipment. Most of the manufacturers of the miniature
playback systems are Japanese, and most employ amaster recording, made by pulse-code-modulated laser
beam, whose modulations are detected and converted
into an analog signal for playback.
However, hopes for asingle worldwide standard took a
hard blow when the 49-company Digital Audio Disc
Standardization Conference failed to do just that.
Instead, it published a report describing the three formats that were proposed and wound up its three years of
efforts with azero. The majority did, however, favor the
Netherlands' NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken approach, which uses a4.7-in. disk.
At the same time, the rearguard action in the war
against audio noise continues to produce good results.
For example, National Semiconductor Corp. of Santa
Clara, Calif., developed an tc-based system that requires
no preprocessing and can thus reduce noise in previously
recorded material by as much as 10 decibels. Behaving
like a dynamically variable low-pass audio filter, it
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NEW FOTOFORM ±10001 in. PRECISION!
Plus 1p" smoothness, 0 porosity, 750 C resistance, 488 Knoop hardness, 4400 v/mil dielectric strength.

Now, you can specify extraordinary precision, plus
the exceptional properties you need, in Corning
FOTOFORM glass and FOTOCERAM® glass ceramic
products. We'll custom design holes, slots, and other
shape geometries for consistent, cost-efficient small
or large volumes. Even 50,000 holes per sq. in. can be
held within ±.0001 in. tolerances with our advanced
photosensitive glass technology and new facilities.
Ideal for substrates, sliders for disc memories, nozzles
for ink-jet printers, cell sheets in gas discharge dis-

plays, wire guides for dot matrix impact printers, and
fluidic devices.
BUG US.
For specifics on our new precision, physical properties, prototype development, and production capabilities call (607) 974-7595, or write: Corning Glass Works,
Electronic Materials Dept. MS-5124, Corning, New
York 14831. FCTOFCMI and FOTOCERAM are regstere0 tradernafirs of Corn.g Glass \Mprks
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MACROPHOTO of 492 in.-wide chip wan holes from .020 In. to .001 in.: slots .010, .005..001 In.; Bug: F.

Announcing HMSI: Seven
complex new functions in
the industry's first gate- arrayderived, standard TTL
family to make your big
boards smaller.
VIPe0 Cctsrmnt_LE-

Son of HAL:
These dedicated circuits are derived
from Monolithic Memories' HAL
Hard-Array Logic family. Their functional density is at least twice that of
standard TTL, giving you new freedom
in microprocessor-system development.

s.17,
14-5491

VORTICA, ADDRESS
PAL 14“,

NNIK
VER,
F1C1tZ
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HMSI is anew dimension of UL in
300-mil-wide 24-pin SKINNYDIP
packages.The first seven functions—
available now from Monolithic
Memories' stocking distributors—
include three popular 8-bit circuits, a
10-bit counter and three multiplexers,
including our 16:1 MUX, the only onechip version available in SKINNYDIP
packaging.

And pal of PAL!
Because HMSI works hand-in-hand
with PAL Programmable Array
Logic, your design freedom is even
further enhanced. You can duplicate
any HMSI function with PAL, alter a
pinout, customize apart or extend any
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HMSI function even further with offthe-shelfPAL circuits.
Need to know more? Ask any
Monolithic Memories franchised
distributor or sales representative for
details. Monolithic Memories, Inc.,
1165 East Argues Ave., Sunnyvale,
CA 94086.
Choose from 7new one-chip
functions:
SN54/74LS46 Octal Counter
SN54/74LS498 Octal Shift Register
SN54/74LS380 Multifunct. Octal Reg.
SN54/74LS491 10-Bit Counter
SN54/74LS450 16:1 Multiplexer
SN54/74LS451 Dual 8:1 Multiplexer
SN54/74LS453 Quad 4:1 Multiplexer
HAL, PAL and SKINNYDIP are trademarks of
Monolithic Memories, Inc.

Monolithic EB
Memories
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screens out high-frequency noise (or hiss) when there is
little or no signal at the upper end of the audio spectrum.
When actual high-frequency signals do appear, the filter
opens—up to 30 kilohertz, should that be necessary—to
pass the signal.
Another entry is cBs's audio noise-reduction system
whose decoders are to sell for $50 to $100. Decoder ICs
are coming from Signetics Corp. in Sunnyvale, Calif.
And finally, not to be outdated, is Ray Dolby, who
introduced his next-generation noise-reduction system,
Dolby C. The new approach essentially cascades a pair
of Dolby B stages to double noise reduction to 20 dB.
Now that noise-reduction systems have been reduced to
chips, next-generation tape decks will offer all of Dolby
B, Dolby C, and dbx —the companding noise reducer
popular among professionals.
Talk, talk, talk
In speech synthesis, the aim continues to be cheaper
systems, of course, as well as ones that sound more like
human beings than the mechanical, robotlike utterance
with which they have been associated. Single-chip
designs were also introduced in the course of the year,
geared eventually to bringing costs down as production
succeeds in building up.
Early in 1981, General Instrument Corp., for example,
began shipping its SP-0256, its single-chip, n-channel
mOs speech synthesizer. The 45,000-square-mil chip,
from ors Microelectronics division in Hicksville, N. Y.,
combines the synthesizer with a 16-x mask-programmable read-only memory that stores data and instructions for producing 256 discrete sound sequences, a
12-pole adaptive digital filter that models the human
vocal tract, and a 4-bit microcontroller. GI combines
linear predictive and formant coding to produce the
sounds and uses an algorithm that removes redundant
information from the data to be stored.
Later in the year Japan's Hitachi Ltd. began showing
off a single-chip synthesizer made with its advanced,
3-µm silicon-gate complementary-mos process, called
Hi-C-MOs, originally developed for memory products.
The low power drain of the c-mos chip (30 milliwatts
when operating at a800-kHz clock rate at 5volts, and 25
microwatts on standby) is suited to applications in handheld battery-driven products like talking calculators and
watches that tell time. Hitachi has applied a partialautocorrelation, or Parcor, method to modeling the vocal
tract. This approach is, for all purposes, the same as that
used in its pioneering speech chips by Texas Instruments
Inc. of Dallas, which describes the method as linear
predictive coding.
Hitachi has improved sound quality in the one-chip
approach over its 38880 multichip entry by prefiltering
the speech to distribute energy over the spectrum. The
technique lessens the usual dependence on asmall number of filter coefficients, which can now be less exact.
Of note is a technique called contextual recording
used in speech-synthesis applications by TI in the interest
of conserving vocabulary storage. Many applications
require phrases that sound best when synthesized as
entities. But in agiven application, several phases often
contain the same words, which it would be much more
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Home movies. Portable video-taping systems like this prototype
Micro Video Cassette from Sony could appear as early as next year,
thanks to strenuous competition in Japan. The units pack leadingedge technology: cco imagers, Lsi, and evaporated-metal tape.

economical to store separately and then string together—but stringing sounds unnatural. TI'S contextual
recording employs a linguistics expert to select words
spoken with an intonation so general that they can be
strung together into phrases and still sound fairly natural. The linguist actually edits the speech at aterminal,
working with the speaker.
In general, techniques will continually be applied to
speech synthesis with agoal of improving quality without the penalty of higher bit rates. The next major trend
will be in reducing the cost of speech analysis through
dedicated hardware. That will surely boost the number
of applications, as vocabulary preparation is, as yet, a
slow and deliberate process requiring sizable computers.
Going past chips to reach the market for add-on
speech aimed at computer systems was Centigram Corp.
of Sunnyvale, Calif. It introduced its Lisa terminal,
which applied what the company refers to as parametric
waveform digitization. The result is perhaps the lowest
data rate (4.800 b/s) for forming speech of fairly high
quality. Centigram, which is aiming Lisa at makers of
low-volume computer-based products, offers to develop
vocabulary for $25 per word—well below the several
hundred dollars per word that the semiconductor makers
charge.
From text to talk
Speech synthesis using a different approach also was
shown off during the year. For example, TI developed an
adjunct to its 99/4 personal computer that translates
words typed into the terminal into speech. Software in
this text-to-speech translator analyzes the words into
elements called allophones, all 128 of which are stored in
a library. These are pronounced by Ti's TMS 5200
speech synthesizer controlled by aprocessor chip. Unlike
TI'S Speak & Spell learning aid, the translator does not
rely on canned words stored in a Rom. Rather, it will
read aloud words of anews or aweather report, trying to
pronounce them directly from ASCII code. Although the
quality of allophone stringing is yet the lowest of all
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methods, it is the easiest to use and is thus well suited to
aids for the blind. Also, the algorithm will continue to
improve over the years.
The past year also saw activity in the opposite end of
the speech product spectrum: voice recognition. What
had heretofore been board-level systems were being
shrunk to sets of semicondw `or chips. Interstate Electronics Inc., Anaheim, Calif for example, reduced its
100-word, $2,000 voice-recogi. tion module to a 10-chip
system priced at under $500. talso went further and
introduced asingle chip, the VRC 01, that recognizes up
to 8 words—spoken by anyone—with 95% accuracy.
Aimed at toys and games, the chip costs $10 in volume.
Trying to make it easy for original-equipment manufacturer to add voice recognition to their systems, Auricle Inc., a Cupertino, Calif., subsidiary of Threshold
Technology Inc., introduced a small boxed system for
voice input. Dubbed the Auricle I, it permits manufacturers of computer terminals and control systems to
familiarize themselves with speech recognition and
develop the interface hardware and software for their
products. The 7-pound unit sells for less than $2,500 and
can recognize a40-word vocabulary, expandable to 128
words, with greater than 99% accuracy. Its output is a
serial ASCII code compatible with RS-232-C terminals.
Also being planned is aplug-in speech-recognition module for less than $500 in volume.
In automotive electronics, the year 1981 saw a whole

host of new electronic packages hit the road for jobs like
controlling emissions and increasing fuel economy, displaying information to the driver, keyless entry, and
speed and climate control. Some of the systems could
even check themselves out, diagnosing and locating
faulty components.
Auto trends
Microprocessor control seemed abyword of sorts, but
as cars get smaller in the future and move to fourcylinder engines, their fuel efficiency will be high to
begin with. The fine control possible with microprocessors will not be needed. Simpler circuits, or even
redesigned mechanical parts, will suffice, some say.
One of the simpler electronic devices, for example, is
the read-only-memory—based ignition controller introduced by RCA Corp.'s Solid State division, Somerville,
N. J. Called Rombic, the two-chip system, which sets the
spark advance as afunction of engine speed, consists of a
controller chip and a ROM. The pair will cost $7, says
RCA, compared with the $20-to-$40 chip cost for microprocessor-based systems being planned. Moreover, built
of C-MOs technology, the RCA chips can withstand the
heat of the engine compartment. This simplifies installation. Most engine-control circuits are made with nchannel mos parts which must be protected from engine
heat by mounting them on the passenger side of the
vehicle
El

For consumers, Teramoto solved materials problems
lwao Teramoto is a chemical engineer whose interest in
chemical physics, especially reaction thermodynamics,
has propelled him into the development of new compound
semiconductor optoelectronic devices and other devices
needed for consumer electronics at Matsushita Electric
Industrial Co. in Osaka, Japan. He specializes in solving
knotty materials problems that plague advanced diodes,
lasers, transistors, and even solid-state sensors.
One of his most recent successes is a galliumaluminum-arsenide double-heterojunction injection laser
diode that will support the entry of Japanese firms into the
digital audio-disk business—the latest hot new product,
which many firms will start selling next autumn. The diode
is used in Matsushita prototype systems and in a pickup
that Olympus Optical Co. will be selling as acomponent to
the industry.
Teramoto has been working on light-emitting diodes
and injection laser diodes for more than 10 years. About
three or four years ago he started in earnest to develop a
diode for digital audio-disk players and decided that the
ribbed waveguide offered promise. He soon came up with
the terraced substrate configuration, in which a rib waveguide can be fabricated with asingle epitaxial process.
Prototype devices operate at 8,100 angstroms, but that
will soon be changed to 7,800 À by altering the GaAlAs
mixture for the necessary bandgap. Teramoto says that
although the diodes will then have a slightly higher threshold current, the change will enable the use of smaller
lenses, provide a slightly finer beam, and give a visible
beam that is easier to use.
Among the earliest devices that he developed were red
and green liquid-epitaxial gallium phosphide LEDs that are
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used as lamps in avariety of consumer products, including
tape recorders. These set the stage that enabled him to
solve amajor problem.
Ultrasonic remote controls for color TV receivers had
been on their way to becoming popular shortly after they
were introduced. In 1971, they fell into disrepute when it
became apparent that various types of noise had ultrasonic components that could turn on the TV in the
absence of viewers. Teramoto pitched for a system using
an infrared gallium arsenide LED fabricated by a liquid
epitaxial process. This solved the problem.
Recently he has developed a method to make brighter
GaAlAs LEDs by a liquid epitaxial method that processes
many wafers at the same time, leading to much higher
productivity and lower cost. The new method, which does
not require the usual slide boat, eliminates scratches often
caused by the slide and thus increases yield. Unfortunately, the method cannot be extended to the fabrication of
lasers, which require four or five very thin layers.
Teramoto's present position as deputy director of the
semiconductor research laboratory at subsidiary Matsushita Electronics Corp. —his
employer since graduation
from Kyoto University with a
master's degree in 1956 —
allows him to work on alarge
number of devices at any
given time. What's more, his
work in the laboratory enabled him to earn a doctorate in 1964. -Charles Cohen
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Zilog volunteers
every chip for
883Bscre nin

•

For today's designs—both
military and non-military—
it's crucial to use only
the most reliable
components. When you
design-in Zilog microprocessors
and memories, you're not only
plugging into the latest in micro
technology, you're also getting our
Z-RELlm high-reliability program
for free.
That means every single part
we ship, commercial or military, has
survived MIL-STD-883B screening.
Every member of our Zee Z80"
and Z8000"" families and the Z6132
byte-wide memory is processed
to these tough Z-REL levels.
Zilog is proud to have received
line certification, and proud of
DESC's recognition of our manufacturing and testing excellence.
We're also proud that with the Air
Force prediction mode our Z8000
family has a lower failure rate

The Zilog military roster
Product Family Available Speeds

forecast
than any
other 16-bit
microprocessor
So, it's no surprise to find Z-REL
tested Zilog components in the
Space Shuffle, the F-16 and
the cruise missile programs, to
name only a few. And in non-military designs, like the new 767
airliner, that just can't afford to use
anything less than the best
avaibble.
Fog afree booklet about the
Z-REL program, write to Zilog, Inc.,
Components Marketing, 10460
Bubb Road, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Or call your local Zilog sales
office.

Z-REL Z8 and Z8000 are trademarks of Zilog. Inc Z80 is a registered trademark of Zilog, Inc.

6MHz, 8MHz
2.5 MHz, 4MHz, 6MHz
4MHz, 6MHz, 8MHz

Z8
Z80
Z8000

Zilog
makes it happen
for you!

Zilog
st
Cupertino, CA (408) 446-4666
Irvine, CA (714) 549-2891
Van Nuys, CA (213)989-7484

South
Dallas, TX (214) 243-6550
Austin, TX (512)453-3216
Cleonvatere (813)538-5571

Midwest
Schaumburg, IL (312) 885-8080
Woodmere, OH (216)831-7040

East
Burlington, MA (617)273-4222
Horsham. PA (215)441-8282

United Kingdom
Maidenhead, Berkshire, England (628) 36131
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We'd like to introduce you to the ultimate
weapon in the battle to improve the quality
of your printed circuit boards.
The GenRad 2272 Circuit Board Test
System.
A test system so powerful, so fast, and
so deadly accurate at finding and eliminating board problems, we call it The
Destroyer.
The 2272 can take on bigger missions
than any other system (up to 3584 pins,
to be exact). But unless you've been
locked below deck for adecade or so,
you're bound to recognize that the easy
way to give you that kind of fire power is
to make some tradeoffs in the quality of
your tests.
We refused to knuckle under.
Instead, we came up with anifty
multiplexing technique that lets us do
more rigorous testing than any other
in-circuit system—with exceptional

speed and no sacrifice in performance. (We
should also note
that our idea
holds down the
cost per pin and
keeps our 2272
from getting as
The 2272 can handle up to
big as an aircraft carrier.)
3584 pins —all hybrid.
;

What kind of performance are we talking
about?
Well, for starters, you get full hybrid capability, with total access to digital or analog
instrumentation from every pin. Imagine
what that could do for you. You get parallel
drive and sense and local pin memory for all
drivers to give you absolutely meticulous
testing accuracy.
You're armed with the most extensive
library of ECL, .rit, and LSI/VLSI devices
in the industry. You have an arsenal of

11111111111THE 2272.
features no one else has, such as automatic bus
disable to '
'zero in" on the device under test;
automatic feedback squelch, to defend against
glitches and other intruders; and automatic component wiring compensation to protect you from
devious wiring constraints. And you have our
exclusive Scratchprobing" method and Bus
Busting" beyond-the-node diagnostics at your
command, as well.
In fact, we can safely say our new 2272 Circuit
Board Test System gives you the fastest program
development, the easiest debug and the most comprehensive, thorough testing of any in-circuit
system you can buy.
The 2272. It'll destroy alot of the illusions you
have about what an in-circuit test system can do.
For atest cruise, just call your nearest GenRad
office. Or write GenRad, 300 Baker Ave., Concord,
MA 01742. Tel:
(617) 369-4400.

GenRad

THE BEST IN TEST

The Destroyer. Our 2272 Circuit Board Test System.
flId hice to see The
Destroyer in action.

E1020
D Itest small and medium-size

E Set up ademo.

boards. Send me information

D Have asalesperson call.

on your 2270 and 2271 Circuit

D Just send literature.

Board Test Systems.

Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Telephone
My need is:

D Now!

D Soon

Ill 6Months
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October 1980

• Engineers at IBM's Data Systems division successfully put the complex logic of the System/370
processor on asingle VLSI gate-array chip. Oct. 9, p. 139
• Local network specifications for Xerox's Ethernet are announced, including a 10-Mb/s data
rate. Oct. 23, p. 42

• TRW

brings out the first monolithic digital correlator: the TDC1023J, which processes 64-bit
words at a rate of 20 MHz. Oct. 23, p. 260

November 1980

• Hybrid Systems announces the first monolithic d-a converter with 14-bit accuracy. Nov. 6, p. 33
• National Semiconductor revives single-slope integrating a-d converters with a microprocessorbased 20-bit module. Nov. 6, p. 151
• IBM scientists report anew method of beam processing — ion-beam annealing. Nov. 20, p. 33
• The long -anticipated H series bows when IBM announces its largest mainframe to date, the
3081. Nov. 20, p. 41
• Japanese team makes the world's first superheterodyne laser-driven fiber-optic receiver; it
operates at 100 Mb/s. Nov. 20, p. 73

December 1980

• Entering the 32-bit superminicomputer and office automation markets, Honeywell introduces
10 machines and office software with its DPS-6 line. Dec. 4, p. 33
• Amdahl announces the 580 series of big mainframes that outperform IBM's 3081. Dec. 4, p. 41
• Bell Laboratories uses X-ray lithography to produce MOS transistors with 0.3-am channel
lengths and 40-ps gate delays. Dec. 18, p. 40
• A team from Bell Laboratories converts digital bits directly into analog voice signals with a
simple mechanical transducer suitable for phone earpieces. Dec. 18, p. 42
• NEC announces the largest 32-bit superminicomputer from Japan, the MS70, with a20% higher
throughput than aVAX-11/780. Dec. 18, p. 62

January 1981

• Sony announces the smallest yet floppy -disk drive, a 3.5-in
437.5 kilobytes. Jan. 13, p. 44

microfloppy capable of storing

• Varian Associates produces atraveling-wave tube having 10 times the millimeter-wave power of
prior microwave sources. Jan. 13, p. 46
• The NBS sets an a-d converter speed record with a 6-bit Squid-based chip that samples at a
2-GHz rate. Jan. 27, p. 33
• TI enters the 8-bit single-chip microcomputer market with the 7000 series that employs strip
chip architectural topology (SCAT). Jan. 27, p. 107
February 1981

• TI discloses that it is building its 64-K MOS dynamic RAM on an epitaxial layer for better-quality
components having less noise. Feb. 10, p. 93
• Rockwell halts commercial production of bubble memories. Feb. 24, p. 35
• IBM develops low-voltage inverter logic: a bipolar circuit that exhibits switching speeds faster
than ECL at the power levels and densities of TTL. Feb. 24, p. 41
• Genisco Computers, Costa Mesa, Calif., announces development of a true 3-d computergraphics display terminal called SpaceGraph. Feb. 24, p. 49
• 32-bit processor announcements abound: Intel's iAPX-432 three-chip set's object-oriented
architecture matches its systems implementation language, Ada; Bell Laboratories' BelIMAC
uses a twin-tub C-MOS process; and Hewlett-Packard's n-MOS processor has more than
450,000 transistors. Feb. 24. p. 138
• The Musashino laboratory of NTT describes a 256-by-4-bit ECL RAM that has a 2.7-ns access
time. Feb. 24, p. 145
• TI reveals next-generation 16-bit microprocessor, the 99000, which adds macrostore —a
high-speed on-chip programmable memory for often-used routines. Feb. 24, p. 157
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Significant developments in electronic technology reported over the past year in Electronics

March 1981

• Thomson-CSF bombards quartz crystals with ions to get 525 -MHz fundamental frequency.
March 10, p. 67
• Harris announces the model 300 superminicomputer, a 24 -bit processor with a 48-bit memory
word length. March 10, p. 201

April 1981

• West Germans test communication service that combines digital transmission and word
processors for nationwide electronic mail. April 7, p. 101
• PMI introduces general-purpose analog-signal -processing chip. April 7, p. 121
• Systems Engineering Labs announces the Concept 32/87, a4-to-5-million-instruction/s 32-bit
superminicomputer that outperforms all others in its class. April 21, p. 247

May 1981

• Applied Materials' ion-assisted plasma etcher is first to have guaranteed specs. May 5, p. 41
• Bell Laboratories patterns a 0.01-pm Josephson junction that achieves the technology's
natural switching speed—about 1ps. May 5, p. 48
• Hitachi develops avhf lateral power MOS FET that delivers 180 W at 100 MHz. May 19, p. 81

June 1981

• Rockwell shows GaAs CCD delay lines operating at 1-GHz clock frequencies. June 2, p. 33
• InteCom introduces voice- and data-handling private branch exchange designed to work with
multiple protocols simultaneously. June 2, p. 37
• Varian shows isothermal annealing system based on agraphite heating element. June 2, p. 40
• Xerox enters the personal-computer market with its aggressively priced 820 starting at $2,995.
June 16, p. 33
• TI follows Rockwell's lead and quits the commercial bubble-memory business. June 16, p. 93
• The European Space Agency announces plan to launch satellite that uses a laser to synchronize worldwide atomic clocks. June 30, p. 74

July 1981

• Amlyn introduces floppy-disk--cartridge drive for small computer systems that uses 8-megabyte
cartridge containing 5 diskettes. July 14, p. 44
• Scanning electron beam dynamically probes microprocessor chips for the first time at Siemens.
July 14, p. 105

August 1981

• The first commercial 1-1.im chip —an 8-bit flash a-d converter from TRW—runs at a 75-MHz
sample rate. Aug. 11, p. 37
• IBM enters the personal-computer market with its 16-bit Intel 8088-based system having a
starting price of $1,565. Aug. 25, p. 50
• Analog Devices builds transformer with thick-film coils for an isolation amplifier getting up to
8-kV isolation and 20-MHz bandwidth. Aug. 25, p. 113
• TeleSoft offers the first commercially available compiler for Ada featuring a single-board
computer based on the 68000. Aug. 25, p. 34

September 1981

• National becomes the third bubble-memory manufacturer to pull out of the business, leaving
Intel as the last U. S. volume supplier. Sept. 8, p. 41
• Vishay Intertechnology unveils
0.25 ppm/ C. Sept. 8. p. 44

precision

foil

resistors

with

temperature

coefficients

of

• EMV Associates uses biotechnology to resolve lines of silver conductor without the need for
masking or etching: the research team envisions 10- to 25-nm geometries and bioelectronic
supercomputers. Sept. 8, p. 48
• Datapoint announces the world's first local-network interface chip, a proprietary device that
interfaces only with Arcnet. Sept. 22, p. 41
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PRE-PUBLICATION
SPECIAL OFFER!

20% OFF
PUBLICATION
PRICE!
THE LONG-AWAITED NEW EDITION OF

DATA COMMUNICATIONS
STANDARDS
Instant access to all American and International
Standards. Includes all new and revised standards since
the previous sell-out edition.
All 123 of the user-relevent standards set by
•International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT)
•International Organization for
Standardization (ISO)
•European Computer Manufacturers
Association (ECMA)
•American National Standards Institute
(ANSI)
•Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
•Federal Telecommunications Standards
(NCS)
•Federal Information Processing Standards
(FIPS)
Plus cross-reference tables
of the similar and interfacing standards from
all of these groups

An essential reference for
All organizations exploring, planning,
developing, manufacturing, or using
data communications equipment or
networks, and
Designers
Find the specifications you need
instantly
Planners
Determine which standards apply to your
current and future network needs
Operations Managers
Learn whether the equipment you're
buying will adhere to all the standards
it should
Reduces ajob that used to take days, even
weeks, to minutes

New!
Updated!
Expanded!
SO% more
content than the
previous edition!
Edited by Harold C. Folts, the leading consultant on
data communications standards and an active participant in the development of U.S. and international
standards.
1,950 pages

Published jointly by Data Communications and

illustrated

Electronics magazines.

Two important standards groups new to this edition:
(1) FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standards)
(2) ECMA (European Computer Manufacturers
Association)

Don't
spend countless hours searching for
the applicable standards

Completely updated CCITT Standards (International
Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee),
including the crucial X•25 Recommendation

Don't
run the danger of working with outmoded standards
Do
send for the brand new edition of Data
Communications Standards today—
and save ahefty 20% off the price you'd
have to pay after publication

In the author's words: "One of the most significant results
in the last four-year CCITT Study Period is the greatly
enhanced and expanded Recommendation X.25 for
packet-switched networks. This Recommendation is becoming widely implemented around the world, establishing afirm base for data communications technology."

Return Coupon to:
Data Communications Standards 11
Electronics Magazine Books
1221 Ave of the Americas, Fl. 42
New York. NY 10020 USA
Send me
copy (copies of DATA
COMMUNICATIONS STANDARDS EDITION
II at the special pre-publication price of $200.
U.S. orders please add local tax. McGraw-Hill
pays regular shipping and handling charges on
prepaid orders. Ten-day money-back guarantee applies.

1bÉ

Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State/Zip (11.S.1

Country (outside U.S.)

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS AT THE $200 PRE-PUBLICATION PRICE. This offer expires November 15,1981
Check enclosed.
D Send proforma invoice. PUBLICATION DATE: December 1. 1981.
This offer subject ta acceptance by McCtaw-Itill.
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The time is right for doing international
business in Boston.

ankAmerica International has
now opened afull-service Edge Act
branch in Boston to handle your international business transactions.
Whether you're an importer or an
exporter, we want to make foreign
trade as easy as possible for you.
Call on our connections
Through our new Boston branch,
you'll have access to the global netChristopher S. Wilson
Vice President and Manager
50 Milk Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02109
(617) 451-2000; Telex: 951491
work of our parent, Bank of America
NT&SA.Today, the Bank has an overseas presence in over 90 countries.
As aresult, we can provide financial services just about anywhere in
the world, from Adelaide to Zürich.
A range of services
With our years of experience, we can
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help you cut through the red tape
and paperwork that are involved with
importing and exporting.
We can provide full banking services for international trade. Everything
from financing export production
to letters of credit, collections, international cash management, and
foreign exchange.
We also handle international
business support programs such as
EXIMBANK/FCIA/CCC lending.
And our International MoneyTransfer Services can often speed up international payments, especially when
we're handling both sides of the
transaction. But that's not all.
Get the lay of the land
We can be especially helpful when
you're exploring new offshore possibilities. For example, through our overseas contacts, we can often put you in
direct communication with the proper
business and government officials.

We can also give you first-hand
information on foreign business
conditions and customs. Or check out
the credit worthiness of potential
trading and business partners.
Protecting your money is
our business
Experience is crucial when you're
dealing in foreign currencies. We can
offer you advice and recommendations on sound techniques for international cash management. If you
like, we can also execute those recommendations (or other instructions)
on anondiscretionary basis.
So if you're interested in any aspect
of foreign trade, stop in or call us.
Our Boston office is open every business day from 9a.m. to 5p.m.
And there's no time like the present.

BANKAMERICAM
INTERNATIONAL

"Important development for STD Bus users:
Total analog I/O capability from DataTranslationr
Fred Molinari, President
Picture this.
A complete and comprehensive line of analog
I/O for STD Bus microcomputers—the DT 2742
series. I/O that works with any STD Bus CPU.
Including STD 8085, STD 8080A, STD 6800, STD
6809, and STD Z80.
We offer A/D boards for analog input, DIA
boards for analog output, input channel expansion,
DC-DC conversion, everything.
We can supply performance parameters sufficient to solve most any application problem.
In all, we stock more than 50 different boards.
And each includes afully shielded DATAX IFTM
module which virtually eliminates ground loops and
digitally-induced noise.
What's more, ours is the only line that provides
user selectable interrupt structures.
In fact, we offer two kinds. Software polled and
vectored interrupt. Both
Good news, STD Bus users, we
offer more than 50 analog I/O
conform to the latest stanboards. Complete with two
dards of the STD manufacways to handle interrupts. Our
boards operate with any 8-bit
turers group.
STD Bus microcomputer,
Now let's discuss
including STD 8080A, STD
8085, STD 6800, STD 6809,
accuracy.
and STD 7.80.
If 12-bit resolution
won't do, we can give you

14 bits. Or even 16 bits.
On top of all this, we promise to deliver your
boards within five working days. Or about five times
faster than the "competition:' We think this enormous assortment of analog I/O and our five-day
delivery are just what the industry needs —so tell
all your friends.
Data Translation cannot be overexposed.
For more information write Data Translation,
100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, Massachusetts 01752. Or call (617)
481-3700. TELEX 951646. In Europe: Data Translation Ltd.,
Rockwell House, 430 Bath Road, Slough, Berkshire/England
SL1 6BB (06286) 3412. TELEX: 849862.

DATA TRANSLATION
INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: ARGENTINA. Buenos Aires 93 2557; AUSTRALIA, N.S.W. (02) 818 1166; bELGIUM, Brussels 02-352135; CANADA, Toronto 416-6254907; DENMARK,
Kobenhavn (01) 83 34 00; ENGLAND, Stockport 061-442-9768; Slough 06286-3412; FINLAND, Helsinki 90 377787; FRANCE. Meudon La Foret 6306839; GERMANY. Puchheim (089) 80 1602;
INDIA, Bombay 231040; ISRAEL. Ramat Hacharon 03-237959; ITALY. Milano 34.93.041; JAPAN. Tokyo (03) 244-1111, (03) 437-5471; NETHERLANDS. Rijswijk 070-996360; NEW ZEALAND,
Wellington 693-008; NORWAY, Oslo (02) 229850; PORTUGAL, Lisboa 545313; SPAIN, Barcelona (931301 7850; SWEDEN. Vallingby 0838 00 65; SWITZERLAND. Zurich 01/7241410.
DATAX II is atrademark cf Data Translation Inc.
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examine...

aworldwide perspective.
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Wherever you are in this world, whatever your
specialty...ELECTRONICS magazine's exclusive worldwide, international coverage of electronic technology and business guarantees that
our subscribers are the first to know precisely
what's happening...when it's happening...regardless of where it's happening.
From San Francisco to Tokyo, Moscow to Tel Aviv,
only ELECTRONICS covers the fast-paced
changes taking place in today's world of electronic technology. Our overseas editors don't
travel to where the news is breaking, they live
and work there. They examine and interpret
every significant technological and business
development on the international electronics
scene to make sure our subscribers not only
keep pace...but keep on top.
You owe it to yourself and to your career to find
out why nearly 100,000 of your professional colleagues in 127 different countries explore the
world of Electronics on aregular basis. Devote
one hour of your reading time every two weeks
and we'll broaden your dimensions in ways that
no one else can. We'll keep you current on what's
going on in the technology.
To start your subscription to ELECTRONICS
send in the subscription card found in this
magazine. Or, write directly to Subscription Department, ELECTRONICS, McGraw-Hill, 1221
Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Electronics
Magazine m
Electronics/October 20, 1981
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lskra -specialized and worldwide in electronics

Let us show
how we can help you
solve your problems
We develop, design, manufacture, supply, install and maintain
Communication equipment and systems
Computer and related equipment
Automation of traffic, power generation/distribution and industrial processes
Test and measuring equipment/instruments
Active and passive electronic components
Electromechanical devices, components and sub-assemblies
Electrical and electronic equipment for motor vehicles
Consumer products
Offered: licences, partnership, patents, joint venture, know how, co-production
Make your choice of these lines to get complete information and offers

Facts about lskra
30,000 employees
2000 research and development engineers
90 factories, research, marketing and other organizations; turnover $ 1.316 billion last year
24 trading companies, representative offices and production plants in 18 countries
all over the world
In period 1976-1980. Iskra's export increased by 142% reaching $ 145 million in 1980.
In 1981, the export is expected to be $200 million and in the period 1981-1985
over $ 1.5 billion.
Ask for afree copy of our brochure. Annual Report '80. catalogues. literature.
See us at the International Fairs in Paris. London, Birmingham. Hannover. Basel.
Leipzig. Munich. Köln. Milan. Moscow. Poznan. Budapest. Brno. Ljubljana. Zagreb.
Belgrade. Bagdad

lskra

For more information call or write
skra Commerce. Trg revolucije 3. 61001 Ljubljana. Yugoslavia, Telephone-International: + 38 61 324 261.
Telex: 31 356 yu iskexp, or contact our subsidiaries in Brussels. Paris. Gonesse/Paris. Milan.
Barcelona. Solothurn (Switzerland). CoulsdoniLondon. SyossetiN. Y.. Stuttgart. Munich,
Dusseldorf. Prague. Cairo. Tehran. Berlin. Warshaw. Bucaresti. Istanbul, Caracas. Moscow. Quito. Stockholm
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New products_

VLSI test system reduces total test time
264-K bits of RAM back each test-head pin; RAM banks put out
20-MHz patterns through clever use of 5-MHz 64-K RAMs

by Martin Marshall, San Francisco regional bureau

Testers of large-scale integrated cirnately from two 4-K RAMs. While
cuits waste alot of time simply shutthe X RAM is delivering data, the Y
tling data back and forth—from
RAM is being loaded from abank of
their computer memory to a highdynamic RAMs, the Z RAM. While
speed, usually 4-K, local buffer
the Y RAM is delivering data, Z
memory, which in turn feeds test
loads X. The Z RAM simultaneously
patterns into the lc under test. The
outputs from four 64-K dynamic
Teradyne J941 is a new-generation
RAMs, which can be sampled in
VLSI test system that reduces greatly
sequence by the fast static RAMs
that source of delay by supporting
before a new dynamic RAM cycle is
each pin with 264-K instead of just
generated.
4-K of memory.
RAM funnel. Thus the static RAMs
The trouble with the customary
act as a funnel to speed up the out4-K buffer is that it has to be reputs of the dynamic RAMs. The
loaded 24 times in the course of a result, says Ponik, is that the duty
test employing over 100,000 vectors.
cycle is increased by a factor of 10,
Since each reloading requires over and test times are reduced by afac100 ms of wait states, compared with
tor of four or five.
the 200 eis or so it takes to execute
The J941 is capable of handling
the 4-K pattern, the duty cycle of the
ics with up to 48, 72, or 96 pins,
machine works out at about 0.2%.
depending on the configuration choTeradyne's cure—more memosen, and can support two fully indery—seems simple but in fact is
pendent test heads. Each test head in
sophisticated. To keep costs down,
turn may be split into two units with
the J914's buffer memory mixes a half as many pins each, so long as
lot of relatively slow and inexpensive the twin heads are used to test the
64-K dynamic random-access memo- same type of part. For certain situary with the very-fast 4-K static RAMs tions, for instance, the exercising of
employed in other systems.
fast clock pins, two pattern-generat"To have used all fast static RAMs
ing pins can be oRed together to
would have multiplied the cost of the
system by a factor of four or five,"
asserts Wayne Ponik, product manager for the J941.
Fast static RAMs have acycle time
under 50 ns, which translates into
the 20-MIz speed limit of the system. The 64-K dynamic RAMs are
much slower, cycling at about 200 ns
(5 MHz). The patent-pending trick
performed by the J941 is that the
data is generated by the pattern generator at the speed of the fast static
RAMs, yet is not slowed down by the
64-K dynamic RAMs.
Each test pin receives data alter-
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produce a 40-MHz pattern-output
rate on asingle pin.
The large expansion of the local
buffer is accompanied by other
advances in the J941. One of these is
the M963 computing controller,
which is a bit-slice minicomputer
with amain memory of 264-K 18-bit
words. It has a cathode-ray tube,
keyboard, and two 3M DCD 300
tape drives with individual capacities
of 4.2 megabytes. A 35-megabyte
8-in. Winchester drive is optional.
More than one job can reside simultaneously in the computer, which
speeds switching part types.
Voltage swings on the J941 can go
from —2to +9v, which allows the
testing of TTL, some emitter-coupled
logic, and some complementary-MOS
circuits. Pin-to-pin skewing is targeted to be accurate to within ± 1
ns, and the timing resolution of each
pin can be set in increments of 100
ps. The system's calibration process
adjusts automatically for lead
lengths right up to the socket of the
device under test.
Instead of trimming a number of
potentiometers and creating a data

TEAC TOOK 011f .211PIES
TO BUILD IN RELIABILITY.
Unique Long Life
Brushless DC Motor
So reliable (lifetime
10,000 hours)
that we let it run
continuously. No
motor start-up
time. No electrical
noise to bother
CRT displays either.

Controlled Frame
Expansion
We matched the
thermal expansion rate of
the frame to that of the
media. Head misalignment
is greatly reduced.

Choice of 2 Recording
Methods: MFM/FM
Data capacity can be
doubled using MFM.
No write
precompensation
is necessary.

Precision Head Seek
The stepping motors
used in floppy disks are
creatures of strange
habits, stopping more
accurately at some steps
than others. TEAC steps
the motor 4times per
track, eliminating this
type of error.

The super-reliable brushless
DC motor used in
our F0-50 series
51/4 Floppy Disk Drives
lasts 10,000 hours.

3 Models FD-50A/50C/50E,
3 Formats
The FD -50A is a single-density, 48 tpi,
40/35 track model. In 35-track mode it
is fully compatible with the Shugart
SA-400. The FD-50C is a double-trackdensity, 100 tpi, 77 track model, and
compatible with the
Micropolis 1015.
The FD-50E is an
industry-standard
double-track-density
96 tpi, 80/70 track
model.

TEAC

TEAC CORPORATION: 3-7-3 Naka-cho, Musashino, Tokyo, Japan Tel: (0422) 53-1111 fix: 2822451. 2822551
•U.S.A. TEAC Corporation of America, Tel: (213) 726-0303* Canada R.H.Nichols Co„ Ltd.. Tel 1416) 661-3190 •Hongkong Oak Chong Hong Ltd..
Tel: 5-261111, 5-226258 •New Zealand W 8 K McLean Ltd.. Tel 587-037 •Australia Jacoby Mitchell Pty. Ltd., Tel: (02) 26 2675 •South Africa
Mayfair Sales (Pty) Ltd.. Tel:(011) 29-2921* United Kingdom Tekdata Electronics Limited Tel:0782 813631•Weat Germany nbn Elektronik GmbH,
Tel 08152/390 *Holland Signac Electronics B.V.. Tel 40-533725 •Belgium & Luxemburg Simac Electronics, Tel: 02-219.24.53 •France Tekelec
Airborne SA. Tel (1) 534-75-35 •Italy A.E.S.S.E.S.P.A.. Tel 54.64.741-2-3 •Spain Ataio Ingenieros SA.. Tel 733 0562. 733 3700 •Switzerland
Wenger Datentechnik. Tel: 061/50 84 84 •Denmark Danbil. Tel (03) 141515 *Sweden Scantele AB, Tel 08-24 58 25
•If no distributor is listed acose in your area, please contact us directly for further details about our products.
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fASC Computers

Z80/Z8000

8085/8086/88

LSI-11/PDP-11

6800/09/68000

Data Acquisition

Multi-Processing

Featuring a full

-ASC MICRO-COMPUTER SYSTEMS -

range of industry standard 8 and 16 Bit Micro-Processors,
Memories, I/O Controllers, Analog/Digital Modules and Communications Units.
Expedited delivery on the latest technology in Micro-Computers, Disk
Storage and Peripheral options, including Software and System Integration.
ASC Micro Computer Systems are offered with optional IEEE/STD-Bus,
INTEL MULTI-Bus, MOTOROLA EXOR-Bus, or UNI/O-Bus compatible MicroProcessors, Memories, I/O Controllers. and Enclosures to your specifications.

Call ASC for prompt quotations on Micro-Computer configurations.

28401 Harper Ave.
SI. Clair Shores
Mich'. an 48081
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fASC Computer Systems

New products
table for post-test numerical corrections, the J941 calibration software
actually trims the delays by effecting
the automated adjustment of digitalto-analog converters on each pin.
"We have over 1,100 converters in
there for the tweaking of timing,
which we implement through atimedomain reflectometry technique,"
points out Ponik.
Clocking on the J941 is accomplished through a clock with 16
totally independent phases, plus a
period phase, an input/output
switching phase, and a pin-multiplexing phase. What distinguishes
the 941 test system is that it allows
any pin to select any of 256 timing
values on the fly. As a result, it is
possible also to demultiplex on the
fly and to continue on to other tests
without waiting, and so forth.
Test-vector sources. In the software arena, Teradyne has recognized with the J941 that a test system is part of a larger process that
includes the generation of test vectors by a computer-aided—design or
—simulation program. To access
these test vectors, the J941 provides
a compatibility link to Digital
Equipment Corp.'s PDP-11 and VAX
computers. The system also provides
alink to Teradyne's own Lasar program for the automatic generation of
test vectors.
The translation to the J941 of test
vectors from programs other than
Lasar may be accomplished with the
DEC computers and such translation
is the responsibility of the user. The
program language of the J941 is
Pascal T, asubset of Pascal to which
Teradyne has added some hardwarerelated macrocommands.
Pin loading is done dynamically,
with acurrent load supplied at clock
rates and switchable on the fly. Each
test head can also be interfaced with
an automatic handler.
The price of atypical system will
be about $1 million, including the
controller, two tape drives, a keyboard, and a CRT, but without a
printer or Winchester disk drive.
Deliveries will begin next June.
Teradyne Inc., 21255 Califa St., Woodland
Hills, Calif. 91367. Phone (213) 888-4850
[338]

7793-183700
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Integrated circuits have to be complicated.
Designing them does not.
CADDS' 2/VLSI will speed the
design and manufacture of even the
densest ICs.
It's an extraordinarily productive
system, combining very fast interaction
with unsurpassed ease of use.
CADDS 2/VLSI has grown out
of years' experience in the IC field.
Like its predecessor, CADDS 2/VLSI
is accurate, flexible, and thoroughly
reliable.
This system is supported by
the industry's most extensive service
network. Users can expect ongoing
software and hardware enhancements.
In every way possible,
CADDS 2/VLSI has been optimized
to reduce the time and effort required
to design ICs.
We think you'll agree only
Computervision, the leader in CAD/
CAM technology, could have built
this system.
For more information write
David Ressler, Senior Product Manager,

ilu

201 Burlington Road,
Bedford,
Massachusetts 01730.

COMPUTERVISICIN

INTRODUCING CADDS 2/VLSI

Build the fastest
multiplexer networks
for real-time monitoring and process control
Systemr,
application [
software

HOST
COMPUTER

Master station
and front end
processor with
networking
firmware

High speed data link

Connect external sensors
and controllers at any
station, including master.
May contain user
application programs —7

‘17

Backup
aster station

BACKUP
MASTER

32,000'
coaxial
cable

Connect master
console and any
number of backup
control consoles
or displays
at any station/

REMOTE

Y

Up to 255 remote stations

Computrol intelligent multiplexer and 1 Megaokisec
coaxial cable transmission

ink products make it easy

for OEMs to build the fastest multipoint local area networks. Distributed intelligence provides local control,
while 1 Mbps speed provides real time response by
the host computer.
• Microprocessor based remote stations include
communications firrr ware. User rcgrammable for
local control applications

• Over 20 Functional Interface Modules for: analog input and
output Icard and badge readers /peripheral interfaces
annunciator panel interfaces /Microprocessor based
module for custom interface
• "Self-healing" network reconfigurator maintains
communication despite broken or shorted cable or
malfunctioning station
• Monitor and control 32,000 separate points
• Multidrop coaxial cab:e for networks up to
32,000 feet long as many as 255 stations
• Integral FSK modems provide 1 bit in 10" error rate
• Optional dual host computer
• Software packages available
• Separate phone line iink to remote stations at any
distance, at phone line speeds, concurrent with
1 Mbps coax link
• Optional 1 Mbps riodem for operation on CATV networks
Call Garry Stephens at (203) 544-9371
for more information, or write today
for new 16 page multiplexer products catalog.

computrol
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15 Ethan Allen Highway
Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 544-9371

ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION FOR YOUR
ADVANCED PRODUCTION:

09VP-1000-002
PROJECTION LASER MICROSCOPE
•With COPPER VAPOR LASER incorporated as the illumination and
brightness amplification source, you have sufficient brightness of the
image on the big screen in awell-lit room with the object illuminated
by 2-4 orders of magnitude less than in projectors with illumination
lamp
•Complete with DEVICE FOR ADJUSTABLE-DEPTH LOCAL LASER
PROBING (several to dozen microns) of objects, simultaneously with
their observation, and DEVICE FOR MEASURING THEIR LINEAR
DIMENSIONS
•Features LIQUID-CRYSTAL SCREEN in the projection microscope,
for clearer, sharper image
Magnification
Field of vision, mm
Resolution at x1000 magnification,
microns
Calibration of measuring device at
x1000 magnification, microns
Screen size, mm
Power consumed, kW
Overall dimensions, mm
Weight, kg
M .1;7

x100; x195; x500; x1000
1.9x2.56; 0.39x0.5; 2.0x0.27
1.0
1.6
192 x256
2.0
1585x1450x1332
900

TECHMASHEXPORT

35, Mosfilmovskaya Ul. 117330 Moscow, USSR. Tel. 143-86-60; 143-87-51. Telex 411068 TEHEX SU; 411228 TECEX SU
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Who stole page 39?
This whodunit happens a11 the time.
By the time the office copy of Electronics
Magazine gets to your name on the routing slip,
apage is missing Or maybe the reader service
cards. Or an entire article has been clipped.
Sometimes you never get the magazine at all.
Other times the magazine is (glory be!)
intact. But dogeared. Or otherwise abused. Or at
the very least, you get it late.
OK, well grant that asecond-hand,
third-hand, or maybe seventh-hand copy of
Electronics is better than none. But it's no
substitute for the copy that comes directly
to you—to your home if you wish—with
up-to-the-minute news and information of the
technology in th.is fast-moving field.
'lb get your very own subscription to
Electronics send in asubscription card from this
magazine. And if they are missing, write to
subscription department, Electronics,
McGraw-Hill, 1221 Avenue of the America,
New York, N.Y. 10020.

Electronics Magazine.
The one worth paying for.
Electronics/October 20, 1981
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The Numonics DigiTablet
Tailored to Thine Own Needs,
not thy Neighbor's.
1. Customized individual-purpose digitizer/
tablets programmable for the OEM user.
2. Minimum-component package adapts
economically to any system with asingle
connection.
3. High resolution -1000 lines to the inch.
High accuracy -0.005"
4. Interfacing included in modest price of units.
5. 16-button free cursor with absolute origin.
6. Working surfaces from 11"x 11" to
42" x60".
7. Down-loading of parameters.

8. Capabilities such as axis rotation, area/length,
co-ordinate data thinning, menu control &
automatic metric/English scale selection
located in the digitizer hardware.
9. Not affected by drafting templates, pencil
or conductive ink.
10. From Numonics...
the digitizer people
with 13 years
experience and
aworld-wide base
of satisfied users.

NUMONICS
418 Pierce Street, Lansdale, PA 19446
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• 215-362-2766
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More ways to Cthe value...
with B&KPRECISION

N

ow you can choose the capacitance
measurement instrument you need from
the industry's most complete line. For
high-speed sorting, there's the 835 Digital
Capacitance Comparitor; and for less
specialized applications, the 830
Autoranging C-Meter and the 820 Manual
Ranging C-Meter. All are GSA listed.
The 835 is arugeed production tool
for isolating out-ot-tolerance capacitors
in the shortest possible time. Program-in
acceptable high and low capacitance limits
and then start testing. The 835 indicates
"LO," "GOOD" or "HI." It also indicates
capacitance values on an autoranging
C-meter.
Combining autoranging and portability,
the B&K-PRECISION 830 C-meter offers
features that are tough to match at any

price. Resolution is 0.1 pF, with readings
displayed on alarge 3-1/2-digit LCD
display. Basic accuracy is 0.2%, much
greater than the tolerance of most
capacitors. Aseleceable "range hold" is
also featured.
For field or bench applications suited to
manual ranging, B&K-PRECISION offers
the 820—the industry's best C-meter value.
The 820 displays readings to a1Farad on a
4-digit LED display. Accuracy is within 0.5%.
All of the B&K-PRECISION
C-measurement products are protected
against charged capacitors. They all
also allow you to measure unmarked
capacitors. verify capacitor tolerance.
measure cable capacitance, select and
match capacitors for critical applications,
erform quality assurance, measure

complex networks, set trimmer capacitors
and check capacitance in switches and
other components. Options include the
CF-10 test fixture for volume sorting;
and for the 830 and 820, rechargeable
batteries, AC charger and carrying case.
For immediate delivery or more details,
see your local distributor.
Australia 02/439 3288, Austria 0222 56 16 17,
Belgium 02-672-8400, Denmark 02-28-34-31,
Finland 914-12076, France 54-37-09-80,
Germany 02-104-31147, 08-961-21007.
Greece 36.08.443-6, Holland 040-415547,
Italy 40-75-845, Norway 034-86-956.
Portugal 19-367155, Spain 416-84-25,
Sweden 46 758 18040, Switzerland 01-945-1331,
United Kingdom 0602-302331.

DYNASCAN

International Sales,

Circle #416 for free demonstration

6460 W.
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r
-

CORPORATION

Cortland Street •Chicago,

IL 60635 USA •312'889-1448 •TELEX: 25-3475
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In celebration of the 50th anniversary of Electronics Magazine...
you are invited on an extraordinary journey
exploring where electronics has been
and where we are going...

AN AGE OF
INNOVATION
The World of Electronics
1930-2000
by the Editors of Electronics
274 pages, 300 illustrations including many in full color, hardcover, $18.50
Then look ahead to...

Never before has the history of electronics been
brought together in such an exhilarating, comprehensible look at the advances that have shaped our world.
Painstakingly researched and written, AN AGE OF
INNOVATION brings you up close to the discoverers
who set the pace for an age ... the classic circuits that
marked turning points in the development of electronic systems... and the major breakthroughs that
brought us to where we stand today.

• future electronics systems that will transform
everyday life
• the transcending of present technology limits—
and the path circuit development will take into
the new century
• the electronics needs—and careers—that will be
the hallmark of our changing environment
• and much more!

Discover our legacy of achievement as you ...
AN AGE OF INNOVATION gives you an unforgettable overview of both the development and future of
electronics. Everything from the individuals whose
foresight and daring led to great advances ... to the
origin of specific technological breakthroughs you use
in your own work and home ... to the challenges and
discoveries we will face tomorrow.

• witness the 1930s' great advances in fm and television ...the invention of negative feedback ... and
the patenting of the semiconductor for amplification
• watch the tide of progress as World War II leads to
outstanding advances, including radar, loran,
computers, and guided missiles. See how at the
war's close commercial television, stereo and
tape recording mark the beginning of the allpervasive impact of electronics

AN AGE OF INNOVATION is Electronics' celebration not only of our own fifty years of publishing excellence, but also of a half-century of electronics
achievement. Let us share it with you!

• share the 1960s' excitement of men landing on the
moon, thanks in part to semiconductors and the
expansion of computer power to an unprecedented degree

Available only through Electronics. Not sold in any
bookstore or through the McGraw-Hill Book Company. To secure your copy now, use the convenient
coupon below.

• acquire new perspective on the 1970s' two major
events that will forever change the way we live—
the end of cheap energy and the birth of the
microcomputer
Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669, Hightstown, NI 08520
Tel. 609/448-1700, ext. 5494

1
7.4r:01

utnii

El Payment enclosed

O Bill firm

charge to my credit card:

Send me
copies of An Age of Innovation @ $18.50 plus applicable sales tax. McGrawHill pays regular shipping and handling charges
on pre-paicf orders.

El Diners Club

Quantity discounts available. Ten-day moneyback guarantee applies on all books,

On MasterCard only,
first numbers above name
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0 Visa

[11 Bill me

E American Express
[11 MasterCard

Name
Company
Street

Acct. No.

Date Exp.
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State
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We're
batting
1000
Introducing our new 1000 watt
switching power supply.

First came the 9N Series SuperSwitcher7..the
most reliable switching power supply in the
industry.
It was—and still is—the smallest 750W box in
the business. Strappable 115/230 operation.
Modular construction. Up to 80% efficiency.
Field-proven circuitry, safe soft-start capability,
numerous self-protection circuits.
The 9N was an instant hit—and still is—because
of its wide range AC input tolerance, >30 mS
storage time and great reliability. And it's
extremely competitive in price!
Now comes the 9K Series. Just one inch longer
and 250W more powerful.With models to meet
FCC and VDE conducted EMI levels, our new
1000W switcher is sure to keep us batting 1000.
Here's what you'll get with the new 9K Series:
•DC OUTPUT: 5V @ 200A, 12V @ 90A,
15V @ 70A or 24V @ 45A. Full rating at 50 °C,
75% efficiency typical.
•DC HOLD-UP: >30 mS from nominal line.
•AC INPUT: 165-265 VAC or strappable

90-132/165-265 VAC, 47 to 63 Hz. Brownout to
85 or 160 VAC.
•VOLTAGE REGULATION: Line-0.1% over
operating ranges. Load-0.2% for 0-100%
change.
•RIPPLE AND NOISE: 0.2% RMS max. ripple,
1% p-p max. noise.
•EMI AND SAFETY: Designed to meet UL478,
CSA22.2, IEC435 and VDE0804. 165-265 VAC
model meets Class Blevels of FCC Docket
20780 and VDE0871.
•STANDARD FEATURES: OVP, Overload Protection, Reverse Voltage Protection, Remote
Sense, AC Undervoltage Inhibit, Logic High
Inhibit. Size 5"x 8" 11."
The specs are only part of the story. Check our
competitive, cost-effective prices. Consider
Powertec's well-earned reputation for dependability and performance. Then write for latest
complete spec sheet and full line catalog of
Powertec SuperSwitchers, Open Frame ValuSwitchere and Linears. Or call (213) 882-0004.

POWERTEC D.C. POWER SUPPLIES
Electronics/October 20, 1981
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Barney Stevenson
just spent two
years programming
and de-bugging
aprocess control
system in
assembly code.
Now Barney thinks
he deserves some
congratulations
for his efforts.

Sorry Barney,

NO CGAR.
Barney Stevenson
thought he deserved apat
on the back. As project
manager at Smart
Widgets, Inc., he had
taken on the biggest realtime process control
headache of his life. And
after 24 months he'd finally
succeeded in programming
and de-bugging Smart's
newest product.
We think Barney missed
the boat.
Barney figured the
choice was simple. High level
languages like Pascal and Fortran could program quickly,

but would run
too slowly and
take up too
much memory.
Assembly code
would take
491
longer to program and delidéb bug, but was
the only answer for real-time
applications.
Wrong.
Real wrong.

Barney didn't know
about FORTH: alanguage
that runs nearly as fast as
assembly, is just as compact
(if not more so), yet can cut

Circle 262 on reader service card

development time by afactor
of 10 over assembly language.
He also didn't know
about FORTH, Inc.
They're the people who
invented this remarkable tool,
evolved it, and for 10 years
have seen it used in thousands
of applications... from running an observatory to sorting
baggage, from video games
to industrial robotics. Virtually every real-time application imaginable.
The latest evolution of
FORTH is called polyFORTH7
An incredible programming environment avail-

able for just about any mini or
micro processor.

For Barney? Still no
cigar. But for you, FORTH
offers asoftware tool that in
speed, compactness and
extensibility, simply has no
match.
So call us at (213) 372-8493.
Or write FORTH,Inc., 2309
Pacific Coast Highway
Hermosa Beach, California
90254. We'll rush you the
latest on polyFORTH,' and
tell you where you can see it
in action.

FORTH, Inc.
...the real-time saver.

examine...

aworldwide perspective.

Wherever you are in this world, whatever your
specialty... ELECTRONICS magazine's exclusive worldwide, international coverage of electronic technology and business guarantees that
our subscribers are the first to know precisely
what's happening...when it's happening ...regardless of where it's happening.
From San Francisco to Tokyo, Moscow to Tel Aviv,
only ELECTRONICS covers the fast-paced
changes taking place in today's world of electronic technology. Our overseas editors don't
travel to where the news is breaking, they live
and work there. They examine and interpret
every significant technological and business
development on the international electronics

scene to make sure our subscribers not only
keep pace...but keep on top.
You owe it to yourself and to your career to find
out why nearly 100,000 a your professional colleagues in 127 different countries explore the
world of Electronics on aregular basis. Devote
one hour of your reading time every two weeks
and we'll broaden your dimensions in ways that
no one else can. We'll keep you current on what's
going on in the technology.
To start your subscription to ELECTRONICS
send in the subscription card found in this
magazine. Or, write directly to Subscription Department, ELECTRONICS, McGraw-Hill, 1221
Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Electronics
Magazine oiral
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New products
Instruments

Repair station
links to tester
Color graphics display
guides technician through
repairs dictated by test system
Testing printed-circuit boards is now
a highly automated operation. But
once the computerized test system
has worked its wonders identifying
component failures or shorts or
opens in the printed circuitry, defective boards return to a labor-intensive, error-prone operation —that of
board repair. Bringing the computer's advantages to this operation in
turn, Britain's Marconi Instruments
Ltd. has developed a repair station
that guides a technician through a
repair sequence. Through the use of
color graphics, faults are located and
rectified more quickly.
Faulty boards are identified to the
repair station through a bar-code
reader or a keyed entry. Thus
alerted, the LSI-11/34 controller
pulls the needed details of the board
type together with a failure report
from disk. It also calls up acomputer-generated image of that board
type in which the board edge is
depicted in green and components in
blue. The first faulty component is
highlighted in red, allowing immediate and positive identification. A legend at the top of the screen identifies the component, its correct value
and tolerance, and the tested value.
Once the first fault has been rectified, the next is highlighted. Shorted
tracks are displayed, one in red, the
other in yellow, while other tracks
are shown in blue. Recalcitrant
boards that are continuously being
repaired can easily be eliminated
from the loop, as the repair station
retains afault history of every board.
The type 1924 repair station operates in conjunction with Marconi's
system 80 in-circuit tester, but Roy
Lester, director of systems marketing, anticipates that the station will

264

be linked to competitors' equipment.
Ideally, faults located by the test
system are sent by data link to the
repair station, where board and fault
data are stored on disk to await the
board's arrival. Other methods of
transporting the necessary data can
also be used.
The repair station concept represents an elegant means of speeding
board repair, but at a ball park figure of around $42,000 for a complete station, it has to earn its keep.
Roly Charlton, assistant managing
director of Marconi Instruments
Ltd. and adollars-and-cents production man by training, is convinced it
will soon pay its way, particularly in
a batch-production environment
where the test department may be
dealing with so many complex board
types that repair people may be
unfamiliar with many of the boards.
For a system 80 user, that outlay
can be reduced to about $20,000
because the 1924 has been designed

around Marconi's LSI-11/34-based
work station. A computer-graphics
package including eight-color monitor and digitizing tablet is added to
the station, which can then be used
for repair or programming.
The repair station itself involves
programming overhead. A computer-graphics image must be generated
for every new board entering production. That is aday's work using the
menu-driven software, which should
be ready in October.
According fo Roy Lester, the company has been showing the system to
potential customers for 12 months to
gauge the response and, as aresult of
this, color was added to the graphics
capability. On a separate display, a
fault summary is maintained. Warning that a board has been at the
repair station more than three times
also appears on this display.

30-kHz spectrum

optional. As anewcomer to the spectrum analyzer market, the Solartron
Electronic Group Ltd. has adopted
just this strategy with its 1200, a
dual-channel 30-kHz spectrum analyzer for investigating servo performance, vibration, acoustics, noise
and other phenomena.
Shown for the first time in the
U. S. at the Instrument Society of
America exhibition at Anahiem,
Calif., on October 5-9, the 1200
boasts avariety of noise sources with
which to stimulate passive systems,

analyzer computes
Dual-channel unit performs
FFTs and other calculations,
produces three-axis displays
In instruments, as in cars, one market-winning ploy is to provide as
standard facilities that are usually

Marconi Instruments, Automatic Test System
Division, 292 Gibraltar Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif.
94086 [351]
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TELEPHONE KEYPAD LOGIC THAT'S
VERSATILE BUT MEAN
A whole family of pulse dialler and
DTMF circuits in fact, that combine
outstanding performance with
exceptionally low power dissipation.
The pulse diallers (MV4320 -MV4326)
have all the logic for loop-disconnect
push-button telephones.
For DTMF or MF4, there is arange of
decoders and filters (MV88XX) that offers
the designer avariety of output codes and

excellent voice talk-off performance together with low power and wide supply
tolerance. Compatible tone generators too!
Like all the Plessey CMOS circuits, they
are in volume production using the highest
performance 5-micron process worldwide
-ISO-CMOS. And they're multi-sourceable.
Full data available direct from your
nearest Plessey office or through the
reader information service.

MORE GREAT CMOS DEALS FROM PLESSEY

ese rellittaYs

Plessey Semiconductors Limited, Kernbrey Park, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2 6BA, United Kingdom. Tel: (0793) 694994 Tx: 449637
Plessey Semiconductors, 1641Kaiser Avenue, Irvine, California 92714, USA. Tel: 714 540 9979 TVVX 910 595 1930
In Europe:
Belgium Plessey Semiconductors. Avenue de Tervuren 149, Boite 2. Brussels 1150. Tel: 02733 9730 Tx: 22100
France Plessey France SA. 74-80, Rue Roque de
92800 Puteaux. Tel: (1)776 4106 Tx: 620789F
Italy Plessey Italia SpA, Corso Garibaldi 70/72. 20121 Milan. Tel: (02)345 20 81 Tx: 331347
Netherlands Plessey Fabrieken BV Van de Mortelstraat 6. PO Box 46. Noordwiik. Tel: (01719)19207 Tx: 32088
Spain Plessey Spain. Calle Martires de Alcala 41g 3° derecha. Madrid 8. Tel: (1)24812 18/248 3882 Tx: 42701
Sweden Svenska Plessey AB AlsirOmergatan 39. 4tr. S-I12 47 Stockholm 49; Postal address: Box 49023, S-10028 Stockholm 49. Tel: (08)23 5540 Tx: 10558
West Germany Plessey GmbH. Altheimer Eck 10.8000 Munchen 2. Tel (089)2362 I
Tx 5215322
with local distributors and agents in most countries throughout the world.

M0628 20029
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Selected
Applications

New products

0-

LOAD

Select Devices

Bipolar
Transistors
Aerospace
Military
Medical
Crystalonics made FETs commercially
available in 1960 and is still the leader in
the field. We offer an array of excellent
special devices, including:
•Low frequency, silicon, N-Channel,
junction FETs (CM860/2N6550) with an
ultra low input noise figure of 1.4 nV/VHz
typical at 1kHz, for low frequency
amplifier applications.
•RF FET for radio frequency amplifier applications (CP640/CP643), broad band, with
wide dynamic range, through 500 MHz.
•Aseries of switching FETs (2N4445/
2N5432) with under 15 ohms ON
resistance. Standard types with RON as
low as 21
/ ohms (2N6568), and specials as
2
low as 1ohm (CM856).
•FOTOFETS®, light-sensitive, junction
FETs in transistor cases with curved or
flat glass lenses. Ideal for optical coupling
applications demanding supersensitivity,
fast response, low dark current and
stability.
For further information send for our short
form catalog.

ior TELEDYNE

CRYSTALONICS

147 Sherman Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
Tel: (617)491-1670 •TWX 710-320-1196
266
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what is called a waterfall display
that can show three parameters such
as frequency, amplitude, and time in
a three-dimensional representation,
azoom facility to improve measurement resolution, aspectrum analysis
capability used in the study of echoes, and an IEEE-488 interface.
At the 1200's heart is an array
processor, which has two bit-slice
arithmetic units coupled to perform
a fast Fourier transform using an
algorithm developed in the mid1970s by IBM mathematician
Shmuel Winograd. The array processor—which can carry out acomplex 16-bit word multiplication in
300 ns—is controlled by a 16-bit
microprocessor. A second 16-bit microprocessor drives the display. The
total memory capacity of the system
is agenerous 250-K bytes.
The microprocessors are used to
good effect in simplifying the analyzer's operation. Soft keys allow the
operator to select what he needs
from amenu of options displayed on
the 9-in, screen with a minimum of
key strokes. Once the measurements
and display are set up, the selection
can be stored.
The computational package in the
1200 does all the time- and frequency-domain math expected on ahighperformance analyzer. Among them
in the time domain are impulse
response and auto- and cross-correlation, and in the frequency domain,
spectrum of a signal synchronized
with atrigger, transfer function and
coherence, as well as power spec-

trum and logarithmic, linear, or
octave analysis.
Three distinct noise sources are
built into the instrument: an impulse
function of selectable width, apseudorandom binary sequence equivalent to stimulation with noise, and a
multiple-sine source. The latter puts
out 500 sine waves simultaneously.
Unlike a pseudorandom signal, this
provides asummed noise source that
is still periodic and so all the energy
can be concentrated in selected frequencies. Also, unwanted frequencies can be pointed to with the cursor
and deleted when, for example, that
component causes an unduly large
resonance.
The instrument's display can be
operated in split- or single-screen
modes. Resolution is 500 lines on
each of the two inputs; the display
will resolve down to 2-MHz using
either of the two zoom facilities.
The 1200's dual differential input
channels are autoranging from 10
mv to 300 v with measurement
errors as little as 0.04%. The inputs
provide a common-mode rejection
ratio of over 65 dB.
Sangamo-Weston, 179/ 172 Sky Park Circle,
Suite F, Irvine, Calif 92714 [352]

5C-MHz oscilloscope
stores signal for 1h
Three oscilloscopes feature 50-MHz
bandwidth with 2-mv sensitivity on
the dual-trace vertical inputs. The
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AT RISK:
Mainframe Computers
Microprocessors
Semi Conductor Units
Transport Signalling
etc, etc.

Lightning and other
unusual electrical overloads are aconstant danger
to electronic equipment
Not only do they cause
severe damage to costly installations,
they result in fires and explosions
that do even more damage as well as
being adanger to life and limb.
The problem is acute with many
modern forms of business systems,
computers, semi-conductors, burglar
and fire alarms, etc, as well as other
vulnerable equipment like traffic
signals where being "off line" is a
very expensive business.
The answer is as ingenious as it
is effective. M-0V protection stops
surges of electricity in their tracks
before they reach your equipment.
An M-0V protection "packager
consists of asurge arrester (or gasdischarge tube) and back-up mounts.
They work vey fast

They work even, time.
They save money and
keep you "on line
They are effective
not solely because M-0V
technology is first d2ss. (A technology
that measures in Picoseconds and
Picofarads!) We also place great
emphasis on testing each unit. They
are subjected to 11 different tests to
make sure they give you the protection
you need. (Dozens of Telecommunication Authorities around the
world will vouch for that). What's
more, M-0V protection is available
"off the shelf.' Get in touch with us
about price and delivery today.
Remember, to combat the enemy
without, you must install the friend
within. From M-0V.

M- OV

A MEMBER OF THE GEC GROUP

3740

THE M-0 VALVE CO LTD HAMMERSMITH, LONDON W6 7PE ENGLAND. TEL 01-603 3431. TELEX 23435. GRAMS THERMIONIC LONDON
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The NEW
Electronics
Buyers' Guide
is now available!
Electronics Buyers' Guide
1981

-

Completely new
listings of catalogs, new
phone numbers, new
addresses, new
manufacturers, sales
reps, and distributors!
The total market in abook
—four directories in one!

The only book of its kind in the field.
If you haven't got it, you're not in the
market.
To insure prompt delivery enclose
your check with the coupon now.

Yes, please send me

copies of 1981 EBG.

D I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or canada.
Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020.
0 I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere. Address: EBG,
Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire S16, 2Q1 England.
Name
Company
Street
City
State
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New products

PM32-15 is a single—time-base instrument, the -17 a dual—time-base
unit, and the -19 a dual—time-base
scope with storage. All three have
automatic trigger-level detection and
alternate time-base capabilities, Z
modulation, and X-Y displays.
The design of the -19's tube maximizes the light output in either its
storage or nonstorage modes—a
magnesium oxide storage layer gives
it high intensities without burn-in
problems. Thanks to an autostore
mode and dual-slope triggering, the
scope can monitor for transients for
over 24 h. A maximum-write mode
that increases writing speed from 0.2
divisions/gs to 2 divisions/0 makes
it easier to visualize fast—single-shot
and low—repetition-rate signals.
Storage time is adjustable from 1
min at maximum brightness to 1hat
minimum brightness.
Delivery on any of the scopes
takes 10 weeks. The -15 is priced at
$1,175 and the -17 sells for $1,495,
while the storage model is $4,195.
Philips Test and Measuring Instruments Inc.,
85 McKee Dr., Mahwah, N. J. 07430. Phone
(201) 529-3800 [353]

Debugger has universal
8-bit emulator adapter card
A new debugger for 16-bit microprocessor systems features real-time incircuit emulation, software and
hardware analysis, and automated
allocation of resources.
Model 9516's 24-bit address and
16-bit data-bus structure can be
expanded to 32 bits of address and
32 bits of data to support future
32-bit processors. A high-speed static memory operates at 100-ns access
time and 150-ns bus cycle time. The
9516 supports multiple in-circuit
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LSI quietly presents the Hummm Terminal.
From those wonderail folks
who brought you the Dumb Terminal° video display, now there's
the Hummm Terminal TM Printer.
Featuring quiet operation that's
almost unheard of, outstanding
reliability and print quality, impressive throughput and along
list of sensible features.
All at ahard-to-believe low
price. So low, in fact, that you'll
immediately know why we call it
Hummm Economics.
A LOT OF IMPACT PRINTER
WITHOUT A LOT OF NOISE.
Quite simply, the 310A Hummm
Terminal is one of the quietest
impact printers in its class. In fact,
with its Acoustic Quieter it checks
in at asoothing 56dBA. That's
quieter than most typewriters.
And than most copy machines.
Fine engineering is the quiet
secret. The Hummm Terminal hums
along bidirectionally at 180 cps.
BELLS AND WHISTLES
STANDARD.
You won't find many options on
the Hummm Terminal. Because
we made most of them standard.
Its logic seeking capability
finds the shortest path to the next
character on a new line—thanks
to space and blank character
compression. And with an optionally expanded buffer of 2048
characters, afull terminal screen
can be dumped instantly.

You get superior printing capo
bility, including true lower case
descenders and underlining—
good for an original and five crisp
copies on multipart forms. A 9x7
character field. Complete horizontal and vertical forms control.
14 switch selectable form lengths,
and 14 perforation skip-over formats. And a 100% duty cycle.
HUMMMAN ENGINEERED.
The Hummm Terminal brings
to computer printers the same
high standards that made our
Dumb Terminal video display the
standard for an entire product
category. It's rugged, durable,
and stylish so it fits right into any
office decor.
So call your nearest LSI Autho"Hummmm."
Hummm, Lear Siegler.
You've certainly given
me something to think
about. Iasked my
distributor about the
Hummm Terminal.

rized Distributor and ask him for
some Hummm Terminal information. And when you do, fill out the
coupon completely and send it to
us. We'll send you afree Hum'
with over 3billion combinations—
and only one right one.
It'll give you something to do
during those quiet moments
when the Hummm Terminal is
humming along.
Lear Siegler Data Products LTD
Orchard House, Connaught
Road, Brookwood, Surrey GU24
OAT, United Kingdom Tel: Brookwood (048 67) 80666 Telex: 859415

THE 310A
HUMMM TERMINAL.
all LEAR SIEGLER.
DATA PRODUCTS LIMITED

Here shis name along with
my business card.
(I realize that Ican't
get aHum' if Idon't
include my card.)

Name _
Distributor _
Distributor Sales Rep__
Distributor Location_ -Distributor Telephone__
Lear Siegler Data Products Ltd., Orchard House, Connaught Road, Brookwood, Surrey GU24, OAT, United Kingdom.
H
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Lear Siegler Authorized Distributors: AUSTRIA Micro Automati.n Vienna Tel 222 835634, BAHRAIN Mantech Computer Services Tel 252600, BENELUX Computec Waalre Tel 4904 5865,
CYPRUS Logimetrics Nicosia Tel 44400, DENMARK Iversen & Martens Holte Tel 452 424711, FINLAND Jertec Helsinki Tel 585133, FRANCE Technology Resources Neuilly Tel 747 7051,
GERMANY Deutsche Eurotech GmbH Meerbusch 1Tel 2105 73073, GERMANY Teleprint/TDC Frankfurt Tel 6196 46060, GREAT BRITAIN rrr Microprocessors Harlow Tel 0279 26777,
Penny & Giles Christchurch Tel 04252 71511. Peripheral Hardware West Molesey Tel 01 941 4806. Riva Terminals Ascot Tel 03447 5193. GREECE Infodata Athens Tel 642 1368, ICELAND
Ortolvu Taekni Reykjavik Tel 11218, ISRAEL Information Systems Tel-Aviv Tel 483261, ITALY Stelit Rome Tel 501 2996, Teleprint Milan Tel 2155724, NORWAY Kjell Bakke Nygata
Tel 711872, PORTUGAL Datamalic Braga Codex Te! 27027, REPUBLIC OF IRELAND Cara Data Processing Dublin Tel 602066, SOUTH AFRICA Data Corporation of S.A. Johannesburg
Tel 287911, SPAIN Specific Dynamics Iberia Madr:d Tel 403 0362, SWEDEN Datametrix AB Sigtuna Tel 760 51655, SWITZERLAND Ratronic Zurich Tel 523211, Technology Resources Bern
Tel 22 39 73, Teleprint TDC Zurich Tel 056 26 30 63. LEBANON, SAUDI ARABIA, SYRIA Orcent Computer Division Damascus Tel 456000, Micrelectro Developments Tel 0582 421793

CAMBION
IC PACKAGING
PACKAGED!
Catalog 131-68 pages of IC Sockets,
Cambi-Carde card files, integrated
sockets, power planes, and other useful
products to answer your IC Packaging
requirements! Cost-efficiently. Get the
Catalog and Connect with Cambion at
over 100 distributor locations! Cambridge
Thermionic Corp., 445 Concord Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02238, Tel: (617) 491-5400,
Telex: 92-1480,
TWX:
(710)320-6399.

CAMBION CARDS
STACKED IN
YOUR FAVOR!
Cambi-Cards® are available as
general purpose pre-drilled PC
boards (featuring distributed power
and ground planes) for socketing to
your own design, or as hi-density
hoards to support dual in-line IC's in
wire wrappable sockets. Get
Catalog 131—Connect with Cambion
at over 100 distributor locations! Cambridge Thermionic
Corp., 445 Concord Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02238, Tel:
(617) 491-5400, Telex: 92-1480,
TWX: (710)320-6399.

New products
emulation in the same box or with an
add-on box. A maximum of four incircuit emulators are each coupled
with four global event lines. Trace
displays are correlated and presented
line by line.
The system also supports 8-bit
processors— Zilog's Z80A, Intel's
8080, 8085A, 8041, 8048, 8049,
8050, and Motorola's 6800, 6802,
6801, 6803, and 6809—via auniversal adapter card that translates the
9516 bus structure into the bus
structure of Millennium's 9508 microsystem emulator. The basic unit
is priced at $9,500 with an add-on
for cards for the Z8001, Z8002, or
8086 (in minimum and maximum
mode). Delivery will begin in January of 1982.
Millennium Systems, 19050 Pruneridge Ave.,
Cupertino, Calif. 95014. Phone (408) 996-

Eiebtier«
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Modem enables analyzers
Circle 232 on reader service card

EXCLUSIVE WITH CARPENTER MEG. Single or twin SWING
BLADE Rotary Wire Strippers. Designed expressly for aclean and
quick end-strip on all types of solid
and stranded wire construction.
Available in four electric powered
models. Catalog upon request.
FREE WIRE STRIPPING
SERVICE
Send a3-5 ft. sample of
your cable or wire and
strip specifications.
Stripped wire will be
returned to you with a
cornplete report and
recommendations.

270
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to talk over phone lines
Biomation's model K102-D logic
analyzer, a lower-priced version of
the K101-D announced in June
[Electronics, June 30, 1981, p. 173],
has 32 data inputs instead of 48,
eight clock inputs instead of 12, and
can readily be upgraded to a K101D model for more power. Available
this month, the unit, at $16,900,
costs 28% less than the K101-D.
To incorporate the analyzer into a
system, the T12 communicator enables two logic analyzers to exchange data over a telephone line
and thus service remote digital electronic equipment. The unit combines
a 1,200-b/s half-duplex modem,
which conditions signals before they
enter a telephone line, with a microprocessor-based controller, which
manages the interface between an
internal modem and the general-purpose interface of the analyzer. The
modem is priced at $3,250 and will
be available in December.
With the logic analyzer, designers
can speed verification, debugging,
and integration of Intel 8085-based
microprocessor systems using the
disassembly module. The unit allows
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Whatever your want in
high voltage modules, you
can rely on Hunting
Hivoles broad range, top
quality manufacturing.
massive stocks, complete
flexibility and fast delivery.
If you're looking for
reliable high voltage, low
power, D.C. modules, look
no further.

Contact us for our free
brochure.
Hunting Hivolt, Riverbank
Works, Old Shoreham
Road, Shoreham-by-Sea,

11

West Sussex
BM 5FL.
Tel: (079-17)4511.

HUNTING

HIVOLT LIMITED
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University Microfilms International

Name
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Street
City
State

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
U.S.A.
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18 Bedford Row
Dept. P.R.
London, WC1R 4EJ
England

Zip
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Announcing
the new name in
photovoltaics and
optoelectronics.

In Celebration
of the 50TH Anniversary of
Electronics Magazine...
The most exhilarating, comprehensible
look at past and future developments in
electronics that has ever been published.

AMR..

gfLONEX
formerly

NATIONAL%
SEMICONDUCTORS
LTD.

331 Cornelia St., Plattsburgh, NY 12901; (518) 561-3160
2150 Ward St., Montreal, Que. H4M 1T7; (514) 744-5507
Altrincham, Cheshire, England WA14 4NX; (061) 928-3417

AN AGE OF
INNOVATION
The World of Electronics 1930-2000
by the Editors of Electronics
The editorial edition of Electronics' 50th Anniversary issue of April 17, 1980, beautifully
clothbound and jacketed for your permanent
pleasure. 300 illustrations, many in full color.
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TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT
HANDBOOK

• 200 pages of data covering
temperature measurement
• More than 9000 products
• Complete ANSI calib. tables
• 16 pp of application notes
• Technical articles
• Heat transfer, steady-state
and transient temperature
applications
• Detailed specifications on
thermocouples and wire;
as well as thermistors
and RTDs; controllers,
pyrometers and a full
line of accessories

NANMACO
mnrez" 1981/82
FURNACE TEMP
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274 pages, $18.50

Painstakingly researched and written,
AN AGE OF INNOVATION gives you an
unforgettable overview of electronics.
Everything from the individuals whose
foresight and daring led to the great
advances ...to the origin of specific
technological breakthroughs you use
in your own work and home ...to the
challenges and discoveries we will face
tomorrow.
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for applications from

Order your copy today!
Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. (609) 448-1700, ext. 5494
Please send me

copies of AN AGE OF INNOVATION @ $18.50

CRYOGENIC TEMPERATURES TO OVER 5000 F
Name
Write or call (617) 872-4811 for FREE Handbook

NANMAC CORPORATION
lierentosi ill rat:endur( Measurement

9-11 MAYHEW ST.
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FRAMINGHAM CENTRE, MA 01701
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Company
Address
City/state/zip
McGraw-Hill pays regular shipping and handling on pre-paid orders.
Ten-day money-back guarantee on all books.
ELV
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New products

designers to review software execution in the mnemonics of assembly
language instead of translating machine or object code. Available in
January, the personality module will
be priced at $2,000.
Gould Inc., Biomation Division, 4600 Old
Ironsides Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050
Phone (408) 988-6800 [355]

Emulator has 8-MHz speed
for Z8000, 68000 processors
The Hewlett-Packard model 64000
logic development system has been
extended to include emulation of the
8086/8088, Z8001/Z8002, and
68000 16-bit microprocessors. In
addition, Pascal/64000 compilers for
the 8086/8088 and Z8001/Z8002
and 8-bit 6809 have been added as
options. All can be used with existing logic development systems.
The operating speeds of the emulators, without inserting wait states,
are 6 mHz for the Z8000 processors,
8 mHz for the 68000, and 8 mHz and
5 MHz respectively for the 8086 and
8088 processors. Each 16-bit processor emulator has an operating mode
that is functionally transparent to
the target system. Up to 128-K bytes
of emulation memory can be ordered
separately. The HP three-pass compilation process runs at speeds of 300

Conap
Conformal Coatings
for Printed Circuits
•Proven Reliability •High Performance
Expect Conap's conformal coatings to be different. Each product in
this family of polyurethane and epoxy coatings was developed specifically for protecting printed circuit boards and electrical/electronic
parts from adverse environments.
They are not intended for use as general purpose protective coatings or for other purposes. This accounts for their high quality performance in circuit board applications. Reliable performance attested
to by years of successful on-the-job service and backec with afull
staff of customer service specialists.
Broad Selection of Coatings
Conap's economical, easy-to-process printed circuit coatings incude both single component and two part systems conforming to
MIL-l-460580, Type UR requirements. There are formulations for
dipping, spraying, or brushing. Coatings that cure at room temperature or elevated :emperatures. Available in quart, gallon, 5-gallon
and 55-gallon containers as well as convenient, easy-to-use, aerosols.
High Performance Properties
Films are available to provide excellent resistance to reversion,
aorasion, impact. chemicals and solvents, fungus, thermal shock.
Good electrical properties are acommon denominator.
These coatirgs will protect assemblies from water, high humidity,
contamination, and other severe environmental conditions. At the
same time, they can ruggedize units against shock and vibration.
Excellent adhesion, uniform coating thickness, and easy repairaoility are other important features.
Free Bulletin, Low Cost Evaluation Kits.
Send for Conformal Coatings Brochure C-110 containing complete
specifications and information on inexpensive evaluation kits.
Conap Means Many Things
•Epoxy and Urethane Resins •Chemical Specialties •Adhesives,
Sealants and Coatings •Potting and Casting Systems •Fabricated
Elastomer Components. For an over view of Conap's complete
capabilities, write on letterhead for copy of Brochure FB-1.

CONAP

Conap /Olean N Y 14760/716-372-9650

68,ce
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TTL,
CMOS, Z80...
Clock Oscillators
From NEL Are Ready
When You Are
Clock Oscillators TTL, CMOS, TTL compatible CMOS,
and MOS compatible Z80 microprocessor oscillators
utilizing the latest hybrid techniques are available in
production quantities from NEL when you need the,-n.
All oscillators are hermetically sealed in an all-metal
package, and are DIP compatible. They are available in
the following frequency ranges:

industry-wide reputation earned from more than 27
years of proven use and acceptance.
Design Assistance For assistance, or your FREE
copies of NEL's Catalog Design Manual 380 and stock
catalogs, contact:

TTL -225 KHz -60 MHz
CMOS -600 Hz -8.0 MHz
Z80 -500 KHz -6.0 MHz

Midland-Ross Corporation
NEL Unit/Midtex Division
357 Beloit Street
Burlington, WI 53105
Phone 414 763-3591
TWX 910-278-2450

Industry-Wide Reputation Quality, reliability and
competitively priced through automated production,
NEL oscillators and crystals continue to maintain their

MIDLAND ROSS
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LET YOUR FINGERS DO THE TALKING...

With the touch of afinger on the Elographics E270 Position Sensor, the coordinates of the
touch point are transmitted to your terminal or computer for limitless menu and graphic
applications. Replaces light pens and joy sticks. Opens new applications where finger touch
simplicity is a must.
The E270 is atransparent formfitting sensor mounting directly on CRT's. Utilizing modern
continuous thin film coatings, the E270 gives high resolution coordinates. A variety of controller
electronics is available to enable the OEM or system builder to interface easily to micros and
minis.
• POINT MODE
• STREAM MODE
• MODELS TO FORMFIT
VARIETY OF CRT's

• RESOLUTION TO .003"
• HIGH RELIABILITY
• LOW PROFILE
• EASY TO INSTALL

The E270 offers auniquely simple and flexible way to communicate with computer systems
Human engineered foi all types of computer systems, from word processing to process control.
Let Elographics solve your man-machine interface problems

to 700 lines/min. Pascal/64000
modules can be linked with assembler language modules.
Models 64220A 8086/8088,
64230A Z8001/Z8002, and 64240A
68000 emulator systems with memory are priced at $7,900 to $23,500.
The price of the models 64814A
8086 and 64816A Z8000 Pascal
compilers is $3,000, and of the
64813A 6809 compiler, $2,000. All
deliveries take 8to 12 weeks.
Hewlett-Packard, 1501 Page Mill Rd., Palo
Alto, Calif. 94304. Phone (415) 857-1501
[356]

0.2-Hz-to-200-kHz amplifier
is computer-controllable
With facilities for full computer control, the model 5205 lock-in amplifier can automatically set its sensitivity range, phase controls, offset
voltages, and full-scale normalized
voltages. Its full-scale sensitivities
range from 100 ny to 5V root mean
square, and its operating frequencies
span 0.2 Hz to 200 kHz.
With the optional IEEE-488 interface card, the 5205 can talk or listen
to other devices on the bus and be
totally programmed by a controller.
The processing, display modes, and
commands associated with all 13
front-panel push buttons can be controlled remotely.
Both digital and analog readouts
augment the 5205 in measuring the
intensities and phase shifts of weak
signals. A four-digit display presents
measurement results in volts, decibels, and degrees. Parameters such
as internal oscillator frequency, dc
output suppression, and phase-shifter settings can also be displayed.
The 5205 is designed from both
heterodyne and Synchro-Het technologies that, among other capabilities, reduce to three the number of
band-determining cards needed to
cover the 0.2-Hz to 200-kHz range.
With one band-determining card,
the 5205 is priced at $5,795, with
delivery in 30 to 60 days.
EG&G

Princeton Applied Research,

Box 2565, Princeton, N. J. 08540.

P. O.
Phone

(609) 452-2111 [357]
1976 OAK RIDGE TURNPIKE
274
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kclosely, and
that MCr's neW 3608AE handler actually does the work of two
'The 3608AE is ahigh-speed ambient handler that can also meet your occasional
temperature handling needs. Best of all, you get both ambient and hot
clang capabilities for the price of some competitive ambient handlers alone.
The 3608AE delivers 11,500 DPH (at 120 ms test time) in the ambient
handling mode. With the simple flip of aswitch, the 3608AE becomes an
elevated handler, delivering 900 DPH at test temperatures up to 155°C (-±-5°C).
Microprocessor-based electronics give the 3608AE more uniform temperature
control. Microprocessors also control the handler's self-diagnostics,
, sort parity and status indicators.
Best of all, the 3608AE gives you the rugged reliability that MCT
builds into every handler.
Call or write MCI' today for detailed information on the new 3608AE.
And find out why it's two of the best IC handlers you can buy.

Micro Component Technology, Inc.
P
.O.

Box 43013, St. Paul, MN 55164, (612) 482-5170

ND•ryefeu`to•le(14,4,
e,Rdà.(4 .13,ackInghain Shire, Loudss-ater, High Wycombe, Tel Bourne End 28231-5, Telex: 848798 • FRANCE:
Place,
RUNC:IS Cedex, Tel: (Paris) 681 32 30. Telex: 842/26092 ITS-RUNG • WEST GERMANY:
,
9/71-44-021, Telex: 841/5212560 ITS D
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1G SAVINGS
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EDSYN
DESOLDERING
VACUUM
SYSTEM
•\

DS117
SOLDAPULLT
AUTO VACT

1
1

VP171
VACUUM
PUMP

tee — geg

-

)ft Fast Repetitive Desoldering Cycles.
* NO Manual Loading OR Tip Cleaning.
* 12 Manifold Outlets to Supply Additional DS117
Soldapullt Auto Vac and Accessories.

SAVE OVER $40.00!
Receive One SOLDAPULLT AUTO VACT.m.
Model DS117 Free (A $40.00 Value) When
You Buy One Atmoscoper.m.VACUUM
PUMP MODEL VP171
Write or call Edysn or your local distributor for our new 70
page catalog

YEIZ

OSY

15958 ARPAINTA ST. VAN NUYS, CALIF. 91006
'®

20 HR. PHONES Local (213)989-2324 L.A. (213) 873-5115
CABLE EITSYNEX VAN TELEX 65-1469

Ope
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See us at NEPCON '81 EAST, Booth 4824

We've brought
the science
of timing
to new levels.
From the deep blue sea to the wild blue yonder.
And beyond. In ships...submarines...
aircraft...and spacecraft. Frequency Electronics is the company more people turn to
when they need the ultimate in timing and frequency control.
Our Disciplined Time Frequency Standard
(DTF Model FE-1050A, military nomenclature
AN/URQ 23) is just one of the reasons for putting your toughest timing problems in our
hands.
Features:
•Outputs: 5MHz, 1MHz, 100 kHz,
1PPM, 1PPS
•Stability: 2pp10' 2/10 sec; 3pp1On/day
•Low Noise -Spectural Purity:
— 160 dB/Hz @ 1kHz
•115 VAC; + 22 to 30 VDC; internal 7hr. battery operation
Used in sophisticated navigational, communications and aircraft collision avoidance
systems, the DTF offers excellent short-term stability
characteristics. In addition, it features low -

E

noise spectral purity for interference-free frequeny monitoring.
It never forgets afrequency.
Aside from its excellent stability characteristics, the DTF also has another very big plus
in its favor: frequency memory capability. The
DTF automatically phase locks and synchronizes to an external input, and maintains its last
locked frequency value...even after the loss
of an input. The result is guaranteed accuracy
-- avaluable asset whether you're guiding a
submarine back home or aspace shuttle back
down to earth.
If you've reached a level where only the
most precise sense of timing will
do, don't waste another second.
Call Frequency Electronics today. Or write for complete
technical information or applications assistance.
Frequency Electronics,
3Delaware Drive,
New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040.
(516) 328-0100
TWX 510-223-0418.

FREQUENCY ELECTRONICS, INC.
We've got timing under

control.
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ECC lot Free.
(Almost.)
LSI-11" Compatible memories at
prices that are hard to believe.
We're not giving our great new LSI-11compatible memory systems with ECC (Error
Checking and Correction) away. But the next
best thing to it. Check our 100-quantity price
for a full 256-Kbyte system—$1472. That's
about what you'd expect to pay for anon-ECC
memory system.
If you're an OEM, and you don't want to
worry about loss of customer confidence or
costly service calls, our error-correcting
memories are for you. We've more than 3000
ECC systems now installed in computers all
over the U.S. and Europe—with a proven
MTBF in excess of 15 years.

PEBX is the first to protect your LSI-11
system from failing RAMs and random alpha
particle crashes. Our easy-to-read LED display
on the controller board can point out any failing
RAM, while your full system continues to run
error-free. And we've also made protection from
power outages as easy as hooking up two battery wires.
Ordering's as easy as ECC, too. Simply call
PEBX toll-free at 800/538-3112, or in California
at (408) 866-7838
for all the details
about our LSI-11compatible memory systems with
501 Vandell Way
almost free ECC.
Campbell, CA 95008

*LSI-11 is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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PRESS EECOFLEX FOR SOLUTIONS
TO TOUCH SWITCH APPLICATIONS

Whether you design oil field instrumentation that's got to
stand up to alifetime of grease. grime and mud... medical
electronic equipment that has to be germ-free for operating
room use... or office machines that must endure an assortment of coffee. soda and toner spills. PRESS EECOFLEX FOR
SOLUTIONS. EECOFLEX membrane switch panels are the
logical solution to your control panel switch needs.
EECOFLEX design versatility provides unique solutions when
you need asealed switch panel thars impervious to moisture,
dirt or temperature extrenes. Or when you require aflat control panel surface that won't harbor bacteria and is easily
cleaned and cold sterilized.
You can combine custon front panel graphics with switch
functions to produce buttons and panels of virtually any size,
shape or color. This state-of-the-art concept enhances appearance and facilitates human interface with your product.
And design flexibility is just one of the EECOFLEX advantages.
There are several more key reasons to design EECOFLEX into
your product:

ATTRACTIVE PRICING. EECOFLEX is surprisingly pricecompetitive for short run/prototype lots, as well as for
production quantities of 1,000 to 50,000 units.
VERTICALLY INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING. All production processes. from graphic design to precision toolmaking.
paint formulation and screen printing, are fully integrated in
one modern facility.
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE. We bring you over 5years of flexible membrane switch design and manufacturing experience.
Our knowledge will help solve your keyboard design problems.
EECOFLEX is aproduct of EECO, Incorporated, acompany
that, in response to your switch needs, brought you acomplete line of thumbwheel switches, coded DIP switches, and
now EECOFLEX. Press us for more information on EECOFLEX.
Write EECO, Inc./Membrane Switch Products Operations.
2949 North 31st Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85017. or call 602/
272-5645.

EECO

Incorporated
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New products
processor for general use rather than
to offer hardware options dedicated
to specific functions. This gives users
more flexibility by letting them
develop their own programs.
Key functions that can be handled
by Life include context switching,
peripheral interactions such as at8086-based front-end
taching ajoystick to the station, and
processor cuts communication nested menu seletion. Using a telescoping menu format, users can look
between host and station
at an overall menu and then examine
subsets until the final selection is
made without interacting with the
Adding graphics work stations to an
host until the program is to be
existing host computer, due to the
offloaded, cutting communications
considerable computing power retime dramatically.
quired to operate the remote sites,
Each Life interface supports two
cuts rapidly into the host's capacity
RS-232-C ports; parallel ports are
for other tasks. Megatek Corp.'s
available as options. With the paralLocal Intelligent Front-End proceslel port, graphics stations may be
sor removes much of the processing
located up to 1,000 feet from the
load from the host, giving the
host using bus extenders. Using
designer quicker response and more
these ports, the user can program
flexibility without weighing down
directly with the host, using the systhe host.
tem like adumb terminal.
Life is an 8086-based three-board
The firm's standard Wand softset that can be used in conjunction
ware, used on the 7200, is currently
with the company's Whizzard 7200
being rewritten to split the tasks
series of graphics systems. The set
between the host and the Life proconsists of the processor board, an
cessor. By offloading the software
interface card, and a randomfrom the host, the company achieved
access—memory card, with all three
a substantial increase in performfitting into the 7200 backplane.
ance time. When the DSYS diagnosLife lets users develop code at
individual work stations and permits tic program was revised to run on the
8086, the firm found various segthe downloading of programs from
ments of the program ran from 1.5
the host for use at remote sites. "We
to 3times faster than when handled
want to be able to do as much as
by the host. Roark expects many of
possible in a remote atmosphere,"
says Dale Roark, director of product the other packages to show similar
marketing. Towards that end, Mega- speed gains when testing is done.
Life groups related data into entitek decided to offer the front-end

Computers & peripherals

Graphics front end

saves host's time

Chip interfaces
thin-film heads
High-speed read-write IC
for use in hard-disk drives
emulates IBM counterpart
The advent of thin-film head technology popularized by IBM's 3370,
-75, and -80 high-capacity disk
drives has spawned the need for

280

improved integrated circuits to handle the increased read-write rates as
compared with conventional ferrite
heads. To meet this need, agroup of
manufacturers of IBM-compatible
drives contracted with Silicon Systems Inc., a custom lc designer, to
develop a read-write ic that offered
them performance specifications
similar to the IBM product.
The resultant device, the SS! 114,
is now completed and will be available during the first quarter of 1982.
Along with the chip, the company is
introducing a companion amplifier,

ties using an associated memory
approach, which lets auser call each
group by name when starting to
work with it. As changes are
required, the user simply enters the
name of the group and adds or
deletes as necessary.
The memory board uses 64-K
RAMS, which were selected for their
savings in real estate and because
pricing has dropped enough to make
their use feasible, Roark says. The
board comes in 128-, 256-, or 512-K
versions. The interface board carries
graphics and peripheral buses. The
processor board includes the interrupt-controlled 8086, a timer, and
universal asynchronous receivertransmitters. Support from Intel and
the number of cross-assemblers and
cross-compilers available were key
factors in the selection of the 8086.
The basic Life package sells for
$6,000 in single quantities. Deliveries will begin in early 1982.
Megatek Corp., 3931 Sorrento Valley Blvd.,
San Diego, Calif. 92121. Phone (217) 4555590 [361]

the SSI 116, which boosts the signal
coming from the servo head—a
weaker one than comparable signals
from ferrite heads. Amplifiers on the
114 handle the data-head signals.
In the past, the firm developed
read-write chips that emulated those
used on IBM's 3340 and -50 drives.
Those products, the SS! 104 and
105, currently hold about 80% of the
market, according to Roger Budris,
marketing manager for computer
products.
The 87-by-129-mil chip comes in
a24-pin ceramic flat pack. The unit,
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NOW... MORE
INfLI I
;I
CONTROL
DESIGN OPTI 'LI
TO THINK ABOUT
CRYDOM INPUT/OUTPUT
MO DOLES AND
MOONTING BOARDS

Your design option decisions come easy with our
AC and DC input/output modules. For example, you
can select Crydom standard modules for TTL, or
buffered inverting or non-inverting types for MOS
logic. All feature noise-free, photo-isolation between
5-15V logic and power loads, or sensors. What's
more, our output modules can handle 3.5A loads
without derating. Just think. That's 17% more
capability than others offer.
You can also select the only solder masked
I/O mounting boards to include both ribbon card
edge and cable header connections for maximum
design flexibility . They hold 4, 8, 16 or 24 modules
In any mix.
The choice is yours.

Crydom didn't compromise performance to bring
you this versatility. Fact is, we added larger heat
spreaders to our I/O modules and made case walls
thinner for cooler operation and greater current
handling capability. The I/O mounting boards, too,
are made to industry standards complete with LED
status indicators.
In short, our Series 6 modules and mounting
boards are made to take control of virtually any
industrial I/O application.
For more data, call or write: CRYDOM. Division
of International Rectifier, 1521 E. Grand Avenue
El Segundo, CA 90245. (213) 322-4987.

loR] CRYIDOM
A DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER
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If you
need
service
on your
subscription
to.3.

Electronics
Do you want to
change your
address?
Have you missed
an issue?
Was your copy
damaged?

which has Tn.-compatible control
inputs, performs what is said to be a
full emulation of the IBM component, except for a variation in handling the trimming. Silicon Systems
uses an external resistor to set the
write-current magnitude, with the
voltage across that resistor internally
trimmed to within 3%. IBM uses a
laser trimmer to fix the write-current level, maintains the company.
The IC has bidirectional fourchannel multiplexing providing four
read and four write channels, one for
each of the heads generally mounted

Unit puts CRT on
closed-circuit TV
Hood-mounted video camera
adapts to numerous screens,
sends image via coaxial cable

Please call your
representative
(609)

448-8110*

For immediate help

*9 a.m.-4 p.m. EST
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The GDS-2000 remote terminal display is avideo system that transmits
images from cathode-ray tube terminals to remotely located video monitors without requiring a direct connection to the terminal's circuitry.
Able to transmit images from radar
displays and medical instrumenta-

on an arm. The write mode is safeguarded by fault-detection circuits
that closely monitor the data encoding. Some fault detection is also provided for the read mode.
In the write mode, the 114 will
handle up to 110 mA per output. Its
head-current switching time is typically 10 ns, much faster than the 45
to 50 ns currently found on the older
3340 drives. The shorted head current transition time is amaximum of
13 ns.
In the read mode, the chip has a
voltage gain of about 120. The 3-dB
bandwidth is 45 MHz. Input noise is
a maximum of 1nv/Hzin, fulfilling
the low noise level required by the
thin-film head.
The 114's sister chip, the 116, is a
two-stage differential servo-head
amplifier packaged in an 8-pin plastic dual in-line package. This lownoise amplifier has nominal gain of
240 to 250.
Silicon Systems

Inc.,

14351

Myford

Rd.,

Austin, Calif. 92680. Phone (714) 731-7110
[362]

tion, as well as from standard ours,
the system addresses applications in
training classrooms, seminars and
remote monitoring, maintains its
manufacturer, Graphic Display Systems Ltd. of Cambridge, England.
The system focuses a video camera on the image displayed on aour.
The camera is mounted in an optical
hood, which through a variety of
bezel adapters can fit terminals from
such manufacturers as Tektronix
Inc., Digital Equipment Corp., IBM
Corp., Hewlett-Packard Co., 1mlac Corp., and Vector General Inc.
The hood is hinged, permitting a
user to swing it aside and view the
terminal screen directly. The terminal keyboard remains accessible
when the hood is in place; an optional extension keyboard allows remote,
on-line access to the terminal.
Images picked up by the GDS2000's camera undergo conventional
video processing and are transmitted
over coaxial cable to remote monitors. The basic GDS-2000 shows
our images with no modification; a
second model, the GDS-2000A, uses
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HIGHLY EFFICIENT AND PRECISE

NUMERICALLY CONTROLLED WIRE
EROSION MACHINE
offering:
Cutting (metal removal) rate —
steel — 40 mm 2/min
copper — 68 mm 2/min
Coordinate work table travel —
400 x250 mm
Max. size of worked parts —
430 x270 x 120 mm

T

Untreated industrial water
used as the dielectric liquid.

he efficiency is particularly high when

* — punch-out dies and other press tools *— sintering dies
*— carbide inserts *— intricate-profile electrodes for conventional spark
erosion

*— other sophisticate tools and items are made.
Taper-cutting device is avery useful option.

THE OTS-3 NC WIRE EROSION MACHINE INCORPORATES
"Olivetti Controllo Numerico S.p.A." CONTROL UNIT

TECHMASHEXPORT
35, Mosfilmovskaya Ul.,117330 Moscow, USSR,Telephone 143-86-60; 143-87-51.Telex 411068 TEHEX SU; 411228 TECEX SU
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Large Choice of High Quality Coax Connectors
Cable Assemblies with RF Performance Certificate
Automatic Connector Inc., a subsidiary of the
Swiss ASUAG group, offers a large choice of RF
connectors for cable and panel mounting. The SMA
standard line with more than 200 OPL approved
connector types, representing the largest qualified
product list in the industry, stands for quality.
Using these highly reliable connectors ASU produces
cable assemblies, matched and tested to customer
specification,with Swiss precision. These assemblies
may be supplied on request with test certificates
for parameters like VSWR and Insertion Loss in the
10 MHz to 18 GHz range. For full details call or
write to ASU.

Fr

Connector, Inc.

Flemble caple. assembly

P.O.Box 297, 1860 Aigle, Switzerland
Tel. 025 -26 55 33, Telex 456138
Electronics/October 20, 1981

Semi-ngld cable assembly

COMPONENTS Ltd.
A subsidiary of the Swiss ASU AG group
Circle 30 on reader service card
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'The
Isotronics
Difference'
We don't just
make packages.
We solve your
fibre-optics problems.
Isotronics has always been committed to
solving hybrid packaging problems We've
developed many packaging inventions and
innovations through the years, and each one has
been aspecific solution to aspecific problem
Our fibre optics packages, for example They
allow absolutely precise positioning of the fiber at
the input and output interfaces, to cut coupling
losses
Coupling losses can be asignificant problem
in fiber optics We've solved the problem That's the
Isotronics difference

a zoom lens on the camera to yield
variable image magnification to 2.5
times. A third model, the GSDS200OPTZ, magnifies images up to 6
times, and adds pan and tilt to the
zoom feature. All three functions
can be remotely controlled.
The GDS-2000 costs from $2,920
to $3,460 depending on the type of
CRT terminal with which it will
work. Prices range from $3,250 to
$3,625 for the GDS-2000A, and
from $8,920 to $9,710 for the GDS200OPTZ.
Delivery takes 30 days.
Graphic Display Systems Ltd., 76 Hemingford Rd., Cambridge CB1 3BZ, England.
Phone Madingley (0954) 210486 [368]
Jodan Technology, P. O. Box 362, Lexington, Mass. 02173. Phone (617) 862-2354
[369]

161-megabyte disk drive
has 50-ms average seek time

lsotronics
Isotronics, Inc., Industrial Park, New Bedford, Mass. 02745
(617) 998-2000 • TWX 710 344 1961 • Cable — IsotmnIcs
Augat SA .9 Allee de la Vanne. (Z I. SoftIto), B P. 440 Cedex 94263/Fresnes. France/Tel: 668.30.90/Telex: 201.2
Augat Ltd., Consul RD. Midland Trading Estate, Rugby. Warwickshire CV21-1PB. (0788) 70 336 Telex 311887
FLATPACKS • PLUG-INS • DUAL IN-LINES • AIDS • STANDARD HEADERS • MICROWAVE MODULES"

Circle 33 on reader service card
McGraw-Hill's Electronic
Bookshelr is on the Air!
Ask your computer to call
(212) 997-2488 for the latest
info on our computer and
electronics books. The system
is up daily from 6pm to 8am
and 24 hours on weekends.

gir
t
j
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Century Data Systems' M160
Marksman Winchester disk drive
doubles the capacity of previous
Winchester offerings by increasing
the track density to 712 tracks/in.
and the bit density to 10,000 b/in.
Its total storage capacity is 161
megabytes. The M160 has a datatransfer rate of 1,280 kb/s and an
average seek time of 50 ms.
The M160 features a composite
head that is more durable and provides less crosstalk than monolithic
type ferrite heads.
Engineering pilot models will be
available in the fourth quarter of
1981, with production quantities
available in the second quarter of
1982. The M160 is priced at $4,050
each.
Century Data Systems, 1270 North Kraemer
Blvd.,

P. O.

Box 3056, Anaheim, Calif.

92803. Phone (714) 999-2660 [363]

•
luirlairs-tomffeneemornameemerblié

CAD-system display has
1,024-by-1,024 resolution
The Design Engineering Workstation for computer-aided design and
manufacturing combines three fun-
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The only 100 MHz scope that gives
you three vertical input channels...
Kikusui just had to do it better.
Three vertical input channels, two
trigger views and an "add/differential"
trace. That's what you get with
KIC's new 100 MHz KIK-scope.
Use the third channel as an extra
data channel, as an additional
signal in an x-y display, or for a
host of other applications. There's
almost no limit to the versatility
that this third channel adds to
your scope. And, it's included at no
extra cost in our new Model 6100.
The Model 6100 is comparable to
TEK's Model 465B and HP's 1742
but displays more traces (six
compared with three), and offers
more screen brightness, more
flexibility, greater simplicity of
operation and atwo-year warranty
that substantially reduces the
second year cost of ownership.
The Model 6100 also features an

Alternate
trigger

Chi & Ch2
(1 mV w 5X mag)

auto-dynamic focus circuit for clear,
sharp pictures and ametal housing
that minimizes RFI interference.
Now for the surprising news:
Despite all the extra features, the
6100 costs less than either the
TEK or HP scopes.
For versatility of operation, an
alternate trigger permits viewing a
very wide range of non-synchronous
signals. For simplicity of operation,
alevel-lock on the trigger level
control for both A and B channels
activates apeak-to-peak detector
that automatically sets trigger level
and triggers without operator
intervention.
Rugged and compact, the 6100
is completely modular. Like all
KIK-scopes, the construction is on
plug-in boards that are supported by
aboard swap-out program that

Multi-mode.
Any combination
of modes may
be selected.
5 channels

COS 6100

VO1 TS/ DIV

Multi-trace.
500KHz chop
frequency.
20 KV
acceleration
potential

OSCILLOSCOPE

Alternate
time base

assures fast maintenance turnaround and minimum down-time.
And, just to give you alittle added
assurance, your KIK-scope comes
with a30-day "satisfaction-or-yourmoney-back" guarantee.
This new 100 MHz KIK-scope
along with eleven other models for
engineering labs, field service and
production line applications, is
described in our new brochure.
Write for it. It's free.
Kikusui International Corporation
17121 South Central Ave., Suite #2M
Carson, California 90746
(213) 638-6107 • TWX: 910-346-7648

Kikusui

INTERNATIONAL CORP.

A subsidiary of
KIKUSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.. JAPAN
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New products

introduces
c
Y\Tew edllore Venta
Slit-N-Wrap°TooLr
for Wirewrappin

Battery
& Manual
Models
Available

Count Wire Wraps
Electronically
Get 3to 9 Wraps

P184-7
$198.00

Eliminate HandHeld Wire End

110V A.C.
60Hz

at Wrap Start with New
Wire Grip Housing!
300 Foot
Wire Spool
with Tension Regulator
to Reduce Wire Breakage
Six Wire Colors available

e'cAdvantantages:

Faster and Easier VVrappin
No Stripping
No Precutting

Orcatech Inc., 2680 Queensview Dr., Otta-

No Premeasuring

1

damental building blocks: fast, highresolution graphics; processing power for the application; and graphics
and system software.
The DEW can function in one of
three modes: as astand-alone graphics work station with its own disks,
printer, plotter, and other peripherals; as afront-end intelligent graphics terminal linked to a mainframe
computer; or as an element of alocal
loop with other DEWs.
The graphics employs a 16-bit
bipolar bit-slice processor to generate the display bit maps for screen
memory. It has a 200-ns instruction
time and can write picture elements
to the terminal at anominal rate of
40 million pixels/s.
The graphics screen itself has a
1,024-by-1,024-bit resolution, giving
1 million pixels per display. Fully
configured, the system can display
256 colors simultaneously from a
palette of millions. Depending on
configurations and peripheral options, each station will sell at aprice
ranging from $25,000 to $50,000 in
Canadian dollars.
wa, Ont, Canada K2B 8H6

No Loading

Phone (613)

820-9602[364]

Daisy Chain Wraps
Quick Change Bits
Reliable Wraps Meet
MI L-STD 1130A, par. 5.6

View of wire at
of bit being
wrapped on post.

g'ild

»clot Weeitroniceonipany

U.S. & Foreign
Patents

INCORPORATED

12460 Gladstone Ave., P.D. Box 4336, Sylmar, CA 91342-0336, phone (213) 365-9661
Price Subject to Change Without Notice.

828108

Circle 36 on reader service card

NEW 1981 Electronics Buyers'
Guide
Yes, please send me

Desktop digitizer
controls computer graphics
The Bit Pat 10 desktop digitizer, for
small business or personal computers
or where large-surface tablets are
not required, can convert the location on the surface of the tablet into
digital coordinates for computer processing and can directly control computer graphics displays. It may be
used for applications like cursor con-

copies of 1981 EBG.

D

I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or
Canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

[1:f I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere.
Address: EBG, Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead,
Berkshire S16, 2Q1 England.
Name
Ccmpany
Street
City
State
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Zip

Country
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FAIRCHILD
A Schlumberger Company
One year ago, we announced the
address capability. Secondary address
Fairchild 96LS488, the world's fastest
capability. Talk Onlyand Listen Only
single-chip IEC625-1 bus. And now
capability. Source handshake delay
we've got something even better to
programmable for low- or high-speed
announce: It's available in production
drivers. And there's more where that
quantities.
came from.
As we've told you before, the
For more information, contact your
amazing 96LS488 performs all the
local Fairchild office.
functions of Talker, Listener and Talker/ France: Fairchild Camera & Instrument SA ,121 Ave d Italie,
Listener on asingle low-p ower
75013 Paris. Tel: 331 584 55 66. Telex: 0042 200614. Italy:
Fairchild Semiconduttori SPA. Viale Corsica 7. 20133 Milano.
Schottky chip. And it's microprocessor- Tel: 02 296001-5. Telex: 843-330522, Germany: Fairchild
Camera & Instrument (Deutschland) GmbH, 8046 Garching
independent.
..,„-,.,,-,„„ Hochbruck, Daimlerstr. 15, Munchen. Tel: 089 320031.
It operates at the full bus
—--- .....--- .--Telex: 52 4831 fair d. England: Fairchild Camera &
nstrument (UK) Ltd.. 230 High St., Potters Bar, Hert-"""
specifications of 1MHz data
.--" -------- --- - fordshire EN6 5BU. Tel: 0707 5111:1. Telex: 262835.
eteir --ee ---"-;-`':-.*•-•
Sweden: Fairchild Semiconductor AB.Svartengs__ gatan 6. S-11620 Stockholm. Tel: 8-449255.
rate —four times faster than ,......
e
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its closest competition.
Four times!
And it's loaded.
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Telex: 2424173 (TFCTYOJ).
Hong Kong: Fairchild Semiconductor (HK) Ltd .135 Hoi Bun
Road, Kwun Tong, Kowloon.
—1111.1111/ llllll II?
Tel: 3-440233. Telex:
HX73531.
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Shibuya-Ku,Tokyo
Pola Bldg.,
150.1-15-21
Tel: 03 Shibuya,
400 8351.
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Telex: 17759. Japan: Fairchild Japan
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If you want the fastest bus,
we've got lit made.
Circle 39 on reader service card

Turn Your
Encoding
Problems
Around
Turn to Datametrics encoders to feed back the exact
shaft position or velocity of
DC servo or stepper motors in
closed-loop systems.
The new K3 Series modular
encoder can be installed with
confidence. While lower cost
per unit has been achieved...
precision, quality and dependability have not been compromised. The K3 is easy to
install, is sell-aligning and has
the optional features to meet
your specific requirements.
These problem solving
modular encoders are just
one choice from awide spectrum of both incremental and
absolute encoders that Datametrics has been providing
industry for over 15 years.
If you have an encoding
problem, turn to Datametrics.
Call or write for complete
product specifications.

New products
trol, business data entry, and traditional graphic-information entry.
The Bit Pat 10 has an 11-in.-square
active surface.
The RS-232-C and an 8-bit parallel interface are available. The digitizer sells for $990 plus $95 for a
power supply and $130 for the interface cable. Delivery takes six to eight
weeks.
Summagraphics Corp., 35 Brentwood Ave.,
Fairfield, Conn. 06430. Phone (203) 3841344 [365]

Low-cost printer uses
hubless printwheels
The model 620 daisywheel receiveonly printer is controlled with a
Motorola 6803 and Intel 8041
microprocessor and features plastic
drop-in print wheels. The print wheel
is electrically aligned with a system
that positions the wheel after it has
been loosely inserted into an envelope-like opening.
The 620 has no notches, hubs, or
alignment requirements associated
with its 98-character print wheels.
The 620 daisywheels produce more
than 10 million characters before
requiring areplacement.
With 10-pitch print wheels, the
620 can print 132 characters/line at

datametrics
Datametrics Inc.
340 Fordharn Road
Wilmington, MA 01887
Tel: 617 ,658-5410
TWX: 710-347-7672

Circle 41 on reader service card

FIBER OPTICS VOCABULARY
1
,
0•Opka
Sd
LeomeCtoderbIlme
Wan"

The basic reference document on fiber optic and
lightwave communications for those who design,
develop, operate, use, manage, or manufacture
communications or data processing equipment
and components.
•1400 entries, with
•index of terms

Order your copies today!
$12.95 each, discounts of 10% on
orders of more than 10.
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•inversions and
cross-references

Electronics Magazine Books
P.O. Box 669
Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. 609/448-1700, ext. 5494

a rate of 25 c/s. The printer also
features a long-life ribbon cartridge
system providing ink for 450,000
characters, which remains in place
during print wheel changes. In addition, the unit has a 512-character
buffer, correspondence-quality output, and astepper-motor design that
can handle subscripts, superscripts,
and bidirectional printing.
The under-$2,000 printer is ex-
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PASSTHRU m
unlocks
hidden productivity
in board assembly
systems.

Automatic machines shouldn't be kept waiting
when they could be inserting components into
circuit boards. This is why Universal Instruments
developed its new Pass-Thru board-handling
system. Pass-Thru takes only afew seconds to
feed afresh board into an automatic component
inserter whiie it is simultaneously pulling a
completed board our cf the machine's work area.
It does this smoothly and gently, board after
board, hour after hour. without fatigue and without error.

Pass-Thru modules provide buffer storage of circuit board magazines to integrate
aline of automat cassembly machines with different insertion rate:a.

Pass-Thru feeds individual boards from astack
of blank or partially assembled boards and deposits finished boards in special compartmental
magazines. This way, many boards can be carried in asingle, protected load, ready for wave
soldering or for automatic feed into another

Pass-Thru equipped insertion machine. An
operator can carry it, or we can supply abuffertransfer unit to do it automatically, untouched
by human land. Ask your Universal sales engineer to show you our Pass-Thru video tape, or
send for literature.

1-"LniversaL

ii

Subsidiary of

DOVER

CORPORATION

Universal Instruments Corporation •Box 825, Binghamton, New York 13902 •Tel: 607/772/7522 •rwx. 510/252/1990
Circle 42 on reader service card

New products
pected to have a 2,500-hour poweron mean time between failures in
typical office use. Deliveries will
begin this January.
Diablo Systems Inc., 24500 Industrial Blvd.,
Hayward, Calif. 94545. Phone (415) 7865207 [366]

Direct,
automatic answers to
machinery vibration problems
...without calculations!
Tracking down exact sources of vibration and noise in high-speed rotating equipment
is a breeze with the SD345 Spectrascope III Analyzer. It gives on-the-spot answers in
meaningful engineering unit (EU) values — e.g. mils, mils sec, mils displacement, g's,
etc. Results appear instantly on the bright, totally flicker-free CFtT display. You can record
them by photography, digital or analog plotter, or video hard copy .... even process them
further by computer ...directbe ...if you wish.
The SD3•45 analyzes vibration/noise signals all the way to 100 kHz. Its sealed, touchtone control panel is ideally suited to the industrial environment. And despite its being
a very smart analyzer, "menu" programming makes it very easy to learn and very easy
to operate.

Call Leon Corcoran at (714) 268-7197
for the complete story. Or write us.
Actual photo of the flicker-free, full-grid raster
scan display. Full annotation gives you total
anszvers- ..understandable and usable at a
glance An incoming waveform can be displayed
simultaneously with as spectrum anabisis (real
time or averaged) for direct comparison.

Scientific-Atlanta
Spectral Dynamics
P.O Box 671 •San Diego, CA 92112

24-user minicomputer runs
under Unix, programmed in C
The P/40 16-bit commercial system
uses the Unix operating system and
the C programming language to support up to 24 stations simultaneously. In its standard configuration, the
computer includes the main processor with 512-K bytes to 1megabyte
of main memory, the Multibus interface, intelligent disk and tape controllers for up to four Winchester
disk drives and four nine-track tape
drives, and from one to three intelligent communication processors with
eight serial ports and one parallel
port each. The disks can store up to
580 megabytes.
The system is aimed at businesses
and computational-intensive applications in which ease of program development and software transportability are important.
A typical eight-user system with
512-K bytes of main memory, 72
megabytes of disk storage, an eightchannel intelligent communications
controller, and anine-track magnetic-tape unit is $49,500 without terminals. A Unix license is an additional $5,000. The system is currently available.
Plexus Computers Inc., 2230 Martin Ave.,

Circle 44 on reader service card

Santa Clara, Calif. 95050. Phone (408) 988-

HOPE

The project
Cl ship launched.
First there was the hospital ship S.S. HOPE, now retired.
Today HOPE is on estab:ished project which has carried
its goal of improving health through education to 24
developing countries of the world and the United States
Give to:

PROJECT Deportment A

Woshirgton, D.C. 20007
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RACAL-VADIC'S FULL V.22
COMPLIANT
MODEM MAKES
COMMUNICATING
AS SIMPLE
AS...
V.22 Means Four Times the Speed!
Racal-Vadic, world leader in low and medium
speed modems, is in full production on Model 1222, a
V.22 compliant modem which operates full duplex at
1200 bits/second over 2-wire dial-up or leased lines.
Furthermore, it offers all three V.22 alternatives...
A, B, and C.
The 1222 makes it possible for terminal users to
transmit and receive data
four times fasten with no
change in protocol, by
merely replacing aV21
300 bps modem with the
new Racal-Vadic 1200 bps
full duplex unit. No longer
will data terminals with
1200 bps capability have to
settle for 300 bps operation!
Racal-Vadic, World
Leader in 1200 bps Full
Duplex Technology
Racal-Vadic is by far
the world's leading manufacturer of 1200 bps full duplex modems. No wonder!
Racal-Vadic invented 1200 bps 2-wire full duplex

transmission in 1973, and has aworldwide installed base
of over 125,000 of these modems.
There are anumber of reasons why the Racal-Vadic
1222 is the most versatile V.22 compliant modem you
can buy. First, if offers all three alternatives... A, B,
and C. The inclusion of alternative Cmeans that
the 1222 will operate with any terminal at ALL standard
asynchronous speeds to 1200 bps, plus split speed
(300 bps in one direction,
1200 bps in the other), and
overspeed as well.
Also, displays and
built-in diagnostics are
second to none for pinpointing faults in the entire
data network. Packaging is
versatile, too. The 1222 is
available in acompact desk
top cabinet for remote use,
or for central computer sites.
Up to seven 1222 modems
can be housed in a83/
4-inch
high rack-mounted card nest
including power module.
Furthen the 1222 is backed by Racal, worldwide
leader in data communications.

Racal-VadicMembe'DCMA

222 Caspian Drive •Sunnyvale, California 94086 U.S.A.
Telephone (408) 744-0810 •TWX:910-339-9297

RA OEM

The Electronics Group

Europe, Middle East, and Africa, Contact:

Australasia and Latin America, Contact:

Racal-Milgo Limited
Richmond Court •309 Fleet Road, Fleet, Hampshire, England GU13 8BU
Telephone: Fleet (02514) 22144 •lblex: 858294

Racal-Vadic Inc.
222 Caspian Drive •Sunnyvale, California 94086 U.S.A.
lblephone: (408) 744-0810 •lblex: 910-339-9297
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Superior SSR Immunity to EMI.
Under $6.40.*

Potter & Brumfield EOM series solid
state relays do not false operate (halfcycle) even when subjected to EMI induced by transients greater than 10,000
Vpp (NEMA ICS 2-230 Electrical Noise
Immunity Test). And they come in a low
profile package at low, low prices.
Transients of less than 1500 Vpp can
cause many SSRs to half-cycle, generating
even more EMI which can upset sensitive
logic circuits. Half-cycling can also lead to
early relay failure and shortened load life.
EMI radiated or coupled into these
SSRs through the baseplate, input terminals or plastic case can false operate the
off-state triac/SCR gate firing
circuit. This negates the zerocrossover function, so gating
can occur at or near peak
AC load voltage. Load current
*OEM quantities

J
I2)
292
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will then flow until the next zero-current
point, and the load circuit becomes a
potential source of harmful EMI.
The high noise immunity EOM can minimize these circuit problems. For complete
specifications and results of our NEMA
tests, write for product application note
"False Operation of Solid State Relays:'
The newest EOM in our SSR family
measures only 0.875" high; and 10 amp,
120V AC models are available from leading
distributors backed by P&B's sizable factory inventory. Consult our factory for
other voltage and current ratings. Potter
& Brumfield Division AMF Incorporated,
200 Richland Creek Drive,
Princeton, IN 47671. 812/
386-1000.

Potter &Brumfield

We're demanding so
you don't have to be.

TMEmige_d.

o 3
D
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Key Tronic's latest state-of-the-art innovations — our new low profile keyboard based
on European ergonomic standards and Our
new SCREENED CONTACT'm keyboard.
Key Tronic is the only manufacturer
produce the new profile using a proven soli
state switch technology. In fact, our capacC,
tance switch has been in the field for ove
seven years in keyboard quantities now in ex-'
cess of one million.
Complete in-house control over design,
tooling, manufacturing, quality and
delivery makes state-of-the-art .
an everyday adventure at
Key Ironic. Key Ironic
is state-of-the-art in
products, capabilities and service.

INTERNATION
P.O. BOX 14687 — SPO
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MeldTON 99214 U.S.A.

PHONE (50§I 928-8000 — TWX 510 773-1885
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PPG ELECTRONIC
GLASS.
ALWAYS
NEVSEENR SITIVE,
TEMPERAMENTAL.

Imagine aswitch so
durable that it works every
time at the touch of afinger.
Or avisual display device that
combines function and
durability with beauty.
PPG can give you both.
Right now. With Nesa' and
Nesatron electronic glass.

glass. On microwave ovens.
Sewing machines. Copiers.
Practically any control panel.
Then there's PPG
Nesatron glass, awidely used,
incredibly versatile LCD material. With abroad range of
surface resistivities, it's amajor
step beyond LED for calculators, watches, and ahost of

other applications. Its superior
flatness allows for close tolerances. And you can etch
Nesatron glass with almost
unbelievable precision.
When it comes to
applications for both
these PPG electronic
glasses, the list is as
long as your imagination can make it.
But if you'll return
the coupon to us, we'll stretch
your imagination even further.
r Industrial

Glass Products
Department E391
PPG Industries, Inc.
One Gateway Center
Pittsburgh, PA 15222

A scratch-resistant Nesa
glass touch control panel can
replace virtually any electromechanical device. With no
moving parts, there's nothing
to break off. And hot or cold
environments, indoors or outdoors, won't harm it, either.
What's more, Nesa electro-conductive coated glass is
transparent. So it's especially
useful for vending machine
designs. It lets you apply pressure sensitive labels to the back
of the glass, too. And change
them whenever you want.
Of course, for permanent
labeling, you can still silk screen
the exterior surfaces of the
294
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Dear PPG:
Stretch my imagination.
Please send your technical and sales brochures about PPG Nesa' and Nesatron'
electronic glass.
Name
Company
Street
City

State

Zip

Telephone (

PPG aConcern for the Future

IN
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INNOVATION
For fast, accurate inspections
of wafers, hybrids, and multilayered chips, specify Bausch
& Lomb MicroZoom" Microscopes...the only microscopes with both the high
magnifications and long working distances demanded by
these semiconductor
applications.
No more pieced-together
compromises! Bausch & Lomb
innovation has produced a
unique long working distance
microscope with magnifications to 1000X and working
distances from .5" to 1.2".
And, MicroZoom Microscopes
also include these innovations:
• Continuously in-focus 1X to
2X zoom range Focus once,
then zoom to optimum magnification with no lost time
refocusing.
• New 50X LWD objective to
give you the optimum (up to
1000X) for pre-etch and postetch inspections.
• Wide field images let you
see a full 1/4 " chip, crisp and
erect, for fast, accurate
interpretation.
• Advanced tungsten-halogen
vertical illumination system
provides contrast control and
true color rendition. A must for
accurate
photomicrographs!

• Special MicroZoom Prober
Models, designed for mounting on your probe station, add
greatly to the safety, speed,
and accuracy required for critical autopsy probing
applications.
When faster
assembly and
inspection are
required, choose
Bausch & Lomb
StereoZoom®
Microscopes.
Large working
distances to 10.5".

,
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equipment and versatile
accessories.
Write or call today for complete information, applications
assistance or a demonstration.
For inspection reliability,
performance and innovation,
THINK BAUSCH & LOMB.

Zoom ranges
from 1X to 7X. Magnifications to 280X.
For ciritical work in
wafer fabrication
inspections,
select Bausch &
Lomb BALPLAN®
Incident Light
Micro.
scopes
with magnifications up
er:
to 1500X and
the clarity of
six versatile
illumination
modes.
All three of these ine

r, •
1-

A full 'r."
square chip can
be viewed at the lowest magnification, 22.5X.

microscopes accept a
full range of high performance photomicrographic

BAUSCH & LOMB
Rochester. New York 14602 USA 716-338-6000, TWX 510-253-6189 TELEX 97-8231. CABLE Bausch & Lomb
Regional Offices SOP() International CANADA Bausch & Lomb Canada Ltd ,Don M,IIs. Ontarlo EUROPE Bausch 6 Lomb GmbH, Muenchen. Germany. Bausch & LOTD France
SA .Versadles. France. Bausch & Lomb UK Ltd ,Epsom Downs. Surrey. Bausch & Lomb Itallana S p A 00198 Rome. Italy FAR EAST Bausch & Lomb (Hong Kong) Ltd
Shaukelwan and Smgapore. BU Co Ltd Tokyo

Circle 56 on reader service card

New products
cally following the write cycle.
tional Ii0 lines, of which eight will
The board may be used to store drive LEDs. It will be available in
tables, calibration constants, data, December 1981, priced at $38 in
1,000-unit quantities.
instrument set-ups or for any other
job formerly using battery-backed Motorola Inc., MOS Integrated Circuits DiviRAMS. It allows programs to be
sion, 3501 Ed Bluestein Blvd., Austin, Texas
downloaded to a system from a 78721. Phone (512) 928-6863 [372]
remote location and is handy during
Flexible 8-K-byte nonvolatile
program development.
memory card produces own
The 8-K-byte 3702 with a 350-ns
CRT terminal board meets
access is available for $495 in single
erase-write control signals
OEM display requirements
units and is delivered in six weeks.
The 250-ns version and depopulated
The 3702 sip-bus nonvolatile mem- versions are available on special
The Hawk Icathode-ray-tube terminal board is based on an 8085A
ory board uses Intel's 2816 or 2815 order.
microprocessor with a dedicated
electrically-erasable programmable Solar Wind Systems Inc. 94 Galli Dr., Novato,
large-scale integrated CRT controller
read-only , memories to store 8-K Calif. 94947. Phone (415) 883-0404 [371]
(CRT 5037 VTAC) and an LSI vidbytes for 10 years without batteries.
eo-display—attributes controller
All the circuitry necessary to erase
(CRT 8002 VDAC). It allows the
and write bytes or blocks is on the Two members are added to
user to configure a complete 80board, which is available with a350growing 6805 family
or 250-ns read-access time.
column by 12-row smart display terThe board may appear to the prominal by connecting to it a keyboard, an 18.6-kHz monitor, and a
cessor simply as a random-access Two versions have been added to
power supply. The display interface
memory, requiring no special soft- Motorola's 6805 family of 8-bit
ware provisions, or it may operate in microcomputers. Both feature zeroprovides either separate horizontal,
vertical, and video TTL signals or
eight other modes, some of which crossing-detection circuitry on chip.
composite video signals for the moniinvolve generating wait signals dur- The MC6805T2 also has phasedtor. It has editing features such as
ing the 20 ms required to erase and locked—loop circuitry on the chip,
write a byte. Interrupt modes, for along with a clock, 2,508 bytes of character and line insert and delete
and full or partial screen erase; video
example, allow the board to latch user read-only memory, and 64 bytes
attributes such as underline, reverse
addresses and data, releasing the of random-access memory. The unit
video, character blinking, half intensystem for other tasks and to inter- offers time start/stop and sourceselection functions and a self-check
rupt it when writing is done.
sity, and character blanking; and a
64-character graphics set for the
Both vectored and polled-mode mode. It also features 19 TTL and
mixing of alphanumeric and graphic
interrupts are supported. Modes are complementary-mos compatible
displays.
selected with the appropriate input bidirectional input/output lines.
Hawk Ican be custom-designed to
codes or with on-board jumpers that Eight lines are compatible with
meet the original-equipment manuprevent potentially disastrous mode light-emitting diodes.
The device's on-board PLI funcchanges. A write-protected mode
facturer's terminal subsystem relocks the board to ensure data integ- tions under software control include quirements by offering flexibility in
rity, permitting writing only after a a three-state phase and frequency screen display format, character
field size, scan rate, character set,
specific byte is sent to one of its ports comparator, a 14-bit variable dividand keyboard function definition. It
and relocking the board automati- er, and a 10-stage mask-programmable reference divider. The device, sells for $425 per unit and in quantimade with Motorola's high-performty discounts. Delivery is immediate.
ance H-MOS process, is available now Standard Microsystems Corp., 35 Marcus
in both plastic and ceramic 28-pin
Blvd., Hauppauge, N. Y. 11788 [373]
dual in-line packages. In quantities
of 1,000, the plastic-housed units are
$5 each.
Single-chip computer
The MC68705U3 adds 3,776
bytes of erasable programmable has 12-mW dissipation
ROM to its 112 bytes of RAM and an
internal 8-bit timer with 7-bit pre- A complementary-mos 8-bit singlescaler, but has no PLL functions. It chip microcomputer performs logical
emulates the MC6805U2, has an on- processing, basic code conversions,
chip clock generator, and has 24 and formatting and generates fundaTTL- and c-mos-compatible bidirecmental timing and control signals for

Microcomputers & systems

EE-PROM board
rides STD bus
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Our filtered
connectors
keep your system
quiet so you
won't disturb
the FCC.
Get abreather from redesigning
today's equipment. Control interference
and eliminate electrostatic discharge.
Avoid the need for special cable. You
can do it all with AMP Quiet Line
filtered connectors.
By absorbing noise instead of reflecting
it back into the system, our filtered
connectors harmlessly dissipate noise
as small amounts of heat. And in the

I

process, their performance helps you
comply with the new FCC emission
regulations.
So for less noise and aquiet FCC,
see AMP.

AMP Facts
Subminiature D Type
•RS 232/449 and MI L-C24308 compatible
•Available in 9, 15,25
and 37 position sizes.
•Right-angle boardmount, solder-cup
and male-female
interface versions.
Filtered pin header
•10 through 50 positions;
.100" centerline; .025" posts
•Mates with AMP receptacle
connectors and with all
similar types.
•Bulkhead mountable.

Performance
•Insertion loss-3db at 5MHz
to 55db from 1-18 GHz.
•Higher loss elements
available

Ferrite
Center
Conductor
Ceramic

Circular connector
High
•8 positions.
Temperature
•Bulkhead feedthrough
Solde'
receptacle with pin contacts.

Absorptive Filter Element

For more information, call the AMP Filtered
Connector Desk at (717) 780-8400.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA 17105
AMP Is atrademark of AMP Incorporated

AMP means productivity.

Has Ceramics Become Close
to the Human Voice?

PIEZO SPEAKER

L

Coping with the Age of Voice Synthesis

It has been a everlasting dream for human being to
communicate with electronic devices. Now, the age
of so-called speaking electronic device is about to
come thanks to the rapid progress of voice synthesizing technique of IC and LSI.
In order to meet the demand in the market, MURATA
has developed an epoch-making product, PIEZO
SPEAKER, which drastically changed the concept of
the conventional buzzer as acommunication signal.
MURATA fully employed not only the latest technique of developing new material and thining technique corresponding to the trend of low frequency
range but also various techniques accumulated
through long positive achievements for the purpose of
developing PIEZO SPEAKER.
MURATA's PIEZO
SPEAKER guarantees high sound pressure and clear
sound, which is ideal for melody or synthesized voice,
aPiezo speaker for synthesized voice
• Frequency Range: 500Hz— 20KHz •Capacitance: 140nF at 120Hz
120Hz • Impedance: 1. 2KS2 at 1KHz • Input Volt: 30Vp-p max.
Frequency Char.
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[baffle.
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MURATA MFG.0O3LTD.
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HEADQUARTERS Napolcalayosho, Kyoto 817, lepen

Phone 075 9219111

Telex MURATA J 69270

MURATA CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Phone 404 952 9777 Telex 0542329 MURATA AIL

MURATA ERIE NORTM AMERICA INC.

Phone 009 952 9777 Telex 0542329 MURATA AIL

MURATA FRIE ELECTRONIK GMBH Mew Germenyl

Phone 0911 66065 Telex

MURATA ERIE ELECTRONIOUE, S.A. (France)

Phone 558.0901

MURATA ERIE ELETTRONICA S R.L. (WWI

Phone 668 483314835 Telex 330385 ERIE MIL

MURATA ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE IPTE.) LTD

Phone 2554233. 2554023 Tel.

MURATA COMPANY, LIMITED 'Hong Knew)

Phone K306291-2 Telex 86208 HEURT MX

TAIWAN MURATA ELECTRONICS CO ,LTD.

Phone 042 31 4151-7 Telex 51249

MURATA MFG CO., LTD Seoul Branch IKoreel

Phone 776 2283 telex

Circle 103 on reader service card
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623763 MEGN
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New products
input/output devices. Called the
PIC16C55, it consists of a register
file of 32 8-bit registers, an arithmetic and logic unit, and a customerdefined read-only memory of 512
program words each 12 bits wide.
The register file is divided into operational registers that include realtime clock, counter register, program
counter, status register, and 1/0 registers, as well as the general-purpose
registers that are used for data and
control information under the command of the instruction set. The ALU
contains one temporary working register for accumulator and gating to
perform Boolean functions, and the
ROM contains the operational program for the rest of the logic within
the controller. It also employs an
on-chip two-level stack to provide
subroutine nesting.
The PIC16C55 is a 28-pin chip
that has alow power consumption of
amaximum 12 mw, accepts voltages
between 2.5 and 6 v, and is hardware- and software-compatible with
other members of the PIC family.
The c-mos micrccomputer sells for
under $3; delivery of the unit takes
16 weeks after receipt of order.
General Instrument Corp.,

Microelectronics

Division, 600 West John St., Hicksville, N. Y.
11802. Phone (516) 733-3120 [374]

Bus joins two Multibus cards,
generates its own ± 12 V
The ZX-602 Flatbus allows any two
Multibus cards to be connected to
form a two-card system that can be
panel-mounted in a2-in.-thick space.
It can be attached to a5-v connector
(compatible with Shugart's floppydisk connector) to generate ± 12 V.
Two additional mass-terminating
connectors are provided on the 602
for use with the company's ZX-85
central-processing-unit card. These
two connectors are to be wired to the
ZX-903 reset and interrupt panel
and the ZX-904 parallel input/output unit. With the 602, the firm's
model 235 Integrated work station,
containing the ZX-730 dual 8-in.
floppy unit, the ZX-85 CPU, and
ZX-200A disk controller can be

K25858 MURASUL
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The NEW
Electronics Buyers' Guide
is now available!
The 1981 EBG is only a postage stamp away! Completely new listings of
catalogs, new phone numbers, new addresses, new manufacturers, sales reps,
and distributors! The total market in abook—four directories in one!

1.

Directory of products. Over
4,000 products, over 5,000
manufacturers.

ElectronicsMyers'Guide
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"
Directory of manufacturers
..-- Local sales offices, reps, and
distributors, with phone
numbers. Number of employees and engineers, dollar
volume, name of company
contact.

4.

••••••— .1.11

Directory of catalogs.
Includes six post-paid catalog
inquiry cards for 10-second
ordering.

anal,

I..., Directory of trade names of
products and their manufacturers. You can trace aproduct by its trade name only.

-MO»

The only book of its
kind in the field.
If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with the
coupon now.

Electronics/October 20, 1981

Yes, please send me

copies of 1980 EBG.

0 I've enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or Canada.
Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
N.Y. 10020.
O I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere. Address: EBG,
Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire S16,
201 England.
Name
Company
Street
City
State

Zip

Country
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Need a
Real-Time Multi-Tasking
Executive for 8080 and Z80?

New products

AM

•Faultless operation proven in world wide use
•Truly hardware independent
•Optimized for fast interrupt response
•Minimal memory requirements
•ROMable for control applications
•Terminal Handler is CP/M BDOS compatible
•Console Driver supports Intel iSBC boards
•SYSGEN speeds user system configuring
•Program in PL/M, Fortran, Pascal or Assembler
•Source code included (Intel or Zilog mnemonics)
•Unlimited use licence agreement
•Complete documentation (available separately)
•Low cost

Ak

lw

KADAK Products Ltd.
206-1847 West Broadway Avenue
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6J 1Y5
Telephone (604) 734-2796

Dealer enquiries invited

CP/M is atrademark of Digital Research Corp.; RMX/80, iSBC are trademarks of Intel Corp.
Circle 76 on reader service card

Techtran 9600PRL
The cassette that outran
afloppy
In an actual test, our Model
9600PPL loaded acustomer'
programmable system in less
than half the time required by a
competitive floppy disc.
Specially-selected. industrialgrade components assure that
every 9600PRL can deliver afull
9600 bps, consistently, and with
an error rate of better than one
bit in 10 8.

Rugged, Reliable, Portable
The solidly-built 9600PRL portable program loader,ofters excellent
resistance to shock and vibration for years of hard traveling. Builtin battery pack makes it atruly portable time-saver.

Load Programmable Controllers & More '
The microprocessor-controlled 9600PRL adapts readily to avariety
of tasks: loading process control devices and other programmable
controllers; loading diagnostics; remote location data logging.

Compare Value

The 9600PRL invites comparison. Feature-for-feature, no other
program loader gives you more dependable performance for your
money. See for yourself. Write or call for complete specifications.
today.

ZCHTRA/11
INDUS"RIF*, INC
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Circle 79 on reader service card

200 Commerce Drive
„
Rochester, New York 14623
Tel. 716-334-9640
TWX 510-253-3246

formed—creating a compact unit
that can be purchased for slightly
over $8,000.
The ZX-602 Flatbus is available
from stock at $550.
Zendex Corp., 6680 Sierra Lane,

Dublin,

Calif. 94566. Phone (415) 829-1284 [375]

C-MOS 8-bit computer
executes in 0.5

e

The HD6301V complementary-MOs
8-bit single-chip microcomputer features a 4-K-byte read-only memory,
88 basic instructions, 128-K-byte
random-access memory, error-protection functions, 16-bit timer, serial
communication interface circuit, and
29 parallel input/output lines for a
performance equal to that of the top
c-mos 8-bit single-chip microcomputer on the market, according to
the company.
The HD6301V comes in 2.0- and
1.5-MHz versions with minimum
instruction-execution cycle times of
0.5 i.ts for the 2.0-MHz type and
0.67µs for the 1.5-MHz version. Both
have alow power consumption of 35
mw for normal operation, 5 mw in
the sleep mode, and 30 µw in standby mode, making each suitable for
use in pocket computers, portable
data terminals and medical equipment, and telemeter systems.
Motorola's 6801 microcomputer,
of which the HD6301V is a copy,
runs at only 1.0 mHz and is fabricated in n-channel mos. Hitachi's
faster c-mos version of the chip
measures 6.82 by 7.98 mm, and a
smaller version is expected to reach
production early next year. Bitmanipulation instructions implemented by the HD6301V can speed
execution in certain applications.
The HD6301V microcomputer is
compatible with Hitachi's mainstay
n-channel mos 8-bit single-chip microcomputer and sells for $34 for the
1.5-MHz type and $41 for the 2.0-
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TRW thin film resistors optimize parameters like
real estate, accuracy, speed, reliability, and
resistance range.
In d screte devices, sets, or networks.
For instance, our ultra-precision MAR series does
all of the above with absolute TC's and tolerances
to ±5 ppm/°C, ±.01%. Our smallest discrete uses
<.016 in 2.of PCB space. Complex sets and
networks include 16 Bit Binary Ladders, input

attenuators and others up to 28 pins.
In straightforward precision, we have arange of
standards in R2R Ladder, MIL-R-83401 flat pack,
and RNC resistors with averified MTBF of 280 x10 6
unit hours.
Contact TRW/IRC Resistors, 4222 South Staples,
Corpus Christi, Texas 78411. (512) 854-4872,
Dept. M. For standards in all types of resistors,
call your local TRW distributor.

TRWIRC RESISTORS
ANOTHER PRODUCT OF A COMPANY CALLED TRW

Circle 82 on reader service card
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New products
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mHz version in the U. S. The shipments of samples are scheduled to
begin this month.
Hitachi America Ltd., 1800 Bering Dr., San
Jose, Calif. 95112 [376]

8088-based board supports
400,1111.0 ,
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The next generation
of angular rate sensors is here.
The Watson piezoelectric
angular rate sensor.

1-megabyte addressing
The iSBC 88/25 single-board computer is part of Intel's line of original-equipment manufacturer microcomputer systems. Based on the
5-MHz 8-bit 8088 processor, it not
only is compatible with the 8-bit line
of multimodule expansion boards via
two iSBX interfaces, but it also is
compatible with Intel's iRMX-88

High resolution -long life

The advanced Watson rate sensor
has an output resolution better
than ± .04 degrees/second. And,
since it has no moving parts,
reliability is over 10,000 hours
MTBF.

+
.
r" , :thririnttc"111

And More
Watson's angular rate sensor weighs less than four ounces,
uses less than 1/10 the power of ordinary rate sensors, starts
in less than one second, and is 1/3 the cost of others.

Put us to the test.

Whether It's missiles, RPVs, torpedoes,
or military or civilian aircraft, you'll discover how the
next generation of angular rate sensors will get you flying right.
Advanced Technology that works

WATSON INDUSTRIES
3041 Melby Road, Eau Claire, WI 54701
Phone: (toll free) 1-800-826-6940
Circle 86 on reader service card
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Our programs, conducted by
skilled seminar leaders with
extensive practical experience,
can be presented at your
location for ten or more
attendees at significantly
reduced costs.

j
e
lierp\,*k
302

For further information, call Mary
Anderson at (212) 687-0243. Or
write to her at the McGraw-Hill
Seminar Center, Room 3112, 305
Madison Avenue, New York, NY
10017

and -86 16-bit real-time multitasking software offering a 1-megabyte
addressing range. In addition, if
combined with the iSBC 337 multimodule numeric data processor,
which uses the 8087 Numeric processor chip, it yields a performance
of 110,000 Whetstones/s.
The board is supplied with 4-K
bytes of random-access memory (expandable onboard to 16-K bytes) and
four 28-pin sockets for 32-K bytes of
erasable programmable read-only
memory (expandable onboard to
64-K bytes) and has as standard features two programmable interval
timers, 24 parallel input/output
lines, aserial ho port with programmable bit rates, and nine levels of
vectored interrupt control.
The iSBC 88/25 is suitable for
applications such as process and
machine control, instrumentation,
data communication, and industrial
automation. It is priced in singleunit quantities at $1,295. The first
customer shipments are slated for
November.
Intel Corp., 5200 N. E. Elam Young Parkway,
Hillsboro, Ore. 97123. Phone (503) 6407147 [378]
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HUGHES EEPROMS NOW IN VOLUME PRODUCTION!

HUGHES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Solid State Products
500 Superior Avenue
Newport Beach, CA 92663
(714) 759-2942
TWX: 910-596-1374
In Europe
Hughes Microelectronics Ltd.
Clive House
12-18 Queens Road
Weybridge, Surrey KT 139XD
England
Telephone: 932-47262
Telex: 929727

Hughes EEPROMs, introduced in 1980, are
gaining wide market acceptance in applications requiring electrically erasable nonvolatile memory and low power operation.
Production quantities are now being delivered for both the 4K and 8K bit versions.
Applications are divided into two general
categories:
• convenient alternative to EPROMs
• in-circuit programming which offers
new dimensions in innovative design
techniques.
For example; Hughes has developed
adigitally compensated crystal oscillator
(DCXO) with temperature compensation
using our HNVM 3008. The ROM code is not
written until after the product is completely
assembled, providing more accurate compensation, ease of manufacture, and subsequent recalibrations in the field. Other
applications are emerging for postage
meters, portable terminals, adaptive processors and many more.

The HNVM 3004 (512 x8) and the
HNVM 3008 (1024 x8) EEPROMs can be
written 10,000 times and retain information
for 10 years at 125°C or 20 years at 70°C.
Naturally, the Hughes HNVM 3000 series are
compatible with all major logic families.
To respond to the EPROM market,
Hughes is introducing the HNVM 3704 (512
x8), our first product to provide acost effective
alternative to EPROMs with CMOS characteristics. This device can be programmed electrically in 1millisecond and erased electrically
in 100 microseconds.
It is time for you to consider Hughes
EEPROMs. Programming is easy to accomplish either in-circuit or out-of-circuit. Parts
are available now from Hughes distributors.
For more information and your copy of
our new EEPROM application notes contact your local Hughes Representative or
Hughes—Solid State Products.
Hughes...A Leader in CMOS Technology.
Circle 90 on reader service card

REPRESENTATIVES: Austria — Burisch (0222) 38 76 38-0; England — Peico (0273) 722 155; France— Matronic. (1) 791.44 .44; Sweden — Allhabo 08-224600; Switzerland — Kontron 01 628282; West
Germany — Astronic 089/304011 & Microscan 40/6 30 50 67: Hong Kong Tektron 3-856199; Japan — Nihon Teksel (03) 461-5121

The combination of digital
storage and the analog
frequency dial for setting
sweep START/STOP and
marker frequencies makes
the Model 189 a real
pleasure to use.
Turn the dial to the desired
low frequency (down to
4mHz) and push START
Then turn the dial to the high
frequency (up to 4MHz
within sweep limits) and push
STOP Both freqüencies are
stored in memory, so the dial
is now available for setting
the marker frequency.
Other controls set sweep
rates from 100 microseconds

4mHz to 4MHz in
continuous, triggered or
gated modes.
So if you're looking for an
inexpensive sweep/function
generator that handles
precision sweeping
assignments, you're looking
for the Wavetek Model 189.
For more information, contact:
Wavetek San Diego
PO. Box 651
9045 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, CA 92112
Tel. (714) 279-2200;
TWX 910-335-2007.

rates from 100 microseconds
to 120 seconds, hold or reset
sweeps, and set output level
(up to 20V). As a function
generator, Model 189 gives w
precision sine, square and
triangle waveforms from

ebt'v
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Circle #94 for demonstration
Circle #96 for literature

Introducing
the first 4 MHz sweep/function generator
with start/stop sweep memory and marker output.
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INTERCONNECTION
CITY NEWS
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NEW card edge connector with insulation
displacement contacts for mass termination. Fits .062" PC boards, 4 thru 15
positions.
Circle 104 on reader service card

RELI-APAC 189/190 NAFI molded headers. .100 centers available in 112, 70, 40
and 20 pin arrays — with and without pin
shields.
Circle 383 on reader service card

NEW Series 2300, 1-6 circust power connector insulation displacement termination. Saves crimping & stuffing contacts.
Hermaphroditic housing saves handling &
inventory. Circle 386 on reader service card

NEW open &closed low-profile frame IC/DIP
sockets R-4000 series with anti-wicking
contacts, end and side stackable on .100"
grid, meet EIA RS-415 standard.

NEW, in line "JAGUAR" IDC series of mass
termination .100" and .156" center connectors for wire-to-board discrete wire or
ribbon cable applications.

Circle 381 on reade , service card

Circle 382 on reader service card

Versatile, economical TERM -ACON®

connectors for PC board and cable-to-cable interconnect problems. Wide array of card
receptacles, headers.
Circle 384 on reader service card

Circle 389 on reader service card

Circle 385 on reader service card

NEW "SUPER-PLY" flat cable jumpers with
round wire ends offer reduced circuit board
interconnection costs by direct mounting.
No special termination required.

Full mil-spec line of multi-contact sockets
for round or square crystal can relays. Insulator bodies are molded green diallyl
phthalate.

Circle 387 on reader service card

Circle 388 on reader service card

*4 "
1.
Wrap type "RELI-ABLOC" terminal blocks
for telecommunications with 045" square,
.750" long terminals on .240 grid pattern.

NEW, momentary action push-button
switches for PC board, flex circuits or panels. .62" square S8 series molded switches
measure only 11/64" high.

NEW miniature 4and 5pole standard and
programmable turn-around styles of sockets for popular industrial relays. Rugged
thermoset molded bodies.
Circle 420 on reader service card

Methode offers a full line of interconnect
products for industrial, consumer electronic,
telecommunications, medical electronics
and military applications. Just circle the
reader service numbers to Receive further
product data

8

ethode Electronics, Inc.
7447 W WILSON AVENUE
CHICAGO ,IL 60656
TELEPHONE (312)567-9600
TWX910-221-246e

AUDIOTRONICS
DISPLAYS YOUR
GOOD IMAGE

Our
message
is clear!

We're dedicated to innovative CRT display design,
quality production standards and complete customer
satisfaction. Whatever your display needs, we have
the experience and talent to design it, or improve it.
Contact us today!

Designed, engineered and manufactured by

AUDIOTRONICS

7428 Bellaire Avenue •North Hollywood, CA 91605 •(213) 765-2645. Telex: 69-1241
EUROPE—Sherwood House, 176 Northott Road •South Harrow, Middlesex HA2 OIL England •01-423 0866 -Telex: 89-3473

Circle 105 on reader service card

New ultra high speed
Silicon Rectifiers...at voltages
through 800V
Now Semicon offers abroad choice of Silicon
Rectifiers with very fast recovery characteristics—through 800 volts and 70 amp ratings.
These high surge devices offer recovery
times from 30 to 50 nsec. AvailabIe in low cost
epoxy case styles as well as D04, TO3 and DO5
hermetic configurations.
So when it comes to high speed, high
voltage rectifiers, come to Semicon for price
and performance you'll like.
Semicon, Inc.,
10 North Avenue,
Burlington, MA 01803,
e
(617) 272-9015.
c)
o-

t
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c
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DOUBLE

TROUBLE
FOR ALIASES
ire

ID OD OD MP 11111 III
11.

-PRECISION FILTERS INC.

-

POWER

SYSTEM 32 Programmable Filters

j

ltvice the channels. Itvice the density. Half the cost per channel.
The new Precision System 32 packs 32 programmable channels into the same
7inches of rack space previously needed for 16.
You get more than 2digit resolution, with 2047 programmable cut-off frequencies.
Time delay filters are superior to Bessel. Elliptics afford 80 dB/octave attenuation.
Phase match is within 1°. Interfaces with mini, micro or GPLB.
Savings can run nearly 50% per channel compared with competitive 16 channel
units. Fixed frequency and third octave filters available at greater savings. It's a
new reason to buy rather than build.
Call Mike Stewart at 607-277-3550 or write for complete specifications.

PRECISION FILTERS, INC.
240 Cherry Street, Ithaca, New York 14850
Circle 108 on reader service card

New products
Components

E-PROM sets up
$100 keyboard
Standard-layout capacitive
keyboard is modified using
8748 processor's E-PROM
For its first standard capacitive keyboard, Digitran Co. has given highvolume users the main features of its
custom units. But the new KS99, in
addition to its general-purpose applications, offers customers a choice of

operations, one of the reasons Digitran confidently accompanies the
keyboards with atwo-year warranty.
The device comes with one or two
output configurations: one version
has a parallel output with negative
strobe and the other a 10-bit, 300b/s serial output. All outputs are at
standard TTL-compatible positive
logic levels and can drive at least one
TTL load. A single 5-v power supply
is required to provide amaximum of
200 mA.
The ASCII-compatible keyboards
use keys that require a 11
/ -oz
4
depression force and prevent errors
by waiting for akey to be held down
for 30 ms before transmitting the
code. Automatic character repetition
is at 15 characters
per second.
The KS99 will be
an off-the-shelf
product; evaluation
units are available
now. It is priced at
$129.95 in lots up
to 99, $99.95 in
100s, and less in
higher volumes.
The Digitran Co.,

855

South Arroyo Parkway,
Pasadena, Calif. 91105.
Phone (213) 449-3110
[343]

coding schemes through the use of a
flexible microcomputer with on-chip
erasable programmable read-only
memory.
The intelligent keyboard uses an
8748 processor with E-PROM for
scanning and encoding so that the
standard unit can be programmed to
individual needs, according to its
maker, adivision of Becton, Dickenson and Co. This versatility makes
the new keyboard suitable for smallbusiness and home computers and
word processors.
Simple and durable. Among the
KS99's features is the patented moving-plate capacitor switch action,
which is comprised of ahinged moving plate and single fixed plate, both
of which are attached directly to the
printed-circuit board. The simple
design has a mean cycle between
failures specifications of 250 million
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Switched-capacitor filter
technique reduces chip size
A series of integrated monolithic filters from Reticon uses the switchedcapacitor technique to reduce chip
size, permit adjustment of the clock
rate, and gain stability over temperature compared with standard
discrete or hybrid filters.
The R5609 low-pass filter is aseven-pole, six-zero elliptic device with
over 75 dB of stopband rejection and
less than 0.2 dB of passband ripple.
The R5613 linear-phase low-pass
filter has a linear-phase passband
and elliptical stopband for sharper
roll-off and 60 dB of stopband rejection.
The R5611 high-pass switchedcapacitor filter is a five-pole Cheby-

shev device with 30 dB per octave of
roll-off and less than 0.6 dB of passband ripple.
Reticon's R5612 notch SCF is a
four-pole filter with over 50 dB of
rejection at the notch frequency.
Each device is packaged in an 8pin dual in-line package and sells for
under $7 in 10,000-unit orders.
EG&G Reticon, 345 Potrero Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. Phone (408) 738-4266
[343]

Laser trimming gives op amp
1 V/ °C offset voltage drift
A bipolar—field-effect-transistor operational amplifier called the AD547
achieves 1-µv/ °C offset voltage drift
by being trimmed with alaser at the
wafer level. It has a maximum input
offset voltage of 0.25 mv and also
comes in J, K, and S grades.
The L-grade device's noise is at
amaximum of 4/IN peak to peak, at
0.1 to 10 Hz, and its bias current is
guaranteed at 25 pA, maximum. It
will operate over a ± 5- to ± 18-v
supply range. Its low offset and bias
current make it suitable for many
signal-conditioning applications. For
handling ac signals, typical smallsignal bandwidth (— 3dB) is rated at
1 MHz, full power at 200 kHz, and
slew rate at 3v/i..ts.
The J, K, and S grades offer maximum offset voltage and offset voltage drift figures of 1.0 mv and 5
iivíC for the Jgrade, 0.5 mv and 2
µv/ °C for the K grade, and 0.5 mv
and 51.tv/ °C for the S version.
The AD547 is packaged in a TO99 metal can and is specified for
operation over the 0° to + 70 °C
range for the J, K, and L grades and
—55 ° to +125 °C for the S model. In
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Thinking about Color for Avionics Displays.
Think Syntronic Deflection Yokes
Cockpit displaYs in color are
the hottest thing in avionics.
Why? Because color increases the amount of information a pilot can absorb
in a finite time frame. Think
of the myriad uses of color.
Emergencies or targets
highlighted by red. Normal
status is white or green. Sky
shown in blue with the
ground in brown tones.
Almost anything displayed
mechanically now can be
displayed on a color CRT,
with no parallax, a condensed format and less clutter on the instrument panel.
But color displays are many
times more complex than
monochromatic displays
because of the critical interface between CRT, yoke
and circuitry. And avionic
quality displays are too
demanding for conventional
color TV type yokes.

That's where Syntronic
helps the display engineer
For several years, Syntronic
_Instruments, Inc., the leader
in precision yokes for
"
military and industrial
displays has been working
with major international
manufacturers of full-color
shadow mask tubes to
develop high performance
color yokes.
High
resolution,
color purity
and convergence, along
with faster
speed for
more display
information,
all combine
to make

deflection yoke design
atruly challenging task.
Syntronic nOw.Offers the
yoke design Capability and
the technical assistance
needed for today's and
tomorrow's top quality color
avionics displays.
If you're thinking color,
think Syntronic Instruments.
Call Dave Brown at
312-543-6444 for more information.

Precision yokes for exacting displays
Sy nt runic Instruments, Inc., 100 Industrial RoadAdd¡l!on, I

§43.§4.4!

The
only thin
we've cut
is the cost;

New products

ECP 22
bushing-mount pot
CP 22 servo-mount pot

You're designing for volume production — and you
want high pot performance without running up
costs. Answer: our new servo base CP 22, and bushing
mount ECP 22. Both feature premium-quality MystR
conductive plastic elements in cost-saving packages.
Independent linearities to ±0.25%. Infinite
resolution. Three standard resistances. Polyimide
bearings never need lubrication. Send for
information, or call (617) 358-2777.

V'vA« Waters Manufacturing, Inc.

Longfellow Center, Wayland, MA 01778 • (617) 358-2777 -Telex 948441
Circle 117 on reader service card

full design and fabrication
service in aspacious,
state-of-the-art Silicon Valley
facility call 7.,yNIOS at
(408)7'30-8800.

For

ZyM05
WHERE S

/7, SOI 1110N> AltE CI sit /NI SIAl /E •

N. MehlIda Avenue
Sunnyv:Ile. California 9•108x
Circle 116 on reader service card

RCA Solid State Division, Box 3200, Somerville, N. J. 08876. Phone (201) 685-6423
[346]

SOFTWARE
ZYMOS
I
STHE LATEST
WORD I
N
CUSTOM MOS
TECHNOLOGY

input to output line of 100 ns at 5v
over the —40 °C to +85 °C range,
reducing the total access-time path
in a large decoded memory or ho
system. The unit's output source and
sink capability are balanced, and are
equivalent to those required for four
standard Tit loads. This drive capability allows direct interfacing with
large memory sysems without additional buffering.
The CDP1873C can be used in
CDPI 800 or other general-purpose
microprocessor systems as an address decoder or vo address bus
expander. The 16-pin dual in-line
device is compatible with the
74LS138 and can be used in similar
applications, especially where low
power and high noise immunity are
desirable. The plastic version sells
for $1.68 in quantities of 100 to 999,
and the ceramic model costs $1.08 in
1,000-unit lots. Delivery is from
stock.

Reflective sensor contains
IR emitter, phototransistor

Took

SCIFTCICIL EIG
A PROGRAMMING
ENVIRONMENT
AVAILABLE...
OFF-THE-SHELF...TODAY.
IT OFFERS:
•Ease of use--interactives and
tutorials
•Short-hand and structured
languages
•Automatic code generation
•Automatic documenters
•Source code auditor
•Testing aids
•Optimization aids
ACTION: CALL US FOR DETAILS
OR TO ARRANGE FOR
A HANDS-ON
DEMONSTRATION OF
SOFTOOL 80

SOFTOCIL COPIPOPIPITiOil
34111 South Kellogg buenue
Goleta. California 93111
[505] 9541056C1
Circle 118 on reader service card

A new reflective sensor sports an
infrared emitter side by side with a
phototransistor collector housed in a
miniature plastic package 0.075 by
0.145 by 0.275 in. A daylight filter
screens out extraneous light. The
SFH-900's photo current is more
than 3 mA at a collector-to-emitter
dc voltage of 5 V and a dc forward
current of 10 mA, at adistance of 1
mm between the sensor and the
reflector. Collector-emitter leakage
current is typically 20 nA.
The miniature reflex light barrier
is designed for such applications as a
position-reporting device, an end
position switch, a speed monitor, or
as a feeler element in various types
of motion tramsmitters. In 1,000-unit
lots, the SFH-900 is $2.24 each with
delivery from stock or up to six
weeks.
Litronix Inc., 19000 Homestead Rd., Cupertino, Calif. 95014. Phone (408) 257-7910
[348]
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Turn to Rockwell. We're showing designers how to replace a
black-box modem that's outside their computer-based
products—with one that's
inside. One that's modular,
integral, and MOS/LSIbased.
Our integral modems
give your products
added value, so you
get aleg up on your
competition.

That's \\%.,..„
because they provide all the
features
of black-box modems—
but at afraction of their cost. Plus their compactness
gives you new physical design freedom.
And Rockwell modems are available at alevel of
integration that meets your requirements. Take our
R24. for example. A 2400-bps synchronous modem,
it comes in three configurations—all exceptionally
compact, and compatible with Bell 201 BIC and
CCITT V.26 A/B standards.
First there's our fully assembled and tested singleboard modem, ready to plug into your system—like
the one shown above. Then there's our set of three
discrete modules, ready to be designed into your own
modem. They allow you to separate transmit and

receive functions, if desired. And to speed your
modem integration design cycle, there's also an R24
evaluation board available.
Which means that when you're designing computerbased terminals and communications equipment,
you can now bring the modem inside your product.
How? By integrating the R24's solid-state reliability
and economy into your product, for both leased-line
and switched-network applications.
That's just the kind of advantage you'd expect from
Rockwell. the company that's delivered more integral
LSI 4800/9600-bps modems than anyone else in the
world. That's right—anyone. And Rockwell modems
are in stock now—fully assembled, on production or
evaluation boards, or as discrete modules.
So don't leave your modems on the outside looking
in. For information or applications help, call toll free:
(800) 854-8099; in California, (800) 422-4230. Or
write: Rockwell International, Electronic Devices
Division, RC55, P.O. Box 3669, Anaheim, CA 92803.

I% Rockwell International
... where science gets down to business
Circle 119 on reader service card
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Software

Packages support
VAX-11 data base
Data-management software
lets nontechnical users access
data with English commands
More nontechnical business workers
will gain access to Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX-11 series computers, thanks to an informationmanagement software set that accommodates programmer and nonprogrammer alike. The VAX Information Architecture, as DEC calls it,
initially consists of three packages
written in Bliss: the VAX-11 Codasyl-compatible Data-Base Management System; the VAX-II Datatrieve, a high-level data-manipulation facility; and the VAX-11 Common-Data Dictionary.
The VAX-11 DBMS, based on the
1981 ANSI data-base working documents, handles multiple data-base
structures totaling up to 5 billion
bytes. It supports simultaneous access by many users, locking at the

Kernel for Z8002
offered in ROM
Interrupt-driven multitasking
executive coordinates up to
256 tasks with system calls
A startup company called Hunter
and Ready is offering VRTX, a realtime multitasking operating-system
kernel for the Z8002. The kernel is
distributed in read-only memory—a
silicon software product following
closely the introduction of Intel's
80130 silicon operating system,
which performs many of the same
functions for the 8086.
VRTX is an interrupt-driven multitasking executive that relieves the

318

record level rather than at the page definitions, and its stored procedures
or area level to speed response time and validation tables, all reside in
and prevent data corruption due to the VAX-11 Common-Data Dictionary along with definitions of user
simultaneous updates. The VAX-11
authorization for accessing any piece
DBMS also protects data-base integrity by retracting incomplete up- of data. Using these definitions,
dates, or issuing rollback commands
Datatrieve automatically routes (or
denies) interactive or program rewhenever aprocess is aborted.
The VAX Information Architec- quests without requiring the user to
ture also supports VAX RMS, a specify data relationships, format, or
records-management facility already location.
The Common-Data Dictionary
present in the VAX/VMS operating
system. VAX-11 Datatrieve lets also contains all data-base defininontechnical users access RMS- and tions for the Dims, including scheDBMS-stored data using simple En- ma, subschema, and storage schema.
glish commands to define, enter, dis- An automatic default facility in the
play, manipulate, or retrieve data; Dims generates subschema and storprogrammers also may elect to use age schema based on user-specified
shorter, symbolic commands. Data schema for small applications. This
can be assembled into a variety of feature eliminates afull-scale design
user-designed report formats, includ- effort initially, yet allows for later,
ing VAX-11 FMS forms, tabular pre- limited restructuring by the user
without unloading and reloading the
sentations, and graphics.
Users can interactively enter, edit, whole data base.
Due for first delivery in Decemand execute Datatrieve commands,
which can be stored and invoked as ber, the VAX-II DBMS carries a
complete command sequences by the license fee of $30,000. The VAX-11
VAX-11 languages. Datatrieve also Datatrieve package, licensing for
allows relational access to data, $15,000, and the $3,000 VAX-11
using common fields to retrieve Common-Data Dictionary will be
records scattered over several local delivered next month.
or (optionally) DEcnet-linked remote Digital Equipment Corp., Continental Boulevard, Merrimack, N. H. 03054. Phone (603)
files.
Datatrieve's file, record, and view 884-5111 [391]

application programmer from the
burden of coordinating multitasking
systems. Instead of writing a monolithic program that performs the
tasks at hand and also coordinates
and synchronizes them, the programmer merely writes a separate
program for each task and uses the
system calls in the VRTX to do the
rest. This can significantly reduce
the development time of complex
real-time software systems and at
the same time provide a higher
degree of reliability and standardization across aproduct line.
VRTX consists of 22 system calls
that perform task management, intertask communication and synchronization, interrupt servicing, and
memory allocation. It can also be
used with a real-time clock for timing purposes.
The software can manage up to

256 separate tasks, each of which
can be assigned a unique priority
level so that the most important
tasks are executed first. Tasks can be
created, deleted, suspended, and
resumed under the kernel's control.
Intertask communication and synchronization is handled by anonformatted mechanism that can implement semaphores, mailboxes, or
message-passing, as the designer
desires. This differs from Intel's
approach on the 80130, which uses
preformatted task creation and message passing. That buys Intel compatibility with iRMX-86 at the
expense of execution speed. Mutual
exclusion— for preventing, for example, simultaneous reads and writes to
adisk—and resource locking can be
supported by the general-purpose
communication mechanism.
Interrupts require a user-supplied
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Now Available
-PIN HEXDIPs. Rated 1-Watt.
Type

ros (on)

IRFD110

100V

N

IRFD111

CHANNEL

IRFD112
IRFD113

60V
100V

The HEXFET technology that spawned the industry's first 60 to 500V,
1to 28 Amp power MOSFETs is now available in the HEXDIP dual
in-line package rated to 100V at 1 Amp. Made for automatic insertion,
these 1-Watt packages are today's logical package for logic-level
PC Board design. HEXDIPs are end-stackable in rows of any length
on 100 mil centers. No space-wasting breaks between packages.

CHANNEL

Using N and P-Channel combinations, complementary circuits can be
easily designed in far less space with fewer components to simplify
board layout. And he HEXDIP low profile permits use in card cages
with 0.5" board spacing, with air space above and below the body.

CHANNEL

HEXDIPs offer you the best of both worlds: performance and
functional packaging. Contact our nearby Regional
Office for the name of a Representative
or Distributor who can give you
literature and all the. facts!

Part Number

0 611
0 6E1

1OA
1OA

0 811

08A

60V

0 8f1

08A

IRFD9120
IRFD9121

-100V

0611

-1 OA

-60V

0 611

-1 OA

. IRFD9122

-100V
-60V

0 811

-0 8A

0 811

-0 8A

IRFD9123

6-PIN HEXDIPs. Rated 4-Watts.
Type

N

'Part Number

Combination

' IRFE110
IRFElii

FOUR IRFD110
FOUR IRFD111

4-PIN HEXDIPs
4-PIN HEXD1Ps

IRFE112

FOUR IRE0112
FOUR IRFD113

4-PIN HEXDIPs
4-PIN HEXDIPs

IRFE113
IRFE9120
IRFE9121
CHANNEL

N AND P
CHANNEL
PAIRS

IRFE9122
IRFE9123
IRFE5110
1RFE5111

FOUR IRFD9120 4-PIN HEXDIPs
FOUR IRFD9121 4-PIN HEXDIPs
FOUR IRF09122 4-PIN HEXDIPs
FOUR IRF09123 4-PIN HEXDIPs
TWO IRFD110 r TWO IRFD9120
TWO 1RFD111

TWO IRFD9121

IRFE5112

TWO IRFD112

TWO IRFD9122

IRFE5113

TWO IFIF0113 , TWO IRFD9123

_

SOURCE

GATE

DRAIN

IR REGIONAL OFFICES: California (213) 772-2000
Chicago (312) 991-5520 • Minnesota (612) 831-6400
New Jersey (201) 943 , 4554 • No

Carolina (7041 568-3652

Ohio (216) 447-9717 • Wisconsin (414) 784-2480

INTERNATIONAL
RECTIFIER
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oe
s
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WORLD HEADQUARTERS: 233 KANSAS ST ,EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245, u S A. (213) 772-2000. TWX 910-348-6291. TELEX 66-4464
EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS: HURST GREEN OXTED SURREY RH8 9BB, ENGLAND TELEPHONE (088 33) 3215/4321. TELEX 95219
Manufacturing Subs,dlanes. Sales Office, Representafives and Cbstnbutors Throughout the World
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New products

K1135A, B, C
BAUD RATE
GENERATORS

CMOS! \
\N`4
CMOS/NMOS
COMPATIBLE
K1 152A

K1160BB
DUAL OUTPUT
Z8000A, Z808
DRIVER

K1160AA
DUAL OUTPUT
Z8000, Z80A
DRIVER
K1161A DUAL
COMPLEMENTARY
OUTPUT

new-program-status area to hold the
addresses of the user's interruptservice routines. Messages to awaiting task can also be delivered by the
interrupt handler.
Both dynamic and static memory
management is supported by VRTX,
with separate stack areas provided
for each task. All parameters needed
to configure the software for a particular memory system and hardware configuration are supplied in
the user-written configuration table,
which can be as short as 14 words.
Also, up to 128 system calls may be
defined by the user.
Unlike Intel's 80130, which has
other system resources on-chip
(timers, interrupt controller, and bitrate generator), VRTX is aRom-only
kernel, supplied in two 2716 erasable
programmable RUMS. It can be linked to assembly language programs or
high-level languages, like Whitesmiths' c, for which acP/m-compatible interface library is available.

Venture
Capital
Available
If you have aviable
product in the hightechnology field —
contact us. We can
help, whether you
need start-up capital
or additional funds
to begin or expand
production.

VENTURE
EQUITY
Write or call: Allen Leeds
120 Wall St.
New York. N.Y. 10005
(212) 431-1785

Hunter and Ready, 713 Santa Cruz Ave.
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025 [392]

LOCO II
,ee›.. .
•
7

K1158A
EXTENDED
TEMPERATURE

K1 100A

...more timing standards
for the computer industry
IJ a baud rate generator with zero error
at 19,200 baud.
O two new MOS drivers for Zilog (or equivalent) 4 & 6 MHz microprocessors, with
system timing TTL outputs at twice the
processor frequency.
O a dual complementary output clock
o a tight symmetry clock
13 a 10 to 15 MHz clock with a±2 output
O a fourth frequency (14.318 MHz) available in the LOCO 11 low cost oscillator
family.
• an extended temperature clock (-40°C
to +85°C) in an all-metal welded package.
Send today for more information on the
clock oscillator to fit your application.
Motorola, K1100, K1158, K1160, K1161,
and LOCO II are trademarks of Motorola Inc.
Zilog is atrademark of Zilog, Inc.
ID 1981 by Motorola Inc.

MOTOROLA INC.
COMPONENT PRODUCTS
2553 N. Edgington
Franklin Park, III. 60131
312/451-1000
TWX: 910-227-0799
Telex: 4330067
320
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Kernel occupies

Circle 127 on reader service card

FIBER OPTICS
VOCABULARY

about 100 bytes
Minimal-system multitasking
kernel handles switching
from one task to the next
The Multitasking Kernel from U. S.
Software provides an easy-to-use aid
for writing microprocessor software
that must handle several tasks concurrently. It handles the switching
between tasks by saving the status of
the machine and performing the
housekeeping duties necessary to
start a new one. Since it can be
placed in a read-only memory, it is
useful in embedded applications that
do not require mass storage. The
multitasking software has been successfully used at several test sites for
purposes including process control
on the factory floor and the handling
of data acquisition and distribution
to and from remote medical instru-

The basic reference document on
fiber optic and lightwave communications for those who design,
develop, operate, use, manage, or
manufacture communications or
data processing equipment and
components.
•1400 entries, with
•inversions and cross-references
•index of terms

Order your copies today!
$12.95 each, discounts of 10% on
orders of more than 10.
Electronics Magazine Books
li
e m
yyk
• y P.O. Box 669
• " • Hightstown, NJ 08520
Tel. 609/448-1700, ext. 5494
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Color Film Recording
performance

for the most demanding applications.
t*s CFR 4000

esiri
CFP 4000

Building or Buying a Computer Graphics System?
Check-off your Film Recorder requirements below:
Recording Speed: al
Resolution: •
Film Size:
Automatic Operation: •
Reliability: II

35mm color slides in less than 20
seconds per sllide. Over 180 slides per
hour.
4000 line x4000 line. Higher resolution
available.
16rnm to 8" x10" variable film formats.
Automatic Black Level, Programmable
Hue and Contrast, Look-Up Tables,
1024 Color Map.
All elements designed and built by
CELCO.

If you've checked one or more,
call us today. The CELCO Film
Recorder is the ONLY machine
for you.
(201) 327-1123 Mahwah, NJ 07430
(714) 985-9868 Upland, CA 91786
Circle bingo card number below
to have our colorful and detailed
CELCO Film Recorder brochure
sent to you.
Circle 128 on reader service card

CALMA display of the new NCR 4485

Now you can draw on NCR's
experience for the highest density,
n-channel NV-RAM available.
NCR's newly
patented
SNOS (Silicon
Nitride Oxide
Silicon) process brings you
the NCR 4485
— the highest density, microprocessor
compatible NV-RAM available. Its 512x8
bit organization gives you 512 bytes of
RAM and 512 bytes of EEPROM. All on
the same chip.
With the NCR 4485, you get TTL compatibility, JEDEC standard byte-wide pinout,
and a450 ns worse case access time.
Plus, the NCR 4485 is available right now.
So there's no need to wait for the
combined advantages of EEPROM non-
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volatility and fast static RAM alterability.
The NCR 4485 is just the first member of
anew n-channel family using SNOS. A
family whose MNOS heritage ensures
high quality and reliability. And because
we're in the business to stay, you can
look forward to even higher densities
from NCR.
You can test the NCR 4485 for yourself
with our new evaluation kit. It includes:
5-NV-RAMS, data sheet, application
report, reliability report, and erase/store
voltage generation/control parts.
All for only $200.
For more information, call Dave Major at
(800) 543-5618, in Ohio (513) 866-7217.
Or write Dave at NCR Microelectronics
Division, Box 606, Dayton, Ohio 45401.

NCR — NV MEMORY GUIDE
Device No.

Organization

Type

32x16

WAROM

2055

64x8

WAROM

1400

100x14

WAROM

3400

1024x4

WAROM

2811

2048x4

EAROM

2168*

2048x8

EAROM

2161•

2048x8

WAROM

4485

512x8

NVRAM

2051

•Pin conservative bus structured devices
MNOS p-channel description:
WAROM — Word alterable ROM
EAROM — Electrically alterable ROM

N
Microelectronics Division
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NEW PRODUCT —
CHARGE SENSITIVE
PREAMPLIFIERS

FEATURING

APPLICATIONS

• Thin film hybrid technology

• Aerospace

• Small size (T0-8. DIE)

• Portable instrumentation

• Low power (5-18 milliwatts1

• Mass spectrometers

• Low noise

• Radicle detection

• Single SuPDIY cottage

• Imaging

• 168 hours of Duman lime

• Research experiments

• MIL-STD-883(B

• Medical and nuclear electronics

• One year warranty

• Electro-optical systems

New products
gence features like insert line or
delete character.
Versions for RDOS, DOS, and
MP/OS are priced at $850 per system. The AOS/VS versions for the
multi-user environment are priced at
$1,000. Both are available immediately. All licenses include software
updates at no charge for one year.

programmable
microvolts dc
calibrator
EDC model 501 Series J

Rational Data Systems, 205 East 42nd St.,
New York, N. Y. 10017. Phone (212) 6975855 [395]
Models A-101 and A-111 are charge
sensitive preamplifier-discriminators
developed especially for instrumentation employing photomultiplier tubes,
channel electron multipliers (CEM),
microchannel plates (MCP), channel
electron multiplier arrays (CEMA) and
other charge producing detectors in
the pulse counting mode.

Models A-203 and A-206 are a
Charge Sensitive Preamplifier/Shaping Amplifier and amatching Voltage
Amplifier/Low Level Discriminator
developed especially for instrumentation employing solid state detectors,
proportional counters, photomultipliers or any charge producing
detectors in the pulse height analysis
or pulse counting mode of operation.

Applesoft Basic compiler
boosts execution speed
Tasc, acompiler for Applesoft Basic
programs, converts a standard Applesoft program into machine code,
enabling the program to execute
much faster than was previously possible. This allows Apple owners to
increase the speed of their Applesoft
programs without having to learn a
new programming language. Speed
increases range from 2 to 20 times
faster than regular Applesoft programs.
While Basic compilers traditionally impose significant program size
restrictions, Tasc's disk-based design
and object-code compression
schemes can compile and run even
large, complex Applesoft programs.
Tasc is easy to use and almost
completely compatible with Applesoft, so existing and new programs
can be compiled with little or no
modification. It requires an Apple Il
or Il Plus, Applesoft Basic, 48-K
bytes of random-access memory, and
one disk drive..It supports, but does
not require the Microsoft KAmcard.
It sells for $175, with delivery in 2
weeks.
Microsoft Consumer Products,
Ave.,

N. E.,

Suite

200,

400

Bellevue,

108th
Wash.

98004. Phone (206) 454-1315 [396]

TEK
Management system builds

AMPTEK

INC.

6 DeAngelo Drive
Bedford, Mass. 01730 U.S.A.
Telephone: (617) 275-2242
With representatives around the world.

decision-support systems

IEEE 488 (GP/IB) or
Parallel/Serial

Outputs:
0.10/ to ±
-1000 Vdc
±
-10nA to 10 Amps dc

Resolution (1ppm)
24 Bits (BCD) or
20 Bits (Binary)

Prices start at

$1995
Output specifications
Range: 101.4.V to 10 Vdc
ccuracy:
peed: 50,uS
solation:
091t, 130pf. 500 Vdc
tability - -f
-0.0005%

Optional functions
100 mV Range: 0.10/ to 100 mVdc
200 V Range: 100/ to 200 Vdc
1000 V Range: 100/ to 1000 Vdc
100 mA Range: 10uA to 100 mA
0Amp Range: 10p.A to
ClAmps dc

rogramming options
BCD or Binary. Parallel or Serial entry.
ASC II Code. IEEE 488 (GP IB)
•U.S. Basic Price, Options. Accessories
and Auxiliary Instruments additional.
Call Bob Ross for additional information.
EEM PGS 2724-26
CC GOLD BOOK PGS 260-62

ELECTRONIC
DEVELOPMENT

An advanced computer language
and data-base management system
named Express can implement and

CORPORATION
Boston, MA 02127 Tel (617) 268-9696
IELECIDEVCO) Cable Adds

Circle 144 on

reader service card
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TRANSISTOR
SOCKETS

New products
maintain financial and marketingdecision support systems. Express
contains a multidimensional relational data-base system, display capabilities for on-line analysis, formal-report generation and graphics,
a wide range of statistical techniques, and advanced modeling capabilities.
Among the applications are financial reporting and analysis, budgeting, long-range planning, cash planning, acquisition analysis, sales forecasting, product positioning, and
production planning, as well as competitive analysis, advertising and
promotion effectiveness, and strategic-product forecasting.
Express is available through timesharing or in-house installation. The
system was developed for a Prime
550 or 750 and IBM computers that
operate under vm/cmS; a large system can simultaneously support 50
to 60 users. The price of an in-house
installation starts at about $250,000.
The system is available immediately.

Newly-Designed
Snap-In Sockets
For TO-3 & TO-66
In Stock: The industry's most
complete line of transistor
sockets, kits and mica
insulators. Our sockets are
designed for the TO-3 and
TO-66 transistors.
Also, our latest design
in printed circuit sockets
plus an extensive line of
snap-in sockets.
Sockets are available in
the latest U.L. approved
materials.
NEW FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

kEEvE3rc ri E
ELECTRONICS

CORP.

TWX 710-581-2861
CABLE-KEYELCO
49 BLEE CK ER STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10012 212-475-4600

Management
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Decision Systems Inc.,

200

Fifth Ave., Waltham, Mass. 02254. Phone
(617) 890-1100 [397]

IN THE MARKET FOR

MAGNETIC
FABRICATION?

Program merges several
spread sheets into one

7/ Check out PERMAG
... your one-stop shopping mart
for sophisticated magnetic materials
"In the Magnetic Field, PERMAG is No. 1"
ATLANTA •BOSTON
CHICAGO •DALLAS
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL
NEW YORK •SAN FRANCISCO
TOLEDO
Consult Yellow Pages for
the PERMAG near you.

Penratoent

tse

Renee licensed
Ceramics
ap...

Linear FUMES

loreve

altelmeg Materiats I

PERMAG CORP., 400 Karin Lane, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801
Send me your catalog.

Name
Add, ess

Sorcim Corp., 405 Aldo Ave., Santa Clara,

City

Calif. 95050. Phone (408) 727-7634 [398]

Stat.,

e
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Supercalc is aspread-sheet software
package for awide variety of CP/Mcompatible systems. Both 5- and 8in. drives are supported with 5-in.
formats, including Apple CP/M, Xerox 820, North Star, Superbrain,
Micropolis, Zenith, Osborne, and
Vector Graphics.
Its features include the ability to
merge several sheets into one and a
help command that guides the user
through all the levels and options in
the program. In addition, the program can automatically format
printed reports and examine all formulas contained in a work sheet on
an interactive basis. The package,
which includes ausers' guide, reference card, and installation program
for use with over 25 terminals, sells
for $295 and is available now.

l
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Oak puts E3
up against the
world's fastest typists.
In akeyboard market clogged with claims and
confusion about -N-key-rollover, - look to Oak's
FFMR keyboard for the practical answer. It provides E3-Entry Error Elimination. And that means
precisely what it says. We challenge the fastest
typists in the world to make it error. They can't.
Yet E3 makes its real contribution to Oak's Full
Travel Membrane (FTM) keyboard—and to you
—in the cost column. You get
the Entry Error Elimination
and 100-million-cycle-plus
performance you've got to
have in akeyboard at prices
far below those of keyboards
with comparable performance. That's practical.
Entry Error Elimination is a
remarkably sensible micro-

processor based N-key-rollover and phantom
key lockout system developed by Oak
engineers. Without the cost and complexity
of Hall Effect and capacitive technologies.
And that's not all. Beneath the PUM keyboard
is Oak's proven, industry-leading membrane
switch technology. So you get all the good things
of membrane switching—reliability durability
RFI and EMI resistance, design
flexibility and—of course—low
cost. All without sacrificing the
qualities you demand in akeyboard, right down to human
engineered industry standard
feel and touch.
Call or write us today for the
data and detail's to prove it. You
can't afford not to call Oak.

OAI

Switch Systems Inc.
An Oak Technology Inc. Company

PO Box 517. Crystal Lake. Illinois 60014
Phone 815/459-5000 •TWX 910-634-3353•TELEX 72-2447

Circle ii148 for further information
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Virtually
EVERY
Microprocessor
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r lOS BORNE/McGraw.Htll
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OSBORNE 16-Bit
Microprocessor Handbook

4 84 gr
% eet
ane

/Warn Osborne

#43-8, $19.95, 800 pp

842-X. $19.95, 1400 pp.

O

Throw away all that paper anc trash the manufacturers sent you

Osborne 4 & 8-Bit Microprocessor Handbook and Osborne 16-Bit Microprocessor Handbook
are the ONLY books you'll need to objectively understand, evaluate, and compare 4, 8 and 16-bit microprocessors.
Top designers and engineers all over the world use these invaluable references to keep pace with explosive advances
in the semi conductor industry. These unique reference books provide objective descriptions of virtually every microprocessor on the market today. The books let you know what's available, how it works (or doesn't work), and how to
use it Each microprocessor is control tested to determine its special capabilities and limitations.

More Microelectronic References from OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill:

An Introduction to
Microcomputers: Vol. 3
Some Real Support Devices
by Gerry Kane & Adam Osborne

The CRT Controller

68000 Handbook

The 8089 I/O Processor
Handbook

Support devices are precisely described,
including ar analysis of the best uses for
each device. A valuable reference book.
This book is available with or without its
convenient 3-ring binder.

Handbook

by Gerry Kane

by Adam Osborne

by Gerry Kane
Fully covers pins and signals. registers,
microprocessor interface. screen 7remory.
transparent memory addressing. much
more. 13 tables & 149 separate illt.strations

This bock covers the new 16-bit MC68000
in exquisite detail. The architecture, timing,
instructiors and controls are all discussed.
Foflows the same lucid format as our other
hand000ks.

Covers the 8089 I/O Processor ana the
828B Bus Arbiter in comprehensive detai
Includes a complete presentatiim of the
8089 instruction set, progranmirg guidelines and operating limitaticns

#45-4, $6 99. 220 pp

#41-1, $6.99, 200. pp

#39-X, 96.99, 120 pp.

Book #1M7. 91500. 70C pp
Binder #59-5, $69
6 upcates #98 925.00

e

Make check paya bl e t
o:
OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill
630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710 Dept, E30

Phone Orders

(3W. 2:

-2E.95

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Plus 0 .75/item 4th class

0 $1.25/8ern UPS

Total Amount Enclosed $
Signature
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E

$2.50/item Air Mail
or cnarge my 0 VISA

0 Sk0.00 item Overseas
D Mastercharge

(California residents add applicable tax.)

Card 8

Exp. Date
D Please send me your ftee ca:alog_

Centigrid® III
The world's first
CMOS compatible
EMR

Now for the first time you can
drive an electromechanical relay
directly with the signals of most
logic families—including CMOS.
That means simpler board layout
problems and reduced components counts for greater reliability.
The new Centigrid relay
incorporates apower FET driver
in the input to amplify the signal,
protects it with alarge Zener
diode, and packs it all together
with aDPDT relay and coil suppression diode in atiny Centigrid

style can. And make no mistakes
... it is aCentigrid relay designed
to meet the requirements of
MIL-R-28776. Its ruggedness and
proven contact reliability are
industry bywords.
Ultraminiature Centigrid relays
have proven extremely effective
in applications where high board
density. and close board spacing
are critical. Low power requirements make them exceptionally
valuable for battery operation,
and they have excellent RF char-

acteristics up through UHF
The new Centigrid is available
in both general purpose (116C)
and sensitive (136C) versions.
Call or write today for complete
information or applications ideas.

Apr TELEDYNE

RELAYS

The best little relays in the world.

12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 •(213) 777-0077
U.K. Sales Office: Heathrow House, Bath Rd., Cranford, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW5 9QQ •01-897-2501
European Hqtrs: Abraham Lincoln Strasse 38-42 •62 Weisbaden, W. Germany 6121-700811
Circle 164 on reader service card

Seeing is Beijing.
See the Excellence of Itholution and
Find e
High Reliability.
CRT monitor Series

(1714 0
„

,

12"

ato

Distributors in:
France:
A.K. Electronique
Switzerland:
Altrac, AG.
F.R. Germany:
Alltronic, GmbH,

Tel: (1) 575.53.53.

Marketed by:

Manufactured by
Victor Data Systams, Japan

Tel: 01/741 46 44.

INTERTEK, INC.
7-2-8, Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
Telephone :103)363-6649 Telex: .128497

Tel: (89) 950291.
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1-113's Small Wonders.
Superb performance in
new quartz oscillators.
D High Short-terni Stability.
Low Phase Noise.
HP'S new 10811A/B Oscillators
are designed for equipment
requiring acompact, rugged,
precision frequency source.
Ideal for instruments, communication and navigation equipment
and precision time keeping.
Look at the superb performance you get:
•Aging rate: <5 parts in 10' 6/day
•Phase noise: better than 160
dBc at 10 kHz offset
•Warm up: within 5parts in 10 9
of final frequency in 10 minutes
•Time Domain stability: better

Fast Warmup.
Low Power Consumption.
than 5parts in 1012 for a
1-second averaging time
•Power consumption: approximately 2watts, after warmup
•Output frequency: 10 MHz
(10.23 MHz on special order).
Both are plug-compatible with
HP's 10544 Series oscillators, and
offer higher performance. Price
is $800* (add $100* for Bmodel
with provisions for shock mounting). Call your nearby HP sales
office, or write to HewlettPackard, 1507 Page Mill Road,
Palo Alto, CA 94304.
U.S. domestic prices only.

FMI
336
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HEWLETT
PACKARD
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"SURGE
FREE"

New products/materials
sheet and die-cut forms and in custom-designed shapes. Prices, which

SURGE ABSORBABLE
DISCHARGE TUBE
(FOR CIRCUIT PROTECTION)

• POINT

•APPLICATION

(1) Usable at wider ambient condition,

Computer

especially good under high humidity

depend on size and form, are lower
than silver-copper elastomers.
Chomerics Inc., 77 Dragon Court, Woburn,

circuit

Communication equipment

(2) Visibility for operation

Home Appliance

(3) Compact and easy assembly

Aircraft and Automobiles

(4) Stable characteristics

Mass. 01888. Phone (617) 935-4850 [477]

• TYPE
A polyurethane coating,

Breakd own

HumiSeal

type

(V)
SA-80S5
SA- MOSS

plies with Rule 66 air-pollution reguand

meets

Insulakon Memem
Roestance SurgeCurroni
8
( .20e)
KA
(la)

200 ± 10%

10'nin

±10%

10'Mo

3000
3000

Ez

3000

lot

80

SA-140

140 ±10%

10"»rnin

standards. Applied by brushing, dip-

SA-200

200 ± 10%

10'rrin

ping, or spraying, the coating will

SA-250

250 ± 10%

10' °min

300 ±10%

lenin

ture and can be soldered for repairs.

SA- 7K

7000 ± 1000V lOnein

SA-10K

10000 ± 1000V lemin

A fluorescent tracer is provided to
aid in the inspection of the pc boards

• MAIN
PRODUCT

under an ultraviolet light.
HumiSeal 1A62, once fully cured,
is resistant to solvents and chemi-

•'

MIL-I-46058

SA-300

range of — 55 ° to + 125 °C, and withstands 3,000 V. It has a pot life of six
months and a shelf life also of six

(Model)SA-80

3000

3000
3000
5000
5000

Surge Width
Ix413os 2kV

so
.I,

loo

i000

lO

Number of Cycle

NEON GLOW LAMP, XENON FLASH LAMP,
RARE GAS, DISCHARGE LAMP.
MINIATURE: BLACK-LIGHT, UV-LIGHT,
FLUORESCENT COLOR-LIGHT

months when stored in tightly sealed

NO.

containers

TELEPHONE:03(774) 1231— 5

room

3000

ELEVAM ELECTRONIC
TUBE CO., LTD.

cals, is useful over the temperature

at

cycling discharge

10'min

SA- 80

cure in 24 hours at room tempera-

Change of Ez by

Life
Tones
at
500A

80 ±10%

"

lations

dc

dd

1A62 protects printed-circuit boards
from harsh environments. It com-

Voltage

temperature

17-8CHOU

2-CHOME

OTA-KU,

TOKYO

JAPAN

TELEX:246-8855

ELEVAM
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away from excessive heat. It is available for immediate delivery in quart,
gallon, and 5- and 55-gallon containers at $15 per quart, $39 per gallon,
$34.10 per gallon

in

the

5-gallon

containers and $33.40 per gallon in
the 55-gallon drum.
Columbia Chase Corp., HumiSeal Division,
P.O.

Box 445, Woodside,

N.Y.

11377.

Phone (212) 932-0800 [478]
The Freedom-250 lead wire is insulated with perfluoro alkoxy (PFA)
fluoropolymer resins, which are approved for use in food and pharmaceutical processing applications and
are

useful

for portable appliances

and electrical and electronic components operating in the 250 °C range.
Having only half the outer diameter
of conventional wire constructions, it
is a cost-effective alternative to standard insulations, such as asbestos,
TAGT, Tos, and silicone rubber.
Freedom-250

has

an

excellent

abrasion and cut-through resistance
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without a protective braid, a high
dielectric strength, and a low coefficient

of

friction.

These

features,

together with its compactness, make
it

superior

to

conventional

wire

designs for the 250 °C range, accord-
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The Capitol Machine
1:011 and Switch Company
87 Newtown Road

SWITC

H

Danbury, CT 06810
203/744-3300
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New products/materials
ing to the company. The wire is
available in American Wire Gage
sizes No. 26 through 10 with solid or
stranded nickel and silver-plated
copper or nickel conductor options.
Specially designed configurations to
meet specific customer requirements
are also available.
Radix
MAGNECRAFT'S CLASS 67
MINIATURE INDUSTRIAL RELAY
•Packaging: Clear, crack-proof polycarbonate dust covet.
•Contact Arrangements:DPDT through 8PDT.
•Contacts: Silver gold clad with contact ratings of 3 or 5
amps, either bifurcated or non-bifurcated configurations.
•Control Voltages: 6VDC thru 110VDC. 6VAC thru 115VAC
Standard. Other coil voltages or currents available.
•Terminals: Plug-in /solder type and printed circuit.
•Mating sockets available.
77 different models are IN STOCK for immediate delivery.
Write for your FREE
CLASS 67 MINIATURE INDUSTRIAL RELAY CATALOG.

maspeFree
5575 NORTH LYNCH AVENUE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60630
312/282-5500 TVVX-910-221-5221

Wire

26260

Lakeland

Blvd.,

Phone (216) 731-

9191 [389]

A solventless varnish, Permafil 73537
is a liquid polyester that can cure to
an infusible solid. It has an extremely high bonding strength at elevated
temperatures, making it suitable for
use in small high-speed rotating
armatures and to bond all types of
coil structures.
Permafil 73537 varnish is supplied
as a two-component package that
consists of a resin and catalyst in Sand 55-gallon kits.
General

Electric Co.,

Department
Circle 186 on reader service card

Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio 44132

Insulating

RV14-118-821,

Materials

1 Campbell

Rd., Schenectady, N. Y. 12345. Phone (518)
385-3128 [479]

SPOTLIGHT ON STABILITY

A desoldering wick is based on Xersin, a flux preservative that helps
eliminate oxidation, a problem associated with rosin coatings. The wick
is not affected by temperature or
humidity and never requires any special storage conditions. It will not
become brittle or flaky but remains
pliable even after years of shelf storage.
The Xersin desoldering wick
comes in 0.03-, 0.06-, 0.08-, and
0.10-in, sizes and is color-coded for
easy identification. Available for
immediate delivery, it is priced at
$1.49 apiece.
Multicore Solders, Westbury, N. Y.

11590.

Phone (516) 334-7997 [4801

In Recognition of
•Excellent long-term stability (±0.1%).
•Total error band of ± 0.5% FRO, including
linearity, hysteresis and thermal effects.
•High reliability.
CEC olvision

IBELL E HOWELL
338
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Honeywell's
Model 5600:
The world's
youngest
10-year old
tape recorder.

Our Model 5600 tape recorder/
reproducer was introduced almost a
decade ago. So for the past 10 years,
it has proven its reliability and performance where it counts most, not
in our labs but in actual use.
At the same time, Honeywell engineers have gradually improved and
upgraded the 5600 over the years to
produce today's 5600C, an instrumentation recorder that represents
the best of both possible worlds:
Field proven reliability and state-ofthe-art features.
For example, the 5600C is still
the lightest and most compact instrumentation recorder in its class.
Performance features such as an
adjustment-free tape path and a

wideband, phase-lock servo are built
into both intermediate and wideband
models. And the precise, gentle tape
handling of our unique tricapstan
drive lets you use 1/2 mil tape for
up to 25 hours of uninterrupted recording. The "C" also gives you a
choice of ac or dc power supply, and
up to 14 channels of record or
reproduce capability.
Find out for yourself what 10 years'
worth of proven performance can
mean in your application. Call Darrell
Petersen at (303) 773-4835 for more
details or write for technical information and a free, illustrated brochure:
Honeywell Test Instruments Division,
Box 5227, Denver, Colorado 80217.

WE'LL SHOW YOU A BETTER WAY.

Honeywell
Electronics/October 20, 1981
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Exclusive new Zenith CRT Display with L-Power
for logic circuits means lower system cost.
This is no ordinary CRT Display.
It also provides the power for your
terminal logic circuits. This unique,
scan-derived system replaces
conventional power supplies, and
results in CRT Display systems that
are compact, uncomplicated, and have
fewer parts. You get optimum reliability,
acooler-running terminal and lower
system cost.
The Zenith CRT Display testing
program subjects test units to

thousands of hours, under extreme
humidity, vibration, altitude, and
temperature conditions. And
exhaustive analyses of components
and subassemblies, including electron
microscope and thermograph scans in
the Zenith Reliability Lab.
All Zenith CRT Displays: 5", 9",
12 ", and 15" are available with this
innovative new L-Power system. For
further information write: CRT Display
Engineering Division, Zenith Radio
Corporation, 1000 Milwaukee Avenue,
Glenview, Illinois 60025, or call (312)
773-0074.

THE NEXT
LOGICAL MOVE
NEW ZENITH L-POWER CRT DISPLAY CHASSIS
AND TERMINAL POWER SUPPLY
COMBINED

CONVENTIONAL
CRT DISPLAY CHASSIS WITH
SEPARATE
TERMINAL POWER SUPPLY

,jegiffrAr
The quality goes in before the name goes on.

340
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Products Newsletter
Controller stays with
high-density drives

Unit captures and
displays weather data

Streamer backs up
Q-bus disk systems

Controller offers
vast range of speeds

8085A and Z80A get
signature analysis

Prices continue
to fall. ..and rise

Electronics/October 20, 1981

In an attempt to keep up with the new generation of high-density storagemodule disk drives, Interphase Corp. of Dallas is offering a new disk
controller for $2,250 in single quantities. The SMD 2180-3 is an enhanced
version of its 2180 disk controller and can increase the serial data rate to
15 Mb/s. The enhanced rate is necessary to remain compatible with
higher-density drives like the Fujitsu Eagle, a 472-megabyte drive that
spins at 3,900 rpm and has aserial data rate of 15 Mb/s.

Northern Video Graphics Inc. of Minneapolis has begun selling the
Video-FX 1, aweather-satellite receiving system with acathode-ray-tube
display that is billed as a low-cost alternative to video systems currently
costing about $50,000. Complete with a 2-meter dish, a Z80-based
processor, and a 12-in, black and white video screen offering aresolution
of 512-by-512 picture elements, the system sells for $6,995 and is designed
to receive and display weather pictures transmitted directly from satellites
operated by the U. S., Europe, and Japan.

Joining the move to streaming-tape backup for Winchester disk drives,
Plessey Peripheral Systems, Irvine, Calif., is unveiling its PM-CSV11A
'/4-in, cartridge subsystem, designed for Q-bus disk systems. The unit runs
at 90 in./s and has a 20-megabyte capacity with a 450-ft cartridge.
Single-unit pricing for the drive, which has an 8-in, floppy-disk form
factor, is $3,600.

Anaheim-based Datum Inc.'s model 1050 tape controller is compatible
with all versions of i
Bm's Series 1systems, but offers a wider range of
speeds and speed mixtures than IBM systems. The 1050 can handle speeds
ranging from 12.5 to 125 in./s and lets users determine combinations.
The pricing is 30% lower than IBM's, at $7,375 for dual-density formats.

Models 5001C and 5001D microprocessor exercisers that troubleshoot
products based on the type 8085A and Z80A microprocessors are new in
the Hewlett-Packard line of signature-analysis troubleshooting equipment that was introduced by the Palo Alto, Calif., firm over a year ago
[Electronics June 19, 1980, p. 17]. These instruments can use signature
analysis even though the exercise routines and other provisions for signature analysis were not initially designed into the product. The new models
are deliverable in 45 days at $900 for the 8085A version, and $1,075 for
the Z80A model.

Digital Equipment Corp. of Maynard, Mass., has reduced prices for
add-on mos memory products by as much as 60% for PDP-11 computers and 33% for VAX computers, reflecting the reduced cost of semiconductor components and increased manufacturing efficiencies. In the same
announcement, however, DEC increased hardware and software prices an
average of 2'/2%, with older products reflecting increases as much as 7%.
Piiceon Inc., San Jose, Calif., has also initiated an across-the-board price
reduction of up to 30% on all of its board-level products, hoping to further
stimulate the market for S-100 bus-compatible products.
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Important editorial
Intel takes aim at the '80s
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SOFTWARE SHAPES VLSI

PROCESSOR

A history of the Aloha project
The IAPX 432 32-bit microprocessor has been in geslatic
for over six years. a third of that time in Santa Clara. Cart
and the remainder in Aloha. Ore There its developmei
eventually became known as the special systems opera
bon. or SSO. with Jean-Claude Cornet as director. But it
shroud of privacy led some to think SSO stood for "secte
systems operation "

Three-chip mainframe
to accompany other
Intel processors
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Electronics worldwide editorial
announces and interprets
all the important
technological developments.
Take the Aloha Project.
The first hint was given in 1980 when
Intel invited Electronics to hear what its
top management was planning for the
decade. In Electronics' February 28 issue,
John Posa, our solid state editor, let the
world know of Intel's vow to develop an
operating system in silicon which would
integrate ahigh-level language to help
compensate for the shortage of software
engineers.
In Intel's Aloha, Oregon facility, tight-

In the beginning the 432 was called the 8816. then II,
8800 It had to be given a number because at Intel. "a
soon as you give something a number, it is instantl
perceived as this little thing with side-brazed connection
coming out of it.' • jokes principal engineer Justin R Ratt
nor (see photo) By November of 1975 the endeavor ha.
coalesced into a working unit under William W Latfin
remained 432 program manager until April ol last year
when he moved over to another Intel division
The original idea was to "do something interesting" wit.

lipped designers were progressing with
this five-year-old project, dubbed the
Special Systems Operation or "SSO."
The outcome would be the iAPX 432—
the first 32-bit microprocessor to integrate ahigh-level language. The language? ADA—the Department of
Defense's new standard programming language.
Even before the iAPX 432 was hinted
at, Electronics was covering the competitive 16-bit microprocessor arena with
reports on Intel, Motorola, Zilog, TI,
Fujitsu and Philips. In May, we got a
break on the "SSO" project.
While covering the 7th Annual Symposium on Computer Architecture in La
Boule, our Paris News Bureau recognized
Intel's principal engineer for the "SSO,"
Justin Rattner, leading adiscussion on

the iAPX 432 philosophy. New York was
contacted and John Posa investigated. He
added this new information to what he
had already gathered at an earlier visit to
the Aloha Project as the first journalist
ever to be admitted to the "SSO." Result:
our May 22 issue carried the story quoting Rattner's advance announcement.
In November, Electronics reported
Intel's plans to hold three invitation-only
sessions to introduce the iAPX 432. And
finally, on February 24, 1981, Electronics
published the "full disclosure" special
report on "SSO," authored by its designers, Justin Rattner and William Lattin.
Important editorial? You bet. The
iAPX 432 evolved in the pages of Electronics. The only place important
people could have read about it was in
Electronics magazine.

neering. They are directly accountable for their company's profits. They
are buyers.

Let us introduce you to these important
people. Call Norm Rosen, National
Sales Manager, at: 213-487-1160, and
he'll arrange aconclusive demonstration in your office. Or, call your local Electronics salesperson.

is read by
important people.
Not everyone in the electronics
technology marketplace is important
to you. Not all the engineers, not all
the managers.
However, the people who read Electronics are important to you. They are
the people who make the important
technology and business decisions.
They are the planners. They set standards. They supervise design engi-

Most don't read direct mail.
But they all read Electronics magazine4out of ten read no other.
These important people are hard to
see. Salesmen often miss them. They
travel extensively on company business.

Electronics
1ulg
Where important people
read important editorial lien Ili

K6 divides by 10 the wire -weaving time for prototypes.

Detail oía K6 wired board.

A K6 board wired on both sloes. ready for
r-n7nonr-it mser

A fully equiped board after wave soldering

Automatic wiring insulated, bonded, soldered wire technique.
K6 allows extensive time-savings and there by cost savinys
to be made on prototype manufacturing, through the multi
layer weaving technique.
K6 advantages:
Speed: after computer-aided programming, all wiring operations are automatized.
Density: wiring on double-sided board with insulated wirecrossing permits ahigher density going up to 39 packages
DIL/DM2.
Reproducibility: reproduction of printed circuits is flaw.
lessly assumed by full automation.

Modifications: can always be made at any stage of weaving process. Only the machine piloting program needs to
be modified.
Evolution: K6 system is the only one suitable to the new
generation of components, avoiding plated-through holes
and using surface mounting (chip carriers).

the new interconnection
(licence Commissariat à l'Énergie Atomique "LET!")

le ,
Please, send

me, without any commitment on my behalf, full documen
tation on tile system.

CTT

Name

First name

ÉQUIPEMENTS

Company

Position

CIT ALCATEL
ALCATEL ÉQUIPEMENTS
10, rue Latécoère, 78140 Vélizy -France
Tél. (3) 902.95.51 -Télex 696539 p. 127

Field of activity

ru

Address
Telephone

Çtttion

Circle 194 on reader service card

DDP-800

DEC® COMPATIBLE MASS STORAGE DISK SYSTEM
80 MBytes on 8-inch Winchester Fixed Disk!

THE WORD'S SMALLES1 MING
Zeus Sub-Lite-WaIITM Tubing of Teflon*
DEC

PDP-11

LSI-11"

Compatible Emulation.
Large Size 8-inch Winchester
Disk System—Compact.
EMULATION/LOGICAL CAPACITY
RP-a 3LOGICAL(20.8 MBytes ea)
RP-0 1LOGICAL + Contracted
(40.8 MBytes + 20.8 Myles)

RM-021 LOGICAL(67.4 MBytes)
RI(-06 4LOGICAL(1 3.9 MBytes ea)
RK-07 2LOGICAL(27.5 May:es ea)

DISTRIBUTOR I
NO(• [RIES ARE INVITED.

OTHER DETAIL: CONTACT

KENTRONIX, INC.
1-6-14 Higashi-Nakajima

Higashi-Yodogawa-ku, Osaka 533, Japan

Phone: (06) 3231707 Telex: J64531
17) TM DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP

Circle 196 on reader service card

A major breakthrough in micro-miniature tubing! Walls as thin as
0.0015" in I.D.s of 0.022" and larger (The average dimension of a
human hair is 0.003"). Applied over mechanical, electrical, or electronic parts, it protects against ultra-high heat Cup to 500°F), shock,
moisture, abrasion, corrosion and critical dielectrics. Its low coefficient of friction lends itself to automotive push-pull uses. Also
ideal for wires, cables, connectors, or irregularly-shaped products.
In the medical and chemical fields it is ideal for collecting, diluting,
monitoring or infusing minuscule samples of liquid or sera with ultra
precision ...or for use as catheters or related gems. Available in
heat-shrink form. Send for data sheet.

ea
. ZEUS INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 298, Raritan, N.J. 08869
201-526-0800 (in N.J.) •TWX 710-480-9346
Call toll-free 800 526 3842
•DuPont's registered trademark for its tluoropolymer resins.

Circle 199 on reader service card
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New literature
Dictionary. The pocket-sized International Microcomputer Dictionary
contains over 1,600 definitions of the
most important terms, acronyms
(with pronunciation), and numbers
used in microcomputer jargon. In
addition, the IMD provides a 10language vocabulary of essential
computer words. It is a revised version of Sybex's popular Microcomputer Lexicon. A special section
called "The Numbers Game" is a
list of those electronic-parts numbers
that are common in everyday microcomputer parlance. Another section
lists suppliers of microcomputers
and components. For more information about the $3.95 paperback, contact Sybex Inc., 2344 Sixth St.,
Berkeley, Calif. 94710, or phone
(415) 848-8233. Circle reader service number 421.
Teleprinters described. Teleprinters,
a Data Decisions report, details the
features of communications printing
terminals. The report presents specifications on 244 teleprinter models
that are produced by 80 vendors. In
addition, the products handled by 43
dealers and distributors are identified. Models covered include all keyboard or receive-only printers that
can be directly coupled to communications facilities or to cathode-raytube terminals via an RS-232-C or
current-loop serial interface. A free
executive summary is available; the
complete report is $25 from Data
Decisions, 20 Brace Rd., Cherry
Hill, N. J. 08034. Phone (609) 4297100 [422]
vim course. A video-taped course,
entitled "Introduction to VLSI Systems," teaches systems engineers
and computer scientists to design
proprietary integrated circuits using
the noted Mead-Conway methodology. The course is a 21-hour series
that assumes the student has no integrated-circuit—design experience. Its
hands-on approach includes regular
homework assignments and a final
project in which students are expected to complete the design of an
integrated electronic subsystem. The
course may be leased for an initial
fee of $3,950, plus a monthly fee
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based on the number of months the
course is used. For more information, contact VLSI Technology Inc.,
3101 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, Calif.
95051. Phone (408) 727-3108 [423]
Pressure transducers. A technical
paper, "Basic Advantages of the
Anisotrophic-Etched, Transverse
Gage Pressure Transducer," explains the uniquely designed diffused
silicon diaphragm at the heart of
Endevco's miniature pressure transducer product line. The paper, designated TP 277, discusses the advantages of sculpturing the diaphragm
(to concentrate stress), anisotrophic
etching, the transverse gage ap-

proach, and attachment of a heavy
silicon ring. For additional information, contact Endevco, Rancho Viejo
Road, San Juan Capistrano, Calif.
92675. Phone (714) 493-8181 [424]
Apple resources. The Apple Resource Directory is a complete
where-to-find-it book of hardware,
boards, accessories, and peripherals
for the Apple computer. The second
edition of this directory includes
product information, photos, pricing
information, and complete descriptions of the items featured, as well as
manufacturer names and addresses.
It also lists reference manuals, publications, newsletters, magazines, user
groups and clubs and time-sharing
systems for the Apple. The $5.95
directory is available from local
Apple dealers or from WIDL Video,
5245 West Diversey, Chicago, Ill.
60639. Phone (312) 622-9606 [425]

International standards. A new comprehensive pocket-sized handbook
from ACDC Electronics describes the
spectrum of international and domestic regulations concerning design
of electronic equipment, safety, and
electromagnetic interference. Specifications include those from the
Institute of Civil Engineers, International Commission on Rules for the
Approval of Electrical Equipment,
Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker, Underwriters Laboratories, Military Standards, and the Federal
Communications Commission. For a
copy of the handbook, contact ACDC
Electronics, 401 Jones Rd., Oceanside, Calif. 92054. Phone (714) 7571800 [426]
Apple software. Vanloves Apple
hum Software Directory contains
over 3,000 software entries in 33 sections divided by subject. The directory, designed to aid the microcomputer user who currently uses CP/M in
the selection of software and peripherals, lists amyriad of available programs, their publishers, and prices.
A software hotline, (800) 255-5119,
is available to directory customers
who have software, hardware, or
peripheral questions. The directory
sells for $19.95 plus $1.50 postage
and handling from Vital Information
Inc., 7899 Mastin Dr., Overland
Park, Kan. 66204. Phone (913) 3811818 [427]
Electronics insurance. A booklet
entitled "Insuring the Electronics
Industry" details the unique problems faced by the electronics industry. The many sorts of coverage vital
to the insurance needs of electronics
firms and covered in the booklet
include product liability, errors and
omissions, damage to product coverage, loss of project protection,
income protection, property-valuation protection, and broad all-risk
coverage. The booklet presents case
histories of these specialized coverages as well as unusual ways to
respond to usual coverages. The
booklet is available free by writing to
Chubb Electronics Booklet, 1700
Broadway, 5th floor, New York,
N. Y. 10019. [429]
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The Quiet Performer.
The new Gould 2200S oscillographic recorder
with incremental chart drive performs so
quietly you'll barely know it's running. Plus you
get unmatched versatility from the following
innovative features:
• Quiet drive, smooth trace • Versatile chart
speed control (fixed, variable, remote, pulsed)
• Synch output • 99.6% Linearity/0.25% for
chart speed • One or two channels • 31 Plug ins available • 140 Hz frequency response
Write Gould Inc.. Instruments Division. 3631
Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. For
fast literature service call: 800-331-1000.

Circle 138 on reader service card

The Portable
Performers.
The Gould 220 2-channel and the Gould 260
6-channel recorders offer accuracy, depend- .
ability, economy and portability.
These lightweight, rugged recorders offer exceptional performance with a frequency
response of 100 Hz and non-linearity of less
than 0.5%. Both feature eight push button chart
speeds from 1 mm/minute to 125 mm/second
Measurements range from 1 mV per division to
500 V full scale over 12 selected ranges.
Write Gould Inc., Instruments Division, 3631
Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114.
For fast literature service call: 800-331-1000.

Circle 134 on reader service card

The Instant Replay
Family.
The Gould DS04000 series digital oscilloscope:
• Stores for instant replay what happened
before, during, and after an event as long as
the unit has power.
• Can expand a stored waveform for closer
study and automatically output to strip or X-Y
recorder or digital peripheral.
• Can compare a reference signal versus a
variable.
• Functions as a conventional scope, waveform
recorder, transient recorder.
Write Gould Inc.. Instruments Division, 3631
Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. For
fast literature service call: 800-331-1000.

Circle 202 on reader service card

Now Capture
-1r
20 kHz Waveforms.
Add our new waveform storage module to your
Gould direct writing recorder. Coupled with the
Gould 2000 Series recorder, you have a total
system: a wavetorm recorder, a transient
recorder, a real time recording system.
Here's what you get in the Gould waveform
storage module:
•20 kHz frequency response •2K of memory
•10 bit A/D converter •100 mV to 1500 V
full-scale sensitivity •Equivalent chart speed—
to 100 meters/sec.
Write Gould Inc., Instruments Division, 3631
Perkins Ave., Cleveland, OH 44114. Or phone
toll-free 800-331-1000.

Circle 137 on reader service card

S.W. &SUNBELT
.Circuits EE's
•Systems EE's
•Product EE's

Microsystems
•Software Design
•Hardware Design

$20.000 to $45,000
100% Fee Paid
Specializing in placing EE's with data
acquisition,
peripheral and
instrument

manufacturers

across

Career outlook
Passing the hat for schools

Southern U.S. Send resume. geographic preference,
requirements to:

salary and

salary

jreboot Mompson companies inc
Management &Employment
1 1 Consultants
2200 West Loop South Suite 800
Houston, Texas 77027
17131827-1040

SUNBELT OPPORTUNITIES
Our 14 SE offices cover many Manufacturing
Firms which seek experienced degreed
Electronic Engineers as well as Entry Levels.
Microprocessor/Computer Applications —
Hardware/Software, etc. Fee Paid. Confidential Treatment. BEALL ASSOC. Personnel, Box
8915E Greensboro, NC 27419

POSITIONS VACANT

Electronic Engineers: Deal with
an EE. I specialize only with
electronic positions — EE's and
Techs. The top companies rely on
me. It makes sense for you and
me to discuss your career goals.
We speak the same language.
Send resume. Call for prompt attention. Noel Cram, EE., 201297-7111, Consultants, Inc., PO
Box 1938, North Brunswick, NJ
08902.
Engineers — discrete, personal,
reputable
national
fee
paid
placement serv. Murkett Assoc.
Box 527, Montgomery, AL 36101.

FACULTY POSITIONS
VACANT
Florida International University
has a regular tenure track Electrical Engineering faculty position
at the assistant/associate professor level in the areas of electrical power and communications. Duties include teaching, advising students and research activity. An earned doctorate is
required in one of the above
areas. Industrial experience and a
P.E. registration is desirable. Application deadline is October 31,
1981. The appointment is to
begin January 6, 1982. The
University is new and has excellent growth potential. It is located
in an urban area with many industries of electrical specialty interests. Send aletter of interest with
resume and references to Dr.
James Story, Electrical Engineering, VH 140, Florida International
University, Tamiami Campus,
Miami, FL 33199. An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer. A member of the State
University System of Florida.

CALL IN
YOUR
CLASSIFIED ADS
212/997- 2556
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Noting that the demand for engineers in the electronics industries is
expected to outstrip the supply by
100,000 engineers by 1985, the
American Electronics Association
has decided to come to the aid of
American education. Last month it
created an engineering education
foundation, tossing in $50,000 of its
own operating money, and began to
pass the hat among its 1,500 member companies hoping to raise $30
million to $50 million.
The plan is to use the money to
help create more qualified engineers.
A blue-ribbon panel appointed by
the AEA will decide how to allocate
the funds, once they are received.
Ideas under consideration include
the creation of engineering faculty
chairs, the providing of graduate fellowships to engineering students who
pursue careers in education, and the
funding of engineering faculty fellowships. Other possibilities are the
guaranteeing of summer jobs to
engineering faculty and offering
engineering teachers paid one-year
jobs at electronics companies so they

can keep pace with the latest
changes in technology.
The AEA is asking its member
companies to contribute 2% of their
annual research and development
budgets to the cause. Such budgets
are usually 8% to 10% of annual
sales.
Programs already in place between individual companies and universities would be credited toward
the 2% figure. Equipment could also
be donated by companies in lieu of
cash contributions.
The AEA also plans to contribute
2% of its annual membership dues.
The association's chances of obtaining at least some percentage of its
goal seem good, since its board,
which consists of 41 top executives
of electronics companies, approved
the measure unamimously.
Lobbying, too. A significant part
of the foundation's efforts would be
the lobbying of state legislatures to
raise the salaries of engineering faculty in state-run colleges and universities. The AEA itself also plans to
lobby at the Federal level. In its
attempt to help schools, the foundation would take aregional approach,
with the first area task force to be
set up around San Francisco to aid
colleges and universities there.
The announcement by the association of its proposed foundation follows closely its release of figures supporting its oft-stated view that there
is asevere shortage of engineers. The
AEA's refrain is the estimate that has
gained widest recognition in the nonengineering world.
New data shows that U. S. electronics companies will create
198,191 jobs for electronics and
computer-science engineers with
bachelor's degrees between now and
1985. However, American colleges
will graduate only 69,315 degree
holders to fill those slots, according
to current projections.
Those numbers do not include
attrition, says the AEA, and reflect
an annual 14.9% annual compounded growth rate in demand. The calculations are derived from the association's new survey, "Technical
Employment
Projections:
1981-1983-1985." -Martin Marshall
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ATTENTION HARDWARE ENGINEERS:

You've put in at least 3years of
practical, on-the-job experience.
And now, you've earned your
spurs. You .ve earned the Texas
sunshine and you've earned the
chance to join the team at
E-Systems Garland Division.
You'll need your spurs, too, because some of the toughest
high-technology electronics
problems you can face are
solved every day at E-Systems.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
HARDWARE ENGINEERS:
•wide range of jobs:
-systems analysis, design,
development, test and integration in the following areas:
computer-based intelligence
and reconnaissance systems,
command and control systems, electronic warfare, communications systems, digital
image processing

•state-of-the-art technology:
-high-speed digital logic and
signal processing
-communications theory,
digital and analog design, and
filter design
-antenna/arrays for precision
direction-finding systems
-RF & IF processors & microwave integrated circuitry
-microprocessor bit-slice, and
high-speed, parallel pipeline
processors utilizing MOS, TTL
& ECL
-high probability of intercept
receivers
PUT ON YOUR SPURS
Don't miss out on this Texas size
opportunity. We are planning to
be in the following cities with
some of our top technical people to talk with you. Send your
resume today for professional
review and priority attention:
An equal opportunity employer, M/F, H, V

Atlanta

Newark

Bethesda

Philadelphia
Phoenix

Bost«.
Chicago
Dayton

Pittsburgh
San Diego

Los Angeles
Melbourne/

San Jose
Seattle

Orlando
Minneapolis

St. Louis

If you have adegree and 3or
more years of experience, grab
hold of this opportunity — don't
delay — send your resume to:
Professional Placement,
E-Systems, Inc., Garland Division, P.O. Box 226118, Dept.
ES29, Dallas, Texas 75266.

lra;

E-SYSTEMS

lie Garland Division
The problem solvers.

' NEW

RAPID GROWTH
VENTURES

NOTICE
TO
EMPLOYERS:

Carpenter Consultants has recently undertaken searches for key contributors for one major new high-technology venture and four small firms who
anticipate very rapid growth in the next two years. These positions offer
exceptional technical challenge and breadth of responsibility. There will
be opportunities to share in the firm's financial growth. We can only briefly
summarize the positions, so please call to discuss the opportunities in
detail.

FIBER OPTICS TECHNOLOGISTS

To $40's

Both commercial and military experience relevant. Application of state-ofthe-art technology to total systems.

NETWORK SYSTEMS

Why
we can recommend
our readers
for the top jobs

To $38K

Strength in local networking systems.

SENIOR PROJECT ENGINEER

To $30K

Will have responsibility for taking new product to commercial stage. Electronic
instrumentation experience including use of RF analog and ultrasonics.

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

To $38K

Develop new computer systems for computer controlled energy management

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

To $40K

Software developing including voice/data/switching.

POWER SUPPLY

To High $30's

Senior Engineer, #2 in department Identify, define, develop and design
new products.
Call Steve Ford, CPC at (617) 731-3730. Calls accepted until 7 PM
Monday and Wednesday.

Carpenter
Consultants, Inc.

The subscribers to this magazine have
qualified professionally to receive it. They
are also paid subscribers —interested
enough in the technological content to have
paid aminimum of $19 for asubscription.
As subscribers to ELECTRONICS, our
readers have told you several things about
themselves. They are ambitious. They are
interested in expanding their knowledge in
specific areas of the technology. And they
are sophisticated in their need for and use
of business and technology information.
Our readers are now in senior engineering or engineering management, or they are
on the road toward those levels. In either
case, they are prime applicants for the top
jobs in almost any area.
If you are interested in recruiting the
best people in electronics, these pages are
open to you for your recruitment advertising.
Our readers are not "job-hoppers". To
interest them you will have to combine
present reward with challenge and opportunity for future career advancement.

Member,

824 Boylston St., Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
Professional Placement

•

HIRE 1983 & 1984
GRADUATING ENGINEERS
—THIS SUMMER!—
First, it's in our industry's
best
interest to
provide
career-conscious undergraduate engineering students with meaningful summer job experience in their
future profession.
Second, since there'll always be more anxious applicants than openings, you'll
be able to select the cream
of the crop, then evaluate
them
under
"gameconditions"
with
an
eye
towards hiring them, when as
coveted graduates, the job

market may well be in their
favor,
By filing out and returning
the coupon
below,
your
organization will be included
in summer job listings to be
featured in the January 1982
issue of McGraw-Hill's GRADUATING ENGINEER.
This edition will be dis tributed to 75,000 engineering students on over 500
campuses
by engineering
department heads, placement officers, and minority
advisors. Students will then
contact you directly.

Free summer job listing

The cost of recruitment advertising on
these pages is $87 per advertising inch. For information call or write:

MAIL TO, ELECTRONICS/POST OFFICE BOX 900/NEW YORK ,NY 10020
NAME/TITLE of individual to be contacted I

Electronics

ADDRESS: iMailing address of your personnel office)
ORGANIZATION: (Firm, Company, Government Agency or Institution)

TYPE AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS SOUGHT
Technician

Computer Science

Electronics

Avionics

9!
iii â
I

Note: Last date coupons can be accepted for this year's summer job listings is 11/15/81
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Post Office Box 900, New York, NY 10020
Phone 212/997-2556

i
e-/JF1

III
Other: (
Draftsperson, etc.)

I
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COMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
More job challenge, more vacation and up to 40 percent more pay. Aramco offers
them all to the communications professionals we need now in Saudi Arabia.
Aramco needs outstanding people
in Saudi Arabia. We're offering
outstanding incentives to get them:
up to 40 percent pay premium, 40
days' vacation every year, and a
chance to work on vast and challenging projects with the world's
largest oil-producing company.
Among our major projects is an
enormous communications system
which links our vast network of
operations in Saudi Arabia. You'd
have to look hard to find asystem
quite like it anywhere.
If you have the following qualifications, we have the following
openings in which you could expand your communications career.
Data Systems Engineers
You must have ten years' broadbased, practical experience with
real-time minicomputer systems
(such as, message switching or test
centers) and/or wideband data
transmission (involving line concentrators, statistical multiplexes,
modems) and/or local area networks (such as ethernet) for word
processor information transfer and
data collection. This position involves system specification development and heavy liaison with other
communications groups and users.
Requirements: Degree in Engineering, Computer Science or Mathematics. Technical background
desirable.
Radio Frequency Engineer
You'll be responsible for the planning, coordination and documentation of all of Aramco's radio frequency assignments with strong
working knowledge of all international and domestic regulations governing assignments in the radio frequency spectrum.
Your activities will include technical coordination with governing and
licensing agencies within the Saudi
Arabian Government; the planning
and implementation of acomputerbased documentation system with ap-
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propriate assistance from electronic
data processing personnel, and delineation and coordination of coinpatability and interference studies
using support personnel; representing Aramco on technical frequency
matters and you should have experience in dealing with governing agencies; and guide other work force in
performing regular duties.
Requirements: Degree in Engineering and aminimum of five years'
experience.
Communications Construction
Engineers
You'll develop requirements for communications equipment buildings
and towers, including siting, fencing, power, grounding, and air conditioning; serve as the engineering
representative for civils on major
communications projects during
construction and installation; serve
as the project engineer on small
civil projects; and provide engineering assistance to operations on
problems associated with support
structures (power grounding, air
conditioning, buildings, etc.).
Requirements: Civil Engineering
degree or equivalent with aminimum of seven years in the design
and construction of buildings/
towers, preferably with direct experience in acceptance of communication facilities as a field engineer.
Data Teleprocessing Engineers
You must have ten years' experience
in networking of terminal devices to
ahost computer within large data
processing and/or industrial telemetry systems utilizing intelligent terminals, modems and communication facilities.
This position involves system
layout, specification development
and liaison with user and/or other
communications groups.
Requirements: Degree in Engineering, Computer Science or Mathematics. Technical background is
desirable.

Competitive compensation
and benefits
Aramco pays acompetitive base
salary and acost-of-living differential that equalizes living expenses
between Saudi Arabia and the
United States. In addition, Aramco
pays an expatriate premium of 40
percent on the first $30,000 of base
salary and a20 percent premium on
the next $20,000. And there is an
outstanding combination of benefits: long vacations, comfortable
housing, abundant recreation and
an excellent school system.
Saudi Arabia bonus and new
voluntary "bachelor" status for
married employees
Newly hired North Americans for
Aramco in Saudi Arabia receive a
special bonus. It equals 10 percent
of your annual base salary, up to
$5,000. All of the attractive compensation and benefits are available
for married employees who may
want to work overseas on atemporary "bachelor" status for the first
year. This program includes three
free repatriation trips by air during
this one-year period, and the option
to request familystatus during that
same year.
Interested? Call our 24-hour line
any day: (713) 750-6965. If you
wish, call toll-free: 1-800-231-7511
between 7 A.M. and 4 P.M.,
Monday-Friday, Central Time.
If you prefer, send your résumé
in full confidence or write for more
information to: Aramco Services
Company, Department ELT1020TDO4A, P.O. Box 53607, Houston,
Texas 77052.
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Beautifully casebound and
jacketed for your permanent
pleasure.
300 illustrations, many in full
color. 274 pages, $18.50
The most exhilarating, comprehensible look at past and future
developments in electronics
that has ever been published.
Painstakingly researched and
written, AN AGE OF INNOVATION gives you an unforgettable
overview of electronics. Everything from the individuals
whose foresight and daring led
to the great advances...to the
origin of specific technological
breakthroughs you use in your
own work and home...to the
challenges and discoveries we
will face tomorrow.
Order today!
Electronics Magazine Books
Hightstown, NJ 08520

349
346
348
347
346

Lin].

copies of AN AGE

OF INNOVATION @ $18.50
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handling on pre-paid orders. Ten-day
money-back guarantee on all books.
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Printed Circuit

Advertising sales manager: Norman Rosen

Ribbon Cable

Market managers:
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Coaxial
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SE.

The Galaxy of Quality Connectors
Through advanced technology, the Hirose line as
originally developed is regularly supplemented and updated for ever-current application. Today, therefore, it
can be depended upon to accommodate all standard
requirements of the industry.
And now more than ever, Hirose's technological talents
are focused on anticipating the ever-changing connector needs of the electronics world.
Whether you require standard, modified, or more,
sophisticated custom connectors - such as demanded
in fiber optics - you are invited to contact Hirose for
technical information and design assistance.

ELECTRIC USA
9254 Deering Avenue •Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone (213) 709-1247
The Leading Producer of Ribbon Cable, Circular, Rectangular,
Coaxial, Printed Circuit and Fiber Optic Connectors.
Circle 205 on reader service card

NEW 1981 Electronics Buyers'
Guide
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copies of 1981 EBG.

D I've

enclosed $30 per copy delivered in USA or
Canada. Address: EBG, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.

The only book of its kind in the
field. If you haven't got it,
you're not in the market.
To insure prompt delivery
enclose your check with
this coupon.

D I've enclosed $52 for air delivery elsewhere.
Address_ EBG, Shappenhangers Road, Maidenhead,
Berkshire S'6, 201 England.
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You can't claim to be "the world's
leader in power amplifiers" unless
you are. And being the world's leader
means giving customers the ultimate
in RF power flexibility with aclearly
advanced design. That's the reputation we've earned with our product
line because there's simply nothing
finer in all the world.
And our instrumentation can meet
all of your applications, for RF signal
generator amplification, RFI/EMI
testing, signal distribution, RF or
data transmission, NMR/ENDOR
ultrasonics and more.
ENI's selection of solid state Class
A power amplifiers is unsurpassed,

combining afrequency spectrum of
10 kHz tol GHz with power outputs
that range from 300 milliwatts to
over 4,000 watts. Rugged, compact,
and versatile, these units can be
driven by virtually any signal source.
They're completely broadband and
untuned, amplifying inputs of AM,

FM, TV, SSB, and pulse modulations
with minimum distortion. Their
unconditional stability and failsafe
design make them impervious to
severe mismatch conditions, and
capable of delivering rated power
to any load impedance from an open
to ashort circuit.
Clearly, when it comes to meeting
your power amplification needs,
you'll get the utmost in flexibility
from the advanced design of RF
power amplifiers... ENI.

ENI

ENI products available through ENI Power Systems, Ltd., 23 Old Park Road, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, England SG52JS, Tel Hitchin 51711, TELEX 825153
ENI UK G. And: AUSTRALIA: Elmeasco Instruments Pty Ltd., Concord N.S.W. Australia, Tel 939-7944 BELGIUM: MCR Electronics Marketing, 1420 Brame
L'Alleud, Belgium, Tel: 02/384.80.62 DENMARK: Instrutek, 8700 Horsens, Tel 05-611100 EGYPT: Electronic Precision Instrument Ca, PO. Box 1262, Cairo,
Arab Republic of Egypt, Tel: 860819 FRANCE: Coms.3tec, 92300 Levallois-Perret, France, Tel: 758.59.10 GERMANY, AUSTRIA: Kontron Elektronik GmbH,
8057 Eching/Munich 1, Germany Tel 89-3188-1 ISRAEL: ROT Electronics Engineering Ltd., Tel Aviv 61210, Israel, Tel. 483211-5 ITALY: Vianello S.p.A.,
1-20121 Milano, Italy, Tel: 34.52.071 JAPAN: Astech Corporation, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan, Tel: Tokyo 343-0601 NETHERLANDS: Koning en Hartman
Elektrotechniek B.V, The Hague 2040, Netherlands, Tel 70-678380 SOUTH AFRICA: Associated Electronics (Pty.), Ltd., Johannesburg, South Africa,
Tel: 724-5396 SWEDEN: Saven AB, S-18500 Vaxholm, Sweden, Tel: 0764/31580 SWITZERLAND: Kontron Electronic AG, 8048 Zurich, Switzerland,
Tel: 01 62 82 82 UNITED KINGDOM: Dale Electronics, Ltd., Frimley Green, Camberley, Surrey, England, Tel Deepcut (02516) 5094
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World's largest
local distributor
with 44 locations
stocking the finest
lines of electronic
components and
computer products
ALABAMA
Huntsville (205) 837-7210
ARIZONA
Phoenix (602) 231-5100
CALIFORNIA
Avnet, L.A. (213) 558-2345
Avnet. 0.C. (714) 754-6111
Hamilton, L.A. (213) 558-2121
Hamilton. 0.C. (714) 641-4100
San Diego (714) 571-7510
San Francisco (408) 743-3355
COLORADO
Denver (303) 779-9998
CONNECTICUT

MOTOROLA
ANDAWLION/AIIN
ANSWER THE
6460
I II
ION.

Danbury (203) 797-2800
FLORIDA
St. Petersburg (813) 576-3930
Miami (305) 971-2900
GEORGIA
Atlanta (404) 447-7507
ILLINOIS
Chicago (312) 860-7700
INDIANA
Indianapolis (317) 844-9333
KANSAS
Kansas City (913) 888-8900
MARYLAND
Baltimore (301) 995-3500
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston (617) 273-7500
MICHIGAN
Detroit (313) 522-4700
Grand Rapids (616) 243-8805
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis (612) 932-0600
MISSOURI
St. Louis (314) 344-1200
NEW JERSEY
Fairfield (201) 575-3390
Cherry Hill (609) 424-0100
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque (505) 765-1500
NEW YORK
Long Island (516) 454-6060
Syracuse (315) 437-2641
Rochester (716) 475-9130
NORTH CAROLINA
Raleigh (919) 829-8030
OHIO
Cleveland (216) 831-3500
Dayton (513) 433-0610
OREGON
Portland (503) 635-8831
TEXAS
Dallas (214) 659-4111
Houston (713) 780-1771

MOTOROLA from FÍAMILTON/AVNET

Austin (512) 837-8911
UTAH
Salt Lake City (801) 972-2800
WASHINGTON
Seattle (206) 453-5844
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee (414) 784-4510
INTERNATIONAL
Telex 66-4329
Telephone (213) 558-2441
CANADA
Toronto (416) 677-7432
Montreal (514) 331-6443
Ottawa (613) 226-1700
Calgary (403) 230-3586
JAPAN
Tokyo (03) 662-9911
Osaka (06) 533-5855

With 1
1
6K prices at an all-time low, you're
probably asking, "Is it economically feasible
to start designing in 64K RAM devices?" It's
the 64,000 bit question, and the answer is a
resounding YES! With Motorola's 5 Volt
dynamic MCM6664 (pin 1 refresh) and
MCM6665, it is now practical, even
preferable, to cross over to 64K. Because
while 16K prices have been decreasing, so
too has the cost of Motorola's 64K RAMs
And when you consider the savings in PC
board real estate and reduced power supply
requirements, you've got a rather convincing
cost argument.
Of course other factors weigh heavily on

Mamba
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the decision to go the 64K route. Like
performance, reliability, and availability. On
all counts, Motorola is an industry leader.
They're shipping hundreds of thousands pf
units monthly—more than any other U.S.
supplier,—in fact, more than just about all
manufacturers And with Hamilton/Avnet's indepth local inventory, you're assured of
prompt delivery to meet your increasing
production demands
If you've been pondering the 64.000 bit
question, call any of our 44 locations for
more information on Motorola's 64K dynamic
RAMs. Together, Motorola and Hamilton/
Avnet have answered the 64 000 bit question!
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A commitment to stock and serve your local market'
Circle 902 on reader service card

